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Abstract
The aim of this research is to provide guidance for drawing Euler diagrams. People
draw Euler diagrams to visualise information about sets using closed curves, illustrat-
ing how they intersect and whether they are disjoint or in a subset relationship. As a
widespread and popular visualisation technique, considerable research effort has been
devoted to the problem of automatically drawing Euler diagrams. To draw effective
Euler diagrams, however, insight is needed into the layout choices being made and their
impact on user comprehension. Through surveying the literature we established five
guides spanning three categories of layout choice: descriptional, topological and graph-
ical. The literature affords robust layout guides for both the descriptional and topo-
logical choices. However, the literature yields limited guidance regarding the numerous
graphical choices that have to be made such as the shape and colour of curves. This
lack of guidance is perhaps surprising given it is well documented by information visu-
alisation theorists that people are visually sensitive to graphical choices. Importantly,
such theory tells us that graphical choices can significantly impact the comprehension
of diagrams.
The work of Bertin explains that people are particularly sensitive to the graphical
properties of orientation, shape and colour. Further, these properties should be con-
trolled when visualising nominal data, such as that conveyed by Euler diagrams. It
is therefore important to establish the impact of orientation, shape and colour on the
comprehension of Euler diagrams. In order to determine the impact of these choices we
conducted a series of empirical studies measuring task performance in terms of accuracy
and time. Consequently, we were able to contribute an additional six new guides, five
of which address what was otherwise limited guidance concerning graphical choices.
Our specific contribution derived five guides concerning the orientation, shape and
colour of Euler diagrams. Our guidance recommends to draw Euler diagrams without
regard to their orientation, draw curves using circles and each set represented should be
assigned a unique colour, which is then applied to the representing curves. If circles can-
not be used, choose highly symmetrical curves, such as squares. If highly symmetrical
curves cannot be used, draw curves that exhibit regions that are discernable from their
curves via their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry, for example choose ellipses
over rectangles. While validating the new and previously existing guides, perhaps the
most significant contribution was derived. We demonstrate that when real-world Euler
diagrams break multiple guides, it significantly reduces the accuracy and increases the
speed with which Euler diagrams are interpreted. Hence, our final layout guide states
that Euler diagrams should be drawn to adhere to as many of the ten individual guides
as possible.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Never has society demonstrated such an insatiable appetite for generating and dissemi-
nating data as it is doing right now. Every hour, huge volumes of data are proliferated
via the Internet from the use of social networks and the like. Patterns, trends and
associations manifest within this data relating to peoples’ social behaviour and inter-
actions [44]. Consumers generate masses of transaction-based data each and every day.
Unsurprisingly, people realise the value of being able to analyse these data in order
to identify relationships between a person’s social internet use with their consumer
activity [3]. From this data, retailers can distil their customers immediate and future
product aspirations and in turn optimise their product offerings, pursue new product
developments and therefore make better informed business decisions [45].
However, in order to analyse these and similar data requires the appropriate tools.
Visualisations are an important part of this tool kit. Correctly conceived, visualisations
are often far superior at accurately and concisely conveying information than their
sentential cousins [39]. This concept is understood and common practice in criminal
investigations. In this context, sets are visualised that represent organisations to which
people (the data items) belong or locations they frequent [25]. Visualisations are also
common-place in the natural sciences for analysing and understanding complex data
structures. For example, within the biosciences where data items are genes, sets are
visualised that represent shared features of the genes [37].
Therefore, an essential aspect of data structure analysis is to identify relation-
ships between groups or sets of data. This is echoed by two recent state-of-the-art
reports [4, 78]. The most recent of these reports observed that, to-date, over 120 pa-
pers have been published concerning techniques and applications for visualising group
structures [78]. The other of these two reports reflected the challenges involved with
visualising groups or sets of data and the relationships that exist between the sets [4].
Addressing these challenges, a variety of visual representation techniques have been
developed. The most notable of these techniques include Euler diagrams [70], Line-
Sets [1], KelpFusion [47], UpSet [41], linear diagrams [59]. The overarching aim of
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all these techniques is to facilitate and enhance the exploration of data by rendering
accurate and concise visualisations of the relationships between sets.
We will now examine examples of the aforementioned visualisation techniques. Each
of these examples will illustrate a visual representation of three data sets labelled ‘a’, ‘b’
and ‘c’. Nine data items are distributed between these sets and all possible intersections
between these sets are visualised. For each technique, we describe the concrete syntax
used to visualise these three sets and the distribution of the nine data items.
b c
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Terry
Figure 1.1: Euler Diagram.
Euler diagrams use a single graphical element to represent sets called a closed
curve [27, 57, 67]. The three closed curves illustrated in figure 1.1 divide the plane
into eight zones within which the data items are positioned. Taking full advantage of
their spatial arrangement in the plane, all possible intersections between sets ‘a’, ‘b’ and
‘c’ are visualised. The diagram in figure 1.1 is often referred to as Venn 3 as it contains
all possible zones and represents three sets. However, Venn diagrams can be regarded
as a special case of Euler diagrams, as Venn diagrams must contain all possible zones,
whereas Euler diagrams can contain a subset of all possible zones.
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Figure 1.2: LineSets.
LineSets, illustrated in figure 1.2, visualise sets using a different coloured line for
each set represented. In order to ensure smoothness, lines are drawn using Bezier
splines and, where possible, do not self-cross [1]. LineSets were conceived to minimise
the visual clutter inherent in alternative techniques such as Bubblesets [21]. However,
visual clutter in LineSets is reported to occur when numerous lines cross at a single
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data item and these data items are in close proximity to each other [47].
Jeremy
David
Lucy
Peter
Terry
Cathy Percy Carol
Brian
Figure 1.3: KelpFusion.
Consequently, KelpFusion, illustrated in figure 1.3, was proposed to address the
problem of visual clutter in LineSets. KelpFusion visualises sets using a different
coloured 2-dimensional surface for each set represented. These surfaces are made up of
“enclosing geometries” where a data item is a member of more than one set [47]. For
example, the data item ‘Lucy’, in figure 1.3, is a member of the red, green and blue
sets. The motivation for using an enclosing geometry is to reduce the visual clutter
present in LineSets [47].
a b c
Set View Element View
David
Figure 1.4: UpSet.
Unlike LineSets and KelpFusion, the focus of UpSet is on the nature of the tasks
performed when analysing sets of data and not on visual clutter. Upset is said to
afford the user the ability to analyse the visualised intersections individually or as ag-
gregates [41]. To achieve this, UpSet is deployed as an interactive software application.
Figure 1.4 illustrates how UpSet’s user interface displays the concrete syntax by repre-
senting the data sets ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ which is referred to as the ‘Set View. Each set is
visualised as a column of dots and is referred to as the ‘Combination Matrix’. Reading
across the matrix, row-by-row, a black dot denotes that the adjacent data items are
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members of the corresponding set and a grey dot denotes that these data items are not
a member of the set. Black dots connected by a line illustrate that a data item is a
member of more than one set. Selecting the region with the connected black dots ‘a’
and ‘b’ would display the data item ‘David’ in the ‘Element View’, as illustrated in
figure 1.4. Interestingly, UpSet does not choose to visually group the data items within
the columns of dots that denote the set to which they belong. Instead, the ‘Set View’
and ‘Element View’ is used to separate the data items from the matrix in the plane.
Consequently, a data item cannot be identified until a black dot has been selected.
Jeremy Cathy Carol David BrianPeter Lucy
Percy
Terry
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c
b
Figure 1.5: Linear Diagram.
Linear diagrams, as illustrated in figure 1.5, are similar in concept to the combi-
nation matrix found in UpSet. Unlike UpSet’s combination matrix, linear diagrams
use straight line segments for each set represented and each line segment is oriented
horizontally in the plane. Intersections are visualised when one segment overlaps with
another, as illustrated by the intersection between sets ‘a’ and ‘b’ in figure 1.5. Data
items are listed underneath the sets to which they belong [16].
Out of all the techniques, Euler diagrams are often regarded to be a natural [67]
and effective [60] graphical representation of sets and their relationships. An example
of their effectiveness when visualising information is that they make visually apparent
information that must otherwise be deduced, via free-rides [64]. A free-ride describes
information that can be directly ’read-off’ from a diagram that might otherwise have
to be deduced from an equivalent sentential representation, will be detailed in sec-
tion 1.2.1. To this end, Euler diagrams are a popular set visualisation technique and
are pervasive across a broad variety of application domains, unlike the alternative tech-
niques presented here [4, 78]. For this reason, the focus of this thesis concerns Euler
diagrams.
When drawing an Euler diagram there are numerous choices that must be made
concerning how the information is conveyed, such as the spatial arrangement of the
closed curves and the graphical features that they exhibit. For example, the two Euler
diagrams illustrated in figures 1.6 and 1.7 both convey the same information. However,
there is a choice between the diagram in figure 1.6 which exhibits two empty zones (i.e.
zones with no data items in them) or the diagram in figure 1.7 which does not exhibit
empty zones.
Some other choices that must be made concern the spatial arrangement of closed
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Figure 1.6: Empty zones.
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Figure 1.7: No empty zones.
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Figure 1.8: Duplicate curves.
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Figure 1.9: No duplicate curves.
curves in the plane. For example, the diagrams illustrated in figures 1.8 and 1.9 convey
the same information as each other. However, there is a choice between the diagram
in figure 1.8 which exhibits a duplicate curve labelled ‘b’ or the diagram in figure 1.9
which does not exhibit a duplicate curve label.
Finally, perhaps the most extensive set of choices arose due to the variety of graph-
ical features that an Euler diagram can exhibit. For example, the diagrams illustrated
in figures 1.10 to 1.12 convey the same information. However, there is a choice between
the diagram in figure 1.10 drawn using circles, the diagram in figure 1.11 drawn using
squares or the diagram in figure 1.12 which is drawn using circles and a different colour
fill inside each zone.
This thesis has the goal of deriving layout guidance for Euler diagrams to facilitate
their effectiveness as a visualisation technique of data in terms of the tasks users perform
with them. In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to understand the layout choices,
examples of which we have just seen, that have to be made when using Euler diagrams
to visualise data. To this end, in the next section, Euler diagrams are examined from a
variety of application domains and a number of important layout choices are identified.
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Figure 1.10: Circles.
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Figure 1.11: Squares.
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Figure 1.12: Circles and coloured fill.
1.1 Application Domains
This section presents a collection of Euler diagrams which have been identified from
a variety of application domains. Within this collection, there are examples of area-
proportional diagrams where a zone’s cardinality is proportional to the area of the
zone. There are also examples of automatically generated Euler diagrams that are
created using specialised software applications. All these diagrams are analysed in
order to establish layout choices that their authors have made in order to visualise the
information therein.
Figure 1.13: Physical sciences.
The diagram in figure 1.13 is taken from a repository for papers published by The
Journals of the American Physiological Society [73]. It visualises the interdependencies
of categories sharing differentially expressed genes. The following layout choices have
been made:
1. The diagram includes a number of zones that are empty. For example, where the
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curves labelled ‘fatty acid beta-oxidation’, ‘glucose metabolic process’ and ‘lipid
metabolic process’ intersect is a zone that does not contain data items. This
corresponds to what we call a descriptional choice and could have been omitted
from the diagram. Generally, a descriptional choice selects which empty zones to
include in the Euler diagram.
2. The curves labelled ‘fatty acid beta-oxidation’ and ‘lipid metabolic process’ have
been arranged so that there is a point in the plane that both these curves pass
through but where they do not cross. This is referred to as a brushing point.
This brushing point, which is a topological choice, could have been avoided by
nudging the curves apart.
3. The curves labelled ‘lipid metabolic process’, ‘fatty acid beta-oxidation’ and ‘fatty
acid transport’ have been arranged so that they each pass through a single point
in the plane; in fact, this point is also the brushing point just seen. As these three
curves all pass through this point it is referred to as triple point. This triple point,
which is a topological choice, could also have been avoided by nudging the curves
apart.
4. The curves have been arranged so that zones vary considerably in size. This is a
graphical choice and their area could have been selected differently.
5. The curves have been drawn using both circles and ellipses. This is a graphical
choice concerning curve shape; other shapes could have been chosen.
Figure 1.14: Biosciences.
The diagram illustrated in figure 1.14 is taken from a repository for papers from the
Frontiers series of journals published by Frontiers Media, South Africa [29]. It visualises
the relationships between substrate use in a range of bacterial taxa. This diagram is
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an example of an area-proportional diagram. The following layout choices have been
made:
1. The curve labelled ‘Cellulose’ has been drawn so that theregion outside all of
the other curves is divided into two parts thus creating a zone comprising of two
minimal regions. This is the zone with white fill and it is called a disconnected
zone. This is an example of a topological choice. Here the disconnected zone
could have been avoided but brushing points and triple points would have been
introduced. In general, some topological choices can be substituted with other
topological choices [57].
2. The curves labelled ‘Tannin-Protein’ and ‘Glycine’ have curve segments that run
through the same points and are said to be concurrent. This is referred to as
concurrency. Concurrency can be avoided by nudging the curves apart, but may
potentially disconnect zones or introduce empty zones.
3. The curves have been drawn using circles, ellipses and irregular shapes. This is
another example of a graphical choice concerning shape; again other shapes could
have been chosen.
4. Each curve has been filled with a different colour. This is a graphical choice
concerning colour; other colours could have been chosen.
Figure 1.15: Arts.
Euler diagrams are common-place in the natural sciences. However, Euler diagrams
are also a device for creative expression. The diagram illustrated in figure 1.15 is a piece
of art work by Luke Murphy [43] where the curve labels are written inside of the curves,
as well as the data items. This Euler diagram strives to visualise the artist’s interior.
The following layout choices have been made:
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1. This diagram includes a number of zones that are empty. For example, where
the curves labelled ‘Desire’ and ‘Sturm and Drang’ intersect the zone does not
contain data items. This is another example of a descriptional choice.
2. The curves labelled ‘Ambition’ and ‘Sturm und Drang’ have been arranged so
that there is a point in the plane that both these curves pass through but do not
cross. This is another example of a brushing point.
3. The curves labelled ‘Desire’ and ‘Sturm and Drang’ and ‘Want’ have been ar-
ranged so that they create a triple point.
4. The curves labelled ‘Desire’ and ‘Strum Drang’ have been arranged so that the
resulting intersection yields a zone comprising of two minimal regions. This is
another example of a disconnected zone.
5. The curves have been arranged so that zones vary considerably in size.
6. The curves have been drawn using a variety of irregular shapes. This is another
example of a graphical choice concerning shape.
7. Each curve has been filled with a different colour. This is another example of a
graphical choice concerning colour.
Figure 2 
Figure 1.16: VennMaster.
The previous examples of Euler diagrams were drawn manually. This can often
be a time consuming activity. Consequently, considerable research is currently being
invested into software applications that automatically generate Euler diagrams. The
diagram in figure 1.16 is an example of an area-proportional Euler diagram that was
automatically generated by a tool called VennMaster [37]. The following layout choices
have been made:
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1. This diagram includes a number of zones that are empty in that they do not
contain data items.
2. The curves labelled ‘{protein catabolism}: 6’ and ‘{cell adhesion}: 6’ have curve
segments that are concurrent.
3. The curve labelled ‘{extracellular space, extracellular}: 18’ exhibits another ex-
ample of a disconnected zone due to the arrangement of the surrounding curves.
4. The curves have been drawn using regular polygons. This is another example of
a graphical choice concerning shape.
5. Each curve has been filled with a different colour. This is another example of a
graphical choice concerning colour.
Figure 1.17: Hybrid Visualisation.
Finally, the diagram illustrated in figure 1.17 is a further example of an automati-
cally generated Euler diagram but this time it is not area-proportional. It is a hybrid
visualisation, as the Euler diagram is superimposed onto the underlying graph [55].
The following layout choices have been made:
1. The purple and pink curves have curve segments that are concurrent and is one
of a number of curves that exhibit concurrency.
2. The curves have been drawn by connecting rectilinear shapes. This is another
example of a graphical choice concerning shape.
3. Each curve has been filled with a different colour. This is another example of a
graphical choice concerning colour.
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Interestingly, the diagrams illustrated in figures 1.13 to 1.16 simply overlap curves
to visualise intersections. The diagram in figure 1.17 visualises an intersection by
‘stretching’ part of a curve to form a zone that is positioned inside an adjacent curve.
1.1.1 Summary
Irrespective of the application domain, it is observed that creators of Euler diagrams
are faced with a variety of layout choices that are summarised and listed below:
1. Descriptional - these choices concern which zones are to be present in the diagram.
Diagrams in figures 1.13 and figures 1.15 to 1.17 include empty zones where as
figure 1.14 does not.
2. Topological - these choices concern the spatial arrangement of the curves in the
plane, as identified in all figures 1.13 to 1.17.
3. Graphical - these choices concern the visual features of a curve such as the size
of a zone or a curve’s shape or colour, as identified in all figures 1.13 to 1.17.
Table 1.1 indicates which of the above choices correspond to the diagrams presented
in figures 1.13 to 1.17. The Xin table 1.1 indicates that a choice has been made when
drawing a diagram. Whether the diagram is hand drawn or has been automatically
generated, we assert that similar choices have to be made.
Diagrams Descriptional Topological Graphical
Figure 1.13 X X X
Figure 1.14 7 X X
Figure 1.15 X X X
Figure 1.16 X X X
Figure 1.17 7 X X
Table 1.1: Summary of choices.
1.2 Layout Choices
In this section, literature is surveyed in order to establish state-of-the-art guidance for
the aforementioned layout choices i.e. descriptional, topological and graphical. The aim
is to establish whether, for example, it is appropriate to visualise zones that represent
empty sets, or arrange curves so they brush or which shape to use when drawing
curves. This thesis endeavours to provide the guidance that is otherwise not present in
the literature. Consequently, a set of layout guides covering descriptional, topological
and graphical choices is required.
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1.2.1 Descriptional Choices: Well-Matched Euler Diagrams
One choice that must be made when visualising a data set using an Euler diagram is
descriptional. Descriptional choices concern the zones that are to be present in the
diagram. The zones that contain data must be present but we can choose to include
additional zones [72]. Suppose we have data in three sets, A, B and C. Further suppose
that all data items that are in A are also in B, and all data items that are in B are
also in C. These sets are represented by an Euler diagram in figure 1.18 (a). The fact
that all in A are also in B is expressed by drawing the curve labelled ‘a’ inside the
curve labelled ‘b’. Similarly, the fact that all data items in B are also in C is expressed
by drawing the curve labelled ‘b’ inside the curve labelled ‘c’. From this diagram, the
observation that all data items in A are also in C can be ‘read off’.
The diagram can be described by an abstract syntax. The abstract syntax is a
sentential description of the relationships between sets and, in this research, constitutes
a list of zone descriptions. In figure 1.18 (1), the diagram’s abstract syntax comprises
the following zone descriptions: ∅, c, bc, and abc. Each of these zone descriptions
defines a zone in the diagram. For instance, ∅ describes the zone that is outside all
three curves, and bc describes the zone that is inside the curves b and c but outside the
curve a, and so forth. Other Euler diagrams can represent the same data. They have
zones for ∅, c, bc, and abc as well as additional zones which can be shaded to assert
no items are in the set they represent. There are 15 such diagrams in figure 1.18 (2)
to (16). Since these diagrams convey the same information as figure 1.18 (1) they are
semantically equivalent. Figure 1.18 (1) is considered, by Gurr [30], to be the most
effective of these 16 Euler diagrams. It precisely encapsulates the semantics and is said
to be well-matched. Gurr explains:
“The transitive, irreflexive and asymmetric relation of set inclusion is ex-
pressed via the similarly transitive, irreflexive and asymmetric visual of
proper spatial inclusion in the plane [30].”
Figure 1.18 (2) to (16) have extra zones which, in each case, are additional syntax.
These diagrams are not well-matched. Gurr’s theory tells us that ‘well matched’ dia-
grams are more effective than their non-well matched counterparts. Consequently, the
first guide to be derived from the literature for facilitating the layout of effective Euler
diagrams is defined as:
Guide 1. Draw well-matched Euler diagrams.
In terms of the abstract syntax choice, guide 1 implies that zones should be chosen
that represent non-empty sets, and we should avoid including extra (shaded) zones
since these will lead to Euler diagrams that violate well-matchedness. Consequently,
the diagrams illustrated in figures 1.13 and 1.15 to 1.16, from section 1.1, violate guide 1
and are reflected in table 1.2 with an 7.
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1. ∅, c, bc, abc 2. ∅, c, bc, abc, a 3. ∅, c, bc, abc, ab
4. ∅, c, bc, abc, b 5. ∅, c, bc, abc, ac 6. ∅, c, bc, abc, a, b
7. ∅, c, bc, abc, a, ab
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
c
b
a b
c
a
c
b
a a
a b
c
8. ∅, c, bc, abc, a, ac
ac
b
9. ∅, c, bc, abc, b, ab
c b
a
10. ∅, c, bc, abc, b, ac
b c
a
11. ∅, c, bc, abc, ab, ac
a b
c
12. ∅, c, bc, abc, a, b, ab
c
a b
13. ∅, c, bc, abc, a, b, ac
a c
b
a c
b
14. ∅, c, bc, abc, a, ab, ac
a
c b
15. ∅, c, bc, abc, b, ab, ac
16. ∅, c, bc, abc, a, b, ab, ac
a
c
b
a
Figure 1.18: Descriptional choices for Euler diagrams.
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Diagrams Guide 1
Figure 1.13 7
Figure 1.14 X
Figure 1.15 7
Figure 1.16 7
Figure 1.17 X
Table 1.2: Diagrams adhering to guide 1.
1.2.2 Topological Choices: Well-Formed Euler Diagrams
It has now been established that the only zones to include should be those which repre-
sent non-empty sets. In other words, we should not choose additional zone descriptions
from the abstract syntax. Next, the topological layout choices are considered, at the
concrete syntax level. The topological choices that can be made concern the spatial
arrangement of the curves, in the plane, while preserving the relationships captured by
the abstract syntax.
a. Well-formed. b. Brushing points. c. Concurrency.
d. Duplicated curve labels. e. Disconnected zones. f. Triple points.
a
b
c
a
b
c c
c
b
a
b
c
a
c
b
a
b
a
a
g. Non-simple curves.
c
b
a
Figure 1.19: Well-matched Euler diagrams.
Figures 1.19 (a) to 1.19 (g) illustrate seven well-matched diagrams each with differ-
ent topological properties. Of the seven diagrams, figure 1.19 (a) is regarded the opti-
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mum choice because figures 1.19 (b) to (g) exhibit properties known to inhibit users’
comprehension of well-matched Euler diagrams [28, 71]. These inhibiting topological
properties, of which we have seen some examples already, are known as well-formedness
conditions and are detailed as follows:
1. Brushing points occur when two or more curves meet but do not cross at a point.
Figure 1.19 (b) illustrates brushing points where curve ‘a’ is brushing curve ‘b’.
2. Concurrency occurs when the segments of two or more curves are concurrent. Fig-
ure 1.19 (c) illustrates the top segment of the curve labelled ‘b’ being concurrent
with the top segment of the curve labelled ‘c’.
3. Duplicated curve labels occur when two or more curves represent the same set.
Figure 1.19 (d) illustrates duplicated curve labels ‘a’.
4. A disconnected zone is one that consists of one or more minimal regions. Fig-
ure 1.19(e) illustrates zone ‘c’ consisting of two minimal regions being ‘divided’
by the curve labelled ‘b’.
5. A triple point occurs when a point is passed through at least three times by the
curves. Figure 1.19 (f) illustrates a triple point where curve ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ all
meet.
6. A non-simple curve is one that self-intersects. Figure 1.19 (g) illustrates the curve
labelled ‘b’ as a non-simple, self-intersecting, curve.
Recently, Rodgers et al. [57] undertook two empirical studies in order to ascertain
which of these well-formedness conditions inhibit the users’ comprehension of Euler
diagrams. The motivation for this study is that many Euler diagrams cannot be drawn
without breaking at least one of the conditions. Both studies explored the impact
of these conditions on participants’ performance when answering questions of Euler
diagrams. A diagram was considered more comprehensible than another diagram if
users can interpret it, on average, more quickly. To summarise the results, it was
reported that, in both of their empirical studies, diagrams with disconnected zones and
concurrency significantly reduced the comprehension of the diagrams as compared to
the other conditions, with the exception of brushing points. With respect to the second
study, duplicated curve labels significantly reduced the comprehension of the diagrams
compared to the other conditions, with the exception of brushing points. However,
of most interest is that diagrams that break no well-formedness conditions, that is to
say well-formed diagrams, were reported to significantly increase the comprehension of
Euler diagrams. This result was observed across both studies, and indicate that the
well-formed diagrams should be chosen where possible. Consequently, the second guide
to be derived for facilitating the layout of Euler diagrams is defined as:
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Guide 2. Draw well-formed Euler diagrams.
In terms of the topological choices, guide 2 implies that curves should be arranged
so they do not break any of the six well-formedess conditions. Consequently, all the
diagrams from section 1.1 clearly violate guide 2 due to their topological choices and
are reflected in table 1.3. The diagram in figure 1.16 exhibits both a disconnected
zone and partial-concurrency, conditions reported as causing the greatest reduction in
the comprehension of Euler diagrams across both studies. The diagram in figure 1.17
exhibits multiple instances of partial concurrency.
Diagrams Guide 1 Guide 2
Figure 1.13 7 7
Figure 1.14 X 7
Figure 1.15 7 7
Figure 1.16 7 7
Figure 1.17 X 7
Table 1.3: Diagrams adhering to guides 1 and 2.
1.2.3 Graphical Choices
Comprehensive guidance has been derived with respect to the descriptional and topo-
logical choices, as guides 1 and 2, respectively. Importantly, whilst many (but not all)
Euler diagrams can be drawn to adhere to both guides 1 and 2, there still remains
numerous graphical choices to be made at the concrete syntax level. Examples of such
choices, as illustrated in section 1.1, include zone size and the shape of a closed curve.
Benoy and Rodgers [5], with their work on aesthetics, acknowledge the importance of
such choices. To this end, they conducted an empirical study that measured the ef-
fect of three specific graphical choices on the comprehension of Euler diagrams. These
choices focused on curve jaggedness, zone area inequality and edge closeness.
a
b c
d
a
b c
d
a. High curve jaggedness. b. Low curve jaggedness.
Figure 1.20: Curve jaggedness.
During the study, participants were asked to identify zones within diagrams that
exhibited different degrees of curve jaggedness, zone area inequality and edge closeness.
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a. High egde closeness. b. Low edge closeness.
Figure 1.21: Edge closeness.
a
b c
a
b c
a. High zone area inequality. b. Low zone area inequality.
Figure 1.22: Zone area inequality.
Differences were described as either being high or low. For example, the diagrams
illustrated in figure 1.20 demonstrate curve jaggedness. Diagram ‘a’ illustrates high
jaggedness while diagram ‘b’ illustrates low curve jaggedness. The diagrams illustrated
in figure 1.21 demonstrate edge closeness. Diagram ‘a’ illustrates low edge closeness
while diagram ‘b’ illustrates high edge closeness. Finally, the diagrams illustrated in
figure 1.22 demonstrate zone area inequality. Diagram ‘a’ illustrates high zone area
inequality while diagram ‘b’ illustrates low zone area inequality. The study also used
diagrams that consisted of combinations of the aforementioned choices. For example,
a number of diagrams contained high curve jaggedness and high edge closeness as by
diagram‘a’ in figure in 1.21.
Comprehension of these Euler diagrams was measured by successful task completion
as well as the time taken to complete the task. To summarise the results, the evidence
suggests that low curve jaggedness (i.e. smooth curves), low edge closeness (i.e. diverg-
ing lines) and low zone area inequality (i.e. zone area equality) significantly improve the
comprehension of Euler diagrams. Low contour jaggedness and low edge closeness had
the greatest impact on comprehension. Consequently, three further guides are derived
for facilitating the layout of Euler diagrams:
Guide 3. Draw Euler diagrams with smooth curves.
Guide 4. Draw Euler diagrams with diverging lines.
Guide 5. Draw Euler diagrams with zone area equality.
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In terms of the graphical choices, so not to violate guides 3 to 5, curves should
be drawn with smooth and diverging contour lines that exhibit zone area equality.
Consequently, all the diagrams from section 1.1 violate at least one of the guides, 3
to 5, which is reflected in table 1.4. The diagrams illustrated in figures 1.14 and 1.16
have been recorded as not applicable with respect to guide 5. The two diagrams’ zone
area inequality is due to the fact they are area-proportional diagrams and the size of
their zones is a function of the cardinality of the sets.
Diagrams Guide 1 Guide 2 Guide 3 Guide 4 Guide 5
Figure 1.13 7 7 X X 7
Figure 1.14 X 7 7 7 n/a
Figure 1.15 7 7 X 7 7
Figure 1.16 7 7 7 7 n/a
Figure 1.17 X 7 7 7 7
Table 1.4: Diagrams adhering to guides 1 to 5.
1.2.4 Summary
Guide 1 Draw well-matched Euler diagrams.
Guide 2 Draw well-formed Euler diagrams.
Guide 3 Draw Euler diagrams with smooth contour lines.
Guide 4 Draw Euler diagrams with diverging lines.
Guide 5 Draw Euler diagrams with zone area equality.
Five guides, listed above, have been identified from the literature that facilitate the
layout of Euler diagrams. Guide 1 has been established for descriptional choices. Guide
2 has been established for topological choices, specifically the six topological choices
that are typically considered within the literature. Guides 3 to 5 have been established
for graphical choices. In general, table 1.4 demonstrates that all of the diagrams in
figures 1.13 to 1.17 violate at least three of the five guides and provides strong evidence
for the necessity of such guidance when drawing Euler diagrams.
However, we observe from the list of guides that guidance for the graphical choices
concerning shape and colour is not provided. These choices are pervasive for all the
diagrams in figures 1.13 to 1.17. Euler diagrams’ closed curves have to be drawn
reflecting one shape or another. Further, curves and zones have to be assigned a colour
even if this colour is simply black and white respectively. Consequently, a larger set
of layout guides covering descriptional, topological and graphical choices need to be
provided. Consequently, in the next section, the work of Bertin [6] is examined to
establish the implications of choices concerning shape and colour.
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1.3 Perception of Euler Diagrams
Bertin’s Semiology of Graphics [6], first published in 1967, is widely regarded as one
of the classical works of graphical visualisation. An essential contribution of Bertin’s
work is to facilitate the visualisation of data that enhances the comprehension of the
information therein. In doing so, Bertin prescribes the concept of graphical features of
the concrete syntax of a diagram. Specifically, these features are referred to as elements
and their properties. Bertin recognises our perceptual sensitivity to the graphical prop-
erties and defines them as visual variables. There are eight visual variables, all of which
are illustrated in figure 1.23.
Size
Planar Retinal
Shape Hue
Value
Orientation
Texturev
h
Figure 1.23: Bertin’s 8 visual variables.
Two important visual variables are both described as planar variables. Planar vari-
ables define the horizontal and vertical properties of a graphical element thus determine
its position and orientation in the plane. The other six variables are described as reti-
nal variables. Retinal variables define the visual properties of a graphical element for
example its shape or colour. It is the interaction between planar and retinal variables
that facilitates the visualisation of a variety of different data types. Size, colour (value
or lightness) and texture are widely used to visualise differences in quantitative data.
For example, bar charts convey differences in quantities by utilising both the horizon-
tal and vertical axis to visualise the differences in the size of each graphical element.
Orientation, shape and colour (hue) are often used to enhance visual differences be-
tween qualitative data. For example, to facilitate the distinction between differences
within ordinal data, such as arbitrary numerical scores to establish rankings, a different
colour (hue) is assigned to each graphical element. Similarly, to facilitate the distinction
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between differences within nominal data, such as the graphical elements that encapsu-
late names of items or subjects, a different colour (hue) is selected for each graphical
element [14, 40, 46].
With respect to Euler diagrams, we are interested in the visual variables that fa-
cilitate the visualisation of nominal data; as illustrated by the diagrams in section 1.1,
it is nominal data that is visualised. For example, the glyphs associated with closed
curves typically reflect the names of items or subjects that afford the context of the
information being conveyed.
1.3.1 Orientation, Shape and Colour
While preserving the topology, an Euler diagram has no dependency on planar variables
from a semantic perspective. Indeed, the only visual constraint regarding its position or
orientation in the plane is the medium through which it is presented. Consequently, an
Euler diagram’s lack of dependency of planar variables leads to the first of our research
questions:
Question 1 Does orientation affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?
While an Euler diagram has no dependency on planar variables, Bertin’s work
implies that perceptual implications of both shape and colour (hue) still persist and are
known to significantly impact the comprehension of diagrams generally. Consequently,
the perceptual implication of both shape and colour leads to the second and third of
our research questions:
Question 2 Does the shape of closed curves affect the comprehension of Euler dia-
grams?
Question 3 Does the use of colour affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?
1.4 Thesis Contribution
As stated earlier, it was necessary to extend the layout guides that were already present
in the literature with new guides concerning the orientation, shape and colour (hue)
of Euler diagrams. To this end, the first of our three research questions, above, were
posed. A series of empirical studies were executed in order to answer these questions
with the methodology detailed in chapter 2.
To summarise, the experiments established the impact of orientation, shape and
colour (hue) on the comprehension of Euler diagrams. To determine the impact upon
comprehension, participants undertook a variety of tasks using Euler diagrams and their
performance was measured in terms of task accuracy and task time. This measure of
comprehension is congruent with the work of [5, 34, 53, 54, 55, 57]. The quantitative
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nature of this data was complimented with qualitative data that was gathered concern-
ing participants’ aesthetic preferences to shape and colour treatments. As a result of
these studies, we are able to achieve the goal of this thesis and contribute five further
guides:
Guide 6 Draw Euler diagrams without regard to their orientation when using circles.
Guide 7 Draw Euler diagrams with circles.
Guide 8 Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves.
Guide 9 Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are discernible from their curves via
their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry.
Guide 10 Draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no fill and different colours for
each set represented.
The definition of each of these guides and their significance is briefly discussed in
sections 1.4.1 to 1.4.3. Section 1.4.4 describes a further empirical study designed to
consider the combined effect of guides 1 to 10. The research that lead to guides 6 to
10 has been published [7, 8, 9] with [7, 8] being awarded best paper and best student
paper respectively.
1.4.1 Orientation
In chapter 3 we have established that Euler diagrams, when drawn using circles, can
be freely orientated in the plane. In doing so, it will not compromise the users’ com-
prehension of the information being conveyed. Hence, we derive our first new guide:
Guide 6 Draw Euler diagrams without regard to their orientation when using circles.
Guide 6 underpins a number of empirical studies concerning the efficacy of Euler
diagrams. For example, the work of [57] assumes that Euler diagram orientation does
not impact user comprehension. This guide is also of great value to those conducting
future usability studies. In particular, researchers need not worry about orientation
from an effectiveness perspective and can now focus on other properties being examined.
In addition, guide 6 supports current techniques for automated Euler diagram layout
methods, such as [28, 61, 68, 72, 83], which do not pay any regard to the particular
choice of orientation.
1.4.2 Shape
In chapter 4 we have established that, when possible, Euler diagrams should be drawn
using circles. We demonstrate that it takes significantly less time to perform tasks
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using Euler diagrams drawn using circles compared with the other the shapes tested:
ellipses, squares and rectangles. Hence, we derive our second new guide:
Guide 7 Draw Euler diagrams with circles.
Guide 7 reflects the choice of Stapleton et al. who employ circles when automati-
cally generating Euler diagrams [70]. However, guide 7 does not reflect the choice of
Micallef and Rodgers [48] who prefer the use of ellipses. Similarly, guide 7 does not
reflect the choice made by Microsoft’s Bing Mobile Team who choose to use rectangular
shape closed curves for their diagrams [55]. Consequently, this thesis provides strong
evidence to encourage those working with Euler diagrams to employ circles where possi-
ble. However, we recognise that not all data sets can be visualised using Euler diagrams
drawn using circles, for example Venn-4. As a consequence, our study and the inter-
pretation of the results that we give in chapter 4 allows us to derive two further new
guides:
Guide 8 Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves.
Guide 9 Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are discernible from their curves via
their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry.
As an alternative choice to using circles, guide 8 suggests drawing Euler diagrams
using highly symmetrical curves, such as squares. If a situation arises where by highly
symmetrical curves cannot be employed, then we suggest deferring to guide 9. Guide 9
suggests Euler diagrams should exhibit zones that are discernable from their curves via
their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry, for example by choosing ellipses over
rectangles.
1.4.3 Colour
In chapter 5 we provide evidence that the closed curves of an Euler diagram should
have no colour fill and use a different colour hue for each set being represented. We
demonstrate that significantly fewer errors are accrued using Euler diagrams that have
these colour treatments compared with the other colour treatments tested: black curves
and no fill, black curves and coloured fill and coloured curves and coloured fill. Hence,
we provide a guide concerning colour:
Guide 10 Draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no fill and different colours for
each set represented.
Surprisingly, in the research concerning automated Euler diagram layout, guide 10
is only met by the work of Stapleton et al. [70]. Most notably, guide 10 is not met
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by [28], which choose black curves and no fill, [36] which choose black curves and
coloured fill, and [19, 21, 47, 55, 68, 79] which all choose coloured curves and coloured
fill. Together, this research into automated layout represents a notable number of
contributors from the Diagrams community. Interestingly, coloured curves and coloured
fill chosen by [19, 21, 47, 55, 68, 79], while contravening guide 10, was established to
be the most aesthetically pleasing. Consequently, this study demonstrates that, with
respect to performance, the most aesthetically pleasing choice is not necessarily the
appropriate choice for optimising task performance.
1.4.4 The Combined Effect of Guides 1 to 10
The final contribution of this thesis, and arguably the most important, is the validation
of all ten guides when applied in combination. To this end, we identified twelve real-
world Euler diagrams that, on average, violated 4.5 guides. Alternative versions of these
diagrams were drawn adhering, where possible, to all 10 ten guides. This provided us
with two sets of diagrams referred to as non-guided and guided diagrams respectively.
Comparing the performance between these two sets of diagrams gave rise to the fourth
and final research question:
Question 4 Is the comprehension of real-world Euler diagrams improved when the
diagrams are redrawn to conform to as many of the ten guides as is possible?
We established that the guided diagrams significantly improve the users’ compre-
hension of real-world data. We demonstrate that significantly fewer errors are accrued
using the guided diagrams, reducing the error rate from 21.4% to 10.3%. Further,
we demonstrate that it takes significantly less time to perform tasks using the guided
diagrams, reducing the mean time from 29.17 seconds to 24.17 seconds. Indeed, 23 of
users, on average, are quicker at interpreting guided diagrams than the average person
using non-guided diagrams. Hence, we therefore present an eleventh guide:
Guide 11 Draw Euler diagrams that adhere to as many of guides 1 to 10 as possible.
The most important perspective on contribution of this fourth study is that, in
general, when real-world diagrams break multiple guides, it is likely to significantly
reduce the accuracy and increase the speed with which an Euler diagram is interpreted.
The research that led to guide 11 has been published in a special issue of Information
Sciences [10].
1.4.5 Summary
The goal of this thesis is to derive guidance that facilitates an Euler diagram’s effec-
tiveness as a visualisation technique of data in terms of the tasks users perform. To
this end, we present 11 guides:
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Guide 1 Draw well-matched Euler diagrams.
Guide 2 Draw well-formed Euler diagrams.
Guide 3 Draw Euler diagrams with smooth contour lines.
Guide 4 Draw Euler diagrams with diverging lines.
Guide 5 Draw Euler diagrams with zone area equality.
Guide 6 Draw Euler diagrams without regard to their orientation when using circles.
Guide 7 Draw Euler diagrams with circles.
Guide 8 Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves.
Guide 9 Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are discernible from their curves via
their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry.
Guide 10 Draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no fill and different colours for
each set represented.
Guide 11 Draw Euler diagrams that adhere to as many of guides 1 to 10 as possible.
We identified guides 1 to 5 from the literature. Guides 6 to 11, derived through a
series of empirical studies, constitute the original contribution of this thesis. Encap-
sulated by guide 11, we demonstrate that when Euler diagrams are drawn to adhere
to guides 1 to 10 they will accurately and concisely visualise the intended data. As a
consequence of our research, all those who create Euler diagrams are now better placed
to make informed descriptional, topological and graphical choices. Ultimately, this will
lead to more effective visualisations of sets using Euler diagrams.
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Chapter 2
Research Methods
In this chapter we present and justify the method adopted for answering the research
questions posed in chapter 1. Since we were interested in improving the users’ com-
prehension of Euler diagrams, we adopted an empirical approach. Specifically, we were
interested in how accurately and quickly users can perform tasks with Euler diagrams.
We begin by identifying the two most pertinent study designs, namely within-group and
between-group. In doing so, we consider each design with respect to possible carry-over
effects, error variances, the study variables and the statistical power of each study.
Next, we specify the characteristics and types of diagrams drawn for the studies,
and how data items were displayed in the diagrams. We go on to define the styles
of questions that participants were required to answer in order to elicit information
from the diagrams. In order to execute the studies an interactive software tool was
developed allowing us to gather time and accuracy data. This tool presented diagrams
to participants and captured their answers.
We give a description of how the studies were executed, including how participants
were recruited, the environment within with the participants conducted the studies and
the different phases of the studies are also given. Having described how the studies were
executed, we present the techniques used to analyse the data. Here, we summarise the
null hypotheses, the confidence levels that needed to be satisfied before rejecting the
null hypotheses and the statistical analysis performed on the data. Finally, we detail
the threats to the validity of the studies. We breakdown these threats into internal,
construct and external validity. Most importantly, we specify the contingencies put in
place in order to reduce the risk of these threats.
2.1 Emprical Study Designs
Given the user-centric, task-based nature of this research, the two most pertinent de-
signs for consideration were between-group and within-group designs. A between-group
design assigns participants to groups that correspond to each treatment in the study.
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Therefore, a participant is only ever exposed to one treatment. A within-group design
exposes each participant to all treatments.
In order to identify an appropriate design, we first reflected upon two important
considerations known to introduce unwanted variations into the data collected during
the studies: carry-over effects and error-variances. A carry-over effect is an unwanted
variation in the data that can manifest when a participant performs the same task on
more than one treatment, as they would do in a within-group design. Consequently,
carry-over effects often have an impact on performance. For example, having performed
a task with one treatment, participants’ familiarity of that task might effect their
performance, positively or negatively, when performing the same task with a different
treatment.
An error-variance is an unwanted variation that can manifest between two or more
groups of participants, as in a between-group design. Error-variances can manifest as a
consequence of the inevitable variations between participants and their ability to per-
form tasks. Participants’ abilities such as intelligence or memory skill will vary between
groups. For example, given the same set of tasks, participants in one group might be
better disposed at performing these tasks compared with participants in another group.
Consequently, error-variances can also have an impact on the performance data gath-
ered. Table 2.1 indicates whether a study design increases or reduces the possibility of
either carry-over effects or error variances manifesting during the studies. We return
to the choice of a between-group and within-group approach later in this section.
Between-group Within-group
Carry-over effects reduces increases
Error variances increases reduces
Table 2.1: Considerations when choosing designs.
Next, we considered the type of data to be collected during the studies and the
variables required to capture these data. Two types of data were regarded pertinent
for this research. The first type of data are related to task performance. Tasks pertained
to the questions that participants were required to answer during the studies, as will
be detailed in section 2.3. Performance reflected the time and errors accrued when
answering the questions. We viewed comprehension in terms of task performance: one
diagram is more comprehensible than another diagram if users can interpret it, on
average, more quickly or with fewer errors. Importantly, this view of comprehension is
consistent with other research contributions in the field [34, 53, 54, 55]. Consequently,
two dependent variables were identified corresponding to performance: time and error.
Specifically, time was a measure of how long it took participants to answer questions of
information conveyed by diagrams, recorded from the instant the diagram and question
were shown to the participant to the instant when the participant selected their answer.
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Error was a measure of whether the questions were answered correctly.
The second type of data regarded pertinent to this research was preferential. We
were interested in comparing graphical choices that might lead to improved task per-
formance with graphical choices that were preferred by the participants. To this end,
ranking was the third dependent variable to be identified and corresponded to pref-
erence. Table 2.2 lists the type of data and indicates their corresponding measure
(dependent variable).
Performance data Preferential data
Time 3 7
Error 3 7
Rank 7 3
Table 2.2: Type of data and their corresponding measures (dependent variables).
We also considered the independent variables. These are variables that represent the
time and accuracy responses that are measured and as such require careful consideration
and manipulation during the design of a study, as will be detailed in sections 2.2
and 2.3. The first of our independent variables to be identified was ‘graphical property’.
Graphical property was a necessary variable as it could be varied in order to measure
the effect on task performance and user preference in order to posit guides when drawing
Euler diagrams. Three graphical properties were identified and corresponded to the first
three research questions concerning orientation, shape and colour that were identified in
chapter 1 and addressed in chapters 3 to 5 respectively. The second of our independent
variables to be identified was called ‘known guides’. Known guides was a necessary
variable as we were interested in establishing if task performance of real-world Euler
diagrams could be improved when they were drawn to conform to all the known guides
i.e. all ten guides presented in chapter 1. Known guides are addressed by the fourth
and final research question presented in chapter 6. The third independent variable to
be identified was ‘question’. Question pertained to the questions asked of participants,
as will be detailed in section 2.3. Question was a necessary variable as it provided
the mechanism in order to measure responses to our first two independent variables:
graphical property and known guides. Consequently, measures of a graphical property
were not mutually exclusive to a question. Therefore, the statistical model, that will be
presented in section 2.6.2, tested possible interactions in the data between questions,
graphical properties and known guides.
The number of levels for each independent variable we also deemed important.
With respect to graphical property, the number of levels corresponded to the number
of choices that were made when varying the graphical property to evaluate its impact on
task performance and user preference. The number of choices varied depending on the
study being undertaken. However, in general, the choices of a graphical property were
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based on those observed to be most pervasive in the literature, identified in chapter 1.
The specific choices for orientation, shape and colour, along with their rationale, are
detailed in chapters 3 to 5 respectively. With respect to known guides, we were only
interested in comparing real-world diagrams with ‘equivalent’ diagrams drawn to reflect
all known guides, as detailed in chapter 6.
With respect to questions, the number of levels corresponded to the number of
unique questions that were created for each study. For the studies examining orienta-
tion, shape and colour, a corresponding number of diagrams were also created, unique
for each study. These diagrams were the mechanism through which the choices of
graphical property were reflected. For each unique number of questions, different in-
formation was also created. Appendices A to D provide copies of each diagram used
in the studies and their corresponding question and answer. Further, the choices for
each diagram are presented on the same page and can therefore be easily compared.
Table 2.3 lists the independent variables and their levels by choice and number of ques-
tions. We will explain how the number of questions was derived for each study in their
respective chapters.
Orientation Shape Colour Known guides
Choices 2 4 4 2
Number of questions 18 18 36 12
Table 2.3: Independent variables and their corresponding levels.
Having considered the possible carry-over effects, error-variances and the necessary
study variables it was decided that a combination of between-group and within-group
designs should be used to capture data. A between-group design with repeated mea-
sures was adopted to capture performance data because the same question had to be
asked of a diagram and its varying graphical choices. Consequently, a participant could
not be exposed to more than one graphical choice, or treatment, exhibited by a dia-
gram. Possible error variances were reduced by thoroughly training each participant,
as will be detailed in section 2.5, prior to capturing data.
A within-group design with repeated measures was adopted in order to capture
preferential data. This design was necessary as participants needed to be presented
with diagrams and their varying graphical choices, or treatments, in order to express
a preference. The possible carry-over effect was reduced by presenting the diagrams
in a random order, as detailed in section 2.5. Preferential data were only collected
for the shape and colour studies. Reasons for not collecting preferential data for both
orientation and the known guides studies is presented in chapters 3 and 6 respectively.
Table 2.4 lists the study design and the type of data collected by the four studies
conducted for this research. The power of each study is presented within each cell of
table 2.4. The power of a study can be defined by the chances of observing significant
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differences between treatments or levels of an independent variable if they exist. There-
fore, for our studies, power can be calculated as a function of the number of questions
multiplied by number of participants, giving the total number of data points captured.
Generally, the statistical power of a study increases as more participants are exposed to
a treatment [26]. Consequently, the probability of not observing an effect, if one exists,
decreases. This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as a false negative or Type-II
error. To this end, a large number of participants (on average 20 per treatment) were
recruited for each study. Further, each participant was repeatedly exposed to a treat-
ment. A participant’s repeated exposure to a treatment corresponded directly to the
number of questions in a study, as summarised in table 2.3.
Orientation Shape Colour Known guides
Between
Performance
18× 32 = 576 18× 80 = 1440 36× 80 = 2880 12× 60 = 720
Within
Preferential
n/a 16× 80 = 1280 4× 80 = 320 n/a
Table 2.4: Summary of the power of each study (range of questions × number of
participants) by design.
2.2 Drawing Euler Diagrams: Conventions and Charac-
teristics
As identified in section 2.1, Euler diagrams were the mechanism through which choices
of independent variables were reflected. Consequently, it was important that for each
study each group of diagrams differed only by the choices of the independent variable
that they were to reflect. That is to say, each group of diagrams were semantically iden-
tical, and syntactically identical except for the graphical choices being varied. There-
fore, it was important to reduce, as far as was possible, all other unwanted variations
between groups of diagrams. To this end, all diagrams created for this research were
drawn to adhere to a series of conventions as follows (where necessary, these conventions
were adapted for a specific study):
1. Well-formed diagrams were drawn using curves of three sizes: small, medium and
large. The medium and large curves were scaled 200% and 300%, respectively,
relative to the small curve.
2. Non-well-formed diagrams were drawn using a variety of different sized curves.
3. The curve labels were written using upper-case letters in Times New Roman, 14
point size, font in bold.
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4. Data items were written using lower-case letters, except that the first letter was
upper-case, and with Ariel 12 point size font.
5. Each curve label was positioned closest to its corresponding curve.
6. Data items were evenly distributed within the zone.
7. All diagrams were drawn and centred in an area no larger than 1200×1000 pixels.
A characteristic of Euler diagrams is that they convey set theoretic concepts. Con-
sequently, all the diagrams in this research exhibited a range of basic set theoretic
concepts, namely set disjointness, intersection and inclusion. These set theoretic con-
cepts, illustrated by figures 2.1 to 2.3, are pervasive among all of the diagrams drawn for
this research and common to Euler diagrams in general. For example, figure 2.1 tells us
that the module GRAPHICS is disjoint from the module INTERFACE DESIGN there-
fore no students studying GRAPHICS study INTERFACE DESIGN. Figure 2.2 tells us
that the module OPERATING SYSTEMS intersects with the module NETWORKING
and expresses that the student Astrid studies both OPERATING SYSTEMS and NET-
WORKING. Figure 2.3 tells us that all the students studying the module COMPUTER
ANIMATION are also studying the module MOBILE COMPUTING, conveying the
concept of inclusion.
In order to generalise our results, all diagrams within each group of a study, as
well as across studies, were drawn to be semantically and syntactically different. This
was achieved, in part, by varying the number of sets, zones and data items between
different types of diagram. To implement these variations consistently between studies,
all diagrams were drawn to adhere to one of three types of visual complexity: type
1, 2 and 3. Each type was determined by considering visual complexity, measured by
the number of sets represented. Type 1 diagrams were the least complex (representing
fewest sets), type 2 diagrams were moderately complex and type 3 diagrams were the
most complex (representing the most sets); the exact number of sets represented by
each type was specific to each study so details are given within each of their respective
chapters. An important reason for using different types was to vary the amount of
cognitive effort required by participants to answer questions about the information
represented in the diagrams. Varying the cognitive effort was deemed necessary to
make the results as general as possible within the inherent constraints imposed by any
empirical method.
2.3 Questions Asked of Participants
In order to collect both performance and preferential data, participants were required
to perform tasks. Tasks consisted of answering questions regarding the information
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conveyed by the diagrams. For all of the studies, three styles of questions were asked:
‘Who’, ‘Which’ and ‘How many’, examples of which are listed below:
1. Who is taking ALGORITHMS, INTERFACE DESIGN and OPERATIONS RE-
SEARCH?
2. Which module is being taken by 5 students?
3. How many students are taking both MOBILE COMPUTING and FORMAL
METHODS but not ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?
Figure 2.1: An example diagram illustrating a Who style question.
Figure 2.2: An example diagram illustrating a Which style question.
Question 1 is asked of figure 2.1 to which the answer is Joe. To elicit the answer
requires detecting the region inside the curves labelled ALGORITHMS, INTERFACE
DESIGN and OPERATIONS RESEARCH. Question 2 is asked of figure 2.2 to which
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Figure 2.3: An example diagram illustrating a How many style question.
the answer is E-COMMERCE. To elicit the answer requires detecting the region inside
the curve which contains 5 names including those names within the intersections be-
tween the curves labelled WEB DESIGN and E-COMMERCE, as well as NETWORK-
ING and E-COMMERCE. Question 3 is asked of figure 2.3 to which the answer is 0.
To elicit the answer requires detecting the region inside the curve labelled FORMAL
METHODS thus conveying the concept of inclusion.
Multiple choice questions were used to collect both performance and preferential
data. Depending on the diagram, there were either four or five possible answers of
which only one answer was correct. There were two fundamental reasons for using
multiple choice questions. Firstly, the optionality of multiple choices allowed us to
carefully control the rigour of each question. For example, with respect to question 2,
participants were required to identify the module being taken by 5 students. In order
not to make the answer immediately obvious, the curves labelled IT CONSULTANCY,
DYNAMIC WEB and NETWORKING were the alternative options. Each of these
curves contain six names; only one more name than the curve containing the correct
number of names. This, in itself, makes it difficult to visually scan, at speed, each
possible curve to determine the correct answer. Further, in order to make counting the
number of names in these curves more difficult, each curve consists of at least three
zones that had to be considered when determining the answer.
The second reason for using multiple choice questions is that it allowed us to ac-
curately measure whether the question had been answered correctly as there was only
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ever one possible answer for each question. Further, this measurement was automated
by the software tool, discussed in section 2.4, making for accurate data analysis.
Questions were formulated from the context of the information conveyed by dia-
grams, which was unique for each study. Irrespective of the studies, we anticipated that
all participants would be university students, since this reflected our pool of available
participants. Consequently, we decided to visualise fictional information with real-
world contexts that was intended to be relevant to all participants. At the same time,
the information was also intended to be generic so all participants should have been
equally familiar with the context. One context that we used, in the orientation study,
was computer science courses being studied by students. This context, and those used
in the other studies, was reflected in the labels used on the curves, as can be seen
in figures 2.1 to 2.3. For all the studies, the data inside each set always consisted of
peoples names. Names were first names only, a mixture of both male and female, and
reflected a variety of ethnicities.
When collecting preferential data, the above tasks were complemented with ques-
tions regarding the participants’ preferences to the aesthetics of each graphical choice
as discussed in section 2.1. Participants ranked their preferences on a scale of 1 to
4 with 1 being most preferred and 4 being the least preferred. Further, participants
briefly documented their rationale for their preferences.
2.4 Data Collection Software
We developed a software tool in order to collect data from participants during our
empirical studies; the tool was adapted for each study as appropriate. It was designed
to display diagrams and their corresponding questions to participants. It gathered the
answers submitted for each question and measured the time taken to elicit the answer.
First, the tool captured information about a participant. Attributes included an
experiment reference, which recorded the group to which the participant belonged, and
a participant reference, which was used to mark the data collected from the respective
participant. Figure 2.4 is a screen-shot of the tool which shows the full list of attributes.
When all the data were captured about a participant, questions were presented one
at a time and in a random order. The time taken to answer a question was determined
from the instant a question was presented until the instant a participant had selected
an answer to the question. Figure 2.5 is a screen-shot of how the tool displayed the
diagrams, questions and answers to ‘Who’ style questions. As can be seen from the
screen-shot the questions were multiple choice as discussed in section 2.3.
Each time a participant answered either a ‘Who’ or ‘Which’ style question, the
tool displayed the ‘Continue’ screen as illustrated in figure 2.6. The ‘Continue’ screen
allowed a participant to control when to continue on to the next question, thus giving
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Figure 2.4: Software tool - experiment and participant attributes.
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Figure 2.5: Software tool - ‘Who’ style question.
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them the opportunity to pause between questions. There was a maximum time limit of
two minutes for each question. If the time limit was reached, no answer was captured
and the software tool moved to the pause screen, prior to presenting the next question.
This was to ensure that each participant could not continue the experiment indefinitely.
Two minutes was calculated to be long enough to comfortably consider each question
and submit an asnwer as evidenced by the pilot studies.
Figure 2.6: Software tool - ‘Continue’ screen.
Each time a participant answered a ‘How many’ style question the software tool
prompted participants to enter the corresponding people’s names. Figure 2.7 illustrates
that the answer to a ‘How many’ style question is ‘2’, and has prompted the participant
to enter two corresponding names. Timing stops when the answer has been selected
and therefore does not time the process of the participant entering the names into
the input fields. When the names had been submitted to the tool it displayed the
‘Continue’ screen. The motivation for prompting participants to enter peoples’ names
when answering ‘How many’ style questions was an attempt to minimise false positives,
as will be discussed in section 2.8. That is to say, a participant might select the correct
number when answering the question but might be looking at the wrong part of the
diagram.
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Figure 2.7: Software tool - ‘How many’ style question.
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After collecting performance data (i.e. when the participants had finished answering
the ‘Who’, ‘Which’ and ‘How many’ questions), the tool recorded the participants’ rat-
ing of difficulty for the questions and their ranking of diagrams by aesthetic preference.
A screen-shot showing this aspect of the software can be seen in figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Software tool - difficulty rate and preference ranking.
2.5 Approach to Study Execution
Before executing a study, we ensured that we followed the School’s standard proce-
dure for ethical approval. Having obtained approval, and prior to collecting data for
analysis, for each study we conducted a pilot to test the rigour of the design for each
study. When we were satisfied with the design, participants were recruited for the
main study. Participants were invited to take part in a study and, if they agreed, they
were randomly allocated to a group. Participants were all students from the University
of Brighton’s School of Computing, Engineering and Mathematics and they spanned
both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Both male and female participants were
recruited. The proportion of male participants was high, reflecting the demographics of
people studying at Brighton. The participants performed the studies on campus, on a
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weekday between the hours of 9am and 5pm. The studies were performed in a usability
laboratory which affords a quiet environment free from noise and interruption. The
same computer and monitor was used by each participant. Each participant was alone
during a study, in order to avoid distractions, with the exception of a study facilitator
(the author of this thesis) who was present throughout.
To ensure all participants were treated equally during a study, a variety of material
was generated which included a consent form, introduction script and a debrief script;
for each study, this material is included in the associated appendix. The material
assisted the study facilitator in consistently executing the study. The material also
ensured that participants were informed consistently as to the purpose of the study,
their role during the study and their responsibility after the experiment. After the
experiment participants were requested not to discuss the nature of the diagrams or the
questions with other students. Further, during this process participants were informed
of their anonymity, reassured that they could opt out of the study at any point in
time and, if interested, they would have access to the results upon their formulation.
All participants that took part successfully completed the study. The studies took
each participant approximately 40 to 60 minutes to complete and they were given a £6
canteen voucher.
2.5.1 Capturing Performance Data
In order to capture performance data there were three phases to each study. The first
phase was a training phase. Here, the participant was introduced to the notion of Euler
diagrams and the types of questions to be asked. This was achieved using hard copy
printouts of three diagrams and with one question of each style. The participant was
given a few minutes to study the diagrams and questions after which the experiment
facilitator explained how to answer the questions. When the facilitator was happy that
the participant clearly understood how each answer was derived, the participant was
asked whether they were happy to proceed.
If the participant wished to proceed, they entered the second phase of training where
they had the opportunity to interact with the software in order to submit answers to
questions. The participant was presented with six questions, one at a time. When all
six questions were answered the participant was shown their answers to each question.
If a question was answered incorrectly the facilitator went through the question with the
participant. When both the participant and facilitator were happy with the answers,
the participant would be asked if they wished to proceed with the study.
If the participant wished to proceed, they entered the third phase of study where the
performance data were collected. Here, answers were collected to each question along
with the corresponding time data. When the performance data had been collected the
participant was invited to take a short break. Next, participants were asked to reflect on
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the study and rate how difficult they found answering the questions. There were seven
intervals by which their answers were rated, ranging from very easy to very difficult.
The experiment facilitator logged the participants’ rating. This marked the end of the
third phase of the study. For those participants involved in the orientation and known
guide studies it also marked the end of the study. Consequently, these participants
were thanked for their time, asked not to discuss the diagrams and questions outside of
the study, and given a £6 voucher for their contribution to the research. Participants
expressing an interest in the results were followed up accordingly. Participants in the
shape and colour studies proceeded to the preferential data phase.
2.5.2 Capturing Preferential Data
For those participants involved in the shape and colour studies, there was a fourth
phase where preferential data were collected. In order to collect aesthetic preferences
participants were shown a set of equivalent hard copy diagrams each drawn to reflect one
of the four graphical choices. The diagrams were laid out in front of the participant in a
random order. The participant was asked to rank each diagram, with 1 being their most
preferred and 4 being their least preferred, on the basis of their aesthetic preference.
If desired they could rank diagrams equally. The experiment facilitator logged each
participant’s ranking and asked the participant to briefly note their reasoning for why
one diagram was regarded more aesthetically pleasing than another.
Participants’ preferences toward graphical choices for answering each style of ques-
tions was also captured. Here, participants were shown a different set of equivalent hard
copy diagrams, again, each drawn to reflect one of the four choices. The participant
was asked to answer the same ‘Who’ style question for each set of diagrams. Having
established an answer to the question, participants were asked to rank the diagrams on
the basis of which diagram best facilitated answering the question. As before, a ranking
of 1 was considered best and 4 the least. If desired they could rank diagrams equally.
The experiment facilitator logged the participant’s ranking and asked participants to
note briefly their reasoning for their ranking. The same process was undertaken for
‘How many’ and ‘Which’ style questions. This marked the end of study. As with the
the previous studies, participants were thanked for their time, asked not to discuss the
diagrams and questions outside of the study, and given a £6 voucher for their contri-
bution to the research. Participants expressing an interest in the results were followed
up accordingly.
2.6 Approach to Statistical Analysis
Time and error data were captured in order to measure performance. Ranking data
were captured in order to measure preference. Consequently, a variety of statistical
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analysis techniques were adopted in order to examine differences in the distribution of
these data between our graphical choices. Irrespective of the data being analysed, a
series of null hypotheses were defined. In summary, the null hypotheses implied that
there was no effect attributable due to the differences between our graphical choices.
A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered an acceptable level of risk before rejecting
a null hypothesis. The greater the p-value, the greater the probability of observing an
effect if one does not exist. This is sometimes referred to as a Type-I error. If a null
hypothesis was rejected and the study consisted of more than two levels of independent
variable, a secondary analysis was required. The secondary analysis grouped and ranked
differences between pairs of independent variables.
2.6.1 Analysis of Error Data
Initially, our analysis of error data included a preliminary examination of overall error
rates. An important component of our preliminary data analysis was identifying outliers
within the data. It was important to identify possible outliers because of the implication
imposed by the study design, as discussed in section 2.1. Outliers were regarded to be
data points that differed greatly from the trend expressed by the other values in the
data set. If outliers were identified then we performed two statistical tests on the error
data: one on the entire data set and one on the data set with the outliers removed.
Otherwise, just the entire data set was analysed. The chapters on each study report on
both tests conducted, that is with and without outliers. In all cases, a χ2 goodness-of-
fit test was conducted as it is suited to categorical data. If significant differences were
identified, further analysis was performed in order to rank the graphical choices, when
more than two choices were being evaluated.
2.6.2 Analysis of Time Data
Initially, our analysis of time data included a preliminary examination of the mean
times and standard deviations. This was followed by a repeated-measure analysis of
variance (RM-ANOVA) to determine if there were any significant differences between
the means. When specifying the RM-ANOVA we employed a general linear model
(GLM). A GLM, similar to balanced ANOVA model, may contain any number of fixed
and random variables. The fixed variables corresponded to our two independent vari-
ables: a) graphical property and b) question. The random variable corresponded to our
participants used in the studies as participants represented a random sample from the
wider population. Such a combination of variables is sometimes referred to as a mixed
model. Importantly, a GLM, unlike a one-way, two-way or balanced ANOVA model,
can test for significant differences between means derived from continuous variables in
our case, time measurements.
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Having performed an analysis of the error data, we were only interested in the time
it took participants to answer questions correctly. Consequently, when the error data
were removed the number of data points is not constant across treatments and therefore
unbalanced. A further reason why the data might become unbalanced was due to the
removal of time-outs. A time-out arose when a participant failed to provide an answer
within two minutes of a question being displayed. As a result, the associated time
data for this participant on this question would not correspond to an answer to the
respective question (since no answer was given). The necessity for time-outs and how
they were managed is discussed in section 2.41. A GLM can be used to perform tests
on unbalanced data.
An RM-ANOVA assumes a normal distribution of data points. Given the user-
centric nature of the studies we did not expect the time data to be normally distributed.
As is typical with time data, our data were not normal and exhibited a positive skew.
This was due, in part, to the nature of the tasks being performed by the participants.
A minimum amount of time (lower bound) was necessary in order to read a question,
interpret the diagram and elicit an answer. However, there existed no theoretical maxi-
mum amount of time (upper bound) within which an answer could be elicited (although
we did introduce a 2 minute maximum). In order to render our time data as suitable for
conducting an RM-ANOVA, we applied a transformation to the data. In particular, we
used log10(time), which is known to be effective for positively skewed data. The result
of this transformation approximates a normal distribution.This transformation did not
always achieve normality, but the skewness of the data were improved. Whilst an RM-
ANOVA assumes normality, this test is robust with non-normal data with little skew.
Consequently, the analysis of all time measures was performed on the transformed data
using the log10(time).
The RM-ANOVA simultaneously performed a variety of tests. The most important
of these tests was for significant differences between the means of the time data arising
from the graphical choices being compared. If a p-value less than or equal to 0.05
was returned then the the null hypothesis was rejected and we could conclude that
significant differences existed between the means. Having rejected a null hypothesis,
if there were more than two graphical choices, a secondary analysis was performed. A
Bonferroni’s inequality test was employed to examine all possible differences between
pairs of graphical choices. This test is suited to transformed data and regarded to be
conservative compared to, for example, a Tukey test [54]. The pairwise comparison
allowed us to identify which pairs of graphical choices were significantly different, and
rank them accordingly.
Having established if there existed significant differences between the means of the
1Results of tests on balanced data i.e. the entire data set are also presented. These results pertain
to the time it took participants to attempt questions and therefore inclusive of answering questions
correctly, incorrectly and failing to submit answers within two minutes.
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graphical choices, two further tests were performed by the RM-ANOVA. The first of
these tests determined if there existed significant differences between the means of the
questions, irrespective of the graphical choices. If a p-value equal to or less than 0.05
was returned then some questions required significantly more time, to elicit information
from the diagrams, than other questions. Such a result was considered a reflection of
the varying types (complexity) of diagrams. Varying the complexity of the diagrams
was an intentional feature of the study design and was discussed in section 2.2. The
third test determined if there was an interaction between the graphical choices and
questions. A significant interaction would tell us that there was at least one question
where the mean times taken for each graphical choice were significantly different. More
generally, this result was interpreted to mean that, irrespective of the time taken to
answer a question, significant differences between graphical choices arose.
The final test of the RM-ANOVA established if there existed significant differences
between the means of the participants, or random factor, irrespective of the graphical
choices. As participants were randomly identified from the wider population, signif-
icant differences were expected. Most importantly, the RM-ANOVA factored in the
differences between the means of the participants into each of the aforementioned tests.
As stated earlier, using both fixed and random factors in an analysis is referred to as a
mixed model and importantly renders conservative hypotheses tests [54].
Lastly, if our RM-ANOVA revealed significant difference between graphical choices
then the final stage of our analysis was to calculate the effect size. This is an important
calculation as it shows the impact each graphical choice has, as a percentile, on task
performance. The effect size is the standardised mean difference between two treat-
ments and is calculated by subtracting the smallest mean from the largest mean and
dividing the result by the pooled standard deviation. Generally, the effect size was
interpreted as n% of the participants were faster interpreting diagrams drawn using
one graphical choice compared to the average participant interpreting diagrams drawn
using the alternative graphical choice.
In summary, if we established that significant differences existed between graphical
choices then we went on to rank the choices and, subsequently, to compute the effect size
between pairs of graphical choices. If, however, a null hypothesis was not rejected we
then posited that graphical choices did not significantly impact upon task performance,
with respect to time.
2.6.3 Analysis of Ranking Data
The following analysis was applicable for all the preferential data collected. The initial
analysis established if there was a significant difference between the graphical choices
using a Friedman test. Such a test is a hypothesis test commonly used for analysing
non-parametric data, such as ranking data, captured using a randomised block design.
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The blocks pertain to the graphical choices that were presented to each participant in
a random order. If significant differences existed between the graphical choices then
Wilcoxon signed ranked tests were performed. Similar to both the time and error
analysis, the Wilcoxon tests established precisely which pairs of graphical choices were
significantly different and allowed us to rank the graphical choices by preference.
2.7 Theories Exploited to Interpret the Results
The results of the experiments were interpreted based on how an Euler diagram is
perceived. The perception of an Euler diagram was based on three necessary criteria.
The first criterium considered the environment in which Euler diagrams were to be
presented to participants. The second criterium considered the tasks that participants
undertook in order to answer the questions that are outlined in section 2.3. The third
criterium examined Gestalt psychology and the Laws of Perceptual Organisation [80]
in order to establish how the closed curves of an Euler diagram might be distinguished
from one an other.
In order to perform the tasks asked of participants, it is necessary to visually distin-
guish between one curve and another. For example, in order to establish an intersection
between curves it is essential to identify the curves between which the intersection oc-
curs. These tasks were performed at a computer screen, when detailed vision is said to
occur in a small area of the visual field, approximately the size of a thumb nail. During
these tasks, the eye moves quickly, approximately three or four times a second, known
as fixation-saccade cycles [24, 31]. It is during fixation-saccade cycles that a process
of figure-ground segregation occurs [80]. This process parses graphical properties into
their constituent elements and separates them from the plane. Therefore, it is during
figure-ground segregation that the visual distinction between curves and their relation-
ships manifests. Figure 2.9 illustrates the relative size of the visual field when looking
at an Euler diagram and the extent of the detail gathered during a single fixation.
With respect to shape, the ease with which curves are distinguished is determined
by the saliency of their graphical properties during fixations. These graphical properties
are often referred to as preattentive properties [75]. There are numerous preattentive
properties [35, 62, 63, 76, 75, 84] but it is curvature and closure that are most pertinent
in this case. To understand how curvature and closure necessitate the visual separation
of curves we appeal to Gestalt psychology and the Laws of Perceptual Organisation [80].
These laws state that there is a tendency to group portions or elements of an image
that are in close proximity, exhibit smooth contours and share similar properties. This
phenomenon is referred to as contour integration. Contour integration is defined by
a number of principles. An important principle, with respect to Euler diagrams, is
closure. Koffka [38] defined the foundation from which closure is said to form a bridge
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Figure 2.9: The visual field and the detail therein during a single fixation.
from perceiving 1 dimensional lines to 2 dimensional shapes:
“Ordinary lines, whether straight or curved, appear as lines and not as
areas. They have shape, but they lack the difference between an inside and
an outside. If a line forms a closed, or almost closed, figure, we see no longer
merely a line on a homogeneous background, but a surface figure bounded
by the line.”
The bridge from 1 dimensional lines to 2 dimensional shapes is further explained by
the principle of good continuation which states the eye easily follows smooth curves.
This phenomenon was observed by Rodgers et al. [5] and is addressed by guide 3.
An important aspect of this principle is that changes in good continuation yield large
changes in shape discriminability [80].
A pertinent illustration as to the importance of good continuation can be demon-
strated when considering an intersection between curves. Figure 2.10 illustrates two
similar Euler diagrams: one drawn with circles and the other drawn with squares. The
principle of good continuation suggests that intersections between circles stand out
from the plane more so than the circles themselves. The premise being that it is easy
for the eye to follow the smooth curvature of the circles so the point at which one circle
intersects with another a change in good continuation occurs: the smooth curve of the
circle is discontinued at the point at which another circle intersects. Consequently,
such changes in good continuation yield large changes in shape discriminability. There-
fore, during the process of figure-ground segregation, the intersections between circles
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a. Circles b. Squares
Figure 2.10: Saliency of intersections.
are considerably more salient than the circles themselves, thus appear to stand out.
Conversely, the principle of good continuation cannot easily be applied to squares. In-
deed, the phenomenon of contour integration becomes considerably more prevalent.
The intersections between squares yield a variety of rectilinear shapes, as illustrated in
figure 2.10. Due to their similarity and proximity, during the process of figure-ground
segregation, there is a tendency to integrate these elements. Consequently, the inter-
sections between squares do not stand out with the same saliency as the intersections
between circles. It is saliency of an Euler diagram’s curves and their intersections that
formed the foundation for the interpretation of the results. We use the insights just
described when interpreting the results presented in each chapter.
2.8 Threats to Validity
This section details factors that threaten the validity of the studies conducted through-
out this research. In doing so, it brings together a wide variety of considerations that
led to the study designs, including how to draw the Euler diagrams, the questions asked
of participants, the design of the data collection software, the study execution and the
statistical analysis. The threats to validity are categorised as internal, construct and
external [54]. Internal validity considers whether confounding factors, such as carry-
over or learning effects, might affect the results and, if so, to what extent. Construct
validity examines whether the dependent or independent variables yield an accurate
measure to test our hypotheses. External validity considers the extent to which we can
generalise the results.
2.8.1 Internal Validity
The following factors have been considered in an attempt to manage the threats to
the internal validity of the studies. These factors include those identified earlier in
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the chapter as well as a variety of more general factors that typically manifest when
executing such studies.
1. Carry-over effect : in a repeated measure experiment this threat occurs when the
measure of a treatment is affected by the previous treatment. To manage this
effect a between group design was employed. Each group of participants was
exposed to different levels of independent variable (for example, in chapter 3,
there are two levels of independent variable: orientation A and orientation B). To
further minimise the carry-over effect, only participants who had not previously
participated in a study relating to this research were invited to take part.
2. Motivation effect : motivation was considered a threat if participants did not
voluntarily take part. If participants did not freely choose to take part in the
studies there was concern they might adopt a negative attitude towards the tasks
thus biasing the results. To manage this effect, participants were invited to take
part in the studies and, as such, were self-selecting volunteers. Participants were
paid £6 for their time, in the form of a canteen voucher. Further, they were given
the incentive that they would be forwarded a copy of the results of the studies
when published. Participants were also advised that they could leave at any point
during a study, for any reason, if they so wished. All participants stayed until the
end of all the studies while expressing interest in taking receipt of the published
results, as detailed in section 2.5.
3. Laboratory : to ensure all participants were exposed to the same environment, the
study took place in a usability laboratory. This ensured each participant was
exposed to the same hardware, software and that they were were free from noise
and interruption. To help minimise the influence of one participant’s behaviour
by another, participants undertook the study in the laboratory one at a time.
4. Fatigue effect : fatigue was considered a threat if the participants were required
to answer questions for considerable lengths of time. To manage this effect the
study was designed to take approximately 1 hour. This was deemed enough time
to train participants and capture meaningful data while not too long as to cause
fatigue [54]. Participant were allowed to rest between the training, performance
and preferential data collections phases. Participants could also rest between
individual questions.
5. Learning effect : the learning effect was considered a threat if participants were not
given appropriate training prior to the data collection phase. Participant groups
were trained using diagrams. Both paper based material and the software tool
were used during training. It was considered important that participants were
familiar with the software tool prior to the performance data collection phase.
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The amount of time taken for the training phase varied between participants.
Often participants would require more than one attempt at a training question
before fully understanding how to answer the question correctly. Only when the
training was successfully completed were participants regarded equally trained
in Euler diagrams in order to undertake both the performance and preferential
data collection phases. To further reduce the learning effect, the diagrams and
questions asked during the training phase were similar to those presented during
the performance and preferential data collection phases. The only differences
between the training diagrams and the main study diagrams were their topologies
and the specific information they conveyed.
6. Context : it was considered a threat if participants were not familiar with the con-
text of the information conveyed by the diagrams. As well as the effort required to
learn how to interpret the Euler diagrams, further effort would be required to un-
derstand the context of the information being conveyed. Participants were made
up of both undergraduate and postgraduate computing students. Consequently,
to manage this effect the information conveyed by the diagrams was based on
a context with which they would be familiar; specific details are given for each
study. This meant that participants should not need to learn anything except for
how to interpret the diagrams and how to use the software.
7. Pre-exposure: it was considered a threat if any one participant had pre-exposure
to the information represented, when answering a question, affording an advan-
tage over another participant. It was therefore important that the participants
did not have any pre-exposure to the information. To manage this threat the
diagrams and questions used in the study were designed to be both unique and
plausible but not derived from actual information obtainable outside of the study.
8. Question order : the order in which questions were presented was considered to be
a threat as it might bias the data through a learning effect. To manage this effect
during the performance and preferential data collection phases, each participant
answered questions in a random order.
9. Information exchange among participants: information exchange was considered
a possible threat if participants discussed the detail of the diagrams and questions
with those yet to take part in the study. To manage this effect participants were
asked not to discuss the detail of the study with those yet to participate. Further,
the diagrams and questions used in the study could only be accessed during the
study.
10. Curve labels: to minimise confounding variances when drawing equivalent dia-
grams, considerable attention was paid to the precise layout of each diagram.
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Particular attention was given to the position of closed curves in the plane as well
as curve labels and data items.
11. Layout variation: when drawing Euler diagrams, there are numerous choices to
be made, such as curve thickness, size and internal area. In order to minimise
the threat of unwanted variation across diagrams, other than those confounding
variances that can be introduced by the shape of a closed curve, we adopted
drawing conventions for all the diagrams used in the study.
2.8.2 Construct Validity
Construct validity identifies the dependent and independent variables, respectively, and
examines their rigour for measuring task performance and preference.
1. Dependent variables
(a) Error rate: it was important that all diagrams did not adversely affect par-
ticipants in accurately answering questions, as far as was known how to, so
that if errors did manifest it was most likely due to an independent vari-
able and no other unwanted variance. It was therefore essential that all
diagrams were drawn to reflect all known guides prior to each study (with
the exception of the diagrams created for the study presented in chapter 6).
The expectation was that diagrams drawn to reflect all known guides would
aid the comprehension of participants, thus minimise errors. To further min-
imise errors, all diagrams were drawn to adhere to specific layout conventions
in order to reduce confounding variables creeping in to each diagram.
(b) False positives: to minimise false positives i.e. a participant selecting the
correct answer but for the wrong reason, the following precautions were
taken when drawing diagrams. To answer ‘Which’ style questions required
participants counting the number of names in a set. The set with the correct
number of names always contained a different number of names to any other
set. To answer ‘How many’ style questions, participants were required to
type in the names of the people that they had counted as it was not always
possible to draw diagrams with a different number of names in each region.
To answer ‘Who’ style questions participants had to select a single unique
name from a list of four or five possible names.
(c) False negatives: to minimise false negatives i.e. a participant selecting the
wrong answer while reading it to be the correct answer, the similarity of
module and student names was minimised when presented to participants
during all phases of the study. This was achieved by ensuring module names
did not begin with the same word. For example, SYSTEMS ANALYSIS and
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SYSTEMS DESIGN were not presented together as possible choices for an
answer to a question. The similarity of students names was avoided. For
example, Gary and Gerry were not presented as possible choices of answer
for a question. This strategy was applicable to all styles of questions.
(d) Time: to ensure the rigour of time measurements, consideration was paid
to the precise duration elapsed when answering each question as well as
the units employed to measure time. To further ensure the rigour of time
measurements, participants used the same PC located in the same laboratory
with no applications running in the background.
2. Independent variables
(a) Questions: it was considered a threat if the diagrams were trivial: having
only a few curves, zones, or data items was deemed insufficient to yield no-
ticeable differences in response times, should they exist. To manage this
threat, diagrams were designed to exhibit an appropriate level of complex-
ity in order to demand cognitive effort on the part of the participant. It
was also considered a threat if participants did not spend time reading and
understanding the questions asked of the diagrams. To manage this threat
diversity was introduced into the questions. A unique range of questions, as
well as different styles of questions, were created. This helped ensure partici-
pants had to read and understand each question, as well as the corresponding
diagram, before being able to answer the posed question.
(b) Graphical choices: it was essential that the the process of drawing equiv-
alent diagrams with different levels of independent variable was carefully
planned and executed in order to minimise the threat of unwanted variances
between pairs of diagrams. A different approach to managing this threat
was necessary for each study and is therefore detailed within each relevant
chapter.
2.8.3 External Validity
The following factors consider the limitations of the results and the extent to which
they can be generalised.
1. Graphical choice: Graphical choices that we have evaluated were chosen based on
their prevalence in the literature and their impact on perception as described by
Bertin. For example, our evaluation of curve shape and colour was motivated by
their common consideration in the literature. Moreover, the ways in which curve
shape and colour were varied in our studies reflected common choices made in
the literature. Details of these choices are presented within each of the studies.
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2. Set theoretic concepts: the diagrams drawn for the studies exhibited set disjoint-
ness, intersection and inclusion. As a consequence, our results are not limited to
Euler diagrams only representing some of these set-theoretic relationships.
3. Question styles: it was considered a limitation if the study lacked variety in the
questions asked of the Euler diagrams. To facilitate generalisation of the results
three styles of question were asked: ‘Who’, ‘Which’ and ‘How many’.
4. Participant : a common threat to the external validity of user studies is the extent
to which the participants of the study represent a wider population. The primary
limiting factor is the number of participants employed in the study, confounding
the generation of any useful and reliable data. On average, our studies consisted
of over 20 participants per group. All participants were either undergraduate
or postgraduate computing students with little or no experience of using Euler
diagrams. If we were to run the same study again using participants from a
similar socioeconomic background we would anticipate similar results.
2.9 Summary
This chapter defines our method for designing and executing the empirical studies
presented in this research. In doing so, a detailed rationale is presented for the design
decisions that had to be made, how to draw diagrams, the styles of questions to be
asked, how to collect data, execute the studies and analyse the data captured. Further,
as with any empirical study, a large number of threats to the validity had to be identified
and addressed, so far as is reasonably possible.
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Chapter 3
The Orientation of Euler
Diagrams
This chapter endeavours to answer the first of our research questions posited in chap-
ter 1: ‘does orientation affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?’ The primary
motivation for this question, observed in section 1.3, is that we did not know if the ma-
nipulation of planar variables impacts upon the comprehension of Euler diagrams. A
paper summarising the contribution of this chapter was presented at Visual Languages
and Computing [7], winning the Best Paper Prize.
Figure 3.1 illustrates two Euler diagrams both visualising a staff hierarchy in an
academic institution. The legend provides the meaning for each curve label. The dia-
gram in figure 3.1(a) has been drawn adhering to the five guides identified in chapter 1.
Consequently, this is regarded as an effective Euler diagram that positively aids user
comprehension. The diagram in figure 3.1(b) is similar to the diagram in figure 3.1(a).
The only difference is the orientation. The diagram in figure 3.1(b) is obtained from
the diagram in figure 3.1(a) by rotating it by 145 ◦ anticlockwise. It was assumed, most
recently by Rodgers et al. [57], that the diagram in figure 3.1(b) is as effective as the
diagram in figure 3.1(a). This is not an unreasonable assumption. The diagram in
figure 3.1(b) has inherited all the properties that identify the diagram in figure 3.1(a)
as effective. Further, irrespective of orientation, their topologies remain the same:
the relationships between curves A, M, L, and CL are identical for both diagrams in
figure 3.1.
However, the rationale upon which the above assumption is made does not acknowl-
edge that there exist clear visual differences between the diagrams in figure 3.1. These
visual differences manifest as a direct consequence of each diagram’s orientation. For
example, the position of curves and associated curve labels in the plane are different
for each diagram. The curve labelled M in the diagram in figure 3.1(a) is positioned to
the top left hand side of the plane. Its corresponding curve label is positioned to the
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L
CL
A
M
L
CL
LEGEND
A = Academics
M = Managers
L = Lecturers
CL = Course Leaders
a. Staff hierarchy b. Staff hierarchy - rotated -205 ◦
Figure 3.1: Staff hierarchy.
right hand side of the curve. The curve labelled M in the diagram in figure 3.1(b) is
positioned to the bottom left hand side of the plane. Its corresponding curve label is
positioned to the left hand side of the curve.
This chapter presents an empirical study attempting to answer the question ‘does
orientation affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?’ To address this research
question, we tested the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: ACCURACY
H0: The number of errors accrued when interpreting Euler diagrams is not sig-
nificantly different when the diagrams are rotated.
H1: The number of errors accrued when interpreting Euler diagrams is signifi-
cantly different when the diagrams are rotated.
Hypothesis 2: TIME
H0: The mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams is not significantly
different when the diagrams are rotated.
H1: The mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams is significantly dif-
ferent when the diagrams are rotated.
3.1 Experiment Design
We chose a set of Euler diagrams which were displayed to two groups of participants.
Group A was shown the diagrams with one orientation and group B was shown the same
diagrams in a different orientation. In each case, participants were asked a question
concerning the information within the diagram. If orientation impacted on compre-
hension then we might have expected to observe a significant difference between the
number of errors, or mean times, for diagrams in group A compared with the diagrams
in group B.
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3.1.1 Euler Diagram Drawing Conventions
Eighteen Euler diagrams were drawn for the study. Appendix A provides a hard copy
of all the diagrams used in the study with a link to an electronic copy. All the diagrams
in the study were drawn to adhere to guides 1 to 5 identified in chapter 1 coupled with
the conventions and characteristics identified in section 2.2. In addition, the diagrams
adhered to two further conventions:
1. all closed curves were drawn using circles, with a 2 pixel stroke width, and
2. all diagrams were monochrome.
It was also important that the study considered a range of diagrams in order to
increase the extent that the results could be generalised. This was an attempt to
further reduce threats to the study validity, as discussed in chapter 2. Consequently,
three types of diagrams were drawn, as illustrated in figures 3.2 to 3.4 respectively:
1. Type 1: 4 curves (1 large, 2 medium and 1 small), 9 zones and 20 data items,
2. Type 2: 6 curves (1 large, 4 medium and 1 small), 13 zones and 30 data items,
and
3. Type 3: 8 curves (2 large, 4 medium and 2 small), 17 zones and 40 data items.
Figure 3.2: Type 1 - 4 curves, 9 zones and 20 data items.
3.1.2 Questions Asked of Participants
For this study, information was visualised about fictional university modules and the
students studying those modules. The module names were based on those commonly
found in British undergraduate computing courses. Student names were taken to be
first names only, a mixture of both male and female names, and reflected a variety
of ethnicities. Using this information, three styles of question were specified: ‘Who’,
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Figure 3.3: Type 2 - 6 curves, 13 zones and 30 data items.
Figure 3.4: Type 3 - 8 curves, 17 zones and 40 data items.
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‘Which’ and ‘How many’. Examples of these questions, specific to this study, are given
here:
1. Who is taking ALGORITHMS, INTERFACE DESIGN and OPERATIONS RE-
SEARCH?
2. Which module is being taken by 5 students?
3. How many students are taking both MOBILE COMPUTING and FORMAL
METHODS but not ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?
These questions were asked of the diagrams in figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
The answer to question 1 is Joe. The answer to question 2 is E-COMMERCE. The
answer to question 3 is 0. There were 18 different questions in total, one for each of
the 18 diagrams used in the study. Six diagrams were drawn for each of the three
types. The 6 diagrams were allocated, between them, two of each style of question.
All questions were multiple choice and had either 4 or 5 choices of answers; the correct
answer was always unique.
3.1.3 Orientating Euler Diagrams
As stated in section 3.1, diagrams were displayed to the two groups of participants,
with group A being shown the diagrams with one orientation and group B being shown
the same diagrams in a different orientation. Initially, 18 diagrams were drawn and
information added as will be described in section 3.1.2. These are referred to as the
original diagrams. Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are examples of the original Euler diagrams
drawn for the study.
Figure 3.5: Original diagram.
Two sets of copies were made of the original 18 diagrams. The first copy of the of
18 diagrams were for participant group A and the second copy of the 18 diagrams were
for participant group B. The 18 diagrams for participant group A were obtained by
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Figure 3.6: Original rotated 201 ◦.
Figure 3.7: Original rotated 301 ◦ rotation.
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rotating the original diagram by an angle between 45 ◦ and 315 ◦ in a positive direction
of rotation. This rotation ensured that the diagrams shown to group A were not within
± 45 ◦ of the original diagram. This was an attempt to remove possible bias arising
from the manner in which the original diagrams were drawn. The 18 diagrams for
participant group B were obtained by rotating the original diagram by an angle not
within ± 45 ◦ of either the original diagram or the first copy of the diagram. An angle of
± 45 ◦ was intended to ensure that there was a discernible difference in the orientation
between the diagrams shown to the participant groups A and B. All rotation angles
were generated using a pseudo random number generator. The diagram in figure 3.5 is
the original diagram from which diagrams in figures 3.6 and 3.7 were derived. Scaled
versions of all the original diagrams, as well as those rotated for participant groups A
and B are presented in appendix A.
An important experiment design consideration, prior to rotating the diagrams, was
the shape of closed curves. The use of circles helped reduce unwanted variances when
pairs of diagrams were rotated for participant groups A and B. To demonstrate how
unwanted variances might manifest from the alternative shapes, we appeal to an Euler
diagram drawn using squares.
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Figure 3.8: Type 1 square curves.
Figure 3.8 is an Euler diagram drawn using squares. It is a copy of the diagram
in figure 3.5 that was drawn using circles. The diagram in figure 3.9 is obtained by
rotating the diagram in figure 3.8 anti-clockwise 201 ◦. It can be observed that the
diagram’s curve edges are no longer vertically or horizontally aligned. However, when
the same rotation is performed on the diagram in figure 3.5, as illustrated by the
diagram in figure 3.6, for obvious reasons, no changes in the alignment of the curve
edges with respect to the vertical and horizontal axes are observed. As stated earlier,
a necessary aspect of the experiment design was that the degree by which pairs of
diagrams were rotated for participant groups A and B was random. Therefore, for
any given pair of diagrams drawn using squares, the variations in the alignment of
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Figure 3.9: Digram in figure 3.8 rotated -201 ◦.
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Figure 3.10: Digram in figure 3.8 with curves individually rotated +201 ◦.
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their curve edges would have also varied randomly between participant groups A and
B. Consequently, rotating Euler diagrams drawn using squares, or indeed rectangles
and ellipses, would have introduced uncontrollable, thus unwanted, variances between
diagrams for participant groups A and B.
The unwanted variations could have been resolved by rotating each individual closed
curve in the opposite direction to that of the initial rotation of the diagram. Figure 3.10
illustrates how this resolves misalignment with the vertical and horizontal axes by rotat-
ing the individual closed curves of the diagram in figure 3.9 clockwise by 201 ◦. However,
the diagram in figure 3.10 no longer adheres to guide 2 or 5 introducing a new uncon-
trolled variation. Guide 2 is contravened as the diagram exhibits concurrency between
the curves labelled EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAM-
MING. Guide 5 is contravened due to very poor zone area equality present in the
intersection between the curves labelled E-COMMERCE and OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING. Therefore, drawing Euler diagrams using squares, rectangles or
ellipses, will introduce uncontrollable, thus unwanted, variances between pairs of dia-
grams for participant groups A and B.
In summary, circles minimised unwanted variations between pairs of diagrams when
rotated for participant groups A and B. Using any shape without an infinite order
of rotational symmetry would have introduced unwanted variations between pairs of
diagrams. These variations, as demonstrated above, manifest at either a graphical or
topological level. Therefore, circles were regarded to be the most appropriate curve
shape for this study. However, it is important to note that it was not always possible
to maintain the exact relative position of data items or curve labels during the process
of re-orientation. These deviations accounted for less than 1% of the data items and
curve labels presented to participants in the study.
3.2 Experiment Execution
Initially, a pilot study was conducted, consisting of six participants, three per group.
The pilot study proved the design to be robust, with no changes required. A further 26
participants were recruited for the main study, a total of 32 participants in all (26 M,
6 F, ages 18 to 29). All participants were randomly allocated to group A or group B
in equal numbers. They were all students from the University of Brighton’s School of
Computing, Engineering and Mathematics and they spanned both undergraduate and
graduate levels.
There were three phases to the study (for further discussion regarding the exper-
iment execution and phases therein refer to section 2.5). The first two phases were
training phases. During the third phase the performance data, specifically error and
time data, were captured. Preferential data were not captured during this study. This
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was due to the fact that there are an infinite number of possible angles through which
an Euler diagram can be rotated. Consequently, it was very difficult to define a robust
set of criteria from which to generate meaningful preferential data.
3.3 Experiment Results
This section presents our analysis of the performance data gathered during the study.
Appendix A provides a hard copy of the performance data supplemented with a link
to an electronic copy.
3.3.1 Error Analysis
With respect to errors, of the 32 participants, 14 answered one or more questions
incorrectly. Out of the 576 questions attempted, 19 were answered incorrectly. The
overall error rate was 19576 = 3.3%. Group A yielded 11 errors giving an error rate of
11
288 = 3.8%. Group B yielded 8 errors giving an error rate of
8
288 = 2.8%.
Tests were unlikely to reveal significant differences between participant groups A
and B given the distribution of errors. However, before testing for significance between
the error counts we examined the data for outliers. We were specifically interested in
establishing if any one participant accrued a high proportion of errors. Figure 3.11
illustrates the number of errors accrued by each participant. While there is some vari-
ation between the numbers of errors accrued, no one participant deviated greatly from
the norm. The largest number of errors accrued by a participant was two, attributable
to five out of the 14 participants.
Having examined the number of errors accrued by each participant, and satisfied
that no participant constituted an outlier, we next examined the number of errors
accrued by participant groups for each question. This aspect of the analysis allowed
us to examine the distribution of errors by group under question. For those questions
that accrued errors, figure 3.12 illustrates that there was little variation between the
number of errors. Consequently, no one of these questions was regarded to have deviated
from the norm. Further, under those questions that accrued errors, no one group was
regarded to have deviated from the norm. We did, however, note that group A accrued
all errors for questions 4 and 8 while group B accrued all errors for question 12.
To establish if there was a significant difference between error counts, we performed
a χ2 goodness-of-fit test. As anticipated, there was no significant difference between
the two groups with a p-value of 0.484. Consequently, we did not reject the null
hypothesis which states the number of errors accrued when interpreting Euler diagrams
is not significantly different when the diagrams are rotated. Hence, we concluded
that orientation does not significantly affect users’ accuracy when interpreting Euler
diagrams.
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Figure 3.11: Number of errors by participant.
Figure 3.12: Number of errors by groups A and B under question.
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3.3.2 Time Analysis
The mean time taken to answer questions correctly, thus not including any error data
or time-outs, was 19.37 seconds with a standard deviation of 10.65 seconds; there were
no occurrences of time-outs. The mean time for group A was 20.23 seconds with a
standard deviation of 10.55 seconds. The mean time for group B was 18.52 seconds
with a standard deviation of 10.71 seconds. Consequently, tests were unlikely to reveal
significant differences between participant groups A and B given both the means and
standard deviations were relatively close. However, before testing for significance we
performed an exploratory analysis of the data. The box and whisker plot presented in
figure 3.13 illustrates the distribution of data for groups A and B. It was evident that
the distribution of data between the groups was similar. This indicated that tests were
likely to reveal no significant difference between groups A and B.
The box and whisker plot presented in figure 3.14 illustrates the distribution of data
for questions, irrespective of participant group. It was evident that the distribution of
data for any one question, when compared with any other question, was noticeably
different. For example, both quartile 1 and quartile 3 differ with the exception of
questions 1 and 16, and questions 3 and 18. This indicated that the questions were
likely to require different amounts of cognitive effort to answer. The box and whisker
plot presented in figure 3.15 illustrates the distribution of data for groups A and B under
question. It was evident that the distribution of data for groups A and B, irrespective
of question, were similar. Again, this provided further evidence that tests were likely
to reveal no significant difference between groups A and B.
Having performed an exploratory analysis we tested for significances between the
means of the above groups of data. However, before performing the RM-ANOVA,
the data needed to be suitable for analysis. A normal probability plot, presented
in figure 3.16, indicated that the data were not normally distributed. Applying a
transformation, in this case taking the log of the time, resulted in a skewness of 0.21
rendering the data robust for analysis. The probability plot of the transformed data is
illustrated in figure 3.17. The transformed data were analysed.
Table 3.1 presents the results of the RM-ANOVA. The first row labelled Group
reports a p-value of 0.333, indicating that there was not a significant difference between
the mean times for groups A and B1. This result was anticipated as the rotations, in
effect, were randomly assigned to a group.
The second row of table 3.1, labelled Question, reports a p-value of 0.000, indicating
the that there were significant differences between the mean times for at least one pair
of questions, irrespective of the participant group. This result suggested some ques-
tions required more cognitive effort than others. The third row of table 3.1, labelled
1A p-value of 0.369 was also given for Group when analysing the entire data set with no time-outs
and error data removed.
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Figure 3.13: Interquartile ranges for groups.
Figure 3.14: Interquartile ranges for questions.
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Figure 3.15: Interquartile ranges for groups A and B under question.
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P
Group 1 1.3098 1.2151 1.2151 0.97 0.333
Question 17 63.3880 62.3181 3.6658 44.49 0.000
Group*Question 17 1.8948 1.8331 0.1078 1.31 0.181
Participant(Group) 30 37.8209 37.8209 1.2607 15.30 0.000
Error 491 40.4598 40.4598 0.0824
Total 556 144.8734
Table 3.1: ANOVA for the log of time.
Group*Question, reports a p-value of 0.181, indicating that there were no significant
differences between the mean times for groups A and B for any one question. Con-
sequently, we did not reject the null hypothesis which states the mean time when
interpreting Euler diagrams is not significantly different when the diagrams are ro-
tated. Hence, we concluded that orientation does not significantly affect the time it
takes users to correctly answer questions of Euler diagrams. Finally, the fourth row,
labelled Participant(Group), also reports a p-value of 0.000, indicating that there were
significant differences between at least two participants. Differences between the mean
times for both Question and Participant(Group) were anticipated and is discussed in
section 2.6.2.
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Figure 3.16: Time data - not normally distributed.
Figure 3.17: Log of time data.
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3.3.3 Summary of Results
The study set out to address the question ‘does orientation affect the comprehension
of Euler diagrams?’ The analysis of both the error and time data strongly suggest
the answer to this question question is no. Group A, compared with group B, did
not accrue a significantly different number of errors when answering questions of Euler
diagrams. Further, group A did not, on average, take a significantly different amount
of time to correctly answer questions of Euler diagrams.
3.4 Interpretation of Results
Our results indicate that orientation does not affect users’ comprehension of Euler
diagrams. This observation might be explained, in part, by similarity theory. Similarity
theory states that search time increases based on two criteria: the amount of similarity
between targets and distractors and the amount of similarity within the distractors
themselves. A target is regarded to be a zone or region within which the answer to a
question is located. A distractor is regarded to be a zone or region that does not contain
the answer to the question. All zones or regions of the diagrams used in the study
manifest a variety of different shapes as illustrated in figure 3.18 which explodes an
Euler diagram into its different shaped regions. The different shapes can be described as
consisting of at least two smooth contours and a contour being either convex or concave.
The similarity between targets and distractors remains constant under rotation as does
the similarity within the distractors themselves. Most importantly, orientation does not
appear to affect the saliency of these regions as illustrated in figure 3.18, where diagram
‘b’ is a rotated copy of diagram ‘a’. Importantly, this insight into the role of target and
distractors can be exploited: if attention needs to be placed upon a particular region
then its saliency can be emphasised, as in figure 3.18 diagram ‘c’.
a. Exploded b. Rotated c. Emphasised
Figure 3.18: Exploded, rotated and emphasised Euler diagrams
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3.5 Threats to Validity
Threats to the validity of the study are primarily addressed in section 2.8. Further
threats, specific to the validity of this study, are now presented.
Carry-over effect : in a repeated measure experiment this threat occurs when the mea-
sure of a treatment is affected by the previous treatment. To manage this effect a
between group design was employed. Participant group A was exposed to one treat-
ment while participant group B was exposed to a second treatment. In our experiment,
a treatment is regarded as an orientation.
Diagrams: to reduce unwanted variations between diagrams, all diagrams were drawn
to adhere to strict drawing conventions, as discussed in section 3.1.1.
Diversity : to increase diversity between the diagrams, three types of diagrams were
drawn, as discussed in section 3.1.1.
Orientation: the process of orienting diagrams was carefully planned and executed
in order to minimise the threat of unwanted variances between pairs of diagrams, as
detailed in section 3.1.3.
Shape: our study is limited to Euler diagrams drawn using circles. However, the use
of circles compared to, for example, ellipses, squares and rectangles, reduces unwanted
variances during the process of orientation, as discussed in section 3.1.3. Further,
when drawing Euler diagrams, circles are widely employed. Wilkinson [83] presents a
survey of natural science journals and online affiliated content from 2009 observing 72
occurrences of Euler diagrams of which 65 (90%) use circles.
3.6 Conclusion
The diagrams used in the study yielded a very low error rate. We posit that this can be
attributed, in part, to our five guides positively aiding user comprehension. Specifically,
we set out to address the question ‘does orientation affect the comprehension of Euler
diagrams?’ Our analysis of the data indicates we could not reject the null hypotheses.
Consequently, in this case, we conclude that the orientation of an Euler diagram does
not affect user comprehension. This leads us to posit a sixth guide:
Guide 6 (Orientation). Draw Euler diagrams without regard to their orientation when
using circles.
The fact that orientation does not appear to impact on user comprehension has
implications for Euler diagram layout as well as future usability studies. In particular,
people who draw Euler diagrams need not worry about orientation from an effectiveness
perspective and can now focus on other properties. In addition, our work supports
current techniques for automated Euler diagram layout methods, such as [83, 28, 61,
72, 68], which do not pay any regard to orientation. In terms of usability studies, our
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work underpins that in [57], which assumed that Euler diagram orientation does not
impact user comprehension. Furthermore, when designing future studies we, and other
empiricists, need not be concerned with a diagram’s orientation, provided circles are
used.
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Chapter 4
The Shape of Curves in Euler
Diagrams
This chapter endeavours to answer the second of our research questions posited in chap-
ter 1: ‘does the shape of closed curves affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?’ The
primary motivation for this question, observed in section 1.3, is that we did not know
if the manipulation of the retinal variable shape impacts upon the comprehension of an
Euler diagram. A paper summarising the contribution of this chapter was presented
at the 8th International Conference on the Theory and Application of Diagrams [8],
winning Best Student Paper Prize.
In chapter 1 we observed that Euler diagrams are drawn using a variety of different
shaped closed curves. As just observed in chapter 3, Wilkinson identifies that out of
72 Euler diagrams used in articles appearing in Science, Nature and on-line affiliated
journals during 2009, 65 (90%) use circles [83]. This might be interpreted to mean that
people favour the use of circles above other shapes. Stapleton et al. [70] adopt this view
by employing circles when automatically generating Euler diagrams. Contrary to this
sentiment, Micallef and Rodgers [48] prefer the use of ellipses while Microsoft’s Bing
Mobile Team employ rectangular shape closed curves for their diagrams [55]. There
also exist some diagrams that cannot be drawn using only circles, for example Venn-
4. With this in mind, this chapter endeavoured to observe if there existed significant
advantages for favouring one shape of closed curve over another.
To help understand why one shape of closed curve might be favoured over another
we next examine the diagrams in figure 4.1. These two Euler diagrams both visualise
the relationship between staff in an academic institution. The legend provides the
meaning for each curve label. Diagram (a) has been drawn using circles and diagram
(b) has been drawn using squares. The circles in diagram (a) share the same relative
position as the squares in diagram (b). Diagrams (a) and (b) are therefore semantically
equivalent. Further, both diagrams have been drawn adhering to the five layout guides
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Figure 4.1: Academic staff.
identified at the end of chapter 1. Consequently, layout guidance available did not
distinguish between Euler diagrams (a) and (b) with respect to their effectiveness for
aiding user comprehension.
However, there exist clear perceptual differences between the diagrams in figure 4.1.
These differences manifest as a direct consequence of the shape of the closed curves, as
observed in chapter 1. To reiterate, the principle of good continuation suggests that
intersections between circles stand out from the plane and thus become more salient
than the circles themselves. The point at which one circle intersects with another man-
ifests a change in good continuation: the smooth curve of the circle is discontinued at
the point at which another circle intersects. Changes in good continuation yield shape
discriminability and, during the process of figure-ground segregation, the intersections
are said to stand out. Squares are not smooth curves because of their corners. Conse-
quently, the principle of good continuation cannot easily be applied. The intersections
between squares yield a variety of rectilinear shapes as illustrated in figure 4.1, diagram
(b). It is posited that due to the similarity between the rectilinear shapes, intersections
between squares do not stand out from the squares themselves during the process of
figure-ground segregation, unlike the intersections between circles.
This chapter proceeds to present an empirical study undertaken to answer the
question ‘does the shape of closed curves affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?’
In order to answer this question the following hypotheses was tested:
Hypothesis 1: ACCURACY
H0: The number of errors accrued when interpreting Euler diagrams is not sig-
nificantly different when the shape of their closed curves differ.
H1: The number of errors accrued when interpreting Euler diagrams is signifi-
cantly different when the shape of their closed curves differ.
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Hypothesis 2: TIME
H0: The mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams is not significantly
different when the shape of their closed curves differ.
H1: The mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams is significantly dif-
ferent when the shape of their closed curves differ.
4.1 Experiment Design
We chose a set of Euler diagrams which were displayed to four participant groups. We
call these groups square, rectangle, circle and ellipse. The four aforementioned shapes
were selected because they are pervasive in existing Euler diagram layout work and are
widely used, as illustrated in chapter 1. The shape of the Euler diagrams’ closed curves
corresponded to the name of the participant group to which they were displayed. If
shape impacted on comprehension then we expected to observe a significant difference
between the number of errors, or mean times, between two or more of the participant
groups.
A secondary aim of this study was to establish aesthetic preferences regarding shape.
We were interested in establishing if any significance observed in this preferential data
corresponded with any significance observed in the performance data. If so, we could
address such questions as ‘does the most aesthetically pleasing diagram yield the fewest
errors or the smallest mean time?’
The final aim of this study was to establish preferences regarding shape with respect
to the style of question asked of a diagram. As with our secondary aim, we were inter-
ested in establishing if any significance observed in this preferential data corresponded
with any significance observed in the performance data. If true, we could address ques-
tions such as ‘does the most preferred shape, when answering ‘Who’, ‘Which’ or ‘How
many’ style questions, yield the fewest errors or the smallest mean time?’
4.1.1 Euler Diagram Drawing Conventions
Nineteen Euler diagrams for each curve shape were drawn for the study. Appendix B
provides a hard copy of all the diagrams used in the study with a link to an electronic
copy. Eighteen of these diagrams were drawn to collect performance data and the
remaining diagram was drawn to collect preferential data. All the diagrams in the
study were drawn to adhere to layout guides 1 to 6, coupled with the conventions and
characteristics identified in section 2.2. In addition, the diagrams adhered to three
further conventions:
1. rectangles and squares were drawn with their sides parallel to the x and y axes
and, similarly, so were the major and minor axes of the ellipses,
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2. each rectangle and ellipse was drawn adhering to the golden ratio [42],
3. all closed curves were drawn with a 2 pixel stroke width.
While ensuring that each diagram had consistent layout features, we also required
a range of diagrams to be drawn in order to increase the extent the results could be
generalised. As with the previous study, this was an attempt to further reduce threats
to validity. Consequently, three types of diagram were drawn, as listed below:
1. Type 1: 5 curves (1 large, 3 medium and 1 small), 11 zones and 20 data items
(see figure 4.2),
2. Type 2: 7 curves (2 large, 3 medium and 2 small), 15 zones and 30 data items
(see figure 4.3), and
3. Type 3: 9 curves (3 large, 3 medium and 3 small), 19 zones and 40 data items
(see figure 4.4).
These types differ to those used in chapter 3 in that they require each type of
diagram to exhibit 1 extra curve and 2 extra zones. This was an important design
feature as it allowed us to further generalise our results as different diagrams were used
throughout the research. Figures 4.2 to 4.4 illustrates three diagrams of types 1 to 3.
These diagrams are drawn using squares. Section 4.1.3 details how the diagrams were
drawn using rectangles, circles and ellipses.
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Figure 4.2: Type 1 - 5 curves, 11 zones, 20 data items.
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Figure 4.3: Type 2 - 7 curves, 15 zones, 30 data items.
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Figure 4.4: Type 3 - 9 curves, 19 zones, 40 data items.
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4.1.2 Questions Asked of Participants
Congruent with the information and questions displayed to participants in chapter 3,
we visualised information about fictional university modules and the students studying
those modules. To reiterate our reasoning, it was anticipated participants would be
university students and therefore have a reasonable preconception of this information.
The module names were based on those commonly found in British undergraduate
computing courses. Student names were taken to be first names only, a mixture of both
male and female names, and reflected a variety of ethnicities. Using this information,
the same three styles of question were specified: ‘Who’, ‘Which’ and ‘How many’.
Examples of these questions, specific to this study, are given here:
1. Who is taking HCI, ALGORITHMS and GRAPHICS?
2. Which module is being taken by 5 students?
3. How many students are taking MARKETING and DATA STRUCTURES but
not HCI?
These questions were asked of the diagrams in figures 4.2 to 4.4 respectively. The
answer to question 1 is Alf. The answer to question 2 is NETWORKING. The answer
to question 3 is 2, Fred and Toni. With respect to performance data, 18 different
questions, along with 18 corresponding diagrams for each shape, were specified for the
study. Six diagrams were drawn for each of the three types defined in section 4.1.1.
The six diagrams were allocated, between them, two of each style of question.
With respect to preferential data, four questions were specified. The four questions
were asked of a set of four diagrams, one for each shape. The first of these questions
addressed each participant’s aesthetic preference of a diagram drawn using square,
rectangular, circular and elliptical shaped closed curves. The remaining three questions
addressed each participant’s preference of a diagram, drawn using the aforementioned
shapes, when answering each style of question. When answering a question, participants
were asked to rank each diagram in order of their preference with 1 being most preferred
and 4 being least preferred. If desired, participants were allowed to rank one or more
diagrams the same.
All the diagrams used to collect preferential data were different to those used to
collect performance data. With respect to each style of question, all questions were
multiple choice and had 5 choices of answers; the correct answer was always unique.
4.1.3 Drawing Diagrams using Squares, Rectangles, Circles and El-
lipses
To help ensure equivalence between diagrams and their different shaped closed curves,
the initial diagrammatic layouts were arrived at using squares. Using square shape
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closed curves, in the first instance, overcame the first of two fundamental layout issues.
a. Intersection between circles. b. Intersection between squares.
a ab b
Figure 4.5: Equivalent diagrams drawn using circles and squares.
The first layout issue to overcome was concurrency between curves. Concurrency
leads to diagrams that are not well-formed thus contradicting the second of our layout
guides. Figure 4.5 illustrates two semantically equivalent diagrams. Diagram (a) uses
two circles and diagram (b) uses two squares. The squares in diagram (b) adopt a
position equivalent to the circles in diagram (a). As a consequence, the top and bottom
curve segments of diagram (b) are concurrent at the points of intersection and are
therefore not well-formed. To avoid introducing concurrency, diagrams were initially
drawn using squares. In doing so, two intersecting squares can be drawn offset from
one and other, as illustrated in figure 4.6 diagram (a). Alternatively, two intersecting
squares can be drawn with one closed curve smaller than the other, as illustrated in
figure 4.6 diagram (b). Figure 4.7 illustrates two Euler diagrams drawn using circles.
These diagrams are semantically and topologically equivalent to the corresponding
diagrams illustrated in figure 4.6.
a. Offset intersection between squares. b. Different size intersection between squares.
a
b
a
b
Figure 4.6: Equivalent diagrams drawn using squares.
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a. Offset intersection between circles. b. Different size intersection between circles.
a
b
a
b
Figure 4.7: Equivalent diagrams drawn using circles.
The second layout issue to overcome was area equality. That is to say, the area
of a curve drawn using a square should have been equal to the area of a curve drawn
using either a rectangle, circle or ellipse. Figure 4.8 illustrates the shape and size of
the closed curves used within the study. The area of either the small, medium or large
curves, irrespective of their shape, was the same. This ensured that data items could
be distributed within an equal area for any given shape of closed curve. Figures 4.9
to 4.12 illustrate the strategy for laying out data items in closed curves. The approach
was to ensure that the position of data items should reflect the shape of a closed curve.
For example, data items in both squares and rectangles were, where possible, listed
as illustrated in figures 4.9 and 4.10. Data items in both circles and ellipses followed,
where possible, the smooth contour of the closed curve as in figures 4.11 and 4.12.
It was also deemed important that curve labels were always positioned adjacent to
the same data item. For example, the curve label ANIMATION is positioned adjacent
the data item Kay in all diagrams in figures 4.9 to 4.12. Further, the relative position
of all subsequent data items is persistent between curves. For example, reading from
left to right and top to bottom, the data items, in the curve labelled CONCURRENCY
occupy the same relative position, in as much as the shape of the closed curve allows.
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Figure 4.8: Curve area equality.
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Figure 4.9: Type 1 diagram: squares.
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Figure 4.10: Type 1 diagram: rectangles.
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Figure 4.11: Type 1 diagram: circles.
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Figure 4.12: Type 1 diagram: ellipses.
4.2 Experiment Execution
Initially eight participants were recruited for the pilot study. With respect to collect-
ing the performance data, the pilot study proved robust, with no changes required.
However, with respect to collecting preferential data, a number of minor modifications
needed to be made to the experiment materials. Specifically, the script used by the
experiment facilitator needed modifying to ensure that the diagrams were presented in
a random order to each participant. Further, the hard copy diagrams contained sev-
eral typographical errors and needed correcting. Corrections were made and the data
collected during the pilot study was not carried forward for analysis.
Eighty participants were recruited for the main study. All 80 participants were
randomly allocated to one of the four participant groups in equal numbers: square,
rectangle, circle and ellipse. There were 20 participants per group. They were all stu-
dents from the University of Brighton’s School of Computing, Engineering and Math-
ematics and they spanned both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. There were
four phases to the study (for further discussion regarding the experiment execution
and phases therein refer to section 2.5). The first two phases were training phases.
The third phase was where the performance data, specifically error and time data, was
captured. During this phase, there was an interruption while the data was being col-
lected for participant 22. Consequently, their data was discarded and replaced using an
additional 81st participant (64 M, 16 F, ages 18 to 38). Preferential data was captured
during the fourth phase of the study.
4.3 Experiment Results
This section presents our analysis of the performance and preferential data gathered
during the study. Appendix B provides a hard copy of all the data supplemented with
a link to an electronic copy.
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4.3.1 Error Analysis
With respect to errors, 38 of the 80 participants answered one or more questions incor-
rectly. Out of the 1440 questions attempted, 62 were answered incorrectly. The overall
error rate was 621440 = 4.3%. The errors and error rates for each shape were as follows:
squares, 6 errors, rate 6360 = 1.6%; rectangles, 26 errors, rate
26
360 = 7.2%; circles, 14
errors, rate 14360 = 3.9%; ellipses, 16 errors, rate
16
360 = 4.4%. Figure 4.13 illustrates the
number of errors accrued by each shape.
Figure 4.13: Number of errors by shape.
It was anticipated that tests were likely to reveal significant differences between
the shapes given the distribution of errors. Most noticeably, rectangles yielded 26
errors, which was 20 more errors than squares, 12 more than circles and 10 more than
ellipses. A χ2 goodness-of-fit test revealed a significant difference with a p-value of
0.003. However, congruent with our method discussed in section 2.6.1, it was important
to examine the data for outliers before accepting any significant differences between
pairs of shapes. We were specifically interested in establishing if any one participant
accrued a high proportion of errors.
Figure 4.14 illustrates the number of errors accrued by each participant. Participant
31 deviated greatly from the norm accruing 8 errors while the next largest number of
errors accrued was 3, incurred by four participants. Consequently, participant 31,
who answered questions of diagrams drawn using rectangles, was considered an outlier.
Removing their errors from the dataset reduced rectangles to 18 errors, which was 12
more than squares, 4 more than circles and 2 more than ellipses. A further χ2 goodness-
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Figure 4.14: Number of errors by participant.
Figure 4.15: Number of errors by shape under question with the outlier removed.
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of-fit test on the data with participant 31 removed did not reveal a significant difference
with a p-value of 0.074. Consequently, we treated the error data with caution. It is not
robust to reject the null hypothesis which states the number of errors accrued when
interpreting Euler diagrams is not significantly different when the shape of their closed
curves differ. Hence, we concluded that the shape of closed curves does not significantly
affect users’ accuracy when interpreting Euler diagrams.
We were also interested in examining the distribution of errors by shape under
question. For those questions that accrued errors, figure 4.15 illustrates that there was
little variation between the number of errors for each question with the exception of
question 6. We noted that question 6 accrued 16 errors, 7 more errors than the nearest
question. This implied that question 6 and its corresponding diagram was more difficult
to elicit a correct answer than the other questions and their associated diagrams.
4.3.2 Time Analysis
The mean time taken to answer questions correctly, thus not including any error data
or time-outs, was 19.78 seconds with a standard deviation of 12.02 seconds. There were
two time-outs, one for rectangle and the other for ellipse. The mean times and standard
deviations for each shape were as follows: squares, mean 19.36, sd 11.79; rectangles,
mean 22.68, sd 14.71; circles, mean 15.72, sd 14.31; ellipses, mean 21.43, sd 12.12.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the mean times for each shape. There were notable differences
between the means, for example a 6.96 second difference between circles and rectangles.
Figure 4.16: Mean times for each shape.
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Before testing for significance between the means, we performed an exploratory
analysis of the data. The box and whisker plot presented in figure 4.17 shows the
interquartile ranges and the distribution of data for each shape. It was evident that
the data for circles was noticeably different when compared with all other shapes. For
example, quartile 1 for all shapes were similar in time while quartile 3 for circles was
noticeably less than that of all the other shapes. This provided an indication that there
may have been significant differences between the mean times for shape.
Figure 4.17: Interquartile ranges for shapes.
The box and whisker plot presented in figure 4.18 illustrates the distribution of data
for questions, irrespective of shape. As with the orientation study, it was evident that
some interquartile ranges were very different to others. For example, the interquartile
ranges for questions 3 and 7 were different to all other questions. This provided an
indication that some questions were likely to require different amounts of cognitive effort
to answer than other questions and that these differences may have been significant.
Finally, the box and whisker plot presented in figure 4.19 illustrates the distribution
of data for shape under question. The plot provides an indication that the differences
between the interquartile ranges for shape were dependent on question indicating that
significant interactions between shape and question might have been manifest.
Having performed an exploratory analysis we tested for significances between the
mean time for shape. As with the orientation study, we needed to ascertain if the
data was suitable for analysis. A normal probability plot, presented in figure 4.20,
indicated that the data were not normally distributed. Transforming the time data,
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Figure 4.18: Interquartile ranges for questions.
Figure 4.19: Interquartile ranges for shapes under question.
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Figure 4.20: Time data - not normally distributed.
Figure 4.21: Log of time data.
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using log of time, resulted in a skewness of 0.28 and rendered the data robust for
analysis. Consequently, it was the transformed data, illustrated in figure 4.21, that was
analysed.
Table 4.1 presents the results of the RM-ANOVA. The first row labelled Shape
reports a p-value of 0.006, indicating that there was a significant difference between the
mean times for shape1. Consequently, we rejected the null hypothesis which states the
mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams is not significantly different when
the shape of their closed curves differ. Hence, we concluded that the shape of closed
curves does significantly affect the time it takes users to correctly answer questions of
Euler diagrams.
Having rejected the null hypothesis, we performed a Bonferroni’s inequality test to
examine all possible differences between the pairs of shapes. This test also ranked the
shapes, the results of which are presented in table 4.2. We further conclude that circles
take significantly less time for users to correctly answer questions of Euler diagrams
above all other shapes. Squares were ranked second above both ellipses and rectangles.
Ellipses and rectangles were ranked equally. Thus, circles were the most effective shape,
followed by squares and then, jointly, by ellipses and rectangles.
Where there were significant differences between pairs of shapes, the magnitude
of these differences is reflected in the following effect sizes, given in table 4.3. To
summarise, the largest effect size tells us that 73% to 76% of participants were faster
interpreting diagrams drawn with circles than the average person using rectangles. By
contrast, the smallest (significant) effect size was between squares and ellipses at 54%
to 58%.
The second row of table 4.1, labelled Question, reports a p-value of 0.000, indicating
that there were significant differences between the mean times for at least one pair of
questions, irrespective of the shape. This result reinforced the provisional analysis
which conjectured that some questions required significantly more cognitive effort than
others. The third row of table 4.1, labelled Shape*Question, reports a p-value of 0.080,
indicating that there were no significant interactions between shapes and questions.
Finally, the fourth row, labelled Participant (Shape), also reports a p-value of 0.000,
indicating that there were significant differences between at least two participants.
Differences between the mean times for both Question and Participant(Shape) were
anticipated.
1A p-value of 0.007 was also given for Shape when analysing the entire data set with no time-outs
and error data removed.
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Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P
Shape 3 3.48994 3.99447 1.33159 4.53 0.006
Question 17 17.13876 17.47307 1.02783 48.06 0.000
Shape*Question 51 1.38868 1.41691 0.02778 1.30 0.080
Participant(Shape) 76 22.57071 22.57071 0.29698 15.30 0.000
Error 1228 26.26493 26.26493 0.02139
Total 1375 70.85301
Table 4.1: ANOVA for the log of time.
Shape Questions Mean (log) p-value Grouping
Circle 346 1.159 < 0.001 A
Square 354 1.225 < 0.001 B
Ellipse 343 1.277 – – – C
Rectangle 333 1.301 – – – C
Table 4.2: Bonferroni pairwise comparison for the log of time.
Shape Circle Square Ellipse Rectangle
Circle – 58%-62% 66%-69% 73%-76%
Square – – 54%-58% 62%-66%
Table 4.3: Effect sizes.
4.3.3 Preferential Analysis
With respect to preferential data, 80 participants answered 4 questions. Participants
were asked to rank the shapes by aesthetic preference, and the perceived ease of an-
swering the three styles of question. To analyse the preferential data, we performed
four Friedman tests. Table 4.4 presents the results of these tests. To summarise, there
were significant differences between the shapes in all four cases.
Question P-value (adjusted for ties)
Aesthetic 0.013
Who 0.006
Which 0.000
How many 0.049
Table 4.4: Friedman tests.
Consequently, four Wilcoxon signed ranked tests were performed to identify the
significant differences between pairs of shapes. The pairwise results for aesthetics, and
the perceived ease of answering the three styles of question are presented in tables 4.5
to 4.8 respectively. To summarise, in the case of aesthetics, circles were ranked joint top
with rectangles. Our secondary aim was to address such questions as ‘does the most
aesthetically pleasing diagram yield the fewest errors or the smallest mean time?’. With
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respect to time, the answer to this question is yes. We established that not only were
circles the most aesthetically pleasing shape, joint with rectangles, but also yielded the
smallest mean.
Shape Questions Mean Grouping
Circle 80 2.175 A
Rectangle 80 2.350 A B
Ellipse 80 2.712 B
Square 80 2.725 B
Table 4.5: Aesthetic: pairwise comparison.
Shape Questions Mean Grouping
Circle 80 2.087 A
Ellipse 80 2.375 A B
Rectangle 80 2.525 A B
Square 80 2.763 B
Table 4.6: Who: pairwise comparison.
Shape Questions Mean Grouping
Rectangle 80 1.725 A
Square 80 1.825 A
Circle 80 2.850 B
Ellipse 80 3.250 C
Table 4.7: Which: pairwise comparison.
Shape Questions Mean Grouping
Circle 80 2.075 A
Rectangle 80 2.275 A B
Square 80 2.538 B
Ellipse 80 2.587 B
Table 4.8: How many: pairwise comparison.
In the case of answering ‘Who’, ‘Which’ and ‘How many’ style questions, circles
were also ranked top with the exception of ‘Which’ style questions. Our final aim
of the study was to address such questions as ‘does the most preferred shape, when
answering ‘Who’, ‘Which’ or ‘How many’ style questions, yield the fewest errors or the
smallest mean time?’ Again, with respect to time, the answer to this question is yes.
We established that not only were circles (jointly) the most preferred of all shapes but
also yielded the smallest mean.
With respect to ‘Which’ style questions, participants perceived squares and rectan-
gles to be preferable to circles and ellipses. Analysing the qualitative data gathered in
phase 4, participants’ reason for this preference was that they believed it to be easier
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to count data items that were “listed” or in a “tabular” form, as it was presented for
squares and rectangles, as opposed to data items that were considered to be randomly
distributed within circles or ellipses; participants’ reasons were not primarily based on
the shapes of the curves.
To investigate this further, we performed another Bonferroni pairwise comparison
restricted to just the time data for ‘Which’ questions. The results, summarised in
table 4.9, revealed that circles were significantly more effective than rectangles. There
were no significant differences between circles, ellipses and squares as well as rectangles,
circles and ellipses. Given that the study was not designed for this analysis, only having
six ‘Which’ style questions asked of the diagrams, it may not be robust to accept circles
as being significantly different to rectangles. Moreover, a new study may be required
to establish whether differences in performance exist when data items are listed or in
tabular form in all shapes, not just for squares and rectangles.
Shape Questions Mean (log) p-value Grouping
Circle 120 1.088 < 0.001 A
Square 120 1.166 – – – A B
Ellipse 120 1.172 – – – A B
Rectangle 120 1.243 – – – B
Table 4.9: Bonferroni pairwise comparison for the log of time for ‘Which’ questions
only.
4.3.4 Summary of the Results
The study set out to address the question ‘does the shape of closed curves affect the
comprehension of Euler diagrams?’ The answer to this question is yes. While we could
not robustly identify significant differences with respect to accuracy we did with respect
to time. Specifically, diagrams drawn using circles significantly reduced the time taken
by participants to answer questions compared to all other shapes. Further, with respect
to aesthetics and style of question, circles were always (jointly) ranked top with the
exception of ‘Which’ style questions.
4.4 Interpretation of the Results
Our results suggest that, overall, circles are significantly more effective than the other
shapes. They were significantly faster for correctly accessing information from a di-
agram and in doing so accrued an insignificant number of errors, comparatively. For
all curve shapes, information is accessed from within a closed curve or from zones.
With this in mind, we place an emphasis upon both perceptual theory described in
chapter 2 and similarity theory, as discussed in chapter 3, to provide insight into the
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manifestation of our results.
First, we specifically refer to the principle of good continuation and the time taken,
during a visual search, due to any similarity between targets and distracters. The
principle of good continuation states that shapes consisting of smooth curves are easier
for the eye to follow than those shapes made up of ‘hard’ or jagged contours. With
respect to curve smoothness, we have already seen Guide 3 ‘Draw Euler diagrams with
smooth contour lines’. Circles and ellipses both adhere to this guide. However, squares
and rectangles do not because they have corners, meaning that the principle of good
continuation is contravened.
Largely because they are smooth, both circles and ellipses give rise to zones that
take rather different shapes to the curves; the boundaries of the zones are typically not
smooth. In particular, the point at which one circle/ellipse intersects another manifests
a sudden large change in good continuation: the two intersecting smooth curves are
abruptly discontinued at the point at which they intersect. A discussed in chapter 2,
large changes in good continuation are said to promote shape discriminability [80].
Thus, during the process of figure-ground segregation, we posit that intersections be-
tween circles/ellipses stand out to become salient. By contrast, the intersections in
diagrams drawn with squares and rectangles are not salient: they look similar to the
curves, as illustrated in figure 4.9, and are not therefore easily discriminable from the
curves. These observations have implications for discriminating the zones from the
curves. We posit that, due to the similarity between squares/rectangles and their (rec-
tilinear) zones, the zones and curves are not discriminable. By contrast, the zones in
diagrams drawn with circles and ellipses are discriminable from the curves.
Now, similarity theory [23] states that search time increases based on two criteria.
The first criteria pertains to the degree of similarity between targets and distractors and
the second being the degree of similarity between distractors themselves. With respect
to our study, targets can be regarded as either closed curves or zones. If a target is a
zone, as many were in the study, in a diagram drawn with squares or rectangles, the
rectilinear shape of a target zone, as illustrated in figure 4.9 page 80, is very similar
in shape to the majority of distractor zones, as well as the closed curves themselves.
Therefore, it is not unreasonable to liken the task of identifying a zone in an Euler
diagram drawn using squares or rectangles to that of searching for one square/rectangle
among many similar looking shapes. These observations regarding shape disciminability
are summarised in the ‘Shape Discrimination’ column of table 4.10. The shapes are
listed in order of mean performance time. Y indicates that the shape supports a
perceptual property and N indicates that it does not.
As squares performed better than ellipses, this suggests that a further graphical
property is more influential than shape discrimination. In addition, circles performed
better than all other shapes, leading us to seek a graphical property possessed only by
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Shape Discrimination Contour Completion Highly symmetric
Circle Y Y High
Square N N Medium
Ellipse Y N Low
Rectangle N N Low
Table 4.10: Perceptual properties of shapes.
diagrams drawn with circles. The principle of contour completion states that shapes
made up of smooth curves and exhibiting a constant rate of change are easier to in-
terpolate into shapes than those that do not. As we are dealing with 2-dimensional
geometric shapes, only circles can support contour completion as a constant rate of
change must be exhibited. Thus, this could explain why circles outperform all other
shapes and ellipses in particular, captured by the ‘Contour Completion’ column in
table 4.10.
We can explain why squares perform better than ellipses and rectangles by appealing
to the principle of proximity. A square has four equal sides at four equal angles and the
proximity of each side, relative to each other, is constant. The principle of proximity
states that the strength of grouping between elements and their properties increases
as these elemental properties are brought nearer to each other. Unlike squares (and
circles), the shape of an ellipse contravenes the principle of proximity. Following the
smooth curvature of an ellipse, starting at an antipodal point of a minor axis, the rate
of change of its curvature tends to lead the eye away from its centre until we arrive
at the antipodal point of a major axis. Similarly, the shorter sides of a rectangle tend
away from each other as the eye follows the longer sides. These observations, based on
the principle of proximity, are embodied by the fact that ellipses and rectangles exhibit
only two lines of symmetry while a square exhibits four and a circle exhibits an infinite
number. Whilst there are degrees of symmetry, the last column of table 4.10 crudely
identifies circles as highly symmetric, squares as having medium symmetry compared
to rectangles and ellipses which have low symmetry. The higher degree of symmetry
possessed by a circle over a square further supports our statistical results.
We have observed our perceptual sensitivity to the graphical properties of shapes in
Euler diagrams. In summary, the smoothness of circles permits effective shape discrim-
ination, they support contour completion, and they are highly symmetric, captured
in table 4.10, distinguishing them from the other three shapes. Further, squares only
exhibit medium symmetry, distinguishing them from ellipses and rectangles.
4.5 Threats to Validity
Threats to the validity of the study are primarily addressed in section 2.8. Further
threats, specific to the validity of this study, are now presented.
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Carry-over effect : in a repeated measure experiment this threat occurs when the mea-
sure of a treatment is affected by the previous treatment. To manage this effect a
between group design was employed. Each participant group was exposed to exactly
one of the four different treatments. In our experiment, a treatment is regarded as a
shape. To further minimise the carry-over effect only participants who had not partic-
ipated in the previous study, presented in chapter 3, were invited to take part.
Diagrams: to reduce unwanted variations between diagrams, all diagrams were drawn
to adhere to strict drawing conventions.
Diversity : to increase diversity between the diagrams, three types of diagrams were
drawn.
Equivalence: the process of drawing equivalent diagrams using different shape curves
was carefully planned and executed in order to minimise the threat of unwanted vari-
ances between pairs of diagrams. It was not always possible to maintain the exact
relative position of data items or curve labels during the drawing process due to the
different shape curves. However, these deviations accounted for less than 1% of the
data items and curve labels presented to participants in the study.
Curve area: irrespective of the curve shape, the area of a curve was the same. This
ensured that data items, when distributed within a curve, occupied the same area
irrespective of the shape. The only constraint, therefore, when distributing data items
within a curve was the shape of the curve.
Curve shape: our study is limited to four shapes. These shapes reflect those commonly
found in the literature as identified in both the introduction to this chapter as well as
those in chapter 1.
4.6 Conclusion
We set out to address the question ‘does the shape of closed curves affect the compre-
hension of Euler diagrams?’ The analysis of the error data was inconclusive while the
analysis of the time data strongly indicated that we could reject the experiment null
hypothesis and conclude that the mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams
is significantly different when the shape of their closed curves differ. The interpreta-
tion of the results, supported by perceptual theory, led us to produce table 4.10 and
consequently we posit three further guides, in an order of priority:
Guide 7 (Shape). Draw Euler diagrams with circles.
Guide 8 (Symmetry). Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves.
Guide 9 (Shape Discrimination). Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are dis-
cernible from the curves via their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry.
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These guides support the common use of circles in both manually drawn Euler
diagrams, where they are commonly used [83], and in automated drawing methods
such as [70]. Similarly, it indicates that drawing methods using other shapes, such as
rectangles, are less effective. Further, not all data sets can be visualized with Euler
diagrams that are both well-formed and drawn using circles. Thus, the two new guides
on symmetry and shape discrimination can be employed for drawing diagrams when
circles cannot be used.
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Chapter 5
The Colour of Curves and
Regions in Euler Diagrams
This chapter endeavours to answer the third of our research questions posited in chap-
ter 1: ‘does the use of colour affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?’ The primary
motivation for this question, observed in section 1.3, is that we did not know if the ma-
nipulation of the retinal variable colour impacts upon the comprehension of an Euler
diagram. A paper summarising the contribution of this chapter was presented at the 7th
International Symposium on Visual Information Communication and Interaction [9],
in August 2014.
The majority of the Euler diagrams presented in chapter 1 exhibited two important
aspects of their colour. The first is how they are treated with colour. We identified four
typical colour treatments: black curves and no fill, coloured curves and no fill, black
curves and coloured fill, and coloured curves and coloured fill. The second is the choice
of colour palette. The choice of colour palette varied between diagrams. Consequently,
there is no consensus on the choice of colour treatment or colour palette within the
research community. Figure 5.1 illustrates four well-formed Euler diagrams reflecting
the aforementioned colour treatments while using a consistent colour palette.
We also noted that colour treatments illustrated in figure 5.1, not necessarily the
colour palette, have been adopted by a variety of practitioners and researchers devel-
oping automated layout techniques. Flower and Howse [28], who produced the first
work on automated Euler diagram drawing adopt the colour treatment illustrated in
figure 5.1 diagram (a). Stapleton et al.’s method [70] employs the colour treatment
illustrated in figure 5.1 diagram (b). Kestler et al.’s VennMaster [36] uses the colour
treatment illustrated in figure 5.1 diagram (c) while by far the predominant choice
amongst developers [19, 21, 47, 55, 68, 79] is the colour treatment illustrated in dia-
gram figure 5.1 (d).
In chapter 1 we established that the careful manipulation of colour hue, in diagrams
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a. Black curves and no fill. b. Coloured curves and no fill.
c. Black curves and coloured fill. d. Coloured curves and coloured fill.
Figure 5.1: Well-formed Euler diagrams.
a. Black curves and no fill. b. Coloured curves and no fill.
c. Black curves and coloured fill. d. Coloured curves and coloured fill.
Figure 5.2: Non-well-formed Euler diagrams - partial concurrency.
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a. Black curves and no fill. b. Coloured curves and no fill.
c. Black curves and coloured fill. d. Coloured curves and coloured fill.
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c
a
b
c
c
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b
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c
Figure 5.3: Non-well-formed Euler diagrams - duplicate curve labels ‘c’.
in general, will promote the distinction of one data set from another when visualising
nominal data. We were therefore interested in establishing if this phenomenon would
manifest in Euler diagrams. If this phenomenon did manifest, we posited that the
careful use of colour hue would allow us to study a greater variety of diagrams so,
unlike the previous two studies, we extended the set of diagrams to include both well-
formed and non-well-formed diagrams. The topological properties of non-well-formed
diagrams are known to inhibit user performance, as identified in chapter 1. Therefore,
we expected that users would perform better interpreting non-well-formed diagrams
treated with colour compared to non-well-formed diagrams not treated with colour. For
example, non-well-formed diagrams exhibiting concurrency, illustrated in figure 5.2, or
duplicate curve labels, illustrated in figure 5.3, are likely to benefit from the use of
colour as its aids the visual distinction between their curves.
We tested the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: ACCURACY: ALL
H0: The number of errors accrued when interpreting Euler diagrams is not sig-
nificantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
H1: The number of errors accrued when interpreting Euler diagrams is signifi-
cantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
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Hypothesis 2: ACCURACY: WELL-FORMED
H0: The number of errors accrued when interpreting well-formed Euler diagrams
is not significantly different when presented with alternative colour treat-
ments.
H1: The number of errors accrued when interpreting well-formed Euler diagrams
is significantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
Hypothesis 3: ACCURACY: NON-WELL-FORMED
H0: The number of errors accrued when interpreting non-well-formed Euler di-
agrams is not significantly different when presented with alternative colour
treatments.
H1: The number of errors accrued when interpreting non-well-formed is signifi-
cantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
Hypothesis 4: TIME: ALL
H0: The mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams is not significantly
different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
H1: The mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams is significantly dif-
ferent when presented with alternative colour treatments.
Hypothesis 5: TIME: WELL-FORMED
H0: The mean time taken when interpreting well-formed Euler diagrams is not
significantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
H1: The mean time taken when interpreting well-formed Euler diagrams is sig-
nificantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
Hypothesis 6: TIME: NON-WELL-FORMED
H0: The mean time taken when interpreting non-well-formed Euler diagrams is
not significantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
H1: The mean time taken when interpreting non-well-formed Euler diagrams is
significantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
In addition to the above hypotheses, we also tested for pairwise differences between
the colour treatments in our analysis.
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5.1 Experiment Design
We chose a set of Euler diagrams which were shown to four participant groups. These
groups correspond to the four colour treatments illustrated in figure 5.1 and are listed
below.
1. B&N : black curve and no fill,
2. C&N : colour curve and no fill,
3. B&F : black curve and colour fill, and
4. C&F : colour curve and colour fill.
Congruent with chapters 3 and 4, participants were required to answer questions
concerning the information conveyed by Euler diagrams as discussed in section 2.3. If
colour treatment impacted on comprehension then we expected to observe a significant
difference between the number of errors, or mean times, between two or more colour
treatments.
A secondary aim of this study was to establish aesthetic preferences toward colour
treatments. As with the preferential data collected during the study concerning shape,
we were interested in establishing if any significance observed in the preferential data
corresponded with any significance observed in the performance data. If so, we could
address such questions as ‘does the most aesthetically pleasing diagram yield the fewest
errors or the smallest mean time?’
5.1.1 Euler Diagram Drawing Conventions
Thirty seven Euler diagrams for each colour treatment were drawn for the study. Ap-
pendix C provides a hard copy of all the diagrams used in the study with a link to
an electronic copy. Thirty six of these diagrams were drawn to collect performance
data and the remaining diagram was drawn to collect preferential data. With respect
to performance data, eighteen diagrams were drawn well-formed (WF) and eighteen
diagrams were drawn non-well-formed (NWF). These diagrams were drawn to adhere
to guides 1 to 9 with the exception of the NWF diagrams which were drawn to in-
tentionally ignore guide 2 (draw well-formed Euler diagrams). The diagram used to
collect preferential data was drawn well-formed, adhering to all our nine guides. All
thirty seven diagrams were also drawn to adhere to the conventions and characteristics
identified in section 2.2. In addition, all closed curves, coloured or black, were drawn
with a 3 pixel stroke width. Unlike the previous two studies, when a 2-pixel stroke
width was used, a 3 pixel stroke width was required to assist the visual distinction
between coloured curves.
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While ensuring each diagram had consistent layout features we also required a range
of diagrams to be drawn. As with the previous studies, this was an attempt to further
generalise the results of the study. To this end, diagrams were drawn pertaining to
the following three characteristic types listed below and illustrated in figures 5.4 to 5.6
respectively:
1. Type 1: 4 sets (figure 5.4). When curve labels were unique, the four sets were
represented by 1 large curve, 2 medium curves and 1 small curve. In these dia-
grams there were 11 zones and 20 data items. In the one NWF instance where
the labels were not unique, there were five curves, 1 large, 2 medium and 2 small.
In this one case there were 12 zones and 20 data items.
2. Type 2: 6 sets (figure 5.5). When curve labels were unique, the six sets were rep-
resented by 1 large curve, 4 medium curves and 1 small curve. In these diagrams
there were 15 zones and 30 data items. In the one NWF instance where the labels
were not unique, there were eight curves, 1 large, 4 medium and 3 small. In this
one case there were also 15 zones and 30 data items.
3. Type 3: 8 sets (figure 5.6). When curve labels were unique, the eight sets were
represented by 2 large curves, 4 medium curves and 2 small curves. In these
diagrams there were 19 zones and 40 data items. In the one NWF instance where
the labels were not unique, there were eleven curves, 2 large, 4 medium and 5
small. In this one case there were also 19 zones and 40 data items.
These characteristic types differ to those used in chapter 3 in that they require each
type of diagram to exhibit 2 extra zones. They also differ to those characteristics used in
chapter 4 in that they require each type of diagram to exhibit 1 less set. Consequently,
Euler diagrams with different semantics have been used within and across all the studies
in this research so far. These differences allow us to further generalise the results of
this research. When drawing the NWF diagrams not all the characteristic types 1, 2
and 3 could be adhered to strictly. These exceptions are identified above along with
the number of instances.
Figures 5.7 to 5.12 illustrate examples of NWF diagrams used in the study. All
NWF diagrams adhered to the aforementioned guides and drawing conventions with
the following exceptions. NWF diagrams that exhibited concurrency or non-simple
curves, as illustrated in figures 5.8 and 5.12, required one or more of their curves to be
drawn non-circular, thus compromising guide 7: draw Euler diagrams with circles. For
example, the curves labelled GREECE, MALI and IRAQ, illustrated in figure 5.8, ex-
hibit slightly non-circular curves in order for their respective curve segments to appear
concurrent. The result is a bold curve segment, with a nine pixel stroke, where the re-
mainder of the curves exhibit three pixel strokes. The curve labelled CHAD, illustrated
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Figure 5.4: Type 1 - 4 sets, 11 zones, 20 data items.
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Figure 5.5: Type 2 - 6 sets 15 zones, 30 data items.
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Figure 5.6: Type 3 - 8 sets, 19 zones, 40 data items.
in figure 5.12, is drawn to exhibit a self-intersecting curve. Of all the NWF diagrams,
three were drawn to exhibit concurrency and three were drawn to exhibit non-simple
curves. In every instance, no more than three non-circular curves were present in any
one diagram.
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Figure 5.7: NWF with brushing points.
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Figure 5.8: NWF with partial concurrency.
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Figure 5.9: NWF with duplicate curve labels.
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Figure 5.10: NWF with disconnected zones.
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Figure 5.11: NWF with triple points.
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Figure 5.12: NWF with a non-simple curve.
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5.1.2 Questions Asked of Participants
For this study information was visualised about people and the countries that they had
visited. It was felt participants would share similar preconceptions of such information.
This information was different to the information used in chapters 3 and 4. Using
different information between studies was regarded to be important so that we could
further generalise about the results of this research. Country names were derived from
a variety of continents. People names were first names only and a mixture of both male
and female names, and reflected a variety of ethnicities. Three styles of question were
specified as for the previous studies: ‘Who’, ‘Which’ and ‘How many’. These styles of
questions allowed us to elicit the following type of information:
1. Who has visited RUSSIA, IRAN and SEYCHELLES?
2. Which country has been visited by 6 people?
3. How many people have visited both ZIMBABWE and MADAGASCAR but not
TOGO?
Questions 1 to 3 above were asked of the diagrams in figures 5.4 to 5.6 respectively.
The answer to question 1 is Lisa. the answer to question 2 is CAPE VERDE. The
answer to question 3 is 2, Malik and Cedric.
With respect to performance data, 36 different questions, along with 36 correspond-
ing diagrams for each colour treatment, were specified for the study. Twelve diagrams
were drawn for each of the three characteristic types, as defined in section 5.1.1. The
twelve diagrams were allocated, between them, four of each style of question. Of these
twelve diagrams, six were WF and six were NWF. All questions were multiple choice
and had either 4 or 5 choices of answers; the correct answer was always unique.
With respect to preferential data, each participant was asked to rank their aesthetic
preference of a diagram drawn to reflect each of the four colour treatments. As with
the previous study, participants ranked each diagram in order of their preference with 1
being most preferred and 4 being least preferred. If desired, participants were allowed
to rank one or more diagrams the same. The diagram used to collect preferential data
was different to those used to collect performance data.
5.1.3 Treating Euler Diagrams with Colour
In order to treat Euler diagrams with colour, we first drew 36 diagrams with black
curves and no fill (B&N); 18 of these diagrams were WF and 18 were NWF. Next,
three sets of copies were made of the B&N diagrams, one set of copies for the remaining
three colour treatments, C&N, B&F and C&F. Before treating the copies with their
respective colour treatments, careful consideration was given to the choice of colour
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palette. We adopted a palette that was derived from the work of Brewer et al. [12].
Congruent with a Munsell colour system [56, 85], Brewer prescribes maintaining even
intervals between colour hue while keeping both saturation and lightness constant. This
approach helps ensure that the colours in the palette are uniformly distinct from each
other. To this end, we adopted the colour palette illustrated in figure 5.13. The palette
consists of eight colours as there were at most eight sets in the Euler diagrams to be
used in the study.
To describe the palette in figure 5.13, we referred to a value range between 0 and
255 and specified the colours in terms of their hue, saturation, lightness (HSL) and
alpha channel. Hue values were produced using incremental steps of 32, starting with
a value of 32 to create the palette of 8 colours. Saturation and lightness equate to
values of 197 and 171, respectively, with the exception of the green hues, 2 and 3 as
illustrated in figure 5.13. The green hue represents a large proportion of the colour
spectrum. Consequently, the saturation for colours 2 and 3 equate to values of 124 and
197 repetitively. The alpha channel was set to 255 for the curve colours and 100 for the
coloured fill. A value of 100 allowed the reader to clearly distinguish people’s names,
coloured black, from the colour fill. Figures 5.14 to 5.17 illustrate diagrams reflecting
all four colour treatments including B&N, black curves with no fill.
To remind the reader, twelve diagrams were drawn of each type, split equally be-
tween WF and NWF, as described in section 5.1.2. Colours were assigned to the three
different diagram types as follows, referencing the colour palette in figure 5.13:
1. Type 1 diagrams were treated with colours 1, 3, 5, 7.
2. Type 2 diagrams were treated with colours 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8.
3. Type 3 diagrams were treated with colours 1 to 8.
In addition, colours were randomly applied to sets. Further, curve labels were
attributed the same colour as their corresponding curves. In NWF diagrams, multiple
curves representing the same set (i.e. when duplicate curve labels were present) had the
same colour treatment. Figures 5.18 to 5.20 illustrate which colours from the palette
were assigned to the three different diagram types. Figure 5.21 illustrates a NWF
diagram with duplicate curve labels. Consequently, the curves labelled CHINA have
the same colour curve and colour fill. Colour fills were designed to have alpha channels
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Figure 5.13: Colour palette.
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Figure 5.14: B&N.
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Figure 5.15: C&N.
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Figure 5.16: B&F.
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Figure 5.17: C&F.
set to a value of 100 as specified above. A consequence of this design decision is that
when two or more curves overlap, their fills combine and render a different colour to that
originally designated to the curve. Further, the colour of the curve changes depending
on the colour fill. By contrast, setting the alpha channels to their maximum, 256,
creates an effect where one curve appears to be overlaying another.
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Figure 5.18: Colours 1, 3, 5, 7.
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Figure 5.19: Colours 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8.
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Figure 5.20: Colours 1 to 8.
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Figure 5.21: Colour 3 duplicated.
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5.2 Experiment Execution
Initially, eight participants were recruited for the pilot study. Given the experience
gained executing the studies in chapters 3 and 4, the design, method and research
vehicle proved robust with no changes required. Subsequently, including the eight
participants from the pilot study, eighty participants were recruited for the main study
(68 M (1 of which was colour blind), 12 F, ages 18 to 32). All 80 participants were
randomly allocated to the four participant groups, B&N, C&N, B&F, and C&F (20
participants per group). They were all students from the University of Brighton’s School
of Computing, Engineering and Mathematics and they spanned both undergraduate
and postgraduate levels. There were four phases to the study (for further discussion
regarding the experiment execution and phases therein refer to section 2.5). The first
two phases were training phases. The third phase was where the performance data,
specifically error and time data, was captured. Preferential data was captured during
the fourth phase of the study.
5.3 Experiment Results
This section presents our analysis of the performance and preferential data gathered
during the study. Appendix C provides a hard copy of all the data supplemented with
a link to an electronic copy.
5.3.1 Error Analysis
With respect to errors, 54 of the 80 participants answered one or more questions in-
correctly. Out of the 2880 questions attempted, 128 were answered incorrectly giving
an overall error rate of 1282880 = 4.4%. Of the WF diagrams, 53 out of 1440 questions
were answered incorrectly giving an error rate of 531440 = 3.7%. Of the NWF diagrams,
75 out of 1440 questions were answered incorrectly giving an error rate of 751440 = 5.2%.
Figure 5.22 illustrates the number of errors accrued for all, WF and NWF diagrams.
We observed that the WF diagrams yielded the fewest number of errors and this was
anticipated as discussed in chapter 1 on page 16.
Before testing for significant differences between colour treatments it was important
to examine the data for outliers. Figure 5.23 charts the number of errors by participant.
Eleven participants accrued 4 or more errors of which two participants accrued 7 errors
each and one participant accrued 12 errors. Given the variation of errors between
participants, we did not regard any one of these participants as an outlier. Figures 5.24
and 5.25 chart the number of errors by colour treatment under question for both WF
and NWF diagrams respectively. For the purposes of clarity, the axis labels for colour
treatment have been shortened to b, c, B and C and refer to B&N, C&N, B&F and
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Figure 5.22: Number of errors for all, WF and NWF diagrams.
C&F respectively. Looking between figures 5.24 and 5.25, we observed that the NWF
diagrams accrued notably more errors than the WF diagrams, as expected given the
earlier error counts. We also observed that some questions accrued more errors than
others. For example, questions 8, 14 an 30 accrued high numbers of errors. However,
given the distribution of errors between questions, we did not regard any one question to
be outside of the norm thus no outliers were observed. We also observed that for those
questions that yielded errors, there existed a notable variation between the number of
errors and colour treatment. This provided a further indication that there may have
existed significant differences between colour treatments. When testing for significant
differences, we started with the data for all 36 diagrams followed by the data for the
WF and NWF diagrams.
5.3.1.1 All Diagrams
Table 5.1 presents the number of errors and their rates by colour treatment for all
diagrams. Figure 5.26 illustrates the difference between the number of errors by colour
treatment for all diagrams. C&N incurred the fewest errors with 15 while B&N in-
curred the majority of errors with 42. C&N incurred a relatively low number of errors
compared to all other colour treatments.
The χ2 goodness-of-fit test revealed significant differences between the colour treat-
ments with a p-value of 0.002. Consequently, we rejected our null hypothesis which
states the number of errors accrued when interpreting Euler diagrams is not signifi-
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Figure 5.23: Number of errors by participant.
Figure 5.24: WF diagrams - number of errors by colour treatment under question.
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Figure 5.25: NWF diagrams - number of errors by colour treatment under question.
Figure 5.26: Number of errors by colour treatment for all diagrams.
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Overall B&N C&N B&F C&F
All Diagrams 1282880 = 4.4%
42
720 = 5.8%
15
720 = 2.1%
40
720 = 5.6%
31
720 = 4.3%
Table 5.1: Number of errors and their rates by colour treatment for all diagrams.
cantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments. To establish pre-
cisely which pairs of colour treatments were significantly different we performed a series
of χ2 goodness-of-fit pairwise comparisons. The results of these comparisons are pre-
sented in table 5.2. Colour treatments have been ranked, in ascending order, based on
the number of errors accrued. Where a colour treatment shares a letter with another,
there are no significant differences between those pairs. To summarise, C&N accrued
significantly fewer errors than all other colour treatments. There were no further sig-
nificant differences between pairs of colour treatments.
Colour Treatment Questions Errors p-value Grouping
C&N 720 15 ≤ 0.016 A
C&F 720 31 – – – B
B&F 720 40 – – – B
B&N 720 42 – – – B
Table 5.2: Pairwise comparisons by colour treatment for all diagrams.
5.3.1.2 WF Diagrams
Table 5.3 presents the number of errors and their rates by colour treatment for all
diagrams. Figure 5.27 illustrates the difference between the number of errors by colour
treatment for WF diagrams. C&N incurred the fewest errors with 8, while B&F in-
curred the most errors with 16. Again, C&N incurred a relatively low number of errors
compared to all other colour treatments.
Overall B&N C&N B&F C&F
WF Diagrams 531440 = 3.7%
15
360 = 4.2%
8
360 = 2.2%
16
360 = 4.4%
14
360 = 3.9%
Table 5.3: Number of errors and their rates by colour treatment for WF diagrams.
The χ2 goodness-of-fit test did not reveal significant differences between the colour
treatments with a p-value of 0.384. With respect to WF diagrams, we did not reject
our null hypothesis.
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Figure 5.27: Number of errors by colour treatment for WF diagrams.
5.3.1.3 NWF Diagrams
Table 5.4 presents the number of errors and their rates by colour treatment for NWF
diagrams. Figure 5.28 illustrates the difference between the number of errors by colour
treatment for NWF diagrams. C&N incurred the fewest errors with 7 while B&N
incurred the majority of errors with 27. Again, C&N incurred a relatively low number
of errors compared to all other colour treatments.
Overall B&N C&N B&F C&F
NWF Diagrams 751440 = 5.2%
27
360 = 7.5%
7
360 = 1.9%
24
360 = 6.6%
17
360 = 4.7%
Table 5.4: Number of errors and their rates by colour treatment for NWF diagrams.
The χ2 goodness-of-fit test revealed significant differences between the colour treat-
ments with a p-value of 0.004. With respect to NWF diagrams, we rejected our null
hypothesis. As before, to establish precisely which pair of colour treatments were sig-
nificantly different we performed a series of χ2 goodness-of-fit pairwise comparisons.
The results of these comparisons are presented in table 5.5. Colour treatments have
been ranked, in ascending order, based on the number of errors accrued. Where a
colour treatment shares a letter with another, there are no significant differences be-
tween those pairs. To summarise, C&N accrued significantly fewer errors than all other
colour treatments. There were no further significant differences between pairs of colour
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Figure 5.28: Number of errors by colour treatment for NWF diagrams.
treatments.
Colour Treatment Questions Errors p-value Grouping
C&N 360 7 ≤ 0.040 A
C&F 360 17 B
B&F 360 24 B
B&N 360 27 B
Table 5.5: Pairwise comparisons by colour treatment for NWF diagrams.
5.3.1.4 Summary
The analysis of errors led us to conclude that colour treatment does significantly affect
users’ accuracy when interpreting Euler diagrams. Specifically, the accuracy inter-
preting Euler diagrams can be significantly increased, for all diagrams as well as non-
well-formed diagrams, when curves are visualised using colour and no fill. Conversely,
all other colour treatments significantly reduce accuracy when interpreting Euler dia-
grams. However, in the case of well-formed Euler diagrams, colour treatment does not
significantly affect accuracy.
5.3.2 Time Analysis
The mean time taken to answer questions correctly, thus not including any error data
or time-outs, was 18.03 seconds with a standard deviation of 10.98 seconds. With
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respect to WF diagrams, the mean time was 14.90 seconds with a standard deviation
of 8.48 seconds. With respect to NWF diagrams, the mean time was 21.21 seconds with
a standard deviation of 12.24 seconds. There was one time out for a NWF diagram
with colour treatment B&F. Figure 5.29 charts the mean times for all, WF and NWF
diagrams. We observed that the WF diagrams yielded the smallest mean and this was
anticipated as discussed in chapter 1.
Figure 5.29: Mean time for all, WF and NWF diagrams.
5.3.2.1 All Diagrams
With respect to all diagrams, the mean times and standard deviations for each colour
treatment are presented in table 5.6. There were no notable differences between the
means. The largest mean was 18.57 seconds and the smallest mean was 17.02 seconds, a
difference of 1.55 seconds between C&N and C&F. Consequently, statistical tests were
unlikely to reveal significant differences between colour treatments given that their
means and standard deviations were relatively close.
Colour treatment Mean Standard deviation
B&N 18.30 10.87
C&N 18.57 10:03
B&F 18.22 11:40
C&F 17:02 11:53
Table 5.6: Mean times and standard deviations for all diagrams.
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Figure 5.30: Interquartile ranges for colour treatment for all diagrams.
Figure 5.31: Interquartile ranges for question for all diagrams.
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Before testing for significance we performed an exploratory analysis of the data.
The box and whisker plot presented in figure 5.30 illustrates the distribution of data
for colour treatment. It was evident that the interquartile ranges between colour treat-
ments were similar. This further indicated that tests were unlikely to reveal significant
differences. The box and whisker plot presented in figure 5.31 illustrates the distri-
bution of data for questions, irrespective of colour treatment. Questions 1 to 18 are
for WF diagrams and questions 19 to 36 are for NWF diagrams. It was evident that
the interquartile ranges for questions were noticeably different across both WF and
NWF diagrams. For example, the interquartile range for question 1 was approximately
between 8 and 14 seconds while for question 4 it was approximately between 15 and
20 seconds. The interquartile range for question 22 was approximately between 15
and 20 seconds while for question 30 it was approximately between 20 and 40 seconds.
Such differences indicated that some questions might have required different amounts
of cognitive effort to answer than other questions for both WF and NWF diagrams.
The box and whisker plots presented in figures 5.32 and 5.33 illustrate the distribu-
tion of data for colour treatment under question. For the purposes of clarity, the plots
have been divided up between WF and NWF diagrams and the axis labels for Colour
Treatment shortened to b, c, B and C and refer to B&N, C&N, B&F and C&F respec-
tively. It was evident that the interquartile ranges for colour treatments, irrespective of
the question, were similar. Again, this provided further evidence that statistical tests
were unlikely to reveal significant differences.
As with the orientation and shape studies, before performing the RM-ANOVA,
we needed to ascertain if the data was suitable for analysis. A normal probability
plot, presented in figure 5.34, indicated that the data were not normally distributed.
Transforming the time data, using log of time, illustrated in figure 5.35, resulted in a
skewness of 0.32 and rendered the data robust for analysis. Consequently, it was the
transformed data that was analysed.
Table 5.7 presents the results of the RM-ANOVA. The first row labelled Colour
Treatment reports a p-value of 0.519, indicating that there was not a significant differ-
ence between the mean times for colour treatment1. Consequently, we did not reject
the null hypothesis which states the mean time taken when interpreting Euler diagrams
is not significantly different when presented with alternative colour treatments.
The second row of table 5.7, labelled Question, reports a p-value of 0.000, indicating
the that there were significant differences between the mean times for at least one
pair of questions, irrespective of the colour treatment. This result confirmed some
questions required more cognitive effort than others to elicit an answer. The third row,
labelled Colour Treat.*Question, reports a p-value of 0.785, indicating that there were
1A p-value of 0.577 was also given for Colour Treatment when analysing the entire data set without
the time-outs and error data removed.
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Figure 5.32: WF diagrams - interquartile ranges for colour treatment under question.
Figure 5.33: NWF diagrams - interquartile ranges for colour treatment under question.
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Figure 5.34: Time data - not normally distributed.
Figure 5.35: Log of time data.
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Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P
Colour Treatment 1 1.01847 1.08812 0.36271 0.76 0.519
Question 35 45.37751 46.39586 1.32560 63.18 0.000
Colour Treat.*Question 105 1.89648 1.95488 0.01863 0.89 0.785
Participant(Colour Treat.) 76 36.48108 36.48108 0.48001 22.88 0.000
Error 2531 53.10763 53.10763 0.02098
Total 2750 137.88116
Table 5.7: ANOVA for the log of time for all diagrams.
no significant differences between the mean times for Colour Treatment for any one
question. Finally, the fourth row, labelled Participant (Colour Treat.), also reports a
p-value of 0.000, indicating that there were significant differences between at least two
participants. Differences between the mean times for both Question and Participant
were anticipated as discussed in section 2.6.2.
5.3.2.2 WF Diagrams
With respect to WF diagrams, the mean times and standard deviations for each colour
treatment are presented in table 5.8. There were no notable differences between the
means. The largest mean was 15.71 seconds and the smallest mean was 14.01 seconds, a
difference of 1.71 seconds between C&N and C&F. Consequently, as with all diagrams,
tests were unlikely to reveal significant differences between colour treatments for WF
diagrams given that their means and standard deviations were relatively close.
Colour treatment Mean Standard deviation
B&N 15.15 8.58
C&N 15.71 7.74
B&F 14.73 8.97
C&F 14.01 8.55
Table 5.8: Mean times and standard deviations for WF diagrams.
As before, prior to testing for significance we performed an exploratory analysis of
the data. The box and whisker plot presented in figure 5.36 illustrates the distribution of
data for colour treatment for WF diagrams. It was evident that the interquartile ranges
for colour treatments were similar. This was also true of the interquartile ranges for
colour treatment under question as illustrated in in figure 5.32. This further indicated
that tests were unlikely to reveal significant differences between colour treatments for
WF diagrams.
Table 5.9 presents the results of the RM-ANOVA derived from a subset of the data
illustrated in figure 5.35 relating to WF diagrams. The first row labelled Colour Treat-
ment reports a p-value of 0.448, indicating that there was not a significant difference
between the mean times for colour treatment. Therefore, with respect to WF diagrams,
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Figure 5.36: Interquartile ranges for colour treatment for WF diagrams.
we did not reject the null hypothesis.
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P
Colour Treatment 3 0.65467 0.68822 0.22941 0.89 0.448
Question 17 15.15435 15.16115 0.89183 46.28 0.000
Colour Treat.*Question 51 0.85191 0.85855 0.01683 0.87 0.723
Participant(Colour Treat.) 76 19.65590 19.65590 0.25863 13.42 0.000
Error 1239 23.87839 23.87839 0.01927
Total 1386 60.19523
Table 5.9: ANOVA for the log of time for WF diagrams.
The second row of table 5.9, labelled Question, reports a p-value of 0.000, indicating
the that there were significant differences between the mean times for at least one
pair of questions, irrespective of the colour treatment. This result confirmed some
questions required more cognitive effort than others to elicit an answer. The third row,
labelled Colour Treat.*Question, reports a p-value of 0.723, indicating that there were
no significant differences between the mean times for Colour Treatment for any one
question. Finally, the fourth row, labelled Participant (Colour Treat.), also reports a
p-value of 0.000, indicating that there were significant differences between at least two
participants.
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5.3.2.3 NWF Diagrams
With respect to NWF diagrams, the mean times and standard deviations for each
colour treatment are presented in table 5.10:
Colour treatment Mean Standard deviation
B&N 21.58 11.98
C&N 21.42 11.19
B&F 21.81 12.48
C&F 20.05 13.24
Table 5.10: Mean times and standard deviations for WF diagrams.
There were no notable differences between the means. The largest mean was 21.81
seconds and the smallest mean was 20.05 seconds, a difference of 1.76 seconds between
B&F and C&F. As with the WF diagrams, tests were unlikely to reveal significant
differences between colour treatments for NWF diagrams given that their means and
standard deviations were relatively close.
As before, prior to testing for significance we performed an exploratory analysis of
the data. The box and whisker plot presented in figure 5.37 illustrates the distribution
of data for colour treatment for NWF diagrams. Again, the interquartile ranges were
similar. This was also true of the interquartile ranges for colour treatment under
question as illustrated in in figure 5.33. Again, these plots further indicated that tests
were unlikely to reveal significant differences between treatments for NWF diagrams.
Figure 5.37: Interquartile ranges for colour treatment for NWF diagrams.
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Table 5.11 presents the results of the RM-ANOVA derived from a subset of the
data illustrated in figure 5.35 relating to NWF diagrams. The first row labelled Colour
Treatment reports a p-value of 0.518, indicating that there was not a significant differ-
ence between the mean times for colour treatment2. Therefore, with respect to NWF
diagrams, we did not reject the null hypothesis.
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P
Colour Treatment 3 0.46761 0.56030 0.18677 0.76 0.518
Question 17 14.76637 15.59765 0.91751 40.86 0.000
Colour Treat.*Question 51 0.90418 0.92785 0.01819 0.81 0.828
Participant(Colour Treat.) 76 18.74660 18.74660 0.24667 10.98 0.000
Error 1216 27.30781 27.30781 0.02246
Total 1363 62.19257
Table 5.11: ANOVA for the log of time for NWF diagrams.
The second row of table 5.11, labelled Question, reports a p-value of 0.000, indi-
cating that there were significant differences between the mean times for at least one
pair of questions, irrespective of the colour treatment. As with the previous tests, this
result confirmed some questions required more cognitive effort than others to elicit an
answer. The third row, labelled Colour Treat.*Question, reports a p-value of 0.828,
indicating that there were no significant differences between the mean times for Colour
Treatment for any one question. Finally, the fourth row, labelled Participant(Colour
Treat.), also reports a p-value of 0.000, indicating that there were significant differences
between at least two participants.
5.3.2.4 Summary
The analysis of time led us to conclude that colour treatment does not significantly
affect the time it takes to correctly answer questions of Euler diagrams including both
WF and NWF diagrams.
5.3.3 Preferential Analysis
With respect to preferential data, the 80 participants were asked to rank colour treat-
ment by aesthetic preference. To analyse the data, we first performed a Friedman test.
The result of the test gave a p-value of less than 0.001, which indicated that there existed
a significant difference between the rankings for at least one pair of colour treatments.
To establish which pairs of colour treatment were different we performed a Wilcoxon
signed rank pairwise comparison, the results of which are resented in table 5.12. B&F
was ranked top, C&N and C&F were ranked joint second and B&N was ranked last.
2A p-value of 0.520 was also given for Colour Treatment when analysing the data set with no
time-outs removed.
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Colour Treatment Questions Mean Grouping
B&F 80 1.70 A
C&N 80 2.31 B
C&F 80 2.41 B
B&N 80 3.51 C
Table 5.12: Aesthetic preference: pairwise comparison.
5.3.4 Summary of Results
The study set out to address the primary question ‘does the use of colour affect the
comprehension of Euler diagrams’. The answer to this question is yes. While no signif-
icant difference were observed with respect to time there was with respect to accuracy.
Specifically, Euler diagrams drawn with coloured curves and no fill significantly re-
duce errors, thus improve accuracy, compared to all other colour treatments. Further,
coloured curves and no fill also significantly reduce errors in the case of NWF diagrams.
The study also set out to address the secondary question ‘does the most aesthetically
pleasing diagram yield the fewest errors or the smallest mean time?’ The answer to
this question is no. Black curves and colour fill were regarded the most aesthetically
pleasing diagrams but accrued a significant number of errors. With respect to time,
the most aesthetically pleasing diagrams had no significant impact on speed.
5.4 Interpretation of Results
To interpret the results we first remind the reader that an Euler diagram represents
sets using closed curves. The interior of each closed curve contains the data that are
in a set. Thus, each closed curve defines the boundary between one set and another.
The primary task of users in the study was to identify data within closed curves. Users
visually segregated the boundaries defined by one closed curve from another, in order
to interpret relationships between closed curves and identify data therein.
As identified in the introduction to this chapter, colour hue can be used to promote
the distinction between sets of nominal data. We posit that this phenomenon manifests
in Euler diagrams because colour hue promotes boundary segregation over shape as “hue
segregation is not affected by form variation” [13]. Diagrams with black curves and no
fill are solely reliant on users identifying the shape or form of the curve for boundary
segregation. Diagrams with coloured curves and no fill are reliant on hue for boundary
segregation. This helps explain why diagrams with coloured curves and no fill yielded
significantly fewer errors than diagrams with black curves and no fill, which yielded the
most errors.
Boundary segregation is said to be impaired when a “secondary, irrelevant dimension
varies” [13]. Diagrams with colour fill contained variations of hue as a consequence of
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the relationships between closed curves. Consequently, colour fill might be regarded
as the ‘secondary, irrelevant dimension’ thus further explaining why diagrams with
colour curves and no fill performed significantly better than diagrams with colour fill.
Interestingly, the colour treatment that performed best overall was not regarded as the
most aesthetically pleasing.
1. Overall, coloured curves with no colour fill outperformed black curves either with
or without colour fill.
2. Colour fill negatively impacted upon boundary segregation.
3. For non-well-formed Euler diagrams, using different coloured curves with no fill
brings more benefit than in the general case.
5.5 Threats to Validity
Threats to the validity of the study are primarily addressed in section 2.8. Further
threats, specific to the validity of this study, are now presented.
Carry-over effect : in a repeated measure experiment this threat occurs when the mea-
sure of a treatment is affected by the previous treatment. To manage this effect a
between group design was employed. Each participant group, i.e. B&N, C&N, B&F
and C&F, was exposed to one of the treatments.
Error rate: diagrams were drawn to adhere to our layout guides with the exception of
non-well-formed diagrams. All diagrams adhere to generic layout characteristics. This
drawing approach reduced the possibility of confounding variables creeping into each
diagram.
Colour : it was necessary to consistently treat diagrams with colour, as described in
section 5.1.3.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we endeavoured to address the question ‘does the use of colour affect
the comprehension of Euler diagrams?’ To do this, we focused upon both curve colour
and curve fill. While we did not observe significant difference between these treatments
with respect to speed, we did in terms of accuracy. Using coloured curves with no fill
significantly outperformed all other treatments. Referring to robust perceptual theory,
we argue that colour hue reinforced the significance of using coloured curves while
demonstrating colour fill significantly reduced performance. Consequently, the results
of our empirical study, supported by the underlying visual perception theory, led us to
posit a further guide:
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Guide 10. Draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no fill and different colours for
each set represented.
The implication of our results is far reaching. Not only do they provide a robust
foundation for guidance regarding colour, but the colour treatments identified in the
study are a direct reflection of those employed by current researchers and practitioners.
Of particular note, however, is that colour curves with no fill is not the colour treatment
adopted by many automated layout techniques, such as [19, 21, 47, 55, 68, 79]. Further,
with respect to performance, the most aesthetically pleasing choice is not necessarily
the most appropriate choice.
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Chapter 6
Applying Guides in Combination
So far we have produced five new guides building on those identified from the literature
that are presented in chapter 1. Consequently, we have 10 guides that are listed below:
Guide 1 Draw well-matched Euler diagrams.
Guide 2 Draw well-formed Euler diagrams.
Guide 3 Draw Euler diagrams with smooth contour lines.
Guide 4 Draw Euler diagrams with diverging lines.
Guide 5 Draw Euler diagrams with zone area equality.
Guide 6 Draw Euler diagrams without regard to their orientation when using circles.
Guide 7 Draw Euler diagrams with circles.
Guide 8 Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves.
Guide 9 Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are discernible from their curves via
their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry.
Guide 10 Draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no fill and different colours for
each set represented.
Applying these guides individually is known to aid users’ comprehension of infor-
mation being visualised by Euler diagrams. An important feature of each of the guides
is that they have been derived from diagrams that otherwise adhered to all previously
known guides. For example, half of the diagrams drawn for the colour study, pre-
sented in chapter 5, adhered to guides 1 through to 9. This was a necessary design
decision to minimise any unwanted variation between the diagrams in order to observe
whether colour had an effect. Consequently, a notable limitation of these studies is
that we did not know the effectiveness of applying guides, in combination, to diagrams
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that do not adhere to more than one guide. Another important feature concerning the
above guides is that they were derived from diagrams not necessarily indicative of those
found in the real-world. For example, all the diagrams drawn for the studies presented
in chapters 3 to 5 adhere to strict drawing conventions and are thus not necessarily
indicative of real-world diagrams. Again, this was a necessary design decision in order
to minimise unwanted variations between diagrams. Given these necessary constraints,
this chapter proceeds to present an empirical study in order to answer the following
question: ‘is the comprehension of real-world Euler diagrams improved when the dia-
grams are redrawn to conform to as many of the ten guides as possible?’ This chapter
has been summarised into a journal article and accepted for publication in a special
issue of Information Sciences, entitled Visual Information Communication - Theory and
Practice [10].
As identified in chapter 1, Euler diagrams are deployed and utilised in many situa-
tions. To remind the reader of some examples, in criminal investigations, sets represent
organizations to which people (the data items) belong or locations they frequent [25].
Similar complex data occur in biological settings where data items are genes, whilst
sets represent shared features of the genes [37]. We also find Euler diagrams being used
in both art and architecture [2], education [33], computer file organisation [22] and
classification systems [74]. Along with this abundant use, we find that many real-world
diagrams do not adhere to multiple guides. It was important to ascertain if drawing
these diagrams to adhere to all our known guides aided users’ comprehension of the
information being visualised.
To address the research question set out above, we tested the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: ACCURACY
H0: The number of errors accrued when interpreting real-world diagrams is not
significantly different when diagrams adhere to as many guides as possible.
H1: The number of errors accrued when interpreting real-world diagrams is sig-
nificantly different when the diagrams adhere to as many guides as possible.
Hypothesis 2: TIME
H0: The mean time taken when interpreting real-world diagrams is not signifi-
cantly different when the diagrams adhere to as many guides as possible.
H1: The mean time taken when interpreting real-world diagrams is significantly
different when the diagrams adhere to as many guides as possible.
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6.1 Experiment Design
We chose a set of 12 real-world diagrams to form the basis of the study. The criteria
used to choose the real-world diagrams were as follows:
1. each diagram had to break at least one guide (on average 4.58 guides were broken),
2. each diagram had to have at least three curves (the average number of curves was
6.66),
3. the set of diagrams should break each guide multiple times, except for orientation
(on average each relevant guide was broken 5 times),
4. the set of diagrams should reflect a variety of application areas,
5. the set of diagrams had to exhibit a range of set theoretic relationships, namely
intersection, subset and disjointness.
The rationale for these criteria is as follows. Clearly, to enable a comparison between
diagrams adhering to all guides versus real-world diagrams that do not adhere to the
guides, criteria 1 and 3 were necessary. Criterion 2 ensured diagrams were sufficiently
complex in order to require cognitive effort to interpret. Criteria 4 and 5 were necessary
to enable generalisation of the results through using a variety of diagrams.
The real-world diagrams selected for the study were identified by searching Google
Images using the search terms ‘Euler diagrams’, ‘Venn diagrams’, and ‘information
visualisation’. A limitation of this sampling method is that it does not include Euler
diagrams that might otherwise not be available via Google, for example, those drawn
by hand. Importantly, no diagrams were selected that had been generated by any
member of the Visual Modelling research group at the University of Brighton or the
research group at the University of Kent because of their vested interest in this research.
Two scaled examples of the selected real-world diagrams are illustrated in figures 6.1
and 6.2. Together, the 12 real-world diagrams visualise information for academic, arts,
business and social communities. Scaled versions of all 12 diagrams chosen for the
study are presented in appendix D along with references to the corresponding websites
from which they were sourced.
The matrix in table 6.1 shows which of the 12 diagrams adhere to which guides. If
a diagram adheres to a guide a Xis present in the corresponding cell. If a diagram does
not adhere to a guide an 7 is present in a corresponding cell. The end column states
the number of guides to which a diagrams does not adhere. The bottom row provides
a count of how many times a guide is not adhered to.
To summarise the information in table 6.1, we consider how frequently a guide was
not adhered to. Guide 10, which says we should use curves that have no fill and different
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Figure 6.1: Real-world diagram 3.
Figure 6.2: Real-world diagram 10.
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Diagram
Guides
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Guides broken
1 X X 7 X X X 7 X X 7 3
2 X 7 X X X X 7 X X 7 3
3 7 X X X 7 X X X X 7 4
4 7 7 X X 7 X 7 X 7 7 6
5 7 X 7 7 7 X 7 7 7 7 8
6 7 7 X X 7 X 7 X X 7 5
7 X 7 X X X X 7 X 7 7 4
8 X X X X X X X X X 7 1
9 7 X X X 7 X 7 7 7 X 5
10 7 7 X X 7 X 7 X X 7 5
11 7 7 X 7 7 X 7 7 7 7 8
12 7 7 X X 7 X X X X 7 4
Occurrences broken 8 7 2 2 8 0 9 3 5 11
Table 6.1: Real-world diagrams and the guides they break.
colours for each set represented, was most frequently not adhered to, with a count of
11. Guide 7, which tells us to use circles, was the second most frequent guide not to
be adhered to, with a count of 9. Guides 1 and 5, which tell us to avoid extra zones
and poor zone area equality, respectively, were the third most frequent guide not to
be adhered to, with a count of 8. Guide 6, which tells us we can draw Euler diagrams
without regard to their orientation, was always met.
Two sets of diagrams, called the non-guided and guided sets respectively, were de-
rived from the 12 real-world diagrams chosen for the study. The process by which
these two sets of diagrams were drawn will be discussed in section 6.1.1. As two sets
of diagrams needed to be drawn for the study, a between group design was adopted
consisting of two participant groups, A and B. It was recognised that the guided dia-
grams had similar graphical properties which could positively aid performance through
repeated measures. By contrast, the non-guided diagrams had a diverse set of graph-
ical properties which could negatively affect performance through repeated measures.
Consequently, each participant group was presented a mixture of both non-guided and
guided diagrams. Table 6.2 illustrates how the diagrams were mixed between partici-
pant groups. If the guides impacted on comprehension then we might have expected to
observe a significant difference between the number of errors, or mean times, for guided
diagrams when compared with the their non-guided counterparts.
6.1.1 Drawing Non-Guided and Guided Euler Diagrams
As stated earlier, two sets of diagrams were drawn for the study. Appendix D provides
a hard copy of all the diagrams used in the study with a link to an electronic copy.
The non-guided diagrams were created from the real-world diagrams by deleting the
data, including the set labels, so the only remaining syntax was their curves and any
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Group Non-guided diagrams Guided diagrams
A 1 to 6 7 to 12
B 7 to 12 1 to 6
Table 6.2: Diagrams mixed within and between participant groups.
associated graphical properties. After this process, new data items were added and new
set labels were assigned to the curves. The context of the new data and the reason for
not using real-world data will be discussed in section 6.1.2. While the data represented
has changed from the real-world setting, the graphical properties persist. Thus, our
study still allowed us to establish whether applying all guides yields more effective
diagrams.
The guided diagrams were created so that they had the same abstract syntax as
the non-guided diagrams and represented the same data. However, their graphical
properties were substantially different from the non-guided diagrams. In particular,
they were drawn to adhere to as many guides as possible. Figures 6.3 to 6.5 and
figures 6.6 to 6.8 illustrate real-world diagrams along with their associated non-guided
and guided diagrams respectively. Due to the nature of the abstract syntax, three of
the diagrams could not be drawn to adhere to all the guides. When this occurred,
guide 2 was broken in the same way as their non-guided counterpart as illustrated
by the diagrams in figures 6.6 to 6.8. Diagram 10 also broke guide 7 as one set had
to be drawn using an ellipse. In addition, we adopted the other drawing conventions
in chapter 2. Scaled versions of all real-world, non-guided and guided diagrams are
presented in appendix D.
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Figure 6.3: Real-world diagram 5.
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Figure 6.4: Non-guided diagram 5.
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Figure 6.5: Guided diagram 5.
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Figure 6.6: Real-world diagram 11.
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Figure 6.7: Non-guided diagram 11.
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Figure 6.8: Guided diagram 11.
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6.1.2 Questions Asked of Participants
For this study, information was visualised about people and the pets that they own.
It was regarded important that the context of information varied from the previous
studies during this research in order to maximise the extent to which we can generalise
the results. Specific to this study, the information conveyed in the real-world diagrams
was often technically complex and therefore not readily accessible to our participants.
This could lead to variation in performance between participants due to the nature of
the information rather than the graphical properties of the diagrams. For this reason,
we did not use the information in the real-world diagrams.
Types of pet were derived from those commonly owned by different communities
from around the world. People names were first names only and a mixture of both
male and female names, and reflected a variety of ethnicities. We continued with the
three styles of questions. Examples of these questions, specific to this study, are given
here:
1. Who owns a HAMSTER, CHICKEN and a DOG but not a RABBIT?
2. Which pet is owned by 24 people?
3. How many people own a PIRANHA, CHAMELEON and a DOG but not a
VIPER?
The questions above were asked of diagrams illustrated in figures 6.91 and 6.10, 6.11
and 6.12, and 6.13 to 6.14 respectively. The answer to question 1 is Tod, the answer
to question 2 is NEON TETRA and the answer to question 3 is 0. There were 12
different questions in total, one for each pair of the non-guided and guided diagrams.
All questions were multiple choice and had 5 choices of answers; the correct answer was
always unique.
1The electronic copy of this diagram exhibits the same visual cues present in the real-world diagram.
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Figure 6.9: Non-guided diagram 7.
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Figure 6.10: Guided diagram 7.
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Figure 6.11: Non-guided diagram 8.
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Figure 6.12: Guided diagram 8.
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Figure 6.13: Non-guided diagram 9.
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Figure 6.14: Guided diagram 9.
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6.2 Experiment Execution
Initially, a pilot study was conducted, consisting of six participants, three per group.
It was established that a number of minor modifications were required before the main
study could begin. These modifications involved adjusting the phrasing of two questions
and correcting the spelling of several curve labels. Having made the modifications, 60
participants took part in the study (46 M – 1 of whom was colour blind, 14 F, ages
18 to 36). All participants were randomly allocated to equal sized groups. They were
all students from the University of Brighton’s School of Computing, Engineering and
Mathematics and they spanned both undergraduate and postgraduate levels.
There were three phases to the study. The first two phases were training phases.
The third phase is where the performance data, specifically error and time data, was
captured. Preferential data was not captured during this study. It was deemed inap-
propriate to gather preference data due to the necessary variety of diagrams on which
the study was based. Each diagram exhibited a variety of graphical features. Often
these features were different between diagrams and therefore no consistent feedback
regarding visual preferences could be captured. For further discussion regarding the
experiment execution and phases therein refer to section 2.5.
6.3 Experiment Results
This section presents our analysis of the performance data gathered during study. As
with the previous studies, it starts with the error analysis followed by the time analysis.
6.3.1 Error Analysis
With respect to errors, of the 60 participants, 50 answered one or more questions
incorrectly. Out of the 720 questions attempted, 114 were answered incorrectly. The
overall error rate was 114720 = 15.8%. The non-guided diagrams yielded 77 errors giving
an error rate of 77360 = 21.4%. The guided diagrams yielded 37 errors giving an error
rate of 37360 = 10.3%, less than half that of the non-guided diagrams.
Before testing for significance between the error counts we examined the data for
outliers. We were specifically interested in establishing if any one participant accrued a
high proportion of errors. Figure 6.15 illustrates the number of errors accrued by each
participant. While there is some variation between the numbers of errors accrued, no
one participant deviated greatly from the norm.
Having examined the number of errors accrued by each participant, and satisfied
that no participant constituted an outlier, we next examined the number of errors
accrued by pairs of diagrams for each question. Figure 6.16 illustrates that the number
of errors accrued for each question varied notably. Further, the number of errors accrued
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Figure 6.15: Number of errors by participant.
Figure 6.16: Number of errors by diagram under question.
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for each pair of diagrams (g = guided and ng = non-guided), irrespective of question,
also varied notably. Indeed, eight out of 12 guided diagrams accrued fewer errors than
their non-guided counterparts. Further, six of these eight guided diagrams accrued less
than half the errors of their non-guided counterparts. With respect to question 11,
the non-guided diagram, figure 6.7, yielded 19 more errors than its guided counterpart,
figure 6.8. In addition there were four cases where guided did not yield fewer errors
than their non-guided counterparts. In two of these cases the number of errors accrued
was equal leaving just two cases where the non-guided diagrams yielded fewer errors
(questions 4 and 7).
To establish if there was a significant difference between the error counts illustrated
in figure 6.16, we performed a χ2 goodness-of-fit test. There was a significant difference
with a p-value of less than 0.001. If we considered diagram 11 to be an outlier, per-
forming a further χ2 goodness-of-fit test, with the data for diagram 11 removed, we still
observed a significant difference with a p-value of 0.007. Consequently, we can robustly
reject the null hypothesis which states the number of errors accrued when interpreting
real-world diagrams is not significantly different when the diagrams adhere to as many
guides as possible. Hence, we concluded that the guided diagrams significantly increase
a users’ accuracy when interpreting Euler diagrams.
6.3.2 Time Analysis
With respect to time, the mean time taken to answer a question correctly, thus not
including any error data or time-outs, was 26.53 seconds with a standard deviation
of 18.73 seconds. There were seven occurrences of time-outs that all manifest from
non-guided diagrams and each time-out was made by a different participant. Of the
seven time-outs, three manifest from diagram 5, figure 6.4, and four from diagram 11,
figure 6.7. The mean time for the guided diagrams was 24.17 seconds with a standard
deviation of 17.50 seconds. The mean time for the non-guided diagrams was 29.17, five
seconds more than the guided diagrams, with a standard deviation of 19.72 seconds.
Before testing for significance between the mean times we performed an exploratory
analysis of the data. The box and whisker plot presented in figure 6.17 illustrates the
distribution of data for both the guided and non-guided diagrams. It was evident that
the distribution of data for the non-guided diagrams was noticeably different when
compared with the distribution of data for the guided diagrams. For example, quartile
1 for both the guided and non-guided diagrams were similar in time while quartile 3 for
the guided diagrams was noticeably less than that of the non-guided diagrams. This
indicated that there may have been significant differences in the mean times between
guided and non-guided diagrams.
The box and whisker plot presented in figure 6.18 illustrates the distribution of data
for questions, irrespective of diagrams. It was evident that the distribution of data for
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ng
Figure 6.17: Interquartile ranges for diagrams.
any one question, when compared with any another question, was noticeably different.
For example, both quartile 1 and quartile 3 differ with the exception of questions 1
and 3, and questions 4 and 6. This indicated that the questions were likely to require
different amounts of cognitive effort to answer.
The box and whisker plot presented in figure 6.19 illustrates the distribution of
data for pairs of diagrams under question. It was evident that the distribution of data
for most pairs of diagrams, irrespective of question, were noticeably different. This
indicated that significant differences in the mean times between guided and non-guided
diagrams were likely.
Having performed an exploratory analysis we tested for significances between the
means of the above groups of data. However, before performing the RM-ANOVA,
the data needed to be suitable for analysis. A normal probability plot, presented
in figure 6.20, indicated that the data were not normally distributed. Applying a
transformation, in this case taking the log of the time, resulted in a skewness of 0.44
rendering the data robust for analysis. The probability plot of the transformed data is
illustrated in figure 6.21 and it was the transformed data that was analysed.
Table 6.3 presents the results of the RM-ANOVA. The first row labelled Diagram
reports a p-value of less than 0.001, indicating that there were significant differences
between the mean times for guided and non-guided diagrams2. Hence, we rejected
the null hypothesis which states the mean time taken when interpreting real-world
2A p-value of less than 0.001 was also given for Diagram when analysing the entire data set with
no time-outs and error data removed.
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Figure 6.18: Interquartile ranges for questions.
diagrams is not significantly different when the diagrams adhere to as many guides as
possible. We concluded that guided diagrams significantly improve the time it takes
users to elicit information from Euler diagrams. The effect size was 66% which means
approximately 23 of participants were, on average, faster interpreting guided diagrams
than the average person using non-guided diagrams.
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P
Diagram 1 0.94969 1.65821 1.65821 78.99 0.000
Question 11 16.62512 16.44020 1.49496 71.20 0.000
Diagram*Question 11 2.40686 2.33674 0.21243 10.12 0.000
Participant 59 8.85740 8.85740 0.15013 7.15 0.000
Error 516 10.83189 10.83189 0.02099
Total 598 39.67097
Table 6.3: ANOVA for the log of time.
The second row of table 6.3, labelled Question, reports a p-value of 0.000, indi-
cating the that there were significant differences between the mean times for at least
one pair of questions, irrespective of diagram. This result suggested some questions
required significantly more cognitive effort than others. The third row of table 6.3,
labelled Diagram*Question, reports a p-value of 0.000, indicating that there were sig-
nificant differences between the mean times for a pair of diagrams for at least one of the
questions. Finally, the fourth row, labelled Participant, also reports a p-value of 0.000,
indicating that there were significant differences between at least two participants. Dif-
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Figure 6.19: Interquartile ranges for diagrams under question.
ferences between the mean times for both Question and Participant were anticipated
as discussed in section 2.6.2.
6.3.3 Summary of Results
The study set out to address the question ‘is the comprehension of real-world Euler
diagrams improved when the diagrams are redrawn to conform to as many of the ten
guides as possible?’ The analysis of both the error and time data strongly suggest
the answer to the aforementioned question is yes. The error analysis suggests that
our null hypothesis should be rejected as significantly more errors were accrued when
interpreting non-guided diagrams compared with guided diagrams. Similarly, the time
analysis suggests that our null hypothesis should also be rejected as it took significantly
longer to answer questions of non-guided diagrams compared with guided diagrams.
6.4 Threats to Validity
Threats to the validity of the study are primarily addressed in section 2.8. Further
threats, specific to the validity of this study, are now presented.
Carry-over effect : in a repeated measure experiment this threat occurs when the mea-
sure of a treatment is affected by the previous treatment. To manage this effect a
between group design was employed. Participants in one group were exposed to a
different set of diagrams to those participants in the other group, as discussed in sec-
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Figure 6.20: Time data - not normally distributed.
Figure 6.21: Log of time data.
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tion 6.1.
Mixed treatments: participants were given a mixture of both non-guided and guided
diagrams. This was to minimise any learning effect that might otherwise manifest by
participants being exposed to only non-guided or guided diagrams.
Non-guided diagrams: where possible, the colour of the set labels and data items was
carried over from the original diagrams. The same style and size of font was used for
all set labels across all non-guided diagrams as discussed in section 6.1.1. Extraneous
syntax was not carried over from the original diagrams.
Guided diagrams: all guided diagrams were drawn to adhere to strict drawing conven-
tions as discussed in section 6.1.1.
Information: the information that was conveyed by the real-world diagrams was often
technical, complex, and varied between one diagram and another. Consequently, the
information conveyed by real-world diagrams was removed and replaced with informa-
tion about pets and their owners, as discussed in section 6.1.2, when drawing both the
non-guided and guided diagrams.
6.5 Conclusion
This study provides clear evidence that a combination of guides should be used when
drawing Euler diagrams and, in doing so, users’ comprehension of real-world data will be
significantly improved. Testing real-world diagrams against diagrams produced using
our guides demonstrated improvements in accuracy with a halved error rate, down
from 21.4% to 10.3%. Our timing results are also significant, with approximately 23 of
users, on average, faster when interpreting guided diagrams compared with real-world
diagrams. Consequently, the results of our empirical study leads us to posit a further
guide:
Guide 11 (Combined). Draw Euler diagrams that adhere to as many of guides 1 to
10 as possible.
The results of this study illustrate that, in general, when real-world diagrams break
multiple guides it is likely to significantly reduce the accuracy and increase the speed
with which information is interpreted.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The goal of this thesis was to derive guidance that assists the layout choices that must be
made when drawing Euler diagrams. Specifically, guidance was sought to enable data to
be visualized by Euler diagrams in a way that enabled accurate and fast interpretation
by people. To this end, this thesis presents 11 guides that, when applied to real-world
Euler diagrams, reduce error rates and increase the speed with which information is
interpreted. These guides are listed below:
Guide 1 Draw well-matched Euler diagrams.
Guide 2 Draw well-formed Euler diagrams.
Guide 3 Draw Euler diagrams with smooth contour lines.
Guide 4 Draw Euler diagrams with diverging lines.
Guide 5 Draw Euler diagrams with zone area equality.
Guide 6 Draw Euler diagrams without regard to their orientation when using circles.
Guide 7 Draw Euler diagrams with circles.
Guide 8 Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves.
Guide 9 Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are discernible from their curves via
their shape, but not at the expense of symmetry.
Guide 10 Draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no fill and different colours for
each set represented.
Guide 11 Draw Euler diagrams that adhere to as many of guides 1 to 10 as possible.
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Figure 7.1: Euler diagrams adhering to, and violating, guides 1 to 10.
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Guides 1 to 5 were identified from the literature and guides 6 to 11 were original
contributions described in this thesis that were derived from empirical evaluation. Ta-
ble 7.1 illustrates examples of Euler diagrams that adhere to guides 1 to 10. These
diagrams are denoted by a green tick. Figure 7.1 also illustrates examples of diagrams
that violate guides 1 to 10, denoted using a red cross.
In order to establish guides 6 to 10 the following three research questions were
specified and addressed:
Question 1 Does orientation affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?
Question 2 Does the shape of closed curves affect the comprehension of Euler dia-
grams?
Question 3 Does the use of colour affect the comprehension of Euler diagrams?
In chapter 3 we addressed question 1 and established that Euler diagrams, when
drawn using circles, can be freely orientated in the plane. In doing so, the orientation
will not compromises the users’ comprehension of the information being conveyed.
This result supports the assumptions made by [57] that Euler diagram orientation does
not impact user comprehension. This result also supports current automated Euler
diagram layout methods, such as [28, 61, 68, 72, 83], which do not pay any regard
to the particular choice of orientation. Perhaps, two important consequences of this
result are as follows. First, developers of automated layout techniques, particularly
those based on circles, need not worry about orientation from a task performance
perspective. Second, researchers undertaking further empirical studies also need not
worry about the impact of orientation.
In chapter 4 we addressed question 2 and established that, when possible, Euler
diagrams should be drawn using circles. We demonstrated that it takes significantly
less time to perform tasks using Euler diagrams drawn using circles compared with
the other shapes tested: ellipses, squares and rectangles. These results reflect the
choice of Stapleton et al. [70] who employ circles when automatically generating Euler
diagrams. However, unlike Stapleton et al., Micallef and Rodgers [48] choose to use
ellipses which is not the optimal choice. Further, Microsoft’s Bing Mobile Team choose
to use rectangular shape closed curves for their diagrams [55] which is, again, not the
optimal choice.
Consequently, this result concerning curve shape provides strong evidence to encour-
age those working with Euler diagrams to employ circles where possible. This thesis
also recognises that not all data sets can be visualised by using Euler diagrams drawn
using circles, for example Venn-4. As an alternative choice to using circles, our results
support the use of highly symmetrical curves, such as squares. If highly symmetrical
curves cannot be employed, then our results also indicated that Euler diagrams should
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be chosen that exhibit zones which are discernable from their curves via their shape,
but not at the expense of symmetry, for example by choosing ellipses over rectangles.
In chapter 5 we addressed question 3. Here we established that the closed curves
of an Euler diagram should have no colour fill and use a different colour hue for each
set represented. We demonstrated that significantly few errors are accrued when using
Euler diagrams that adhere to guide 10 compared with the other colour treatments
tested: black curves and no fill, black curves and coloured fill and coloured curves and
coloured fill.
Reflecting again on the variety of automated layout methods for Euler diagrams, we
see that some of them adhere to guide 10 whereas others violated it in different ways.
For instance, Stapleton et al. [70] employ coloured curves with no fill, thus meeting
guide 10. However, the authors of [28] choose to use black curves and no fill, while [36]
choose black curves and coloured fill, whereas [19, 21, 47, 55, 68, 79] adopt coloured
curves and coloured fill. As we can see, the vast majority of the existing layout methods
do not employ the optimal colour treatment, thus compromising task performance.
Interestingly, our results also demonstrated that, with respect to performance, the
most aesthetically pleasing choice (black curves and coloured fill) is not necessarily the
most effective choice as coloured curves and no fill performed best.
In order to establish guide 11, a fourth and final research question was specified
and addressed:
Question 4 Is the comprehension of real-world Euler diagrams improved when the
diagrams are redrawn to conform to as many of the ten guides as is possible?
In chapter 6 we addressed question 4 and established that Euler diagrams should
be drawn to adhere to as many of guides 1 to 10 as possible. We demonstrated that
significantly few errors are accrued using the guided diagrams, reducing the error rate
from 21.4% to 10.3%. Further, we demonstrated that it takes significantly less time to
perform tasks using the guided diagrams, reducing the mean time from 29.17 seconds
to 24.17 seconds. Indeed, two thirds of users, on average, are quicker at interpreting
guided diagrams than the average person using non-guided diagrams. Therefore, in
general, we posit that when real-world diagrams break multiple guides, it is likely to
significantly reduce the accuracy and increase the speed with which Euler diagrams
are interpreted. Importantly, this final study demonstrated that applying the first 10
guides in combination brings significant usability benefits.
7.1 Future Work
We have demonstrated that the layout guidance presented in this thesis, with our origi-
nal contributions therein, improves the efficacy of Euler diagrams in general. However,
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there are a number of other challenges that concern the layout of Euler diagrams that
necessitate further study. Next, we will identify some of these challenges and associated
future work.
7.1.1 Layout and Tasks
There are a number of challenges directly related to the layout of data and the tasks
people perform when using Euler diagrams. In chapter 4, the study concerning shape,
the importance of how to lay out data items became evident. Specifically, with respect
to ‘Which’ style questions, the preferential analysis established that participants be-
lieved it to be easier to count data items that were “listed” or in a “tabular” form, as it
was presented for squares and rectangles, as opposed to data items that were considered
by the participants to be randomly distributed within circles or ellipses. Consequently,
it would be of interest to explore whether differences in performance exist depending
on how data items are laid out within closed curves. In addition to these layout choices
it would also be useful to explore if differences in performance exist with respect to
the layout of curve labels. Undertaking this work would lead to additional guidance
that addresses the choices concerning how to layout data and curve labels using Euler
diagrams.
A further challenge concerns the variety of tasks that can be asked of the information
conveyed by Euler diagrams. With respect to this thesis, we focused on questions
concerning set theoretic concepts. In chapter 2, justification is given for adopting three
styles of question, ‘Who’, ‘Which’ and ‘How many’. To remind the reader of the focus
of these questions, ‘Who’ style questions required participants to identify a specific
data item. ‘Which’ style questions required the participants to identify a specific set.
‘How many’ style questions required participants to count the number of data items in
a set. Importantly, in order to answer these questions, participants had to determine
set theoretic concepts conveyed by the Euler diagrams i.e. set disjointness, intersection
and inclusion. Consequently, it would be useful to explore if significant differences
in performance persist when the focus of the question is shifted from the data onto
other aspects of Euler diagrams, for example the relationships between the sets. Three
example questions are listed below and are asked of the diagram in figure 7.2:
1. How many sets are disjoint from set ‘d’? Answer 1, set ‘c’.
2. Which sets intersect with set ‘b’? Answer 4, sets ‘a’, ‘c’, ‘d’ and ‘e’.
3. How many subsets are there of the set ‘b’? Answer 1, set ‘e’.
In pursuing such work, the external validity of the research presented in this the-
sis might be increased or new guides might be established based on the focus of the
questions asked of Euler diagrams.
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a
d
c
e
b
Figure 7.2: Euler diagram exhibiting a variety of relationships.
7.1.2 Alternative Methods for Evaluating Euler Diagrams
To complement the research presented in this thesis, it would be of great interest to
explore alternative methods for examining the efficacy of Euler diagrams. For example,
through the use of eye tracking [65, 66], we could track the eyes’ fixation-saccade cycles
as participants perform tasks using Euler diagrams, illustrated in figure 7.3. Specifically,
it would be of great value to ascertain if the subjective interpretation of results, for
example concerning shape, manifest within the eye tracking data.
a
c
b
Figure 7.3: Euler diagram with eye tracking data overlaid.
The Euler diagram in figure 7.3 illustrates how we might expect eye tracking data
to appear when overlaid onto an Euler diagram drawn with black curves and no-fill.
For the purposes of clarity, the eye tracking data is isolated to the curve labelled ‘b’.
Each fixation is indicated by a red circle. The radius of a circle corresponds to the
duration of a fixation. Saccades between fixations are represented by connecting red
lines. The distribution of red circles and lines is based on phenomena described by
the Gestalt Laws of Perceptual Organisation, specifically changes in good continuation
as detailed in chapter 2. To summarise, it is easy forthe eye to follow the smooth
curvature of the circles so that the point at which one circle intersects with another
a change in good continuation occurs: the smooth curve of the circle is discontinued
at the point at which another circle intersects. Therefore, it is anticipated that the
number and duration of fixations is biased toward the points where curves ‘a’ and ‘b’
intersect. Using such methods we could either further validate the interpretations of
the results presented in this thesis, derived from perceptual theory, or establish more
complex or perhaps novel interpretations.
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7.1.3 Area-Proportional Euler Diagrams
A class of Euler diagrams not considered in this thesis are those referred to as area-
proportional, which have been widely studied [17, 18, 19, 20, 48, 58, 60]. To remind
the reader, area-proportional Euler diagrams are drawn so that the size or area of each
zone is proportional to the cardinality of the set being represented. The Euler diagrams
presented in figures 7.4 and 7.5 are area-proportional and have been drawn using cir-
cles and rectangles respectively. The cardinality of the set represented by each zone
is the same for both diagrams. The diagram drawn using circles adheres to guide 11
while the diagram drawn using rectangles does not and also violates a number of the
guides. However, as a consequence of violating such guides, it might be argued that
the similarity in the cardinality is visually salient when using rectangles but not using
circles. For example, it is difficult to visually reconcile that the cardinality for zone ‘c’
is the same as zone ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘ab’ when the diagram is drawn using circles. Conse-
quently, our guidance, while applicable to Euler diagrams in general, is arguably not
appropriate for area-proportional Euler diagrams. The challenge, therefore, concerning
area-proportional Euler diagrams is to derive new guidance for diagrams that might
not be well-formed or consist of curves drawn using a variety of different shapes, as
illustrated in chapter 1.
a b
c
Figure 7.4: Area-proportional circles. Figure 7.5: Area-proportional rectangles.
7.1.4 Euler Diagrams with Graphs
A further class of Euler diagrams not considered in this thesis include Euler diagrams
augmented with graphs. An example of such diagrams are spider diagrams [32], as
illustrated in figure 7.6. In this example, the Euler diagram comprises two intersecting
circles labelled ‘a’ and ‘b’ and it is augmented with a spider comprising two existential
points connected by a line. Each point indicates the existence of a data item in the
sets labelled ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively. The line indicates an ‘or’ condition between the
two points. Therefore, the diagram in figure 7.6 says that there is something in ‘a’ but
not in ‘b’ or there is something in ‘b’ but not in ‘a’.
The spider diagram in figure 7.7 is a more complex example of that in figure 7.6,
in that it has a third curve labelled ‘c’. The underlying Euler diagram has been drawn
to adhere to guide 11 thus maximising its efficacy. The graph has been drawn as a
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a b
Figure 7.6: Spider diagram.
a b
c
Figure 7.7: Straight edge.
a b
c
Figure 7.8: Curved edge.
straight line (and has no bends) thus maximising its efficacy within the context of
Purchase’s work on aesthetics and human understanding [53]. The net result is to
render a spider diagram that is not well-formed. This is due to the line splitting zones
‘ab’ and ‘abc’. In an attempt to resolve this issue, the number of split zones can be
halved, as illustrated by the diagram in figure 7.8. However, while halving the number
of split zones, the efficacy of the graph is subsequently minimised, with respect to
the work of Purchase [53], as it is no longer straight. Consequently, the diagram in
figure 7.8, in order to improve the efficacy of the Euler diagram, the efficacy of the
graph is compromised. Therefore, figures 7.7 and 7.8 illustrate that there is a notable
challenge in establishing the optimum trade off in diagrammatic efficacy between either
Euler diagrams or graphs.
a b
Figure 7.9: Black graphs.
a b
Figure 7.10: Coloured graphs.
With respect to colour, whilst we can apply guide 10 to the underling Euler diagram,
there are also colour treatments that can be applied to the graphs in spider diagrams,
of which two examples are illustrated in figures 7.9 and 7.10. During figure-ground
segregation, the graphs in figure 7.9 are readily segregated from the underlying Euler
diagram. This can be explained by the Gestalt’s Laws of Perceptual Organisation,
discussed in chapter 2. To remind the reader, there is a tendency to group portions
or elements of an image that share similar properties. Consequently, we perceive two
groups of graphical elements. The Euler diagram’s closed curves are grouped as they
share smooth curves while the graphs are grouped as they share nodes and straight lines.
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Crucially, however, the Euler diagram’s colour value (lightness) is different to that of
the graphs, reinforcing their visual differences and easing the graphs segregation from
the plane. As with the closed curves of an Euler diagram, there might be an advantage
if one graph can be easily visually segregated from another. To this end, the graph
illustrated in figure 7.10 has been treated with colour in a similar way to the curves of
the underlying Euler diagram by maintaining constant saturation and lightness while
changing the colour hue. Arguably, these graphs are easier to distinguish from one
another due to differences in colour hue but are not so easily segregated from the
underlying Euler diagram as both the graph and Euler diagram share the same colour
value (lightness). Consequently, there are further challenges involved in establishing
the optimum visual distinction between Euler diagrams and graphs while being able to
distinguish between the graphs themselves.
7.2 Summary
These contributions on orientation, shape and colour along with our final study eval-
uating the combination of guides 1 to 10 lead to increased knowledge about how to
best layout Euler diagrams in order to aid task performance. The results will be of
use end-users of Euler diagrams, developers of automated layout tools, and researchers
alike. As a consequence of our work, end-users stand to make more accurate and faster
interpretations of their data. Developers of layout tools will be able to make more in-
formed choices in their layout algorithms and the research community is better placed
to understand the cognitive implications of various graphical choices. Having estab-
lished guidance for drawing Euler diagrams in general, there still remain a number of
important questions concerning their applicability to area-proportional Euler diagrams
and spider diagrams, for instance, as discussed earlier. To this end, this thesis provides
a direction for some valuable and interesting future work for which a solid foundation
has been provided.
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Appendix A
Orientation
The data collection software including the diagrams along with the data captured during
the study can be downloaded from http://www.cem.brighton.ac.uk/staff/alb14/
The_Impact_of_Graphical_Choices_on_the_Perception_of_Euler_Diagrams. This
appendix also provides scaled copies of all diagrams used throughout the study. Sec-
tion A.1 presents the hard copy diagrams, questions and answers used to introduce
participants to the concept of Euler diagrams. These diagrams are presented in the
same format and order as they were to all participants. Section A.2 presents the di-
agrams and questions used to train participants. These training diagrams consist of
screen shots taken from the software tool and are presented in the same order as they
were to participants. The figure captions state the type of diagram, style of question
and answer. Section A.3 presents the diagrams and questions used to collect perfor-
mance data. Again, these diagrams consist of screen shots taken from the software tool
and illustrate how the eighteen diagrams and questions were presented to participants.
To remind the reader, during the data collection phase, diagrams were presented in
a random order. This can be observed by the question number prefixing each ques-
tion within each screen shot. The question number does not correspond to the order
in which the diagrams are presented within section A.3. Instead, the diagrams have
been presented in order of the diagram type broken down by question style. Each page
presents the original diagram accompanied by two screen shots, one for participant
group A and the other for participant group B. The figure caption for the original dia-
gram states the type of diagram, style of question and answer. The figure caption for
each screen shot specifies the angle by which the original diagram was rotated. Finally,
section A.4 presents the raw performance data.
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A.1 Diagrams Used to Introduce Participants to Euler
Diagrams
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Example 1
In the diagram below there are four modules: FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING,
COMPILERS, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING and DATA STRUCTURES.
Figure A.1: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who is studying both FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING and COMPILERS but not
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING?
 Lea
 Ann
 Keane
 Zak
 Archie
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curve labelled FUNCTIONAL PRO-
GRAMMING and the curve labelled COMPILERS as well as being outside the curve
labelled SOFTWARE ENGINEERING is Lea, so that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the diagram
below there are SIX modules: DIGITAL MEDIA, DYNAMIC WEB, COMPUTER
ANIMATION, CRYPTOGRAPHY, SIMULATION and DATA MINING.
Figure A.2: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many students are studying both DIGITAL MEDIA and DYNAMIC WEB but
not CRYPTOGRAPHY?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
1 name is inside the curve labelled DYNAMIC WEB, which is also inside DIGITAL
MEDIA, but not inside CRYPTOGRAPHY, so the answer is 1.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below there
are EIGHT modules: OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN, INTERACTION DESIGN,
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING, EMBEDDED SYSTEMS, WEB DESIGN, AC-
COUNTANCY, MARKETING and DATA STRUCTURES.
Figure A.3: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which module is being taken by 6 students?
 INTERACTION DESIGN
 FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING
 DATA STRUCTURES
 MARKETING
 OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN
Answer
DATA STRUCTURES is being taken by 6 students, so the answer is 6.
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A.2 Diagrams Used to Introduce Participants to the Soft-
ware Tool
174
Figure A.4: Type 1, no subset. ‘Who’ style training question, answer Zara.
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Figure A.5: Type 1, with subset. ‘Who’ style training question, answer Lily.
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Figure A.6: Type 2, no subset. ‘Which’ style training question, answer GAMES PRO-
GRAMMING.
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Figure A.7: Type 2, with subset. ‘Which’ style training question, answer ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE.
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Figure A.8: Type 3, no subset. ‘How’ style training question, answer 3 - Ryan, Jane
and Joss.
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Figure A.9: Type 3, with subset. ‘How’ style training question, answer 2 - Cedric and
Milo.
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A.3 Diagrams Used to Capture Performance Data
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Figure A.10: Original, type 1, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Joe.
Figure A.11: Group A rotated -172 ◦. Figure A.12: Group B rotated -237 ◦.
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Figure A.13: Original, type 1, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Sienna.
Figure A.14: Group A rotated -192 ◦. Figure A.15: Group B rotated -52 ◦.
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Figure A.16: Original, type 1, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer GLOBALI-
SATION.
Figure A.17: Group A rotated -52 ◦. Figure A.18: Group B rotated -147 ◦.
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Figure A.19: Original, type 1, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer
DATABASES.
Figure A.20: Group A rotated -214 ◦. Figure A.21: Group B rotated -64 ◦.
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Figure A.22: Original, type 1, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Paula and
Winston.
Figure A.23: Group A rotated -201 ◦. Figure A.24: Group B rotated -301 ◦.
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Figure A.25: Original, type 1, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 0.
Figure A.26: Group A rotated -276 ◦. Figure A.27: Group B rotated -175 ◦.
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Figure A.28: Original, type 2, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Lizzie.
Figure A.29: Group A rotated -194 ◦. Figure A.30: Group B rotated -98 ◦.
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Figure A.31: Original, type 2, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Guy.
Figure A.32: Group A rotated -254 ◦. Figure A.33: Group B rotated -170 ◦.
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Figure A.34: Original, type 2, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer E-
COMMERCE.
Figure A.35: Group A rotated -266 ◦. Figure A.36: Group B rotated -86 ◦.
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Figure A.37: Original, type 2, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer COM-
PUTER ANIMATION.
Figure A.38: Group A rotated -235 ◦. Figure A.39: Group B rotated -142 ◦.
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Figure A.40: Original, type 2, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Lucy and
Tina.
Figure A.41: Group A rotated -142 ◦. Figure A.42: Group B rotated -258 ◦.
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Figure A.43: Original, type 2, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Paul and
Daisy.
Figure A.44: Group A rotated -297 ◦. Figure A.45: Group B rotated -202 ◦.
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Figure A.46: Original, type 3, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Alex.
Figure A.47: Group A rotated -137 ◦. Figure A.48: Group B rotated -236 ◦.
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Figure A.49: Original, type 3, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Dom.
Figure A.50: Group A rotated -85 ◦. Figure A.51: Group B rotated -233 ◦.
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Figure A.52: Original, type 3, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer PROJECT.
Figure A.53: Group A rotated -147 ◦. Figure A.54: Group B rotated -54 ◦.
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Figure A.55: Original, type 3, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer BUSINESS
LAW.
Figure A.56: Group A rotated -91 ◦. Figure A.57: Group B rotated -178 ◦.
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Figure A.58: Original, type 3, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Barry and
Carl.
Figure A.59: Group A rotated -140 ◦. Figure A.60: Group B rotated -199 ◦.
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Figure A.61: Original, type 3, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 0.
Figure A.62: Group A rotated -285 ◦. Figure A.63: Group B rotated -90 ◦.
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A.4 Performance Data
The raw data are presented in order of participant broken down by diagram. To remind
the reader, participants were randomly assigned to participant groups. The following
list provides the name of each column heading and a corresponding description of the
data therein.
1. : ‘P’ is the participant reference number,
2. ‘Diagram’ corresponds to an instance of a diagram,
3. ‘Type’ corresponds to the number of curves,
4. ‘Style’ corresponds to the style of question,
5. ‘Inclusion’ corresponds to whether a diagram is drawn exhibiting a subset (0 =
no subset and 1 = subset),
6. ‘Group’ corresponds to the participant group (1 = group A and 2 = group B),
7. ‘Time’ corresponds to the time taken to answer a question,
8. ‘Log’ time corresponds to the log of the time taken to answer a question and,
9. ‘Correct’ corresponds to whether the question was answered incorrectly (1 =
correct and 0 = incorrect).
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
1 1 4 Who 0 2 17.97 2.888518189 1
1 2 4 Who 1 2 33.62 3.515021976 1
1 3 6 Which 0 2 8.95 2.191653532 1
1 4 6 Which 1 2 17.38 2.855511893 1
1 5 8 How 0 2 34.33 3.5361167 1
1 6 8 How 1 2 42.05 3.738859386 0
1 7 4 Which 0 2 7.28 1.985588633 1
1 8 4 Which 1 2 9.50 2.251291799 1
1 9 6 How 0 2 23.70 3.165475048 1
1 10 6 How 1 2 16.12 2.779853933 1
1 11 8 Who 0 2 22.45 3.111290614 1
1 12 8 Who 1 2 52.08 3.952845 1
1 13 4 How 0 2 17.95 2.887590115 1
1 14 4 How 1 2 20.90 3.039749159 1
1 15 6 Who 0 2 20.03 2.997397553 1
1 16 6 Who 1 2 16.75 2.818398258 1
1 17 8 Which 0 2 16.33 2.793208009 1
1 18 8 Which 1 2 15.97 2.770503216 1
2 1 4 Who 0 2 9.43 2.244249516 1
2 2 4 Who 1 2 17.47 2.860294303 1
2 3 6 Which 0 2 5.98 1.788977826 1
2 4 6 Which 1 2 9.25 2.224623552 1
2 5 8 How 0 2 11.45 2.43798973 1
2 6 8 How 1 2 15.37 2.732200661 1
2 7 4 Which 0 2 4.48 1.500366817 1
2 8 4 Which 1 2 8.42 2.130213867 1
2 9 6 How 0 2 12.22 2.50280114 1
2 10 6 How 1 2 11.13 2.409943611 1
2 11 8 Who 0 2 17.32 2.851669429 1
2 12 8 Who 1 2 12.98 2.563666484 1
2 13 4 How 0 2 12.58 2.532373187 1
2 14 4 How 1 2 16.65 2.812410216 0
2 15 6 Who 0 2 11.98 2.483516795 1
2 16 6 Who 1 2 9.80 2.282382386 1
2 17 8 Which 0 2 15.75 2.756840365 1
2 18 8 Which 1 2 5.43 1.692552819 1
Table A.1: Raw data for participants 1 and 2.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
3 1 4 Who 0 2 26.68 3.284039151 1
3 2 4 Who 1 2 28.15 3.337547355 1
3 3 6 Which 0 2 18.53 2.919570913 1
3 4 6 Which 1 2 14.30 2.660259537 1
3 5 8 How 0 2 27.48 3.31357976 1
3 6 8 How 1 2 70.88 4.261035333 1
3 7 4 Which 0 2 7.38 1.999225208 1
3 8 4 Which 1 2 13.52 2.603923492 1
3 9 6 How 0 2 27.12 3.300148545 1
3 10 6 How 1 2 20.72 3.030938529 1
3 11 8 Who 0 2 45.08 3.808512629 1
3 12 8 Who 1 2 27.17 3.301990732 1
3 13 4 How 0 2 21.18 3.053214709 1
3 14 4 How 1 2 40.22 3.694281503 1
3 15 6 Who 0 2 31.97 3.464693693 1
3 16 6 Who 1 2 14.47 2.671847152 1
3 17 8 Which 0 2 54.18 3.992373358 1
3 18 8 Which 1 2 12.47 2.523058416 1
4 1 4 Who 0 2 12.53 2.528391762 1
4 2 4 Who 1 2 35.30 3.563882964 1
4 3 6 Which 0 2 7.92 2.068970242 1
4 4 6 Which 1 2 14.80 2.694627181 1
4 5 8 How 0 2 14.95 2.7047113 1
4 6 8 How 1 2 21.55 3.070375817 1
4 7 4 Which 0 2 10.47 2.348195604 1
4 8 4 Which 1 2 11.83 2.470920408 1
4 9 6 How 0 2 19.48 2.969559399 1
4 10 6 How 1 2 19.43 2.966989805 1
4 11 8 Who 0 2 16.02 2.773629847 1
4 12 8 Who 1 2 34.13 3.530274424 1
4 13 4 How 0 2 14.12 2.647356132 1
4 14 4 How 1 2 44.48 3.795114587 0
4 15 6 Who 0 2 28.57 3.352240537 1
4 16 6 Who 1 2 16.25 2.788092909 1
4 17 8 Which 0 2 12.55 2.529720666 1
4 18 8 Which 1 2 10.08 2.310883896 1
Table A.2: Raw data for participants 3 and 4.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
5 1 4 Who 0 1 14.30 2.660259537 1
5 2 4 Who 1 1 24.60 3.202746443 1
5 3 6 Which 0 1 14.17 2.650891787 1
5 4 6 Which 1 1 13.98 2.637866144 1
5 5 8 How 0 1 14.50 2.674148649 1
5 6 8 How 1 1 21.90 3.086486637 1
5 7 4 Which 0 1 10.52 2.3529613 1
5 8 4 Which 1 1 9.88 2.290849837 1
5 9 6 How 0 1 15.83 2.762117422 1
5 10 6 How 1 1 13.97 2.636673538 1
5 11 8 Who 0 1 13.53 2.605155778 1
5 12 8 Who 1 1 11.95 2.480731278 1
5 13 4 How 0 1 17.78 2.878261689 1
5 14 4 How 1 1 20.32 3.011441567 1
5 15 6 Who 0 1 16.17 2.782951509 1
5 16 6 Who 1 1 18.75 2.931193752 1
5 17 8 Which 0 1 24.42 3.195265959 1
5 18 8 Which 1 1 9.22 2.221013439 1
6 1 4 Who 0 1 18.45 2.91506437 1
6 2 4 Who 1 1 17.58 2.866951484 1
6 3 6 Which 0 1 11.02 2.399409278 1
6 4 6 Which 1 1 34.60 3.543853682 1
6 5 8 How 0 1 24.65 3.2047769 1
6 6 8 How 1 1 28.50 3.349904087 1
6 7 4 Which 0 1 3.85 1.348073148 1
6 8 4 Which 1 1 11.77 2.465270675 1
6 9 6 How 0 1 17.35 2.853592506 1
6 10 6 How 1 1 10.68 2.368684895 1
6 11 8 Who 0 1 14.48 2.672998563 1
6 12 8 Who 1 1 29.62 3.388337266 1
6 13 4 How 0 1 17.48 2.861248046 1
6 14 4 How 1 1 19.58 2.974678864 1
6 15 6 Who 0 1 23.97 3.176663976 1
6 16 6 Who 1 1 17.72 2.874505816 1
6 17 8 Which 0 1 18.27 2.905077905 1
6 18 8 Which 1 1 7.32 1.990154851 1
Table A.3: Raw data for participants 5 and 6.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
7 1 4 Who 0 1 13.20 2.58021683 1
7 2 4 Who 1 1 17.20 2.844909384 1
7 3 6 Which 0 1 7.18 1.971763528 1
7 4 6 Which 1 1 7.45 2.008214032 1
7 5 8 How 0 1 11.98 2.483516795 1
7 6 8 How 1 1 22.12 3.096331472 0
7 7 4 Which 0 1 4.47 1.496642418 1
7 8 4 Which 1 1 8.18 2.102099566 1
7 9 6 How 0 1 18.87 2.937396697 1
7 10 6 How 1 1 11.13 2.409943611 1
7 11 8 Who 0 1 10.98 2.396378972 1
7 12 8 Who 1 1 14.75 2.691243083 1
7 13 4 How 0 1 34.40 3.538056564 1
7 14 4 How 1 1 21.82 3.082674204 0
7 15 6 Who 0 1 8.95 2.191653532 1
7 16 6 Who 1 1 18.53 2.919570913 1
7 17 8 Which 0 1 18.75 2.931193752 1
7 18 8 Which 1 1 10.02 2.304250372 1
8 1 4 Who 0 1 13.05 2.568788134 1
8 2 4 Who 1 1 20.57 3.023671642 1
8 3 6 Which 0 1 12.43 2.520381038 1
8 4 6 Which 1 1 16.52 2.804369972 1
8 5 8 How 0 1 14.45 2.670694415 1
8 6 8 How 1 1 42.68 3.753808524 1
8 7 4 Which 0 1 6.47 1.866660777 1
8 8 4 Which 1 1 23.27 3.147021721 1
8 9 6 How 0 1 14.02 2.640247098 1
8 10 6 How 1 1 14.53 2.676444862 1
8 11 8 Who 0 1 14.92 2.702479156 1
8 12 8 Who 1 1 20.88 3.038951393 1
8 13 4 How 0 1 15.33 2.730029108 1
8 14 4 How 1 1 22.63 3.119423746 1
8 15 6 Who 0 1 11.57 2.448127398 1
8 16 6 Who 1 1 15.22 2.722391318 1
8 17 8 Which 0 1 29.90 3.39785848 1
8 18 8 Which 1 1 10.60 2.360854001 1
Table A.4: Raw data for participants 7 and 8.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
9 1 4 Who 0 1 11.70 2.459588842 1
9 2 4 Who 1 1 21.85 3.084200922 1
9 3 6 Which 0 1 6.93 1.936340698 1
9 4 6 Which 1 1 10.35 2.33698652 1
9 5 8 How 0 1 13.00 2.564949357 1
9 6 8 How 1 1 19.38 2.96441359 1
9 7 4 Which 0 1 7.27 1.983297681 1
9 8 4 Which 1 1 17.78 2.878261689 1
9 9 6 How 0 1 22.42 3.10980473 1
9 10 6 How 1 1 19.15 2.952302716 1
9 11 8 Who 0 1 13.35 2.591516385 1
9 12 8 Who 1 1 27.78 3.324436321 1
9 13 4 How 0 1 14.38 2.666070129 1
9 14 4 How 1 1 43.78 3.779253227 1
9 15 6 Who 0 1 16.67 2.813410717 1
9 16 6 Who 1 1 22.08 3.094823176 1
9 17 8 Which 0 1 13.57 2.607615804 1
9 18 8 Which 1 1 15.95 2.769458829 1
10 1 4 Who 0 2 17.75 2.876385516 1
10 2 4 Who 1 2 18.27 2.905077905 1
10 3 6 Which 0 2 11.15 2.411439498 1
10 4 6 Which 1 2 19.58 2.974678864 1
10 5 8 How 0 2 16.60 2.809402695 1
10 6 8 How 1 2 25.32 3.23146294 0
10 7 4 Which 0 2 6.27 1.835244581 1
10 8 4 Which 1 2 9.88 2.290849837 1
10 9 6 How 0 2 17.83 2.881069365 1
10 10 6 How 1 2 12.12 2.494581915 1
10 11 8 Who 0 2 12.45 2.521720623 1
10 12 8 Who 1 2 19.73 2.982309253 1
10 13 4 How 0 2 15.67 2.751535313 1
10 14 4 How 1 2 11.58 2.449567283 1
10 15 6 Who 0 2 31.22 3.44095214 1
10 16 6 Who 1 2 10.93 2.391816227 1
10 17 8 Which 0 2 22.75 3.124565145 1
10 18 8 Which 1 2 17.75 2.876385516 1
Table A.5: Raw data for participants 9 and 10.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
11 1 4 Who 0 2 8.68 2.16140548 1
11 2 4 Who 1 2 10.58 2.359280437 0
11 3 6 Which 0 2 10.27 2.328902401 1
11 4 6 Which 1 2 14.08 2.644992065 1
11 5 8 How 0 2 25.18 3.2261824 1
11 6 8 How 1 2 12.02 2.486294575 1
11 7 4 Which 0 2 4.68 1.544010107 1
11 8 4 Which 1 2 9.42 2.242481169 1
11 9 6 How 0 2 19.65 2.978077338 1
11 10 6 How 1 2 17.48 2.861248046 1
11 11 8 Who 0 2 11.90 2.4765384 1
11 12 8 Who 1 2 13.60 2.610069793 0
11 13 4 How 0 2 14.47 2.671847152 1
11 14 4 How 1 2 14.93 2.703595851 1
11 15 6 Who 0 2 14.32 2.66142436 1
11 16 6 Who 1 2 10.40 2.341805806 1
11 17 8 Which 0 2 15.22 2.722391318 1
11 18 8 Which 1 2 8.98 2.195371009 1
12 1 4 Who 0 1 10.30 2.332143895 1
12 2 4 Who 1 1 34.12 3.529786023 1
12 3 6 Which 0 1 17.48 2.861248046 1
12 4 6 Which 1 1 26.77 3.287157332 1
12 5 8 How 0 1 33.23 3.503553388 1
12 6 8 How 1 1 24.13 3.183594011 1
12 7 4 Which 0 1 9.27 2.226423732 1
12 8 4 Which 1 1 13.95 2.635479508 1
12 9 6 How 0 1 33.38 3.508056773 1
12 10 6 How 1 1 20.58 3.024481687 1
12 11 8 Who 0 1 26.98 3.295219391 1
12 12 8 Who 1 1 52.93 3.96903326 1
12 13 4 How 0 1 23.18 3.14343363 1
12 14 4 How 1 1 40.63 3.704588748 1
12 15 6 Who 0 1 12.38 2.516351482 1
12 16 6 Who 1 1 21.55 3.070375817 1
12 17 8 Which 0 1 24.33 3.191847152 1
12 18 8 Which 1 1 14.67 2.685577345 1
Table A.6: Raw data for participants 11 and 12.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
13 1 4 Who 0 2 18.23 2.903251421 1
13 2 4 Who 1 2 16.33 2.793208009 1
13 3 6 Which 0 2 7.63 2.032524622 1
13 4 6 Which 1 2 11.42 2.435074276 1
13 5 8 How 0 2 18.45 2.91506437 1
13 6 8 How 1 2 17.22 2.845877907 1
13 7 4 Which 0 2 4.35 1.470175845 1
13 8 4 Which 1 2 9.28 2.228220678 1
13 9 6 How 0 2 17.47 2.860294303 1
13 10 6 How 1 2 15.22 2.722391318 1
13 11 8 Who 0 2 16.67 2.813410717 1
13 12 8 Who 1 2 14.37 2.664910708 1
13 13 4 How 0 2 11.58 2.449567283 1
13 14 4 How 1 2 14.75 2.691243083 1
13 15 6 Who 0 2 21.02 3.045315774 1
13 16 6 Who 1 2 8.38 2.126245608 1
13 17 8 Which 0 2 15.28 2.72676291 1
13 18 8 Which 1 2 9.90 2.292534757 1
14 1 4 Who 0 2 16.40 2.797281335 1
14 2 4 Who 1 2 32.42 3.478672694 1
14 3 6 Which 0 2 20.97 3.042933875 1
14 4 6 Which 1 2 25.95 3.25617161 1
14 5 8 How 0 2 22.05 3.093312602 1
14 6 8 How 1 2 24.07 3.180827757 1
14 7 4 Which 0 2 11.33 2.427748236 1
14 8 4 Which 1 2 16.28 2.79014209 1
14 9 6 How 0 2 26.50 3.277144733 1
14 10 6 How 1 2 21.37 3.061832075 1
14 11 8 Who 0 2 18.43 2.91416062 1
14 12 8 Who 1 2 29.38 3.38042762 1
14 13 4 How 0 2 19.83 2.987364024 1
14 14 4 How 1 2 24.23 3.187729096 1
14 15 6 Who 0 2 16.85 2.824350657 1
14 16 6 Who 1 2 16.25 2.788092909 1
14 17 8 Which 0 2 48.87 3.889095501 1
14 18 8 Which 1 2 27.25 3.305053521 1
Table A.7: Raw data for participants 13 and 14.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
15 1 4 Who 0 1 13.37 2.592764046 1
15 2 4 Who 1 1 27.50 3.314186005 1
15 3 6 Which 0 1 8.28 2.114245464 1
15 4 6 Which 1 1 10.20 2.32238772 1
15 5 8 How 0 1 29.13 3.371882994 1
15 6 8 How 1 1 40.82 3.709090495 1
15 7 4 Which 0 1 5.00 1.609437912 1
15 8 4 Which 1 1 11.38 2.432150297 0
15 9 6 How 0 1 19.50 2.970414466 1
15 10 6 How 1 1 24.67 3.205452805 1
15 11 8 Who 0 1 20.98 3.043728472 1
15 12 8 Who 1 1 22.83 3.128221457 1
15 13 4 How 0 1 15.63 2.749405387 1
15 14 4 How 1 1 41.27 3.720055072 1
15 15 6 Who 0 1 20.47 3.018797546 1
15 16 6 Who 1 1 15.30 2.727852828 1
15 17 8 Which 0 1 15.93 2.768413351 1
15 18 8 Which 1 1 11.38 2.432150297 1
16 1 4 Who 0 2 18.62 2.924057237 1
16 2 4 Who 1 2 35.08 3.557726184 1
16 3 6 Which 0 2 8.12 2.093919561 1
16 4 6 Which 1 2 13.15 2.576421759 1
16 5 8 How 0 2 17.75 2.876385516 1
16 6 8 How 1 2 22.45 3.111290614 1
16 7 4 Which 0 2 5.48 1.701713189 1
16 8 4 Which 1 2 7.65 2.034705648 1
16 9 6 How 0 2 16.12 2.779853933 1
16 10 6 How 1 2 15.92 2.767366778 1
16 11 8 Who 0 2 17.20 2.844909384 1
16 12 8 Who 1 2 36.95 3.609565647 1
16 13 4 How 0 2 12.08 2.491827093 1
16 14 4 How 1 2 35.53 3.570471223 1
16 15 6 Who 0 2 17.77 2.877324043 1
16 16 6 Who 1 2 14.15 2.649714624 1
16 17 8 Which 0 2 24.12 3.182903164 1
16 18 8 Which 1 2 9.48 2.249535872 1
Table A.8: Raw data for participants 15 and 16.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
17 1 4 Who 0 2 11.82 2.469510964 1
17 2 4 Who 1 2 29.88 3.397300911 0
17 3 6 Which 0 2 12.92 2.558518467 1
17 4 6 Which 1 2 9.73 2.275556421 1
17 5 8 How 0 2 21.05 3.04690056 1
17 6 8 How 1 2 27.63 3.319022773 1
17 7 4 Which 0 2 5.30 1.667706821 1
17 8 4 Which 1 2 8.05 2.085672091 1
17 9 6 How 0 2 21.72 3.078080015 1
17 10 6 How 1 2 22.48 3.112774294 1
17 11 8 Who 0 2 22.02 3.091799742 1
17 12 8 Who 1 2 24.52 3.199353158 1
17 13 4 How 0 2 15.78 2.758954531 1
17 14 4 How 1 2 11.25 2.420368129 1
17 15 6 Who 0 2 21.45 3.065724645 1
17 16 6 Who 1 2 14.97 2.705825506 1
17 17 8 Which 0 2 16.58 2.808398175 1
17 18 8 Which 1 2 8.32 2.118261534 1
18 1 4 Who 0 2 13.92 2.633087163 1
18 2 4 Who 1 2 23.07 3.138388574 1
18 3 6 Which 0 2 13.18 2.578953406 1
18 4 6 Which 1 2 18.38 2.911444457 1
18 5 8 How 0 2 16.45 2.800325477 1
18 6 8 How 1 2 19.50 2.970414466 1
18 7 4 Which 0 2 7.72 2.043382492 1
18 8 4 Which 1 2 15.78 2.758954531 1
18 9 6 How 0 2 16.42 2.798297079 1
18 10 6 How 1 2 15.02 2.709160695 1
18 11 8 Who 0 2 22.82 3.127491263 1
18 12 8 Who 1 2 20.22 3.006507347 1
18 13 4 How 0 2 18.48 2.916869425 1
18 14 4 How 1 2 19.70 2.980618636 1
18 15 6 Who 0 2 19.73 2.982309253 1
18 16 6 Who 1 2 16.12 2.779853933 1
18 17 8 Which 0 2 28.63 3.35457154 1
18 18 8 Which 1 2 10.28 2.330524462 1
Table A.9: Raw data for participants 17 and 18.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
19 1 4 Who 0 1 22.55 3.115735066 1
19 2 4 Who 1 1 38.43 3.648925139 1
19 3 6 Which 0 1 14.42 2.668384945 1
19 4 6 Which 1 1 23.02 3.136218591 1
19 5 8 How 0 1 29.02 3.367870378 1
19 6 8 How 1 1 34.35 3.536602019 1
19 7 4 Which 0 1 14.12 2.647356132 1
19 8 4 Which 1 1 14.42 2.668384945 1
19 9 6 How 0 1 21.68 3.076543916 1
19 10 6 How 1 1 25.42 3.235405127 1
19 11 8 Who 0 1 27.53 3.315397392 1
19 12 8 Who 1 1 27.78 3.324436321 1
19 13 4 How 0 1 29.25 3.375879574 1
19 14 4 How 1 1 36.05 3.584906864 0
19 15 6 Who 0 1 29.98 3.400641672 1
19 16 6 Who 1 1 18.08 2.894990704 1
19 17 8 Which 0 1 23.17 3.142714464 1
19 18 8 Which 1 1 14.05 2.642622396 1
20 1 4 Who 0 1 15.15 2.718000532 1
20 2 4 Who 1 1 17.63 2.86979105 1
20 3 6 Which 0 1 9.73 2.275556421 1
20 4 6 Which 1 1 11.55 2.446685437 1
20 5 8 How 0 1 15.38 2.733284672 1
20 6 8 How 1 1 22.82 3.127491263 1
20 7 4 Which 0 1 7.35 1.994700313 1
20 8 4 Which 1 1 12.17 2.498699972 1
20 9 6 How 0 1 27.03 3.297070672 1
20 10 6 How 1 1 9.52 2.253044647 1
20 11 8 Who 0 1 14.88 2.700242019 1
20 12 8 Who 1 1 22.15 3.097837496 1
20 13 4 How 0 1 13.88 2.63068908 1
20 14 4 How 1 1 17.27 2.848777861 1
20 15 6 Who 0 1 30.72 3.424805395 1
20 16 6 Who 1 1 12.82 2.550746407 1
20 17 8 Which 0 1 13.62 2.611294533 1
20 18 8 Which 1 1 12.92 2.558518467 1
Table A.10: Raw data for participants 19 and 20.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
21 1 4 Who 0 2 26.48 3.276515604 1
21 2 4 Who 1 2 28.05 3.333988632 1
21 3 6 Which 0 2 14.63 2.683302031 1
21 4 6 Which 1 2 22.58 3.117212171 1
21 5 8 How 0 2 29.57 3.386647601 1
21 6 8 How 1 2 98.15 4.586496921 1
21 7 4 Which 0 2 21.83 3.083437854 1
21 8 4 Which 1 2 29.38 3.38042762 1
21 9 6 How 0 2 30.58 3.420455198 1
21 10 6 How 1 2 24.40 3.194583132 1
21 11 8 Who 0 2 23.58 3.160540248 1
21 12 8 Who 1 2 44.97 3.805921475 1
21 13 4 How 0 2 24.30 3.19047635 1
21 14 4 How 1 2 35.47 3.568593288 1
21 15 6 Who 0 2 24.27 3.189103667 1
21 16 6 Who 1 2 32.97 3.49549695 1
21 17 8 Which 0 2 43.52 3.773144006 1
21 18 8 Which 1 2 12.28 2.50824333 1
22 1 4 Who 0 1 14.93 2.703595851 1
22 2 4 Who 1 1 38.48 3.650225247 0
22 3 6 Which 0 1 17.28 2.849742646 1
22 4 6 Which 1 1 21.12 3.050062618 1
22 5 8 How 0 1 48.52 3.881907382 1
22 6 8 How 1 1 63.42 4.149726708 1
22 7 4 Which 0 1 4.13 1.419084184 1
22 8 4 Which 1 1 22.63 3.119423746 0
22 9 6 How 0 1 19.72 2.981464302 1
22 10 6 How 1 1 23.82 3.170385616 1
22 11 8 Who 0 1 31.15 3.438814245 1
22 12 8 Who 1 1 30.75 3.425889994 1
22 13 4 How 0 1 16.70 2.815408719 1
22 14 4 How 1 1 44.87 3.803695129 1
22 15 6 Who 0 1 43.80 3.779633817 1
22 16 6 Who 1 1 17.58 2.866951484 1
22 17 8 Which 0 1 16.15 2.78192005 1
22 18 8 Which 1 1 15.25 2.724579503 1
Table A.11: Raw data for participants 21 and 22.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
23 1 4 Who 0 1 23.17 3.142714464 1
23 2 4 Who 1 1 37.55 3.625673378 1
23 3 6 Which 0 1 13.13 2.575153528 1
23 4 6 Which 1 1 42.20 3.742420221 1
23 5 8 How 0 1 58.70 4.072439727 1
23 6 8 How 1 1 41.63 3.728901128 1
23 7 4 Which 0 1 8.52 2.142025028 1
23 8 4 Which 1 1 8.70 2.163323026 1
23 9 6 How 0 1 44.20 3.788724789 1
23 10 6 How 1 1 33.13 3.500539825 1
23 11 8 Who 0 1 22.08 3.094823176 1
23 12 8 Who 1 1 38.07 3.639339009 1
23 13 4 How 0 1 28.42 3.346975827 1
23 14 4 How 1 1 63.42 4.149726708 1
23 15 6 Who 0 1 16.07 2.776746732 1
23 16 6 Who 1 1 23.93 3.175272187 1
23 17 8 Which 0 1 37.83 3.633190548 1
23 18 8 Which 1 1 22.58 3.117212171 1
24 1 4 Who 0 1 11.30 2.424802726 1
24 2 4 Who 1 1 21.18 3.053214709 1
24 3 6 Which 0 1 9.35 2.235376343 1
24 4 6 Which 1 1 14.13 2.648536074 1
24 5 8 How 0 1 20.55 3.022860941 1
24 6 8 How 1 1 19.60 2.975529566 1
24 7 4 Which 0 1 4.57 1.518783544 1
24 8 4 Which 1 1 11.32 2.426276565 1
24 9 6 How 0 1 12.58 2.532373187 1
24 10 6 How 1 1 12.15 2.49732917 1
24 11 8 Who 0 1 15.65 2.750470917 1
24 12 8 Who 1 1 16.17 2.782951509 1
24 13 4 How 0 1 16.20 2.785011242 0
24 14 4 How 1 1 26.85 3.290265821 1
24 15 6 Who 0 1 10.52 2.3529613 1
24 16 6 Who 1 1 16.50 2.803360381 1
24 17 8 Which 0 1 14.73 2.6901125 1
24 18 8 Which 1 1 8.28 2.114245464 1
Table A.12: Raw data for participants 23 and 24.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
25 1 4 Who 0 1 11.48 2.440896709 1
25 2 4 Who 1 1 23.80 3.169685581 1
25 3 6 Which 0 1 10.35 2.33698652 1
25 4 6 Which 1 1 11.12 2.408445484 0
25 5 8 How 0 1 14.03 2.641435452 1
25 6 8 How 1 1 22.13 3.097084768 0
25 7 4 Which 0 1 10.42 2.343407088 1
25 8 4 Which 1 1 9.82 2.284081621 1
25 9 6 How 0 1 16.72 2.816406226 1
25 10 6 How 1 1 13.82 2.625875593 1
25 11 8 Who 0 1 12.08 2.491827093 1
25 12 8 Who 1 1 33.88 3.522923251 1
25 13 4 How 0 1 15.27 2.725671802 1
25 14 4 How 1 1 29.40 3.380994674 1
25 15 6 Who 0 1 33.32 3.506057772 1
25 16 6 Who 1 1 12.60 2.533696814 1
25 17 8 Which 0 1 43.60 3.77505715 1
25 18 8 Which 1 1 7.52 2.017122777 1
26 1 4 Who 0 2 19.58 2.974678864 1
26 2 4 Who 1 2 30.47 3.41663319 1
26 3 6 Which 0 2 13.83 2.627081139 1
26 4 6 Which 1 2 26.40 3.27336401 1
26 5 8 How 0 2 19.65 2.978077338 1
26 6 8 How 1 2 27.35 3.308716529 1
26 7 4 Which 0 2 8.67 2.159484249 1
26 8 4 Which 1 2 11.88 2.475136858 1
26 9 6 How 0 2 45.35 3.814410177 1
26 10 6 How 1 2 25.02 3.219542269 1
26 11 8 Who 0 2 20.60 3.025291076 1
26 12 8 Who 1 2 20.78 3.034151383 1
26 13 4 How 0 2 20.40 3.015534901 1
26 14 4 How 1 2 22.47 3.112032729 1
26 15 6 Who 0 2 23.02 3.136218591 1
26 16 6 Who 1 2 21.20 3.054001182 1
26 17 8 Which 0 2 30.32 3.411697616 1
26 18 8 Which 1 2 11.75 2.463853241 1
Table A.13: Raw data for participants 25 and 26.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
27 1 4 Who 0 1 19.37 2.963553375 1
27 2 4 Who 1 1 28.47 3.348733812 1
27 3 6 Which 0 1 16.02 2.773629847 1
27 4 6 Which 1 1 21.93 3.08800755 1
27 5 8 How 0 1 23.13 3.141274579 1
27 6 8 How 1 1 34.63 3.544816609 1
27 7 4 Which 0 1 10.32 2.33376071 1
27 8 4 Which 1 1 13.73 2.619825968 1
27 9 6 How 0 1 41.07 3.715196762 1
27 10 6 How 1 1 36.98 3.610467361 1
27 11 8 Who 0 1 26.98 3.295219391 1
27 12 8 Who 1 1 27.08 3.298918533 1
27 13 4 How 0 1 21.58 3.071921412 1
27 14 4 How 1 1 27.27 3.305664955 1
27 15 6 Who 0 1 30.15 3.406184923 1
27 16 6 Who 1 1 22.58 3.117212171 1
27 17 8 Which 0 1 32.20 3.471966453 1
27 18 8 Which 1 1 12.08 2.491827093 1
28 1 4 Who 0 2 11.12 2.408445484 1
28 2 4 Who 1 2 29.58 3.38721114 1
28 3 6 Which 0 2 8.25 2.1102132 1
28 4 6 Which 1 2 12.00 2.48490665 1
28 5 8 How 0 2 13.95 2.635479508 1
28 6 8 How 1 2 17.68 2.872622576 1
28 7 4 Which 0 2 6.15 1.816452082 1
28 8 4 Which 1 2 6.90 1.931521412 1
28 9 6 How 0 2 11.13 2.409943611 1
28 10 6 How 1 2 11.60 2.451005098 1
28 11 8 Who 0 2 14.87 2.69912157 1
28 12 8 Who 1 2 25.02 3.219542269 1
28 13 4 How 0 2 10.00 2.302585093 1
28 14 4 How 1 2 13.12 2.573883686 1
28 15 6 Who 0 2 10.28 2.330524462 1
28 16 6 Who 1 2 10.00 2.302585093 1
28 17 8 Which 0 2 11.42 2.435074276 1
28 18 8 Which 1 2 6.32 1.843191643 1
Table A.14: Raw data for participants 27 and 28.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
29 1 4 Who 0 2 12.02 2.486294575 1
29 2 4 Who 1 2 20.95 3.042138646 1
29 3 6 Which 0 2 19.17 2.953172659 1
29 4 6 Which 1 2 18.70 2.928523524 1
29 5 8 How 0 2 21.38 3.062611802 1
29 6 8 How 1 2 39.80 3.683866912 1
29 7 4 Which 0 2 8.75 2.1690537 1
29 8 4 Which 1 2 25.67 3.245193133 1
29 9 6 How 0 2 19.63 2.977228802 1
29 10 6 How 1 2 21.90 3.086486637 1
29 11 8 Who 0 2 22.90 3.131136911 1
29 12 8 Who 1 2 49.00 3.891820298 1
29 13 4 How 0 2 33.93 3.524397815 0
29 14 4 How 1 2 30.05 3.402862661 1
29 15 6 Who 0 2 32.23 3.473001114 1
29 16 6 Who 1 2 19.72 2.981464302 1
29 17 8 Which 0 2 30.08 3.403971309 1
29 18 8 Which 1 2 11.82 2.469510964 1
30 1 4 Who 0 2 5.98 1.788977826 1
30 2 4 Who 1 2 9.87 2.289162073 1
30 3 6 Which 0 2 7.18 1.971763528 1
30 4 6 Which 1 2 11.58 2.449567283 1
30 5 8 How 0 2 10.45 2.346601978 1
30 6 8 How 1 2 12.70 2.541601993 1
30 7 4 Which 0 2 6.12 1.811017286 1
30 8 4 Which 1 2 8.82 2.17664387 1
30 9 6 How 0 2 12.97 2.562381962 1
30 10 6 How 1 2 6.85 1.924248652 1
30 11 8 Who 0 2 9.72 2.273842624 1
30 12 8 Who 1 2 12.15 2.49732917 1
30 13 4 How 0 2 9.32 2.231804911 1
30 14 4 How 1 2 14.48 2.672998563 1
30 15 6 Who 0 2 6.05 1.800058272 1
30 16 6 Who 1 2 8.25 2.1102132 1
30 17 8 Which 0 2 17.10 2.839078464 1
30 18 8 Which 1 2 6.40 1.85629799 1
Table A.15: Raw data for participants 29 and 30.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
31 1 4 Who 0 1 16.38 2.796264558 1
31 2 4 Who 1 1 15.73 2.755781604 1
31 3 6 Which 0 1 16.78 2.82038633 1
31 4 6 Which 1 1 19.07 2.94794161 1
31 5 8 How 0 1 12.38 2.516351482 1
31 6 8 How 1 1 20.77 3.033349137 1
31 7 4 Which 0 1 7.52 2.017122777 1
31 8 4 Which 1 1 8.45 2.134166441 0
31 9 6 How 0 1 16.78 2.82038633 1
31 10 6 How 1 1 27.47 3.312973148 1
31 11 8 Who 0 1 10.48 2.349786694 1
31 12 8 Who 1 1 21.72 3.078080015 1
31 13 4 How 0 1 15.72 2.75472172 0
31 14 4 How 1 1 23.12 3.140553858 1
31 15 6 Who 0 1 18.75 2.931193752 1
31 16 6 Who 1 1 19.22 2.955777958 1
31 17 8 Which 0 1 14.18 2.652067566 1
31 18 8 Which 1 1 12.85 2.553343811 1
32 1 4 Who 0 1 20.55 3.022860941 1
32 2 4 Who 1 1 43.80 3.779633817 1
32 3 6 Which 0 1 14.70 2.687847494 1
32 4 6 Which 1 1 22.98 3.134769316 1
32 5 8 How 0 1 15.05 2.711377991 1
32 6 8 How 1 1 25.03 3.22020827 1
32 7 4 Which 0 1 6.97 1.94113687 1
32 8 4 Which 1 1 13.75 2.621038824 1
32 9 6 How 0 1 34.25 3.533686565 1
32 10 6 How 1 1 18.72 2.929414393 1
32 11 8 Who 0 1 21.20 3.054001182 1
32 12 8 Who 1 1 31.77 3.458417522 1
32 13 4 How 0 1 27.37 3.309325728 1
32 14 4 How 1 1 54.62 4.000339086 1
32 15 6 Who 0 1 17.18 2.843939922 1
32 16 6 Who 1 1 12.27 2.506885557 1
32 17 8 Which 0 1 19.57 2.973827438 1
32 18 8 Which 1 1 7.48 2.012678326 1
Table A.16: Raw data for participants 31 and 32.
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Appendix B
Shape
The data collection software including the diagrams along with the data captured during
the study can be downloaded from http://www.cem.brighton.ac.uk/staff/alb14/
The_Impact_of_Graphical_Choices_on_the_Perception_of_Euler_Diagrams. This
appendix also provides scaled copies of all diagrams used throughout the study. Sec-
tion B.1 presents the hard copy diagrams, questions and answers used to introduce
participants to the concept of Euler diagrams. These diagrams are presented in the
same format and order as they were shown to all participants for each group. Sec-
tion B.2 presents the diagrams and questions used to train participants. These training
diagrams consist of screen shots taken from the software tool and are presented in
the same order as they were to all participants for each group. The figure captions
state the type of diagram, style of question and answer. Section B.3 presents the dia-
grams and questions used to collect performance data. Again, these diagrams consist
of screen shots taken from the software tool and illustrate how the eighteen diagrams
and questions were presented to all participants. To remind the reader, during the data
collection phase, diagrams were presented in a random order. This can be observed
by the question number prefixing each question within each screen shot. The question
number does not correspond to the order in which the diagrams are presented within
section B.3. Instead, the diagrams have been presented in order of the diagram type
broken down by question style. Each page presents four screen shots, one for each
group. The figure caption states the type of diagram, style of question and answer.
Section B.4 presents the raw performance data. Section B.5 presents the diagrams
and tasks used to collect the preferential data. Finally, section B.6 presents the raw
preferential data.
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B.1 Diagrams Used to Introduce Participants to Euler
Diagrams
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Example 1
In the diagram below there are four modules: DATA STRUCTURES, COMPILERS,
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING and FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING.
COMPILERS
FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING
DATA
STRUCTURES
Keith
Alexander
Hannah
ZaraLuke
Fran
Bob
Alf Freya
Keane
Jessica
Omar
Joe
Dee
Hillary
Justin
Mya
HugoLeon
Diana
SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
Figure B.1: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who is studying both COMPILERS and SOFTWARE ENGINEERING but not FUNC-
TIONAL PROGRAMMING?
 Luke
 Keane
 Freya
 Joe
 Hannah
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curve labelled COMPILERS and the
curve labelled SOFTWARE ENGINEERING as well as being outside the curve labelled
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING is Hannah, so that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the dia-
gram below there are SIX modules: COMPUTER ANIMATION, CRYPTOGRAPHY,
SIMULATION, DATA MINING, DIGITAL MEDIA and HCI.
CRYPTOGRAPHY
Susan
Sara
Daisy
Lexi
Isobel
Gracie
Chris
Katie
Marie
Finlay
Summer
Igor
Poppy
Florence
Samuel
Kian
Abigail
Catalin
Paul
Aaron
Archie
Jacob
Harry
Madison
Lewis
Martha
DIGITAL
MEDIA
Fred
Lindsay
Amy
Duncan
SIMULATION
COMPUTER
ANIMATION
DATA
MINING
HCI
Figure B.2: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many students are studying both CRYPTOGRAPHY and HCI but not DIGITAL
MEDIA?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
HCI is contained within DIGITAL MEDIA. Students who take HCI also take DIGITAL
MEDIA, so the answer is 0.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below
there are EIGHT modules: INTERACTION DESIGN, ACCOUNTANCY, EMBED-
DED SYSTEMS, OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN, WEB DESIGN, FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING, DATA STRUCTURES and MARKETING.
Ariel
Greta
Jeremy
Marvin
Loren
Mustafa
Marcus
Fred
Peter
Toni
Gloria
Nick
Robyn
Victor
Bert
Ash
Jane
William
Colin
Grace
Wayne
Dom
Betty
Erin
Rose
Ivan
Milo
Damian
Julie
Sonia
Lou
Jamil
Noah
Ruth
MARKETING
FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING
EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS
OBJECT-ORIENTED
DESIGN
WEB
DESIGN
DATA
STRUCTURES
INTERACTION
DESIGN
KateMohammed
Amy
Jordan
TimIan
ACCOUNTANCY
Figure B.3: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which module is being taken by 6 students?
 OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN
 DATA STRUCTURES
 EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
 ACCOUNTANCY
 INTERACTION DESIGN
Answer
ACCOUNTANCY is being taken by 6 students, so the answer is 6.
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Example 1
In the diagram below there are four modules: DATA STRUCTURES, COMPILERS,
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING and FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING.
DATA
STRUCTURES
Keith
Hillary
COMPILERS
Zara
Mya
Hannah
Bob
Alf Freya
Joe
Luke
Keane
FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING
Dee
Diana
Alexander
Fran
Jessica
Omar
Justin
HugoLeon
SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
Figure B.4: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who is studying both COMPILERS and SOFTWARE ENGINEERING but not FUNC-
TIONAL PROGRAMMING?
 Luke
 Keane
 Freya
 Joe
 Hannah
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curve labelled COMPILERS and the
curve labelled SOFTWARE ENGINEERING as well as being outside the curve labelled
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING is Hannah, so that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the dia-
gram below there are SIX modules: COMPUTER ANIMATION, CRYPTOGRAPHY,
SIMULATION, DATA MINING, DIGITAL MEDIA and HCI.
Isobel
FinlayPoppy
Abigail
Catalin
Madison
Lewis
Duncan COMPUTER
ANIMATION
CRYPTOGRAPHYLexi Summer
Igor
Kian
Amy
Gracie
Chris
Paul
Archie
Martha
Lindsay
SIMULATIONSusan
Marie
Florence
Jacob
DATA
MINING
Sara
Katie
Samuel
Aaron
Harry
DIGITAL
MEDIA
Fred HCI
Figure B.5: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many students are studying both CRYPTOGRAPHY and HCI but not DIGITAL
MEDIA?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
HCI is contained within DIGITAL MEDIA. Students who take HCI also take DIGITAL
MEDIA, so the answer is 0.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below
there are EIGHT modules: INTERACTION DESIGN, ACCOUNTANCY, EMBED-
DED SYSTEMS, OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN, WEB DESIGN, FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING, DATA STRUCTURES and MARKETING.
Marvin
Mustafa Gloria
ColinIvan Sonia
Lou
INTERACTION
DESIGN
Tim
Toni Erin
Jordan
Rose ACCOUNTANCY
Victor
Jane
Betty
Milo
EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS
Ariel
Kate
Jeremy
Fred
Ash
Ruth
FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING Mohammed
Greta
Loren
Marcus
Peter
Bert Grace
Wayne
Julie
Jamil
OBJECT-ORIENTED
DESIGN
WEB
DESIGN
NickRobyn
William
Dom
Damian
Noah
MARKETING
DATA
STRUCTURES
AmyIan
Figure B.6: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which module is being taken by 6 students?
 OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN
 DATA STRUCTURES
 EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
 ACCOUNTANCY
 INTERACTION DESIGN
Answer
ACCOUNTANCY is being taken by 6 students, so the answer is 6.
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Example 1
In the diagram below there are four modules: DATA STRUCTURES, COMPILERS,
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING and FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING.
FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING
Dee
Diana
Hannah
Bob
Alf
Freya
Joe
DATA
STRUCTURESKeith
Hillary
COMPILERS
Zara
Mya
Luke
Keane
Alexander
Fran
Jessica
Omar
Justin
HugoLeon
SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
Figure B.7: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who is studying both COMPILERS and SOFTWARE ENGINEERING but not FUNC-
TIONAL PROGRAMMING?
 Luke
 Keane
 Freya
 Joe
 Hannah
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curve labelled COMPILERS and the
curve labelled SOFTWARE ENGINEERING as well as being outside the curve labelled
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING is Hannah, so that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the dia-
gram below there are SIX modules: COMPUTER ANIMATION, CRYPTOGRAPHY,
SIMULATION, DATA MINING, DIGITAL MEDIA and HCI.
Isobel
Finlay
Poppy
Abigail
Catalin
Madison
Lewis
Duncan
COMPUTER
ANIMATION
CRYPTOGRAPHY
Lexi
Summer
Kian
Amy
Chris
Archie
Martha
Lindsay
SIMULATION
Igor
Gracie
Marie
Paul
Susan
Florence
Jacob
DATA
MINING
Sara
Katie
Samuel
Aaron
Harry
DIGITAL
MEDIA
Fred HCI
Figure B.8: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many students are studying both CRYPTOGRAPHY and HCI but not DIGITAL
MEDIA?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
HCI is contained within DIGITAL MEDIA. Students who take HCI also take DIGITAL
MEDIA, so the answer is 0.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below
there are EIGHT modules: INTERACTION DESIGN, ACCOUNTANCY, EMBED-
DED SYSTEMS, OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN, WEB DESIGN, FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING, DATA STRUCTURES and MARKETING.
Dom
MARKETING
Ian
DATA
STRUCTURES Robyn
WilliamDamian
Noah
Amy
Nick
Jeremy
Fred
Ash
Ruth
FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING
Mohammed
Toni Erin
Jordan
Ariel
Victor
Jane
Betty
Rose
Milo
EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS
Kate ACCOUNTANCY
Marvin
Mustafa Gloria
Colin
Ivan Sonia
Lou
INTERACTION
DESIGN
Tim
Greta
Loren
Marcus
Peter
Bert
Grace
Wayne
Julie
Jamil
OBJECT-ORIENTED
DESIGN
WEB
DESIGN
Figure B.9: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which module is being taken by 6 students?
 OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN
 DATA STRUCTURES
 EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
 ACCOUNTANCY
 INTERACTION DESIGN
Answer
ACCOUNTANCY is being taken by 6 students, so the answer is 6.
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Example 1
In the diagram below there are four modules: DATA STRUCTURES, COMPILERS,
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING and FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING.
Alexander
Fran
Jessica
Omar
Justin
HugoLeon
SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
DATA
STRUCTURES
Keith
Hillary
Freya
Joe
Luke
Keane
COMPILERS
Zara
Mya
Hannah
FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING
Dee
Diana
Bob
Alf
Figure B.10: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who is studying both COMPILERS and SOFTWARE ENGINEERING but not FUNC-
TIONAL PROGRAMMING??
 Luke
 Keane
 Freya
 Joe
 Hannah
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curve labelled COMPILERS and the
curve labelled SOFTWARE ENGINEERING as well as being outside the curve labelled
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING is Hannah, so that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the dia-
gram below there are SIX modules: COMPUTER ANIMATION, CRYPTOGRAPHY,
SIMULATION, DATA MINING, DIGITAL MEDIA and HCI.
Isobel
Finlay
Poppy
Abigail
Catalin
Madison
LewisDuncan
COMPUTER
ANIMATION
Chris
Archie
Martha
Lindsay
SIMULATION
Gracie
Paul
Marie
Susan
Florence
Jacob
DATA
MINING
Sara
Katie
Samuel
Aaron
Harry
DIGITAL
MEDIA
Fred HCI
CRYPTOGRAPHY
Lexi
Summer
Kian
Amy
Igor
Figure B.11: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many students are studying both CRYPTOGRAPHY and HCI but not DIGITAL
MEDIA?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
HCI is contained within DIGITAL MEDIA. Students who take HCI also take DIGITAL
MEDIA, so the answer is 0.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below
there are EIGHT modules: INTERACTION DESIGN, ACCOUNTANCY, EMBED-
DED SYSTEMS, OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN, WEB DESIGN, FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING, DATA STRUCTURES and MARKETING.
Fred
Toni
Erin
Jordan
Marvin
Mustafa Gloria
Colin
Ivan Sonia
Lou
INTERACTION
DESIGN
Tim
Rose ACCOUNTANCY
Victor
Jane
Betty
Milo
EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS
Jeremy
Ash
Ruth
FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING
Mohammed
Greta
Loren
Marcus
Peter
Bert
Grace
Wayne
Julie
Jamil
OBJECT-ORIENTED
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WEB
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Dom
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DATA
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WilliamDamian
Noah
Amy
Nick
Ariel
Kate
Figure B.12: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which module is being taken by 6 students?
 OBJECT-ORIENTATED DESIGN
 DATA STRUCTURES
 EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
 ACCOUNTANCY
 INTERACTION DESIGN
Answer
ACCOUNTANCY is being taken by 6 students, so the answer is 6.
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B.2 Diagrams Used to Introduce Participants to the Soft-
ware Tool
231
Figure B.13: Type 1, no subset. ‘Who’ style training question, answer Koo.
232
Figure B.14: Type 1, with subset. ‘Who’ style training question, answer Nico.
233
Figure B.15: Type 2, no subset. ‘Which’ style training question, answer SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS.
234
Figure B.16: Type 2, with subset. ‘Which’ style training question, answer SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING.
235
Figure B.17: Type 3, no subset. ‘How’ style training question, answer 1 - Dominique.
236
Figure B.18: Type 3, with subset. ‘How’ style training question, answer 1 - Isabel.
237
B.3 Diagrams Used to Capture Performance Data
238
Figure B.19: Type 1, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Alf.
239
Figure B.20: Type 1, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Irving.
240
Figure B.21: Type 1, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer SOFTWARE SECU-
RITY.
241
,Figure B.22: Type 1, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer COMPANY VALU-
ATION.
242
Figure B.23: Type 1, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Sam and Dan.
243
Figure B.24: Type 1, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 3 - Isaac, Mathew and
Huston.
244
Figure B.25: Type 2, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Keira.
245
Figure B.26: Type 2, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Alexa.
246
Figure B.27: Type 2, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer NETWORKING.
247
Figure B.28: Type 2, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer BUSINESS INTEL-
LIGENCE.
248
Figure B.29: Type 2, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 1 - Judy.
249
Figure B.30: Type 2, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 4 - Leslie, Victor, Carla
and Mya.
250
Figure B.31: Type 3, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Suzie.
251
Figure B.32: Type 3, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Joss.
252
Figure B.33: Type 3, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer LDM.
253
Figure B.34: Type 3, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer SSADM.
254
Figure B.35: Type 3, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 1 - Joe.
255
Figure B.36: Type 3, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 0.
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B.4 Performance Data
The raw data are presented in order of participant broken down by diagram. To remind
the reader, participants were randomly assigned to participant groups. The following
list provides the name of each column heading and a corresponding description of the
data therein.
1. ‘P’ is the participant reference number,
2. ‘Diagram’ corresponds to an instance of a diagram,
3. ‘Type’ corresponds to the number of curves,
4. ‘Style’ corresponds to the style of question,
5. ‘Inclusion’ corresponds to whether a diagram is drawn exhibiting a subset (0 =
no subset and 1 = subset),
6. ‘Group’ corresponds to the participant group (square, rectangle, circle and el-
lipse),
7. ‘Time’ corresponds to the time taken to answer a question,
8. ‘Log’ time corresponds to the log of the time taken to answer a question and,
9. ‘Correct’ corresponds to whether the question was answered incorrectly (0 =
correct and 1 = incorrect).
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
1 1 5 who 0 ellipse 20.67 1.315270 0
1 2 5 who 1 ellipse 28.52 1.455099 0
1 3 7 which 0 ellipse 19.30 1.285557 0
1 4 7 which 1 ellipse 17.32 1.238464 0
1 5 9 how 0 ellipse 22.78 1.357617 0
1 6 9 how 1 ellipse 27.48 1.439069 0
1 7 5 which 0 ellipse 9.18 0.963000 0
1 8 5 which 1 ellipse 19.83 1.297396 0
1 9 7 how 0 ellipse 39.05 1.591621 0
1 10 7 how 1 ellipse 41.15 1.614370 0
1 11 9 who 0 ellipse 20.95 1.321184 0
1 12 9 who 1 ellipse 27.68 1.442218 0
1 13 5 how 0 ellipse 30.82 1.488786 0
1 14 5 how 1 ellipse 32.93 1.517636 0
1 15 7 who 0 ellipse 66.78 1.824668 0
1 16 7 who 1 ellipse 41.85 1.621695 0
1 17 9 which 0 ellipse 14.02 1.146645 0
1 18 9 which 1 ellipse 30.12 1.478807 0
2 1 5 who 0 ellipse 14.72 1.167809 0
2 2 5 who 1 ellipse 14.80 1.170262 0
2 3 7 which 0 ellipse 12.35 1.091667 0
2 4 7 which 1 ellipse 6.60 0.819544 0
2 5 9 how 0 ellipse 12.58 1.099796 0
2 6 9 how 1 ellipse 16.48 1.217045 0
2 7 5 which 0 ellipse 6.07 0.782950 0
2 8 5 which 1 ellipse 7.58 0.879860 0
2 9 7 how 0 ellipse 18.77 1.273387 0
2 10 7 how 1 ellipse 14.97 1.175125 0
2 11 9 who 0 ellipse 16.52 1.217922 0
2 12 9 who 1 ellipse 17.22 1.235949 0
2 13 5 how 0 ellipse 14.92 1.173672 0
2 14 5 how 1 ellipse 25.98 1.414695 0
2 15 7 who 0 ellipse 21.58 1.334119 0
2 16 7 who 1 ellipse 15.55 1.191730 0
2 17 9 which 0 ellipse 8.82 0.945304 0
2 18 9 which 1 ellipse 15.32 1.185164 0
Table B.1: Raw data for participants 1 and 2.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
3 1 5 who 0 circle 7.18 0.856326 0
3 2 5 who 1 circle 9.47 0.976197 0
3 3 7 which 0 circle 9.75 0.989005 0
3 4 7 which 1 circle 11.87 1.074329 0
3 5 9 how 0 circle 21.35 1.329398 0
3 6 9 how 1 circle 11.47 1.059437 0
3 7 5 which 0 circle 5.57 0.745595 0
3 8 5 which 1 circle 14.02 1.146645 0
3 9 7 how 0 circle 20.45 1.310693 0
3 10 7 how 1 circle 9.80 0.991226 0
3 11 9 who 0 circle 14.77 1.169282 0
3 12 9 who 1 circle 10.40 1.017033 0
3 13 5 how 0 circle 15.80 1.198657 0
3 14 5 how 1 circle 10.27 1.011429 0
3 15 7 who 0 circle 9.15 0.961421 0
3 16 7 who 1 circle 12.75 1.105510 0
3 17 9 which 0 circle 43.60 1.639486 0
3 18 9 which 1 circle 20.92 1.320492 0
4 1 5 who 0 rectangle 13.12 1.117823 0
4 2 5 who 1 rectangle 10.53 1.022566 0
4 3 7 which 0 rectangle 13.30 1.123852 0
4 4 7 which 1 rectangle 11.48 1.060068 0
4 5 9 how 0 rectangle 18.27 1.261659 0
4 6 9 how 1 rectangle 18.35 1.263636 0
4 7 5 which 0 rectangle 11.05 1.043362 0
4 8 5 which 1 rectangle 15.28 1.184218 0
4 9 7 how 0 rectangle 18.28 1.262055 0
4 10 7 how 1 rectangle 18.08 1.257278 0
4 11 9 who 0 rectangle 22.78 1.357617 0
4 12 9 who 1 rectangle 17.18 1.235107 0
4 13 5 how 0 rectangle 15.35 1.186108 0
4 14 5 how 1 rectangle 15.35 1.186108 1
4 15 7 who 0 rectangle 18.08 1.257278 0
4 16 7 who 1 rectangle 35.38 1.548799 0
4 17 9 which 0 rectangle 12.98 1.113386 0
4 18 9 which 1 rectangle 14.72 1.167809 0
Table B.2: Raw data for participants 3 and 4.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
5 1 5 who 0 square 7.63 0.882714 0
5 2 5 who 1 square 10.60 1.025306 0
5 3 7 which 0 square 7.20 0.857332 0
5 4 7 which 1 square 9.15 0.961421 0
5 5 9 how 0 square 14.75 1.168792 0
5 6 9 how 1 square 7.60 0.880814 0
5 7 5 which 0 square 6.37 0.803912 0
5 8 5 which 1 square 6.93 0.840942 0
5 9 7 how 0 square 12.65 1.102091 0
5 10 7 how 1 square 13.97 1.145093 0
5 11 9 who 0 square 7.75 0.889302 0
5 12 9 who 1 square 10.60 1.025306 0
5 13 5 how 0 square 14.77 1.169282 0
5 14 5 how 1 square 16.57 1.219235 0
5 15 7 who 0 square 17.02 1.230874 0
5 16 7 who 1 square 14.12 1.149732 0
5 17 9 which 0 square 22.18 1.346027 0
5 18 9 which 1 square 12.70 1.103804 0
6 1 5 who 0 circle 17.77 1.249606 0
6 2 5 who 1 circle 19.13 1.281791 0
6 3 7 which 0 circle 12.65 1.102091 0
6 4 7 which 1 circle 17.07 1.232149 0
6 5 9 how 0 circle 20.63 1.314569 0
6 6 9 how 1 circle 11.70 1.068186 0
6 7 5 which 0 circle 6.60 0.819544 0
6 8 5 which 1 circle 16.55 1.218798 0
6 9 7 how 0 circle 29.32 1.467115 0
6 10 7 how 1 circle 17.27 1.237209 0
6 11 9 who 0 circle 8.83 0.946125 0
6 12 9 who 1 circle 20.60 1.313867 0
6 13 5 how 0 circle 14.32 1.155842 0
6 14 5 how 1 circle 29.63 1.471781 0
6 15 7 who 0 circle 22.95 1.360783 0
6 16 7 who 1 circle 26.55 1.424065 0
6 17 9 which 0 circle 16.47 1.216606 0
6 18 9 which 1 circle 22.20 1.346353 0
Table B.3: Raw data for participants 5 and 6.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
7 1 5 who 0 square 9.32 0.969261 0
7 2 5 who 1 square 10.17 1.007179 0
7 3 7 which 0 square 9.78 0.990487 0
7 4 7 which 1 square 17.82 1.250826 0
7 5 9 how 0 square 11.43 1.058173 0
7 6 9 how 1 square 9.72 0.987517 0
7 7 5 which 0 square 4.92 0.691671 0
7 8 5 which 1 square 14.48 1.160869 0
7 9 7 how 0 square 12.80 1.107210 0
7 10 7 how 1 square 14.87 1.172214 0
7 11 9 who 0 square 10.70 1.029384 0
7 12 9 who 1 square 10.40 1.017033 0
7 13 5 how 0 square 18.90 1.276462 0
7 14 5 how 1 square 16.40 1.214844 0
7 15 7 who 0 square 16.78 1.224878 0
7 16 7 who 1 square 16.63 1.220979 0
7 17 9 which 0 square 21.93 1.341105 0
7 18 9 which 1 square 17.65 1.246745 0
8 1 5 who 0 rectangle 15.48 1.189864 0
8 2 5 who 1 rectangle 20.50 1.311754 0
8 3 7 which 0 rectangle 14.70 1.167317 0
8 4 7 which 1 rectangle 35.27 1.547364 0
8 5 9 how 0 rectangle 33.40 1.523746 0
8 6 9 how 1 rectangle 12.67 1.102662 0
8 7 5 which 0 rectangle 11.08 1.044670 0
8 8 5 which 1 rectangle 18.02 1.255674 0
8 9 7 how 0 rectangle 28.82 1.459644 0
8 10 7 how 1 rectangle 28.25 1.451018 0
8 11 9 who 0 rectangle 23.38 1.368906 0
8 12 9 who 1 rectangle 31.97 1.504697 0
8 13 5 how 0 rectangle 27.10 1.432969 0
8 14 5 how 1 rectangle 37.57 1.574803 1
8 15 7 who 0 rectangle 29.60 1.471292 0
8 16 7 who 1 rectangle 32.17 1.507406 0
8 17 9 which 0 rectangle 50.30 1.701568 0
8 18 9 which 1 rectangle 19.85 1.297761 1
Table B.4: Raw data for participants 7 and 8.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
9 1 5 who 0 ellipse 39.22 1.593471 0
9 2 5 who 1 ellipse 24.13 1.382617 0
9 3 7 which 0 ellipse 8.58 0.933656 1
9 4 7 which 1 ellipse 7.82 0.893022 0
9 5 9 how 0 ellipse 22.20 1.346353 0
9 6 9 how 1 ellipse 33.65 1.526985 0
9 7 5 which 0 ellipse 4.43 0.646730 0
9 8 5 which 1 ellipse 26.08 1.416363 0
9 9 7 how 0 ellipse 26.43 1.422152 0
9 10 7 how 1 ellipse 30.05 1.477844 1
9 11 9 who 0 ellipse 22.35 1.349278 0
9 12 9 who 1 ellipse 24.70 1.392697 0
9 13 5 how 0 ellipse 22.07 1.343737 1
9 14 5 how 1 ellipse 38.68 1.587524 0
9 15 7 who 0 ellipse 49.75 1.696793 0
9 16 7 who 1 ellipse 22.42 1.350571 0
9 17 9 which 0 ellipse 18.68 1.271454 0
9 18 9 which 1 ellipse 37.05 1.568788 0
10 1 5 who 0 rectangle 15.40 1.187521 0
10 2 5 who 1 rectangle 21.77 1.337792 0
10 3 7 which 0 rectangle 8.80 0.944483 0
10 4 7 which 1 rectangle 13.98 1.145611 0
10 5 9 how 0 rectangle 17.75 1.249198 0
10 6 9 how 1 rectangle 34.28 1.535083 0
10 7 5 which 0 rectangle 7.08 0.850238 0
10 8 5 which 1 rectangle 15.02 1.176574 0
10 9 7 how 0 rectangle 18.28 1.262055 0
10 10 7 how 1 rectangle 14.38 1.157860 0
10 11 9 who 0 rectangle 17.32 1.238464 0
10 12 9 who 1 rectangle 17.82 1.250826 0
10 13 5 how 0 rectangle 23.38 1.368906 0
10 14 5 how 1 rectangle 13.45 1.128722 0
10 15 7 who 0 rectangle 28.73 1.458386 0
10 16 7 who 1 rectangle 24.38 1.387093 0
10 17 9 which 0 rectangle 23.75 1.375664 0
10 18 9 which 1 rectangle 14.12 1.149732 0
Table B.5: Raw data for participants 9 and 10.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
11 1 5 who 0 rectangle 8.77 0.942834 0
11 2 5 who 1 rectangle 15.37 1.186580 0
11 3 7 which 0 rectangle 9.28 0.967704 0
11 4 7 which 1 rectangle 9.57 0.980761 0
11 5 9 how 0 rectangle 31.18 1.493923 0
11 6 9 how 1 rectangle 12.68 1.103233 0
11 7 5 which 0 rectangle 6.48 0.811798 0
11 8 5 which 1 rectangle 13.22 1.121122 0
11 9 7 how 0 rectangle 19.47 1.289292 0
11 10 7 how 1 rectangle 11.50 1.060698 0
11 11 9 who 0 rectangle 12.18 1.085766 0
11 12 9 who 1 rectangle 18.28 1.262055 0
11 13 5 how 0 rectangle 18.77 1.273387 0
11 14 5 how 1 rectangle 17.10 1.232996 0
11 15 7 who 0 rectangle 34.35 1.535927 0
11 16 7 who 1 rectangle 29.12 1.464142 0
11 17 9 which 0 rectangle 20.18 1.304993 0
11 18 9 which 1 rectangle 18.52 1.267563 0
12 1 5 who 0 square 12.20 1.086360 0
12 2 5 who 1 square 12.15 1.084576 0
12 3 7 which 0 square 7.45 0.872156 0
12 4 7 which 1 square 19.33 1.286307 0
12 5 9 how 0 square 13.78 1.139354 0
12 6 9 how 1 square 9.05 0.956649 0
12 7 5 which 0 square 5.55 0.744293 0
12 8 5 which 1 square 15.70 1.195900 0
12 9 7 how 0 square 22.40 1.350248 0
12 10 7 how 1 square 23.65 1.373831 0
12 11 9 who 0 square 16.25 1.210853 0
12 12 9 who 1 square 13.12 1.117823 0
12 13 5 how 0 square 13.28 1.123307 0
12 14 5 how 1 square 11.73 1.069421 0
12 15 7 who 0 square 15.28 1.184218 0
12 16 7 who 1 square 17.05 1.231724 0
12 17 9 which 0 square 16.20 1.209515 0
12 18 9 which 1 square 30.25 1.480725 0
Table B.6: Raw data for participants 11 and 12.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
13 1 5 who 0 ellipse 17.85 1.251638 0
13 2 5 who 1 ellipse 33.05 1.519171 0
13 3 7 which 0 ellipse 10.15 1.006466 0
13 4 7 which 1 ellipse 25.72 1.410215 0
13 5 9 how 0 ellipse 28.05 1.447933 0
13 6 9 how 1 ellipse 52.38 1.719193 0
13 7 5 which 0 ellipse 11.55 1.062582 0
13 8 5 which 1 ellipse 8.48 0.928567 0
13 9 7 how 0 ellipse 35.30 1.547775 0
13 10 7 how 1 ellipse 27.08 1.432702 0
13 11 9 who 0 ellipse 22.12 1.344720 0
13 12 9 who 1 ellipse 19.53 1.290776 0
13 13 5 how 0 ellipse 22.47 1.351539 1
13 14 5 how 1 ellipse 36.62 1.563679 1
13 15 7 who 0 ellipse 72.73 1.861733 0
13 16 7 who 1 ellipse 27.57 1.440384 0
13 17 9 which 0 ellipse 26.98 1.431096 0
13 18 9 which 1 ellipse 29.97 1.476638 0
14 1 5 who 0 ellipse 10.70 1.029384 0
14 2 5 who 1 ellipse 14.95 1.174641 0
14 3 7 which 0 ellipse 11.95 1.077368 1
14 4 7 which 1 ellipse 13.15 1.118926 0
14 5 9 how 0 ellipse 22.82 1.358252 0
14 6 9 how 1 ellipse 20.08 1.302836 0
14 7 5 which 0 ellipse 7.92 0.898542 0
14 8 5 which 1 ellipse 10.85 1.035430 0
14 9 7 how 0 ellipse 14.17 1.151268 0
14 10 7 how 1 ellipse 13.13 1.118375 0
14 11 9 who 0 ellipse 10.03 1.001445 0
14 12 9 who 1 ellipse 16.52 1.217922 0
14 13 5 how 0 ellipse 20.62 1.314218 0
14 14 5 how 1 ellipse 27.13 1.433503 0
14 15 7 who 0 ellipse 18.32 1.262846 0
14 16 7 who 1 ellipse 23.22 1.365800 0
14 17 9 which 0 ellipse 15.77 1.197740 0
14 18 9 which 1 ellipse 17.22 1.235949 0
Table B.7: Raw data for participants 13 and 14.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
15 1 5 who 0 square 9.77 0.989746 0
15 2 5 who 1 square 12.63 1.101518 0
15 3 7 which 0 square 7.82 0.893022 0
15 4 7 which 1 square 12.13 1.083980 0
15 5 9 how 0 square 10.87 1.036096 0
15 6 9 how 1 square 22.18 1.346027 0
15 7 5 which 0 square 7.05 0.848189 0
15 8 5 which 1 square 10.65 1.027350 0
15 9 7 how 0 square 16.15 1.208173 0
15 10 7 how 1 square 16.38 1.214402 0
15 11 9 who 0 square 11.08 1.044670 0
15 12 9 who 1 square 12.65 1.102091 0
15 13 5 how 0 square 23.57 1.372298 0
15 14 5 how 1 square 21.98 1.342094 0
15 15 7 who 0 square 12.15 1.084576 0
15 16 7 who 1 square 16.68 1.222283 0
15 17 9 which 0 square 49.43 1.694020 0
15 18 9 which 1 square 33.53 1.525477 0
16 1 5 who 0 square 20.23 1.306067 0
16 2 5 who 1 square 18.38 1.264424 0
16 3 7 which 0 square 9.58 0.981517 0
16 4 7 which 1 square 17.20 1.235528 0
16 5 9 how 0 square 15.98 1.203667 0
16 6 9 how 1 square 19.75 1.295567 0
16 7 5 which 0 square 7.02 0.846131 0
16 8 5 which 1 square 26.07 1.416085 0
16 9 7 how 0 square 29.43 1.468839 0
16 10 7 how 1 square 39.85 1.600428 1
16 11 9 who 0 square 22.78 1.357617 0
16 12 9 who 1 square 31.45 1.497621 0
16 13 5 how 0 square 18.83 1.274927 1
16 14 5 how 1 square 30.07 1.478085 0
16 15 7 who 0 square 23.13 1.364238 0
16 16 7 who 1 square 21.00 1.322219 0
16 17 9 which 0 square 30.37 1.482397 0
16 18 9 which 1 square 34.32 1.535505 0
Table B.8: Raw data for participants 15 and 16.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
17 1 5 who 0 rectangle 15.88 1.200942 0
17 2 5 who 1 rectangle 15.57 1.192196 0
17 3 7 which 0 rectangle 11.38 1.056269 0
17 4 7 which 1 rectangle 15.70 1.195900 0
17 5 9 how 0 rectangle 21.13 1.324968 1
17 6 9 how 1 rectangle 13.43 1.128184 1
17 7 5 which 0 rectangle 5.03 0.701856 0
17 8 5 which 1 rectangle 11.50 1.060698 0
17 9 7 how 0 rectangle 17.52 1.243451 0
17 10 7 how 1 rectangle 18.58 1.269124 0
17 11 9 who 0 rectangle 13.68 1.136192 0
17 12 9 who 1 rectangle 20.82 1.318411 0
17 13 5 how 0 rectangle 14.68 1.166825 0
17 14 5 how 1 rectangle 38.33 1.583577 0
17 15 7 who 0 rectangle 16.60 1.220108 0
17 16 7 who 1 rectangle 23.33 1.367977 0
17 17 9 which 0 rectangle 11.02 1.042050 0
17 18 9 which 1 rectangle 42.88 1.632289 0
18 1 5 who 0 square 11.05 1.043362 0
18 2 5 who 1 square 9.30 0.968483 0
18 3 7 which 0 square 7.33 0.865301 0
18 4 7 which 1 square 19.52 1.290406 0
18 5 9 how 0 square 14.12 1.149732 0
18 6 9 how 1 square 23.27 1.366734 0
18 7 5 which 0 square 4.70 0.672098 0
18 8 5 which 1 square 15.90 1.201397 0
18 9 7 how 0 square 15.78 1.198199 0
18 10 7 how 1 square 15.67 1.194977 0
18 11 9 who 0 square 16.18 1.209068 0
18 12 9 who 1 square 15.63 1.194052 0
18 13 5 how 0 square 16.30 1.212188 0
18 14 5 how 1 square 17.65 1.246745 0
18 15 7 who 0 square 18.98 1.278372 0
18 16 7 who 1 square 30.85 1.489255 0
18 17 9 which 0 square 17.95 1.254064 0
18 18 9 which 1 square 21.67 1.335792 0
Table B.9: Raw data for participants 17 and 18.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
19 1 5 who 0 ellipse 10.87 1.036096 0
19 2 5 who 1 ellipse 12.40 1.093422 0
19 3 7 which 0 ellipse 10.27 1.011429 0
19 4 7 which 1 ellipse 9.63 0.983777 0
19 5 9 how 0 ellipse 13.57 1.132473 0
19 6 9 how 1 ellipse 17.83 1.251233 0
19 7 5 which 0 ellipse 9.93 0.997095 0
19 8 5 which 1 ellipse 12.60 1.100371 0
19 9 7 how 0 ellipse 14.17 1.151268 1
19 10 7 how 1 ellipse 11.93 1.076762 0
19 11 9 who 0 ellipse 18.58 1.269124 0
19 12 9 who 1 ellipse 17.67 1.247155 0
19 13 5 how 0 ellipse 14.95 1.174641 0
19 14 5 how 1 ellipse 17.93 1.253661 0
19 15 7 who 0 ellipse 9.13 0.960629 0
19 16 7 who 1 ellipse 17.07 1.232149 0
19 17 9 which 0 ellipse 17.77 1.249606 0
19 18 9 which 1 ellipse 28.55 1.455606 0
20 1 5 who 0 square 12.63 1.101518 0
20 2 5 who 1 square 20.57 1.313164 0
20 3 7 which 0 square 16.50 1.217484 0
20 4 7 which 1 square 22.02 1.342752 0
20 5 9 how 0 square 22.57 1.353467 0
20 6 9 how 1 square 23.33 1.367977 0
20 7 5 which 0 square 11.05 1.043362 0
20 8 5 which 1 square 18.65 1.270679 0
20 9 7 how 0 square 25.53 1.407108 0
20 10 7 how 1 square 28.92 1.461148 0
20 11 9 who 0 square 19.13 1.281791 0
20 12 9 who 1 square 12.77 1.106078 0
20 13 5 how 0 square 34.80 1.541579 0
20 14 5 how 1 square 19.60 1.292256 0
20 15 7 who 0 square 21.43 1.331090 0
20 16 7 who 1 square 24.42 1.387686 0
20 17 9 which 0 square 40.85 1.611192 0
20 18 9 which 1 square 48.72 1.687678 0
Table B.10: Raw data for participants 19 and 20.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
21 1 5 who 0 rectangle 32.43 1.510992 0
21 2 5 who 1 rectangle 43.02 1.633637 0
21 3 7 which 0 rectangle 23.65 1.373831 0
21 4 7 which 1 rectangle 27.28 1.435897 0
21 5 9 how 0 rectangle 54.88 1.739440 0
21 6 9 how 1 rectangle 65.83 1.818446 0
21 7 5 which 0 rectangle 29.92 1.475913 0
21 8 5 which 1 rectangle 23.35 1.368287 0
21 9 7 how 0 rectangle 71.83 1.856326 0
21 10 7 how 1 rectangle 79.28 1.899182 0
21 11 9 who 0 rectangle 45.87 1.661497 0
21 12 9 who 1 rectangle 25.90 1.413300 0
21 13 5 how 0 rectangle 34.93 1.543240 0
21 14 5 how 1 rectangle 34.07 1.532330 0
21 15 7 who 0 rectangle 46.32 1.665737 0
21 16 7 who 1 rectangle 87.38 1.941429 0
21 17 9 which 0 rectangle 15.12 1.179456 0
21 18 9 which 1 rectangle 21.77 1.337792 0
23 1 5 who 0 ellipse 10.72 1.030060 0
23 2 5 who 1 ellipse 12.67 1.102662 0
23 3 7 which 0 ellipse 13.85 1.141450 0
23 4 7 which 1 ellipse 9.07 0.957448 0
23 5 9 how 0 ellipse 22.30 1.348305 0
23 6 9 how 1 ellipse 22.07 1.343737 1
23 7 5 which 0 ellipse 7.05 0.848189 0
23 8 5 which 1 ellipse 8.47 0.927712 0
23 9 7 how 0 ellipse 20.58 1.313516 0
23 10 7 how 1 ellipse 27.48 1.439069 0
23 11 9 who 0 ellipse 13.50 1.130334 0
23 12 9 who 1 ellipse 20.28 1.307139 0
23 13 5 how 0 ellipse 30.25 1.480725 0
23 14 5 how 1 ellipse 16.82 1.225740 0
23 15 7 who 0 ellipse 120.00 2.079181 0
23 16 7 who 1 ellipse 29.82 1.474459 0
23 17 9 which 0 ellipse 12.92 1.111150 0
23 18 9 which 1 ellipse 20.95 1.321184 0
Table B.11: Raw data for participants 21 and 23. Raw data for P 22 was discarded ,
as stated in section 4.2. The data was replaced by participant 81.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
24 1 5 who 0 circle 15.62 1.193588 0
24 2 5 who 1 circle 12.32 1.090493 0
24 3 7 which 0 circle 9.55 0.980003 0
24 4 7 which 1 circle 8.65 0.937016 0
24 5 9 how 0 circle 16.50 1.217484 0
24 6 9 how 1 circle 16.07 1.205926 0
24 7 5 which 0 circle 6.38 0.805048 0
24 8 5 which 1 circle 8.05 0.905796 0
24 9 7 how 0 circle 19.65 1.293363 0
24 10 7 how 1 circle 12.03 1.080386 0
24 11 9 who 0 circle 14.37 1.157356 0
24 12 9 who 1 circle 13.32 1.124396 0
24 13 5 how 0 circle 21.87 1.339783 0
24 14 5 how 1 circle 13.40 1.127105 0
24 15 7 who 0 circle 12.55 1.098644 0
24 16 7 who 1 circle 17.35 1.239299 0
24 17 9 which 0 circle 15.83 1.199572 0
24 18 9 which 1 circle 36.60 1.563481 1
25 1 5 who 0 ellipse 38.97 1.590693 0
25 2 5 who 1 ellipse 41.52 1.618222 0
25 3 7 which 0 ellipse 9.47 0.976197 0
25 4 7 which 1 ellipse 39.18 1.593101 0
25 5 9 how 0 ellipse 48.42 1.684995 0
25 6 9 how 1 ellipse 52.00 1.716003 1
25 7 5 which 0 ellipse 15.42 1.187990 0
25 8 5 which 1 ellipse 13.98 1.145611 0
25 9 7 how 0 ellipse 58.40 1.766413 0
25 10 7 how 1 ellipse 33.50 1.525045 0
25 11 9 who 0 ellipse 40.05 1.602603 0
25 12 9 who 1 ellipse 31.38 1.496699 0
25 13 5 how 0 ellipse 38.85 1.589391 0
25 14 5 how 1 ellipse 29.63 1.471781 0
25 15 7 who 0 ellipse 16.17 1.208621 1
25 16 7 who 1 ellipse 74.10 1.869818 1
25 17 9 which 0 ellipse 39.62 1.597878 0
25 18 9 which 1 ellipse 80.62 1.906425 0
Table B.12: Raw data for participants 24 and 25.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
26 1 5 who 0 square 29.88 1.475429 0
26 2 5 who 1 square 23.48 1.370760 0
26 3 7 which 0 square 10.05 1.002166 0
26 4 7 which 1 square 22.07 1.343737 0
26 5 9 how 0 square 17.92 1.253257 0
26 6 9 how 1 square 45.83 1.661181 0
26 7 5 which 0 square 9.10 0.959041 0
26 8 5 which 1 square 12.67 1.102662 0
26 9 7 how 0 square 26.25 1.419129 0
26 10 7 how 1 square 16.22 1.209962 1
26 11 9 who 0 square 33.28 1.522227 0
26 12 9 who 1 square 33.82 1.529131 0
26 13 5 how 0 square 30.68 1.486903 0
26 14 5 how 1 square 13.62 1.134071 0
26 15 7 who 0 square 18.02 1.255674 0
26 16 7 who 1 square 52.08 1.716699 0
26 17 9 which 0 square 37.70 1.576341 0
26 18 9 which 1 square 32.62 1.513440 0
27 1 5 who 0 circle 8.15 0.911158 0
27 2 5 who 1 circle 11.23 1.050509 0
27 3 7 which 0 circle 10.18 1.007890 0
27 4 7 which 1 circle 14.02 1.146645 0
27 5 9 how 0 circle 15.62 1.193588 0
27 6 9 how 1 circle 11.60 1.064458 0
27 7 5 which 0 circle 3.75 0.574031 0
27 8 5 which 1 circle 7.65 0.883661 0
27 9 7 how 0 circle 24.67 1.392110 0
27 10 7 how 1 circle 11.67 1.066947 0
27 11 9 who 0 circle 13.82 1.140403 0
27 12 9 who 1 circle 22.33 1.348954 0
27 13 5 how 0 circle 20.38 1.309275 0
27 14 5 how 1 circle 11.62 1.065082 0
27 15 7 who 0 circle 11.65 1.066326 0
27 16 7 who 1 circle 33.08 1.519609 0
27 17 9 which 0 circle 15.50 1.190332 0
27 18 9 which 1 circle 19.80 1.296665 0
Table B.13: Raw data for participants 26 and 27.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
28 1 5 who 0 circle 6.87 0.836746 0
28 2 5 who 1 circle 13.63 1.134602 0
28 3 7 which 0 circle 10.77 1.032081 0
28 4 7 which 1 circle 9.97 0.998550 0
28 5 9 how 0 circle 10.50 1.021189 0
28 6 9 how 1 circle 11.33 1.054358 1
28 7 5 which 0 circle 12.17 1.085172 0
28 8 5 which 1 circle 8.02 0.903994 0
28 9 7 how 0 circle 25.03 1.398519 0
28 10 7 how 1 circle 18.48 1.266780 0
28 11 9 who 0 circle 13.15 1.118926 0
28 12 9 who 1 circle 10.53 1.022566 0
28 13 5 how 0 circle 23.05 1.362671 0
28 14 5 how 1 circle 13.83 1.140927 0
28 15 7 who 0 circle 17.95 1.254064 0
28 16 7 who 1 circle 16.35 1.213518 0
28 17 9 which 0 circle 14.63 1.165343 0
28 18 9 which 1 circle 18.73 1.272615 0
29 1 5 who 0 rectangle 10.83 1.034762 0
29 2 5 who 1 rectangle 10.40 1.017033 0
29 3 7 which 0 rectangle 17.98 1.254870 0
29 4 7 which 1 rectangle 28.05 1.447933 0
29 5 9 how 0 rectangle 16.92 1.228315 0
29 6 9 how 1 rectangle 23.13 1.364238 0
29 7 5 which 0 rectangle 8.23 0.915576 0
29 8 5 which 1 rectangle 14.67 1.166331 0
29 9 7 how 0 rectangle 17.52 1.243451 0
29 10 7 how 1 rectangle 11.52 1.061327 0
29 11 9 who 0 rectangle 12.12 1.083383 0
29 12 9 who 1 rectangle 13.55 1.131939 0
29 13 5 how 0 rectangle 23.78 1.376273 0
29 14 5 how 1 rectangle 18.83 1.274927 1
29 15 7 who 0 rectangle 13.98 1.145611 0
29 16 7 who 1 rectangle 23.30 1.367356 0
29 17 9 which 0 rectangle 15.38 1.187050 0
29 18 9 which 1 rectangle 33.07 1.519390 0
Table B.14: Raw data for participants 28 and 29.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
30 1 5 who 0 square 15.88 1.200942 0
30 2 5 who 1 square 15.20 1.181844 0
30 3 7 which 0 square 9.75 0.989005 0
30 4 7 which 1 square 11.85 1.073718 0
30 5 9 how 0 square 16.17 1.208620 0
30 6 9 how 1 square 19.17 1.282547 0
30 7 5 which 0 square 4.75 0.676694 0
30 8 5 which 1 square 7.38 0.868252 0
30 9 7 how 0 square 25.37 1.404263 0
30 10 7 how 1 square 16.07 1.205926 0
30 11 9 who 0 square 12.78 1.106644 0
30 12 9 who 1 square 12.52 1.097489 0
30 13 5 how 0 square 15.98 1.203667 0
30 14 5 how 1 square 19.27 1.284807 0
30 15 7 who 0 square 20.15 1.304275 0
30 16 7 who 1 square 13.73 1.137776 0
30 17 9 which 0 square 10.37 1.015639 0
30 18 9 which 1 square 12.58 1.099796 0
31 1 5 who 0 rectangle 40.88 1.611546 0
31 2 5 who 1 rectangle 48.48 1.685592 0
31 3 7 which 0 rectangle 38.82 1.589018 0
31 4 7 which 1 rectangle 74.43 1.871767 0
31 5 9 how 0 rectangle 36.92 1.567222 1
31 6 9 how 1 rectangle 102.62 2.011218 1
31 7 5 which 0 rectangle 22.03 1.343080 0
31 8 5 which 1 rectangle 54.40 1.735599 1
31 9 7 how 0 rectangle 100.53 2.002310 1
31 10 7 how 1 rectangle 72.90 1.862728 0
31 11 9 who 0 rectangle 42.23 1.625655 1
31 12 9 who 1 rectangle 42.27 1.625998 0
31 13 5 how 0 rectangle 35.48 1.550024 1
31 14 5 how 1 rectangle 51.25 1.709694 0
31 15 7 who 0 rectangle 67.08 1.826615 1
31 16 7 who 1 rectangle 29.52 1.470067 0
31 17 9 which 0 rectangle 66.00 1.819544 0
31 18 9 which 1 rectangle 80.65 1.906604 1
Table B.15: Raw data for participants 30 and 31.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
32 1 5 who 0 ellipse 11.25 1.051153 0
32 2 5 who 1 ellipse 19.38 1.287428 0
32 3 7 which 0 ellipse 11.58 1.063834 0
32 4 7 which 1 ellipse 13.12 1.117823 0
32 5 9 how 0 ellipse 25.80 1.411620 0
32 6 9 how 1 ellipse 20.13 1.303916 0
32 7 5 which 0 ellipse 5.12 0.708987 0
32 8 5 which 1 ellipse 10.92 1.038090 0
32 9 7 how 0 ellipse 18.45 1.265996 0
32 10 7 how 1 ellipse 29.82 1.474459 0
32 11 9 who 0 ellipse 25.20 1.401401 0
32 12 9 who 1 ellipse 16.23 1.210408 0
32 13 5 how 0 ellipse 42.60 1.629410 0
32 14 5 how 1 ellipse 29.02 1.462648 0
32 15 7 who 0 ellipse 57.90 1.762679 1
32 16 7 who 1 ellipse 38.68 1.587524 0
32 17 9 which 0 ellipse 49.90 1.698101 0
32 18 9 which 1 ellipse 24.83 1.395035 0
33 1 5 who 0 square 32.50 1.511883 0
33 2 5 who 1 square 25.13 1.400250 0
33 3 7 which 0 square 11.42 1.057539 0
33 4 7 which 1 square 44.35 1.646894 1
33 5 9 how 0 square 86.52 1.937100 0
33 6 9 how 1 square 34.18 1.533814 1
33 7 5 which 0 square 8.98 0.953438 0
33 8 5 which 1 square 18.68 1.271454 0
33 9 7 how 0 square 23.05 1.362671 0
33 10 7 how 1 square 66.92 1.825534 0
33 11 9 who 0 square 40.33 1.605664 0
33 12 9 who 1 square 49.05 1.690639 0
33 13 5 how 0 square 75.93 1.880432 0
33 14 5 how 1 square 62.28 1.794372 0
33 15 7 who 0 square 41.02 1.612960 0
33 16 7 who 1 square 40.45 1.606919 0
33 17 9 which 0 square 12.27 1.088727 0
33 18 9 which 1 square 28.63 1.456872 0
Table B.16: Raw data for participants 32 and 33.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
34 1 5 who 0 rectangle 15.90 1.201397 0
34 2 5 who 1 rectangle 27.58 1.440647 0
34 3 7 which 0 rectangle 11.08 1.044670 0
34 4 7 which 1 rectangle 83.65 1.922466 0
34 5 9 how 0 rectangle 27.03 1.431900 0
34 6 9 how 1 rectangle 36.07 1.557106 1
34 7 5 which 0 rectangle 11.60 1.064458 0
34 8 5 which 1 rectangle 28.22 1.450506 0
34 9 7 how 0 rectangle 21.35 1.329398 0
34 10 7 how 1 rectangle 26.13 1.417195 0
34 11 9 who 0 rectangle 23.80 1.376577 0
34 12 9 who 1 rectangle 41.58 1.618919 0
34 13 5 how 0 rectangle 33.97 1.531053 0
34 14 5 how 1 rectangle 22.83 1.358569 0
34 15 7 who 0 rectangle 33.00 1.518514 0
34 16 7 who 1 rectangle 62.45 1.795532 0
34 17 9 which 0 rectangle 17.15 1.234264 0
34 18 9 which 1 rectangle 22.73 1.35666 1
35 1 5 who 0 rectangle 10.28 1.012134 0
35 2 5 who 1 rectangle 13.50 1.130334 0
35 3 7 which 0 rectangle 13.83 1.140927 0
35 4 7 which 1 rectangle 18.48 1.266780 0
35 5 9 how 0 rectangle 18.92 1.276845 0
35 6 9 how 1 rectangle 20.62 1.314218 0
35 7 5 which 0 rectangle 10.57 1.023938 0
35 8 5 which 1 rectangle 54.18 1.733866 0
35 9 7 how 0 rectangle 13.75 1.138303 0
35 10 7 how 1 rectangle 23.97 1.379608 0
35 11 9 who 0 rectangle 23.02 1.362042 0
35 12 9 who 1 rectangle 25.43 1.405403 1
35 13 5 how 0 rectangle 24.17 1.383217 0
35 14 5 how 1 rectangle 14.62 1.164848 0
35 15 7 who 0 rectangle 23.65 1.373831 0
35 16 7 who 1 rectangle 28.98 1.462148 0
35 17 9 which 0 rectangle 23.58 1.372605 0
35 18 9 which 1 rectangle 12.33 1.091080 1
Table B.17: Raw data for participants 34 and 35.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
36 1 5 who 0 circle 17.97 1.254468 0
36 2 5 who 1 circle 19.77 1.295933 0
36 3 7 which 0 circle 11.77 1.070653 0
36 4 7 which 1 circle 13.97 1.145093 0
36 5 9 how 0 circle 23.13 1.364238 0
36 6 9 how 1 circle 14.92 1.173672 0
36 7 5 which 0 circle 9.40 0.973128 0
36 8 5 which 1 circle 16.80 1.225309 0
36 9 7 how 0 circle 19.98 1.300668 0
36 10 7 how 1 circle 19.00 1.278754 0
36 11 9 who 0 circle 17.13 1.233842 0
36 12 9 who 1 circle 13.08 1.116718 0
36 13 5 how 0 circle 11.82 1.072495 0
36 14 5 how 1 circle 12.40 1.093422 0
36 15 7 who 0 circle 28.70 1.457882 0
36 16 7 who 1 circle 23.28 1.367045 0
36 17 9 which 0 circle 40.03 1.602422 0
36 18 9 which 1 circle 28.48 1.454591 0
37 1 5 who 0 circle 11.32 1.053719 0
37 2 5 who 1 circle 15.07 1.178017 0
37 3 7 which 0 circle 24.47 1.388575 0
37 4 7 which 1 circle 15.15 1.180413 0
37 5 9 how 0 circle 13.65 1.135133 0
37 6 9 how 1 circle 24.73 1.393283 0
37 7 5 which 0 circle 9.37 0.971585 0
37 8 5 which 1 circle 7.53 0.876987 0
37 9 7 how 0 circle 21.78 1.338124 0
37 10 7 how 1 circle 16.72 1.223150 0
37 11 9 who 0 circle 11.95 1.077368 0
37 12 9 who 1 circle 12.47 1.095750 0
37 13 5 how 0 circle 16.27 1.211299 1
37 14 5 how 1 circle 15.53 1.191265 0
37 15 7 who 0 circle 29.17 1.464887 0
37 16 7 who 1 circle 24.77 1.393868 0
37 17 9 which 0 circle 17.58 1.245101 0
37 18 9 which 1 circle 10.07 1.002886 0
Table B.18: Raw data for participants 36 and 37.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
38 1 5 who 0 circle 7.63 0.882714 0
38 2 5 who 1 circle 18.75 1.273001 0
38 3 7 which 0 circle 10.03 1.001445 0
38 4 7 which 1 circle 8.40 0.924279 0
38 5 9 how 0 circle 25.83 1.412180 0
38 6 9 how 1 circle 13.48 1.129797 0
38 7 5 which 0 circle 5.82 0.764674 0
38 8 5 which 1 circle 9.97 0.998550 0
38 9 7 how 0 circle 28.83 1.459895 0
38 10 7 how 1 circle 19.10 1.281033 0
38 11 9 who 0 circle 15.65 1.194514 0
38 12 9 who 1 circle 23.82 1.376881 0
38 13 5 how 0 circle 13.48 1.129797 0
38 14 5 how 1 circle 16.30 1.212188 0
38 15 7 who 0 circle 19.18 1.282924 0
38 16 7 who 1 circle 28.93 1.461398 0
38 17 9 which 0 circle 25.83 1.412180 0
38 18 9 which 1 circle 12.73 1.104942 0
39 1 5 who 0 rectangle 8.40 0.924279 0
39 2 5 who 1 rectangle 13.57 1.132473 0
39 3 7 which 0 rectangle 8.57 0.932812 0
39 4 7 which 1 rectangle 18.87 1.275695 0
39 5 9 how 0 rectangle 10.12 1.005037 0
39 6 9 how 1 rectangle 21.05 1.323252 0
39 7 5 which 0 rectangle 7.92 0.898542 0
39 8 5 which 1 rectangle 10.27 1.011429 0
39 9 7 how 0 rectangle 22.55 1.353147 0
39 10 7 how 1 rectangle 13.90 1.143015 0
39 11 9 who 0 rectangle 16.47 1.216606 0
39 12 9 who 1 rectangle 24.40 1.387390 0
39 13 5 how 0 rectangle 25.45 1.405688 0
39 14 5 how 1 rectangle 15.23 1.182795 0
39 15 7 who 0 rectangle 21.80 1.338456 0
39 16 7 who 1 rectangle 33.85 1.529559 0
39 17 9 which 0 rectangle 16.00 1.204120 0
39 18 9 which 1 rectangle 120.00 2.079181 0
Table B.19: Raw data for participants 38 and 39.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
40 1 5 who 0 rectangle 12.72 1.104373 0
40 2 5 who 1 rectangle 31.38 1.496699 0
40 3 7 which 0 rectangle 15.95 1.202761 0
40 4 7 which 1 rectangle 19.17 1.282547 0
40 5 9 how 0 rectangle 27.20 1.434569 1
40 6 9 how 1 rectangle 18.75 1.273001 1
40 7 5 which 0 rectangle 11.87 1.074329 0
40 8 5 which 1 rectangle 24.95 1.397071 1
40 9 7 how 0 rectangle 22.15 1.345374 0
40 10 7 how 1 rectangle 23.37 1.368597 0
40 11 9 who 0 rectangle 26.53 1.423792 0
40 12 9 who 1 rectangle 16.73 1.223582 0
40 13 5 how 0 rectangle 30.28 1.481204 0
40 14 5 how 1 rectangle 38.38 1.584143 0
40 15 7 who 0 rectangle 21.38 1.330075 0
40 16 7 who 1 rectangle 23.27 1.366734 0
40 17 9 which 0 rectangle 24.53 1.389757 0
40 18 9 which 1 rectangle 34.88 1.542618 0
41 1 5 who 0 circle 14.50 1.161368 0
41 2 5 who 1 circle 16.98 1.230023 0
41 3 7 which 0 circle 10.92 1.038090 0
41 4 7 which 1 circle 11.47 1.059437 0
41 5 9 how 0 circle 12.63 1.101518 0
41 6 9 how 1 circle 15.10 1.178977 0
41 7 5 which 0 circle 9.32 0.969261 0
41 8 5 which 1 circle 7.80 0.892095 0
41 9 7 how 0 circle 18.97 1.277991 0
41 10 7 how 1 circle 17.92 1.253257 0
41 11 9 who 0 circle 10.27 1.011429 0
41 12 9 who 1 circle 12.72 1.104373 0
41 13 5 how 0 circle 13.43 1.128184 0
41 14 5 how 1 circle 14.98 1.175608 0
41 15 7 who 0 circle 21.08 1.323939 0
41 16 7 who 1 circle 60.48 1.781636 1
41 17 9 which 0 circle 10.47 1.019808 0
41 18 9 which 1 circle 16.22 1.209962 0
Table B.20: Raw data for participants 40 and 41.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
42 1 5 who 0 ellipse 12.93 1.111710 0
42 2 5 who 1 ellipse 24.03 1.380814 0
42 3 7 which 0 ellipse 8.62 0.935339 0
42 4 7 which 1 ellipse 12.25 1.088136 0
42 5 9 how 0 ellipse 18.57 1.268734 0
42 6 9 how 1 ellipse 23.33 1.367977 0
42 7 5 which 0 ellipse 6.15 0.788875 0
42 8 5 which 1 ellipse 8.42 0.925140 0
42 9 7 how 0 ellipse 18.32 1.262846 0
42 10 7 how 1 ellipse 20.23 1.306067 0
42 11 9 who 0 ellipse 25.28 1.402834 0
42 12 9 who 1 ellipse 17.58 1.245101 0
42 13 5 how 0 ellipse 30.92 1.490193 0
42 14 5 how 1 ellipse 59.35 1.773421 0
42 15 7 who 0 ellipse 24.58 1.390641 0
42 16 7 who 1 ellipse 27.78 1.443784 0
42 17 9 which 0 ellipse 29.65 1.472025 0
42 18 9 which 1 ellipse 14.90 1.173186 0
43 1 5 who 0 square 9.03 0.955848 0
43 2 5 who 1 square 9.48 0.976961 0
43 3 7 which 0 square 8.78 0.943659 0
43 4 7 which 1 square 9.03 0.955848 0
43 5 9 how 0 square 15.97 1.203214 0
43 6 9 how 1 square 7.60 0.880814 0
43 7 5 which 0 square 4.45 0.648360 0
43 8 5 which 1 square 13.63 1.134602 0
43 9 7 how 0 square 17.40 1.240549 0
43 10 7 how 1 square 29.55 1.470557 0
43 11 9 who 0 square 11.00 1.041393 0
43 12 9 who 1 square 13.75 1.138303 0
43 13 5 how 0 square 8.65 0.937016 1
43 14 5 how 1 square 12.22 1.086953 0
43 15 7 who 0 square 8.17 0.912045 0
43 16 7 who 1 square 14.97 1.175125 0
43 17 9 which 0 square 22.05 1.343409 0
43 18 9 which 1 square 18.90 1.276462 0
Table B.21: Raw data for participants 42 and 43.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
44 1 5 who 0 square 25.92 1.413579 0
44 2 5 who 1 square 40.20 1.604226 0
44 3 7 which 0 square 32.02 1.505376 0
44 4 7 which 1 square 34.45 1.537189 0
44 5 9 how 0 square 38.35 1.583765 0
44 6 9 how 1 square 56.67 1.753328 0
44 7 5 which 0 square 17.02 1.230874 0
44 8 5 which 1 square 37.58 1.574995 0
44 9 7 how 0 square 32.37 1.510098 0
44 10 7 how 1 square 35.75 1.553276 0
44 11 9 who 0 square 29.78 1.473973 0
44 12 9 who 1 square 28.53 1.455353 0
44 13 5 how 0 square 29.45 1.469085 0
44 14 5 how 1 square 33.57 1.525908 0
44 15 7 who 0 square 28.73 1.458386 0
44 16 7 who 1 square 52.18 1.717532 0
44 17 9 which 0 square 36.25 1.559308 0
44 18 9 which 1 square 48.18 1.682897 0
45 1 5 who 0 circle 19.43 1.288547 0
45 2 5 who 1 circle 11.23 1.050509 0
45 3 7 which 0 circle 9.48 0.976961 0
45 4 7 which 1 circle 14.02 1.146645 0
45 5 9 how 0 circle 12.30 1.089905 0
45 6 9 how 1 circle 15.25 1.183270 0
45 7 5 which 0 circle 7.95 0.900367 0
45 8 5 which 1 circle 11.48 1.060068 0
45 9 7 how 0 circle 14.53 1.162365 0
45 10 7 how 1 circle 13.80 1.139879 0
45 11 9 who 0 circle 12.68 1.103233 0
45 12 9 who 1 circle 18.53 1.267954 0
45 13 5 how 0 circle 21.62 1.334789 0
45 14 5 how 1 circle 11.90 1.075547 0
45 15 7 who 0 circle 16.58 1.219672 0
45 16 7 who 1 circle 18.73 1.272615 0
45 17 9 which 0 circle 21.88 1.340113 0
45 18 9 which 1 circle 22.22 1.346679 0
Table B.22: Raw data for participants 44 and 45.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
46 1 5 who 0 square 8.47 0.927712 0
46 2 5 who 1 square 7.90 0.897627 0
46 3 7 which 0 square 7.13 0.853293 0
46 4 7 which 1 square 10.35 1.014940 0
46 5 9 how 0 square 10.67 1.028029 0
46 6 9 how 1 square 23.52 1.371376 0
46 7 5 which 0 square 6.62 0.820639 0
46 8 5 which 1 square 10.02 1.000723 0
46 9 7 how 0 square 10.85 1.035430 0
46 10 7 how 1 square 13.15 1.118926 0
46 11 9 who 0 square 8.12 0.909378 0
46 12 9 who 1 square 8.58 0.933656 0
46 13 5 how 0 square 12.10 1.082785 0
46 14 5 how 1 square 18.92 1.276845 0
46 15 7 who 0 square 10.25 1.010724 0
46 16 7 who 1 square 10.45 1.019116 0
46 17 9 which 0 square 10.37 1.015639 0
46 18 9 which 1 square 14.40 1.158362 0
47 1 5 who 0 square 17.65 1.246745 0
47 2 5 who 1 square 12.92 1.111150 0
47 3 7 which 0 square 12.28 1.089316 0
47 4 7 which 1 square 18.93 1.277227 0
47 5 9 how 0 square 16.28 1.211743 0
47 6 9 how 1 square 35.37 1.548594 0
47 7 5 which 0 square 14.20 1.152288 0
47 8 5 which 1 square 24.23 1.384413 0
47 9 7 how 0 square 26.05 1.415808 0
47 10 7 how 1 square 19.12 1.281412 0
47 11 9 who 0 square 27.17 1.434036 0
47 12 9 who 1 square 22.80 1.357935 0
47 13 5 how 0 square 28.92 1.461148 0
47 14 5 how 1 square 30.02 1.477362 0
47 15 7 who 0 square 47.18 1.673789 0
47 16 7 who 1 square 26.57 1.424337 0
47 17 9 which 0 square 62.52 1.795996 0
47 18 9 which 1 square 28.45 1.454082 0
Table B.23: Raw data for participants 46 and 47.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
48 1 5 who 0 rectangle 33.05 1.519171 0
48 2 5 who 1 rectangle 16.55 1.218798 0
48 3 7 which 0 rectangle 11.52 1.061327 0
48 4 7 which 1 rectangle 36.72 1.564863 0
48 5 9 how 0 rectangle 26.20 1.418301 0
48 6 9 how 1 rectangle 59.13 1.771832 0
48 7 5 which 0 rectangle 5.42 0.733732 0
48 8 5 which 1 rectangle 13.22 1.121122 0
48 9 7 how 0 rectangle 38.88 1.589763 0
48 10 7 how 1 rectangle 70.92 1.850748 0
48 11 9 who 0 rectangle 25.05 1.398808 0
48 12 9 who 1 rectangle 24.68 1.392404 0
48 13 5 how 0 rectangle 60.85 1.784261 1
48 14 5 how 1 rectangle 34.00 1.531479 0
48 15 7 who 0 rectangle 98.35 1.992774 0
48 16 7 who 1 rectangle 24.10 1.382017 0
48 17 9 which 0 rectangle 8.68 0.938686 0
48 18 9 which 1 rectangle 21.92 1.340775 0
49 1 5 who 0 rectangle 29.05 1.463146 0
49 2 5 who 1 rectangle 17.50 1.243038 0
49 3 7 which 0 rectangle 35.52 1.550432 0
49 4 7 which 1 rectangle 20.78 1.317715 0
49 5 9 how 0 rectangle 28.78 1.459141 0
49 6 9 how 1 rectangle 29.75 1.473487 0
49 7 5 which 0 rectangle 13.73 1.137776 0
49 8 5 which 1 rectangle 79.52 1.900458 0
49 9 7 how 0 rectangle 30.52 1.484537 0
49 10 7 how 1 rectangle 33.05 1.519171 0
49 11 9 who 0 rectangle 23.95 1.379306 0
49 12 9 who 1 rectangle 28.97 1.461899 0
49 13 5 how 0 rectangle 45.18 1.654978 0
49 14 5 how 1 rectangle 29.52 1.470067 0
49 15 7 who 0 rectangle 30.97 1.490894 0
49 16 7 who 1 rectangle 37.15 1.569959 0
49 17 9 which 0 rectangle 37.10 1.569374 0
49 18 9 which 1 rectangle 49.62 1.695628 0
Table B.24: Raw data for participants 48 and 49.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
50 1 5 who 0 square 20.58 1.313516 0
50 2 5 who 1 square 18.72 1.272229 0
50 3 7 which 0 square 9.63 0.983777 0
50 4 7 which 1 square 15.98 1.203667 0
50 5 9 how 0 square 16.70 1.222716 0
50 6 9 how 1 square 15.27 1.183744 0
50 7 5 which 0 square 4.97 0.696065 0
50 8 5 which 1 square 20.55 1.312812 0
50 9 7 how 0 square 22.15 1.345374 0
50 10 7 how 1 square 13.97 1.145093 0
50 11 9 who 0 square 20.12 1.303556 0
50 12 9 who 1 square 15.53 1.191265 0
50 13 5 how 0 square 11.73 1.069421 0
50 14 5 how 1 square 13.55 1.131939 0
50 15 7 who 0 square 10.30 1.012837 0
50 16 7 who 1 square 13.97 1.145093 0
50 17 9 which 0 square 16.00 1.204120 0
50 18 9 which 1 square 19.13 1.281791 0
51 1 5 who 0 rectangle 14.47 1.160368 0
51 2 5 who 1 rectangle 27.83 1.444565 0
51 3 7 which 0 rectangle 25.18 1.401113 0
51 4 7 which 1 rectangle 60.32 1.780437 0
51 5 9 how 0 rectangle 25.40 1.404834 0
51 6 9 how 1 rectangle 27.25 1.435367 1
51 7 5 which 0 rectangle 16.38 1.214402 0
51 8 5 which 1 rectangle 20.55 1.312812 0
51 9 7 how 0 rectangle 12.97 1.112828 0
51 10 7 how 1 rectangle 35.50 1.550228 0
51 11 9 who 0 rectangle 39.90 1.600973 0
51 12 9 who 1 rectangle 16.75 1.224015 0
51 13 5 how 0 rectangle 15.87 1.200486 0
51 14 5 how 1 rectangle 34.95 1.543447 0
51 15 7 who 0 rectangle 14.87 1.172214 0
51 16 7 who 1 rectangle 26.12 1.416918 0
51 17 9 which 0 rectangle 17.97 1.254468 0
51 18 9 which 1 rectangle 56.03 1.748446 0
Table B.25: Raw data for participants 50 and 51.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
52 1 5 who 0 circle 8.83 0.946125 0
52 2 5 who 1 circle 16.68 1.222283 0
52 3 7 which 0 circle 8.08 0.907590 0
52 4 7 which 1 circle 10.83 1.034762 0
52 5 9 how 0 circle 15.12 1.179456 0
52 6 9 how 1 circle 15.08 1.178497 1
52 7 5 which 0 circle 8.55 0.931966 0
52 8 5 which 1 circle 6.80 0.832509 0
52 9 7 how 0 circle 13.65 1.135133 0
52 10 7 how 1 circle 16.18 1.209068 0
52 11 9 who 0 circle 14.82 1.170751 0
52 12 9 who 1 circle 12.48 1.096331 0
52 13 5 how 0 circle 12.25 1.088136 1
52 14 5 how 1 circle 8.47 0.927712 0
52 15 7 who 0 circle 52.33 1.718778 1
52 16 7 who 1 circle 11.72 1.068804 0
52 17 9 which 0 circle 12.15 1.084576 0
52 18 9 which 1 circle 27.15 1.433770 0
53 1 5 who 0 ellipse 14.80 1.170262 0
53 2 5 who 1 ellipse 31.67 1.500602 0
53 3 7 which 0 ellipse 8.68 0.938686 0
53 4 7 which 1 ellipse 16.13 1.207724 0
53 5 9 how 0 ellipse 29.77 1.473730 0
53 6 9 how 1 ellipse 19.23 1.284055 0
53 7 5 which 0 ellipse 8.73 0.941180 0
53 8 5 which 1 ellipse 14.13 1.150245 0
53 9 7 how 0 ellipse 33.15 1.520484 0
53 10 7 how 1 ellipse 15.75 1.197281 0
53 11 9 who 0 ellipse 12.65 1.102091 0
53 12 9 who 1 ellipse 15.43 1.188460 0
53 13 5 how 0 ellipse 20.07 1.302475 0
53 14 5 how 1 ellipse 16.68 1.222283 0
53 15 7 who 0 ellipse 27.55 1.440122 0
53 16 7 who 1 ellipse 15.42 1.187990 0
53 17 9 which 0 ellipse 22.08 1.344065 0
53 18 9 which 1 ellipse 16.10 1.206826 0
Table B.26: Raw data for participants 52 and 53.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
54 1 5 who 0 ellipse 10.45 1.019116 0
54 2 5 who 1 ellipse 9.45 0.975432 0
54 3 7 which 0 ellipse 22.87 1.359203 0
54 4 7 which 1 ellipse 10.08 1.003604 0
54 5 9 how 0 ellipse 9.87 0.994170 0
54 6 9 how 1 ellipse 9.65 0.984527 0
54 7 5 which 0 ellipse 5.15 0.711807 0
54 8 5 which 1 ellipse 9.68 0.986025 0
54 9 7 how 0 ellipse 15.47 1.189397 0
54 10 7 how 1 ellipse 11.60 1.064458 0
54 11 9 who 0 ellipse 10.67 1.028029 0
54 12 9 who 1 ellipse 12.38 1.092838 0
54 13 5 how 0 ellipse 8.42 0.925140 0
54 14 5 how 1 ellipse 9.47 0.976197 0
54 15 7 who 0 ellipse 14.65 1.165838 0
54 16 7 who 1 ellipse 10.65 1.027350 0
54 17 9 which 0 ellipse 11.55 1.062582 0
54 18 9 which 1 ellipse 11.13 1.046625 0
55 1 5 who 0 circle 9.72 0.987517 0
55 2 5 who 1 circle 11.52 1.061327 0
55 3 7 which 0 circle 5.52 0.741677 0
55 4 7 which 1 circle 11.90 1.075547 0
55 5 9 how 0 circle 12.00 1.079181 0
55 6 9 how 1 circle 15.48 1.189864 0
55 7 5 which 0 circle 3.72 0.570154 0
55 8 5 which 1 circle 9.35 0.970812 0
55 9 7 how 0 circle 11.95 1.077368 0
55 10 7 how 1 circle 12.98 1.113386 0
55 11 9 who 0 circle 11.25 1.051153 0
55 12 9 who 1 circle 13.72 1.137249 0
55 13 5 how 0 circle 12.72 1.104373 0
55 14 5 how 1 circle 23.03 1.362357 0
55 15 7 who 0 circle 16.05 1.205475 0
55 16 7 who 1 circle 23.30 1.367356 0
55 17 9 which 0 circle 14.78 1.169772 0
55 18 9 which 1 circle 16.22 1.209962 0
Table B.27: Raw data for participants 54 and 55.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
56 1 5 who 0 rectangle 7.62 0.881765 0
56 2 5 who 1 rectangle 12.98 1.113386 0
56 3 7 which 0 rectangle 6.90 0.838849 0
56 4 7 which 1 rectangle 10.13 1.005752 0
56 5 9 how 0 rectangle 14.32 1.155842 0
56 6 9 how 1 rectangle 9.80 0.991226 0
56 7 5 which 0 rectangle 13.95 1.144574 0
56 8 5 which 1 rectangle 9.62 0.983025 0
56 9 7 how 0 rectangle 16.13 1.207724 0
56 10 7 how 1 rectangle 10.83 1.034762 0
56 11 9 who 0 rectangle 11.77 1.070653 0
56 12 9 who 1 rectangle 11.72 1.068804 0
56 13 5 how 0 rectangle 13.82 1.140403 0
56 14 5 how 1 rectangle 12.88 1.110028 0
56 15 7 who 0 rectangle 8.72 0.940350 0
56 16 7 who 1 rectangle 13.45 1.128722 0
56 17 9 which 0 rectangle 14.13 1.150245 0
56 18 9 which 1 rectangle 11.72 1.068804 1
57 1 5 who 0 square 55.57 1.744814 0
57 2 5 who 1 square 15.58 1.192660 0
57 3 7 which 0 square 15.67 1.194977 0
57 4 7 which 1 square 22.43 1.350894 0
57 5 9 how 0 square 18.25 1.261263 0
57 6 9 how 1 square 23.50 1.371068 0
57 7 5 which 0 square 10.58 1.024622 0
57 8 5 which 1 square 15.78 1.198199 0
57 9 7 how 0 square 25.55 1.407391 0
57 10 7 how 1 square 21.32 1.328719 0
57 11 9 who 0 square 15.25 1.183270 0
57 12 9 who 1 square 25.58 1.407957 0
57 13 5 how 0 square 23.18 1.365176 0
57 14 5 how 1 square 14.82 1.170751 0
57 15 7 who 0 square 26.60 1.424882 0
57 16 7 who 1 square 33.28 1.522227 0
57 17 9 which 0 square 27.58 1.440647 0
57 18 9 which 1 square 21.38 1.330075 0
Table B.28: Raw data for participants 56 and 57.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
58 1 5 who 0 square 8.42 0.925140 0
58 2 5 who 1 square 6.47 0.810680 0
58 3 7 which 0 square 10.07 1.002886 0
58 4 7 which 1 square 11.93 1.076762 0
58 5 9 how 0 square 7.90 0.897627 0
58 6 9 how 1 square 11.28 1.052437 0
58 7 5 which 0 square 6.13 0.787697 0
58 8 5 which 1 square 7.40 0.869232 0
58 9 7 how 0 square 13.65 1.135133 0
58 10 7 how 1 square 9.58 0.981517 0
58 11 9 who 0 square 8.33 0.920819 0
58 12 9 who 1 square 11.10 1.045323 0
58 13 5 how 0 square 15.68 1.195438 0
58 14 5 how 1 square 10.47 1.019808 0
58 15 7 who 0 square 14.18 1.151778 0
58 16 7 who 1 square 10.05 1.002166 0
58 17 9 which 0 square 15.47 1.189397 0
58 18 9 which 1 square 10.10 1.004321 0
59 1 5 who 0 ellipse 23.87 1.377792 0
59 2 5 who 1 ellipse 27.77 1.443524 0
59 3 7 which 0 ellipse 10.75 1.031408 0
59 4 7 which 1 ellipse 23.78 1.376273 0
59 5 9 how 0 ellipse 24.30 1.385606 0
59 6 9 how 1 ellipse 38.30 1.583199 0
59 7 5 which 0 ellipse 16.32 1.212631 0
59 8 5 which 1 ellipse 30.02 1.477362 0
59 9 7 how 0 ellipse 31.83 1.502882 0
59 10 7 how 1 ellipse 27.63 1.441433 0
59 11 9 who 0 ellipse 16.30 1.212188 0
59 12 9 who 1 ellipse 29.13 1.464390 0
59 13 5 how 0 ellipse 12.88 1.110028 1
59 14 5 how 1 ellipse 25.47 1.405972 0
59 15 7 who 0 ellipse 63.18 1.800603 0
59 16 7 who 1 ellipse 41.92 1.622387 0
59 17 9 which 0 ellipse 22.28 1.347980 0
59 18 9 which 1 ellipse 22.57 1.353467 0
Table B.29: Raw data for participants 58 and 59.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
60 1 5 who 0 ellipse 10.08 1.003604 0
60 2 5 who 1 ellipse 11.95 1.077368 0
60 3 7 which 0 ellipse 11.73 1.069421 0
60 4 7 which 1 ellipse 16.58 1.219672 0
60 5 9 how 0 ellipse 13.02 1.114500 0
60 6 9 how 1 ellipse 15.78 1.198199 0
60 7 5 which 0 ellipse 10.12 1.005037 0
60 8 5 which 1 ellipse 10.72 1.030060 0
60 9 7 how 0 ellipse 16.60 1.220108 0
60 10 7 how 1 ellipse 18.73 1.272615 0
60 11 9 who 0 ellipse 10.02 1.000723 0
60 12 9 who 1 ellipse 14.27 1.154323 0
60 13 5 how 0 ellipse 14.63 1.165343 0
60 14 5 how 1 ellipse 16.88 1.227458 0
60 15 7 who 0 ellipse 22.47 1.351539 0
60 16 7 who 1 ellipse 29.07 1.463395 0
60 17 9 which 0 ellipse 18.17 1.259275 0
60 18 9 which 1 ellipse 20.40 1.309630 0
61 1 5 who 0 ellipse 11.95 1.077368 0
61 2 5 who 1 ellipse 19.73 1.295200 0
61 3 7 which 0 ellipse 14.38 1.157860 1
61 4 7 which 1 ellipse 28.22 1.450506 0
61 5 9 how 0 ellipse 26.72 1.426782 0
61 6 9 how 1 ellipse 40.82 1.610838 0
61 7 5 which 0 ellipse 10.37 1.015639 0
61 8 5 which 1 ellipse 13.17 1.119476 0
61 9 7 how 0 ellipse 25.87 1.412740 0
61 10 7 how 1 ellipse 17.83 1.251233 0
61 11 9 who 0 ellipse 24.23 1.384413 0
61 12 9 who 1 ellipse 21.28 1.328040 0
61 13 5 how 0 ellipse 24.28 1.385308 0
61 14 5 how 1 ellipse 28.32 1.452042 0
61 15 7 who 0 ellipse 21.38 1.330075 0
61 16 7 who 1 ellipse 29.25 1.466126 0
61 17 9 which 0 ellipse 22.70 1.356026 0
61 18 9 which 1 ellipse 29.00 1.462398 0
Table B.30: Raw data for participants 60 and 61.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
62 1 5 who 0 ellipse 23.43 1.369834 0
62 2 5 who 1 ellipse 15.87 1.200486 0
62 3 7 which 0 ellipse 13.75 1.138303 0
62 4 7 which 1 ellipse 31.48 1.498081 0
62 5 9 how 0 ellipse 36.48 1.562095 0
62 6 9 how 1 ellipse 24.85 1.395326 1
62 7 5 which 0 ellipse 20.35 1.308564 0
62 8 5 which 1 ellipse 11.43 1.058173 0
62 9 7 how 0 ellipse 17.78 1.250013 0
62 10 7 how 1 ellipse 19.62 1.292625 0
62 11 9 who 0 ellipse 17.05 1.231724 0
62 12 9 who 1 ellipse 26.05 1.415808 0
62 13 5 how 0 ellipse 20.35 1.308564 0
62 14 5 how 1 ellipse 19.28 1.285182 0
62 15 7 who 0 ellipse 28.98 1.462148 0
62 16 7 who 1 ellipse 40.90 1.611723 0
62 17 9 which 0 ellipse 19.15 1.282169 0
62 18 9 which 1 ellipse 36.55 1.562887 0
63 1 5 who 0 circle 11.60 1.064458 0
63 2 5 who 1 circle 16.95 1.229170 0
63 3 7 which 0 circle 12.05 1.080987 0
63 4 7 which 1 circle 14.30 1.155336 0
63 5 9 how 0 circle 22.55 1.353147 0
63 6 9 how 1 circle 21.60 1.334454 0
63 7 5 which 0 circle 11.15 1.047275 0
63 8 5 which 1 circle 6.28 0.798190 0
63 9 7 how 0 circle 16.73 1.223582 0
63 10 7 how 1 circle 22.87 1.359203 0
63 11 9 who 0 circle 13.62 1.134071 0
63 12 9 who 1 circle 16.17 1.208620 0
63 13 5 how 0 circle 21.88 1.340113 0
63 14 5 how 1 circle 17.42 1.240965 0
63 15 7 who 0 circle 34.17 1.533603 0
63 16 7 who 1 circle 18.78 1.273773 0
63 17 9 which 0 circle 12.98 1.113386 0
63 18 9 which 1 circle 20.15 1.304275 0
Table B.31: Raw data for participants 62 and 63.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
64 1 5 who 0 circle 13.15 1.118926 0
64 2 5 who 1 circle 12.13 1.083980 0
64 3 7 which 0 circle 10.02 1.000723 0
64 4 7 which 1 circle 9.83 0.992701 0
64 5 9 how 0 circle 16.82 1.225740 0
64 6 9 how 1 circle 13.28 1.123307 1
64 7 5 which 0 circle 6.87 0.836746 0
64 8 5 which 1 circle 8.63 0.936179 0
64 9 7 how 0 circle 20.52 1.312107 0
64 10 7 how 1 circle 35.97 1.555900 0
64 11 9 who 0 circle 13.55 1.131939 0
64 12 9 who 1 circle 15.30 1.184691 0
64 13 5 how 0 circle 23.02 1.362042 0
64 14 5 how 1 circle 18.53 1.267954 1
64 15 7 who 0 circle 18.55 1.268344 0
64 16 7 who 1 circle 19.97 1.300306 0
64 17 9 which 0 circle 23.27 1.366734 0
64 18 9 which 1 circle 18.23 1.260866 0
65 1 5 who 0 square 11.42 1.057539 0
65 2 5 who 1 square 8.80 0.944483 0
65 3 7 which 0 square 8.42 0.925140 0
65 4 7 which 1 square 7.15 0.854306 0
65 5 9 how 0 square 15.85 1.200029 0
65 6 9 how 1 square 22.22 1.346679 0
65 7 5 which 0 square 4.22 0.624969 0
65 8 5 which 1 square 14.43 1.159367 0
65 9 7 how 0 square 11.55 1.062582 0
65 10 7 how 1 square 18.35 1.263636 0
65 11 9 who 0 square 10.18 1.007890 0
65 12 9 who 1 square 14.58 1.163857 0
65 13 5 how 0 square 16.03 1.205024 0
65 14 5 how 1 square 15.55 1.191730 0
65 15 7 who 0 square 13.42 1.127645 0
65 16 7 who 1 square 14.78 1.169772 0
65 17 9 which 0 square 18.18 1.259674 0
65 18 9 which 1 square 19.05 1.279895 0
Table B.32: Raw data for participants 64 and 65.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
66 1 5 who 0 circle 9.65 0.984527 0
66 2 5 who 1 circle 12.97 1.112828 0
66 3 7 which 0 circle 10.60 1.025306 0
66 4 7 which 1 circle 13.93 1.144055 0
66 5 9 how 0 circle 9.47 0.976197 0
66 6 9 how 1 circle 15.55 1.191730 0
66 7 5 which 0 circle 8.08 0.907590 0
66 8 5 which 1 circle 21.23 1.327018 0
66 9 7 how 0 circle 17.48 1.242624 0
66 10 7 how 1 circle 11.40 1.056905 0
66 11 9 who 0 circle 9.18 0.963000 0
66 12 9 who 1 circle 10.35 1.014940 0
66 13 5 how 0 circle 17.92 1.253257 0
66 14 5 how 1 circle 10.98 1.040734 0
66 15 7 who 0 circle 18.58 1.269124 0
66 16 7 who 1 circle 14.35 1.156852 0
66 17 9 which 0 circle 19.25 1.284431 0
66 18 9 which 1 circle 17.32 1.238464 0
67 1 5 who 0 rectangle 7.45 0.872156 0
67 2 5 who 1 rectangle 10.98 1.040734 0
67 3 7 which 0 rectangle 8.75 0.942008 0
67 4 7 which 1 rectangle 12.05 1.080987 0
67 5 9 how 0 rectangle 13.02 1.114500 0
67 6 9 how 1 rectangle 10.72 1.030060 0
67 7 5 which 0 rectangle 4.12 0.614546 0
67 8 5 which 1 rectangle 14.13 1.150245 0
67 9 7 how 0 rectangle 16.72 1.223150 0
67 10 7 how 1 rectangle 28.88 1.460647 0
67 11 9 who 0 rectangle 12.35 1.091667 0
67 12 9 who 1 rectangle 16.65 1.221414 0
67 13 5 how 0 rectangle 15.88 1.200942 0
67 14 5 how 1 rectangle 13.38 1.126564 0
67 15 7 who 0 rectangle 11.72 1.068804 0
67 16 7 who 1 rectangle 16.98 1.230023 0
67 17 9 which 0 rectangle 12.12 1.083383 0
67 18 9 which 1 rectangle 17.22 1.235949 0
Table B.33: Raw data for participants 66 and 67.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
68 1 5 who 0 rectangle 13.93 1.144055 0
68 2 5 who 1 rectangle 11.03 1.042707 0
68 3 7 which 0 rectangle 15.70 1.195900 0
68 4 7 which 1 rectangle 14.88 1.172700 0
68 5 9 how 0 rectangle 8.62 0.935339 0
68 6 9 how 1 rectangle 18.58 1.269124 0
68 7 5 which 0 rectangle 5.50 0.740363 0
68 8 5 which 1 rectangle 7.77 0.890235 0
68 9 7 how 0 rectangle 11.37 1.055633 0
68 10 7 how 1 rectangle 10.22 1.009309 0
68 11 9 who 0 rectangle 9.65 0.984527 0
68 12 9 who 1 rectangle 16.75 1.224015 0
68 13 5 how 0 rectangle 14.68 1.166825 0
68 14 5 how 1 rectangle 14.93 1.174157 0
68 15 7 who 0 rectangle 16.08 1.206376 0
68 16 7 who 1 rectangle 16.62 1.220544 0
68 17 9 which 0 rectangle 15.67 1.194977 0
68 18 9 which 1 rectangle 44.75 1.650793 0
69 1 5 who 0 circle 8.78 0.943659 0
69 2 5 who 1 circle 11.90 1.075547 0
69 3 7 which 0 circle 6.55 0.816241 0
69 4 7 which 1 circle 14.42 1.158865 0
69 5 9 how 0 circle 19.77 1.295933 0
69 6 9 how 1 circle 19.42 1.288175 0
69 7 5 which 0 circle 9.20 0.963788 0
69 8 5 which 1 circle 25.52 1.406824 0
69 9 7 how 0 circle 11.65 1.066326 0
69 10 7 how 1 circle 11.87 1.074329 0
69 11 9 who 0 circle 10.97 1.040075 0
69 12 9 who 1 circle 15.85 1.200029 0
69 13 5 how 0 circle 11.92 1.076155 1
69 14 5 how 1 circle 14.72 1.167809 0
69 15 7 who 0 circle 18.22 1.260469 0
69 16 7 who 1 circle 58.17 1.764674 0
69 17 9 which 0 circle 14.38 1.157860 0
69 18 9 which 1 circle 25.42 1.405119 0
Table B.34: Raw data for participants 68 and 69.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
70 1 5 who 0 rectangle 12.23 1.087545 0
70 2 5 who 1 rectangle 13.18 1.120025 0
70 3 7 which 0 rectangle 8.52 0.930270 0
70 4 7 which 1 rectangle 16.73 1.223582 0
70 5 9 how 0 rectangle 16.48 1.217045 0
70 6 9 how 1 rectangle 21.55 1.333447 1
70 7 5 which 0 rectangle 5.80 0.763428 0
70 8 5 which 1 rectangle 11.32 1.053719 0
70 9 7 how 0 rectangle 23.62 1.373219 0
70 10 7 how 1 rectangle 15.83 1.199572 0
70 11 9 who 0 rectangle 13.47 1.129260 0
70 12 9 who 1 rectangle 18.52 1.267563 0
70 13 5 how 0 rectangle 21.13 1.324968 0
70 14 5 how 1 rectangle 14.75 1.168792 0
70 15 7 who 0 rectangle 21.85 1.339451 0
70 16 7 who 1 rectangle 20.40 1.309630 0
70 17 9 which 0 rectangle 17.67 1.247155 0
70 18 9 which 1 rectangle 19.88 1.298489 0
71 1 5 who 0 circle 8.35 0.921686 0
71 2 5 who 1 circle 9.27 0.966924 0
71 3 7 which 0 circle 8.82 0.945304 0
71 4 7 which 1 circle 8.60 0.934498 0
71 5 9 how 0 circle 11.38 1.056269 0
71 6 9 how 1 circle 13.42 1.127645 0
71 7 5 which 0 circle 2.98 0.474702 0
71 8 5 which 1 circle 8.68 0.938686 0
71 9 7 how 0 circle 11.75 1.070038 0
71 10 7 how 1 circle 12.00 1.079181 0
71 11 9 who 0 circle 9.42 0.973897 0
71 12 9 who 1 circle 10.28 1.012134 0
71 13 5 how 0 circle 15.92 1.201852 0
71 14 5 how 1 circle 15.52 1.190798 1
71 15 7 who 0 circle 16.65 1.221414 0
71 16 7 who 1 circle 17.68 1.247564 0
71 17 9 which 0 circle 19.98 1.300668 0
71 18 9 which 1 circle 17.65 1.246745 0
Table B.35: Raw data for participants 70 and 71.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
72 1 5 who 0 ellipse 13.80 1.139879 0
72 2 5 who 1 ellipse 23.90 1.378398 0
72 3 7 which 0 ellipse 22.25 1.347330 0
72 4 7 which 1 ellipse 22.83 1.358569 0
72 5 9 how 0 ellipse 28.82 1.459644 0
72 6 9 how 1 ellipse 42.10 1.624282 0
72 7 5 which 0 ellipse 48.80 1.688420 0
72 8 5 which 1 ellipse 18.15 1.258877 0
72 9 7 how 0 ellipse 27.37 1.437222 0
72 10 7 how 1 ellipse 17.07 1.232149 0
72 11 9 who 0 ellipse 55.00 1.740363 0
72 12 9 who 1 ellipse 8.80 0.944483 0
72 13 5 how 0 ellipse 14.53 1.162365 0
72 14 5 how 1 ellipse 4.85 0.685742 0
72 15 7 who 0 ellipse 10.38 1.016337 0
72 16 7 who 1 ellipse 13.50 1.130334 0
72 17 9 which 0 ellipse 14.45 1.159868 0
72 18 9 which 1 ellipse 6.73 0.828230 0
73 1 5 who 0 ellipse 31.33 1.496007 0
73 2 5 who 1 ellipse 49.28 1.692700 0
73 3 7 which 0 ellipse 17.68 1.247564 0
73 4 7 which 1 ellipse 19.35 1.286681 0
73 5 9 how 0 ellipse 32.13 1.506956 0
73 6 9 how 1 ellipse 20.85 1.319106 0
73 7 5 which 0 ellipse 9.65 0.984527 0
73 8 5 which 1 ellipse 9.07 0.957448 0
73 9 7 how 0 ellipse 31.77 1.501972 0
73 10 7 how 1 ellipse 28.68 1.457630 0
73 11 9 who 0 ellipse 21.68 1.336126 0
73 12 9 who 1 ellipse 31.40 1.496930 0
73 13 5 how 0 ellipse 15.23 1.182795 0
73 14 5 how 1 ellipse 24.47 1.388575 0
73 15 7 who 0 ellipse 25.95 1.414137 0
73 16 7 who 1 ellipse 72.60 1.860937 0
73 17 9 which 0 ellipse 25.45 1.405688 0
73 18 9 which 1 ellipse 47.78 1.679276 0
Table B.36: Raw data for participants 72 and 73.
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74 1 5 who 0 square 14.87 1.172214 0
74 2 5 who 1 square 15.00 1.176091 0
74 3 7 which 0 square 11.33 1.054358 0
74 4 7 which 1 square 54.25 1.734400 0
74 5 9 how 0 square 19.30 1.285557 0
74 6 9 how 1 square 37.32 1.571903 0
74 7 5 which 0 square 8.67 0.937852 0
74 8 5 which 1 square 24.57 1.390346 0
74 9 7 how 0 square 16.83 1.226170 0
74 10 7 how 1 square 24.17 1.383217 0
74 11 9 who 0 square 17.97 1.254468 0
74 12 9 who 1 square 26.80 1.428135 0
74 13 5 how 0 square 28.13 1.449221 0
74 14 5 how 1 square 36.10 1.557507 0
74 15 7 who 0 square 39.42 1.595680 0
74 16 7 who 1 square 30.22 1.480247 0
74 17 9 which 0 square 12.27 1.088727 0
74 18 9 which 1 square 35.20 1.546543 0
75 1 5 who 0 square 11.10 1.045323 0
75 2 5 who 1 square 13.80 1.139879 0
75 3 7 which 0 square 11.03 1.042707 0
75 4 7 which 1 square 10.25 1.010724 0
75 5 9 how 0 square 11.85 1.073718 0
75 6 9 how 1 square 18.03 1.256076 0
75 7 5 which 0 square 7.72 0.887430 0
75 8 5 which 1 square 13.67 1.135663 0
75 9 7 how 0 square 13.53 1.131405 0
75 10 7 how 1 square 22.70 1.356026 0
75 11 9 who 0 square 9.87 0.994170 0
75 12 9 who 1 square 16.90 1.227887 0
75 13 5 how 0 square 15.33 1.185637 0
75 14 5 how 1 square 18.27 1.261659 0
75 15 7 who 0 square 21.53 1.333111 0
75 16 7 who 1 square 23.57 1.372298 0
75 17 9 which 0 square 35.52 1.550432 0
75 18 9 which 1 square 24.37 1.386796 0
Table B.37: Raw data for participants 74 and 75.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
76 1 5 who 0 rectangle 13.15 1.118926 0
76 2 5 who 1 rectangle 14.43 1.159367 0
76 3 7 which 0 rectangle 14.15 1.150756 0
76 4 7 which 1 rectangle 18.62 1.269902 0
76 5 9 how 0 rectangle 16.23 1.210408 0
76 6 9 how 1 rectangle 37.82 1.577683 1
76 7 5 which 0 rectangle 10.18 1.007890 0
76 8 5 which 1 rectangle 16.23 1.210408 0
76 9 7 how 0 rectangle 17.53 1.243864 0
76 10 7 how 1 rectangle 28.53 1.455353 0
76 11 9 who 0 rectangle 18.40 1.264818 0
76 12 9 who 1 rectangle 14.23 1.153307 0
76 13 5 how 0 rectangle 24.60 1.390935 0
76 14 5 how 1 rectangle 18.62 1.269902 0
76 15 7 who 0 rectangle 20.37 1.308920 0
76 16 7 who 1 rectangle 26.53 1.423792 0
76 17 9 which 0 rectangle 41.32 1.616125 0
76 18 9 which 1 rectangle 14.98 1.175608 0
77 1 5 who 0 circle 8.97 0.952631 0
77 2 5 who 1 circle 10.92 1.038090 0
77 3 7 which 0 circle 11.57 1.063208 0
77 4 7 which 1 circle 17.77 1.249606 0
77 5 9 how 0 circle 13.22 1.121122 0
77 6 9 how 1 circle 11.45 1.058805 1
77 7 5 which 0 circle 7.48 0.874095 0
77 8 5 which 1 circle 10.65 1.027350 0
77 9 7 how 0 circle 11.22 1.049864 0
77 10 7 how 1 circle 10.47 1.019808 0
77 11 9 who 0 circle 11.73 1.069421 0
77 12 9 who 1 circle 9.95 0.997823 0
77 13 5 how 0 circle 12.02 1.079784 0
77 14 5 how 1 circle 21.98 1.342094 0
77 15 7 who 0 circle 9.68 0.986025 0
77 16 7 who 1 circle 18.13 1.258478 0
77 17 9 which 0 circle 14.68 1.166825 0
77 18 9 which 1 circle 17.05 1.231724 0
Table B.38: Raw data for participants 76 and 77.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
78 1 5 who 0 circle 11.00 1.041393 0
78 2 5 who 1 circle 8.83 0.946125 0
78 3 7 which 0 circle 11.93 1.076762 0
78 4 7 which 1 circle 9.45 0.975432 0
78 5 9 how 0 circle 16.48 1.217045 0
78 6 9 how 1 circle 13.73 1.137776 1
78 7 5 which 0 circle 6.43 0.808436 0
78 8 5 which 1 circle 7.25 0.860338 0
78 9 7 how 0 circle 15.73 1.196821 0
78 10 7 how 1 circle 12.08 1.082187 0
78 11 9 who 0 circle 12.22 1.086953 0
78 12 9 who 1 circle 13.15 1.118926 0
78 13 5 how 0 circle 25.07 1.399097 0
78 14 5 how 1 circle 18.60 1.269513 1
78 15 7 who 0 circle 24.85 1.395326 0
78 16 7 who 1 circle 29.85 1.474944 0
78 17 9 which 0 circle 14.97 1.175125 0
78 18 9 which 1 circle 24.53 1.389757 0
79 1 5 who 0 ellipse 31.98 1.504924 0
79 2 5 who 1 ellipse 12.95 1.112270 0
79 3 7 which 0 ellipse 11.05 1.043362 0
79 4 7 which 1 ellipse 20.37 1.308920 0
79 5 9 how 0 ellipse 17.25 1.236789 0
79 6 9 how 1 ellipse 9.08 0.958245 1
79 7 5 which 0 ellipse 6.95 0.841985 0
79 8 5 which 1 ellipse 12.63 1.101518 0
79 9 7 how 0 ellipse 21.92 1.340775 0
79 10 7 how 1 ellipse 42.80 1.631444 0
79 11 9 who 0 ellipse 11.10 1.045323 0
79 12 9 who 1 ellipse 15.13 1.179935 0
79 13 5 how 0 ellipse 19.33 1.286307 0
79 14 5 how 1 ellipse 15.10 1.178977 0
79 15 7 who 0 ellipse 12.72 1.104373 0
79 16 7 who 1 ellipse 30.08 1.478326 0
79 17 9 which 0 ellipse 13.27 1.122762 0
79 18 9 which 1 ellipse 58.80 1.769377 0
Table B.39: Raw data for participants 78 and 79.
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P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Time Log time Correct
80 1 5 who 0 circle 21.58 1.334119 0
80 2 5 who 1 circle 28.73 1.458386 0
80 3 7 which 0 circle 14.92 1.173672 0
80 4 7 which 1 circle 15.97 1.203214 0
80 5 9 how 0 circle 27.50 1.439333 0
80 6 9 how 1 circle 26.12 1.416918 0
80 7 5 which 0 circle 8.40 0.924279 0
80 8 5 which 1 circle 35.42 1.549208 0
80 9 7 how 0 circle 60.37 1.780797 0
80 10 7 how 1 circle 23.80 1.376577 0
80 11 9 who 0 circle 26.47 1.422699 0
80 12 9 who 1 circle 32.98 1.518295 0
80 13 5 how 0 circle 30.73 1.487610 0
80 14 5 how 1 circle 25.90 1.413300 0
80 15 7 who 0 circle 19.77 1.295933 0
80 16 7 who 1 circle 34.58 1.538867 0
80 17 9 which 0 circle 15.93 1.202307 0
80 18 9 which 1 circle 10.58 1.024622 0
81 1 5 who 0 ellipse 8.95 0.951823 0
81 2 5 who 1 ellipse 12.87 1.109466 0
81 3 7 which 0 ellipse 20.52 1.312107 0
81 4 7 which 1 ellipse 12.55 1.098644 0
81 5 9 how 0 ellipse 23.38 1.368906 0
81 6 9 how 1 ellipse 10.68 1.028707 0
81 7 5 which 0 ellipse 5.32 0.725639 0
81 8 5 which 1 ellipse 10.20 1.008600 0
81 9 7 how 0 ellipse 11.42 1.057539 0
81 10 7 how 1 ellipse 12.18 1.085766 0
81 11 9 who 0 ellipse 13.40 1.127105 0
81 12 9 who 1 ellipse 12.15 1.084576 0
81 13 5 how 0 ellipse 16.67 1.221849 0
81 14 5 how 1 ellipse 14.52 1.161867 0
81 15 7 who 0 ellipse 9.90 0.995635 0
81 16 7 who 1 ellipse 20.42 1.309985 0
81 17 9 which 0 ellipse 14.52 1.161867 0
81 18 9 which 1 ellipse 17.28 1.237628 0
Table B.40: Raw data for participant 80 and 81. The raw data for participant 81
replaced the raw data for participant 22, as stated in section 4.2.
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B.5 Diagrams Used to Capture Preferential Data
The following diagrams and tasks were used to collect preferential data. To remind the
reader, four equivalent diagrams, each drawn using different shape closed curves, were
presented to participants. Participants were asked to rank the diagrams based on their
aesthetic preference as well as how easy they found answering a ‘Who’. ‘Which’ and
‘How’ style question. The next page presents the four equivalent diagrams, followed by
a list of the tasks, including the answers to questions, and finally the preferential data.
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Figure B.37: Type 2, no subset.
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Task 1. Rank the diagrams with respect to your aesthetic preference.
Task 2. Rank the diagrams with respect to the perceived ease when answering the
following questions:
1. Who is studying both WEB 2.0 and IT but not DYNAMIC WEB? Answer,
Miles.
 Hue
 Astrid
 Miles
 Jasmin
 Charles
2. How many students are studying both DYNAMIC WEB and WEB 2.0 but not
IT? Answer, 2 - Lorene and Jasmine.
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
3. Which module is being taken by 11 students? Answer, DYNAMIC WEB.
 WEB 2.0
 IT
 DYNAMIC WEB
 E-COMMERCE
 OPERATING SYSTEMS
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B.6 Preferential Data
The raw dataare presented in order of participant. The following list provides the name
of each column heading and a corresponding description of the data therein.
1. : ‘Participant’,
2. ‘Group’ corresponds to the shape that a participant was predisposed when col-
lecting performance data, abbreviated by s for square, r for rectangle, c for circle
and e for ellipse,
3. ‘Shape’ repeatedly lists the four shapes being ranked,
4. ‘Aesthetic’ lists the ranking for a participants aesthetic preference to a shape,
5. ‘Who’ lists the shape ranking based on the ease with which a participant found
answering a ‘Who’ style question,
6. ‘Which’ lists the shape ranking based on the ease with which a participant found
answering a ‘Which’ style question and,
7. “How’ lists the shape ranking based on the ease with which a participant found
answering a ‘How’ style question.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
1 e Circle 4 2 3 3
1 e Square 2 1 2 1
1 e Ellipse 3 3 4 4
1 e Rectangle 1 1 1 2
2 e Circle 1 1 3 2
2 e Square 2 4 3 3
2 e Ellipse 4 2 2 1
2 e Rectangle 3 3 1 3
3 c Circle 3 3 3 2
3 c Square 2 1 2 4
3 c Ellipse 4 4 4 3
3 c Rectangle 1 2 1 1
4 r Circle 2 2 3 1
4 r Square 4 4 1 4
4 r Ellipse 1 1 4 1
4 r Rectangle 3 3 2 1
5 s Circle 4 4 3 4
5 s Square 3 2 2 3
5 s Ellipse 2 3 3 2
5 s Rectangle 1 1 1 1
6 c Circle 1 1 3 1
6 c Square 3 3 1 3
6 c Ellipse 2 2 4 2
6 c Rectangle 4 3 2 3
7 s Circle 1 2 3 2
7 s Square 3 1 2 1
7 s Ellipse 4 2 4 4
7 s Rectangle 2 2 1 2
8 r Circle 1 1 3 1
8 r Square 4 3 1 1
8 r Ellipse 2 1 3 1
8 r Rectangle 2 3 2 1
9 e Circle 4 4 4 4
9 e Square 1 1 2 2
9 e Ellipse 3 3 3 1
9 e Rectangle 2 1 1 2
Table B.41: Raw data for participants 1 to 9.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
10 r Circle 1 1 3 3
10 r Square 3 4 2 2
10 r Ellipse 4 2 4 4
10 r Rectangle 2 3 1 1
11 r Circle 2 2 3 1
11 r Square 4 4 2 4
11 r Ellipse 1 1 4 2
11 r Rectangle 3 3 1 3
12 s Circle 2 1 3 1
12 s Square 1 2 1 2
12 s Ellipse 4 3 3 3
12 s Rectangle 3 4 1 4
13 e Circle 3 2 4 2
13 e Square 2 4 2 4
13 e Ellipse 4 1 3 1
13 e Rectangle 1 3 1 3
14 e Circle 1 1 1 2
14 e Square 2 3 4 1
14 e Ellipse 3 2 2 3
14 e Rectangle 4 4 3 3
15 s Circle 1 1 1 1
15 s Square 3 4 4 4
15 s Ellipse 4 2 2 2
15 s Rectangle 2 3 3 3
16 s Circle 2 1 2 1
16 s Square 4 4 1 4
16 s Ellipse 3 3 4 3
16 s Rectangle 1 2 3 2
17 r Circle 4 4 3 4
17 r Square 2 2 1 2
17 r Ellipse 1 1 4 1
17 r Rectangle 3 3 2 3
18 s Circle 1 1 1 1
18 s Square 3 4 1 3
18 s Ellipse 2 2 1 2
18 s Rectangle 4 3 1 3
Table B.42: Raw data for participants 10 to 18.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
19 e Circle 3 3 2 2
19 e Square 4 4 4 4
19 e Ellipse 1 2 1 1
19 e Rectangle 2 1 3 2
20 s Circle 4 3 3 3
20 s Square 2 1 2 1
20 s Ellipse 3 4 4 4
20 s Rectangle 1 1 1 2
21 r Circle 4 4 4 4
21 r Square 3 2 2 3
21 r Ellipse 1 1 3 1
21 r Rectangle 2 3 1 2
23 e Circle 1 3 1 3
23 e Square 3 1 3 1
23 e Ellipse 2 2 1 3
23 e Rectangle 3 3 3 1
24 c Circle 2 1 3 3
24 c Square 4 3 1 4
24 c Ellipse 1 2 3 1
24 c Rectangle 3 4 2 2
25 e Circle 2 1 3 3
25 e Square 4 3 1 4
25 e Ellipse 1 2 3 1
25 e Rectangle 3 4 2 2
26 s Circle 1 1 1 1
26 s Square 4 3 2 4
26 s Ellipse 2 1 3 3
26 s Rectangle 3 3 4 2
27 c Circle 1 1 3 2
27 c Square 1 3 1 1
27 c Ellipse 3 2 4 4
27 c Rectangle 4 4 2 3
28 c Circle 4 1 4 1
28 c Square 2 4 2 3
28 c Ellipse 3 3 3 4
28 c Rectangle 1 2 1 2
Table B.43: Raw data for participants 19 to 28. Raw data for participant 22 was
discarded as stated in section 4.2. The data was replaced by participant 81.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
29 r Circle 2 3 4 3
29 r Square 4 4 2 1
29 r Ellipse 1 1 3 2
29 r Rectangle 3 2 1 4
30 s Circle 1 2 3 1
30 s Square 4 4 2 2
30 s Ellipse 2 1 4 3
30 s Rectangle 3 3 1 4
31 r Circle 3 4 1 4
31 r Square 4 2 2 3
31 r Ellipse 1 1 3 1
31 r Rectangle 2 3 4 2
32 e Circle 2 3 4 3
32 e Square 4 4 2 3
32 e Ellipse 1 1 3 2
32 e Rectangle 3 2 1 1
33 s Circle 1 1 3 1
33 s Square 2 4 1 4
33 s Ellipse 4 2 4 2
33 s Rectangle 3 3 2 3
34 r Circle 2 2 3 1
34 r Square 4 4 1 3
34 r Ellipse 1 1 4 2
34 r Rectangle 3 3 2 4
35 r Circle 1 4 1 1
35 r Square 2 1 1 3
35 r Ellipse 4 3 1 2
35 r Rectangle 3 2 1 4
36 c Circle 1 1 3 3
36 c Square 4 4 4 4
36 c Ellipse 2 3 2 1
36 c Rectangle 3 2 1 2
37 c Circle 1 1 3 1
37 c Square 4 3 1 3
37 c Ellipse 2 1 3 1
37 c Rectangle 3 3 1 3
Table B.44: Raw data for participants 29 to 37.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
38 c Circle 1 1 1 1
38 c Square 3 3 3 2
38 c Ellipse 2 2 4 3
38 c Rectangle 4 4 2 4
39 r Circle 1 3 4 3
39 r Square 2 1 1 1
39 r Ellipse 3 4 3 4
39 r Rectangle 4 2 2 2
40 r Circle 3 2 4 3
40 r Square 2 3 2 1
40 r Ellipse 4 4 3 4
40 r Rectangle 1 1 1 2
41 c Circle 2 1 3 1
41 c Square 1 3 1 3
41 c Ellipse 4 2 4 2
41 c Rectangle 3 4 2 4
42 e Circle 1 1 3 3
42 e Square 3 3 1 1
42 e Ellipse 2 4 3 3
42 e Rectangle 4 1 1 1
43 s Circle 2 2 3 1
43 s Square 1 1 1 2
43 s Ellipse 4 4 4 3
43 s Rectangle 3 3 2 4
44 s Circle 2 3 4 4
44 s Square 1 2 1 2
44 s Ellipse 4 4 3 3
44 s Rectangle 3 1 2 1
45 c Circle 3 3 3 3
45 c Square 2 1 2 2
45 c Ellipse 4 4 4 4
45 c Rectangle 1 2 1 1
46 s Circle 3 1 3 1
46 s Square 2 3 1 1
46 s Ellipse 4 1 4 1
46 s Rectangle 1 3 2 1
47 s Circle 1 1 3 3
47 s Square 3 3 1 1
47 s Ellipse 4 2 4 4
47 s Rectangle 2 4 2 2
Table B.45: Raw data for participants 38 to 47.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
48 r Circle 1 1 1 2
48 r Square 3 4 4 4
48 r Ellipse 4 2 2 3
48 r Rectangle 2 3 3 1
49 r Circle 3 2 3 2
49 r Square 2 3 2 3
49 r Ellipse 4 4 4 4
49 r Rectangle 1 1 1 1
50 s Circle 1 2 3 3
50 s Square 2 1 4 2
50 s Ellipse 3 4 1 4
50 s Rectangle 4 3 2 1
51 r Circle 4 4 3 3
51 r Square 3 2 2 4
51 r Ellipse 2 3 4 2
51 r Rectangle 1 1 1 1
52 c Circle 3 1 3 3
52 c Square 2 3 2 1
52 c Ellipse 4 4 4 4
52 c Rectangle 1 2 1 2
53 e Circle 1 1 4 1
53 e Square 4 4 2 4
53 e Ellipse 2 3 3 2
53 e Rectangle 3 2 1 3
54 e Circle 1 1 3 1
54 e Square 4 4 2 3
54 e Ellipse 2 2 4 2
54 e Rectangle 3 3 1 4
55 c Circle 3 2 3 1
55 c Square 1 1 1 2
55 c Ellipse 4 4 4 4
55 c Rectangle 2 3 2 3
56 r Circle 2 3 3 1
56 r Square 1 1 1 1
56 r Ellipse 3 3 4 1
56 r Rectangle 4 1 1 1
57 s Circle 1 1 2 1
57 s Square 3 2 1 3
57 s Ellipse 4 3 4 4
57 s Rectangle 2 4 3 2
Table B.46: Raw data for participants 48 to 57.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
58 s Circle 4 1 3 1
58 s Square 2 3 1 2
58 s Ellipse 3 2 4 4
58 s Rectangle 1 4 2 3
59 e Circle 3 1 3 1
59 e Square 2 4 1 4
59 e Ellipse 4 2 4 2
59 e Rectangle 1 3 2 3
60 e Circle 2 3 3 2
60 e Square 3 4 1 4
60 e Ellipse 1 1 4 1
60 e Rectangle 4 2 2 3
61 e Circle 2 2 3 2
61 e Square 4 3 2 3
61 e Ellipse 3 4 4 4
61 e Rectangle 1 1 1 1
62 e Circle 3 2 3 2
62 e Square 1 1 1 1
62 e Ellipse 4 4 4 4
62 e Rectangle 2 3 2 2
63 e Circle 2 1 1 1
63 e Square 4 4 3 3
63 e Ellipse 3 2 2 2
63 e Rectangle 1 3 4 4
64 c Circle 4 3 3 3
64 c Square 2 4 1 1
64 c Ellipse 3 1 4 4
64 c Rectangle 1 2 2 2
65 s Circle 4 4 3 3
65 s Square 1 2 1 1
65 s Ellipse 3 1 4 4
65 s Rectangle 2 2 2 2
66 c Circle 4 4 3 3
66 c Square 2 2 2 2
66 c Ellipse 3 3 4 4
66 c Rectangle 1 1 1 1
67 r Circle 3 4 3 4
67 r Square 2 2 2 2
67 r Ellipse 4 3 4 3
67 r Rectangle 1 1 1 1
Table B.47: Raw data for participants 58 to 67.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
68 r Circle 3 4 4 3
68 r Square 2 2 2 2
68 r Ellipse 4 3 3 4
68 r Rectangle 1 1 1 1
69 c Circle 4 2 4 4
69 c Square 2 4 2 2
69 c Ellipse 3 1 3 3
69 c Rectangle 1 3 1 1
70 r Circle 1 1 3 1
70 r Square 3 3 2 3
70 r Ellipse 2 2 4 2
70 r Rectangle 4 4 1 4
71 c Circle 3 1 3 1
71 c Square 2 4 2 4
71 c Ellipse 4 2 4 2
71 c Rectangle 1 3 1 3
72 e Circle 4 2 4 2
72 e Square 2 4 2 4
72 e Ellipse 3 1 3 1
72 e Rectangle 1 3 1 3
73 e Circle 3 3 3 4
73 e Square 4 2 2 1
73 e Ellipse 1 1 1 2
73 e Rectangle 2 4 3 3
74 s Circle 1 3 4 1
74 s Square 3 1 1 4
74 s Ellipse 2 4 3 1
74 s Rectangle 4 2 1 1
75 s Circle 1 1 4 3
75 s Square 3 4 2 1
75 s Ellipse 2 2 3 3
75 s Rectangle 4 3 1 1
76 r Circle 1 2 3 1
76 r Square 4 4 1 2
76 r Ellipse 3 3 4 4
76 r Rectangle 2 1 2 3
77 c Circle 1 1 1 1
77 c Square 4 3 3 3
77 c Ellipse 3 2 2 2
77 c Rectangle 2 4 4 4
Table B.48: Raw data for participants 68 to 77.
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Participant Group (abbrv.) Shape Aesthetic Who Which How
78 c Circle 2 3 3 2
78 c Square 4 4 1 4
78 c Ellipse 1 2 3 2
78 c Rectangle 3 1 2 1
79 e Circle 3 4 3 3
79 e Square 4 1 4 4
79 e Ellipse 1 3 2 2
79 e Rectangle 2 2 1 1
80 c Circle 1 1 1 1
80 c Square 3 2 3 4
80 c Ellipse 2 3 2 3
80 c Rectangle 4 4 4 2
81 e Circle 1 3 3 2
81 e Square 3 1 1 1
81 e Ellipse 2 4 4 4
81 e Rectangle 4 2 2 3
Table B.49: Raw data for participants 78 to 81. The raw data for participant 81
replaced the raw data for subject 22, as stated in section 4.2.
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Appendix C
Colour
The data collection software including the diagrams along with the data captured during
the study can be downloaded from http://www.cem.brighton.ac.uk/staff/alb14/
The_Impact_of_Graphical_Choices_on_the_Perception_of_Euler_Diagrams. This
appendix also provides scaled copies of all diagrams used throughout the study. Sec-
tion C.1 presents the hard copy diagrams, questions and answers used to introduce
participants to the concept of Euler diagrams. These diagrams are presented in the
same format and order as they were to all participants for each group. Section C.2
presents the diagrams and questions used to train participants. These training dia-
grams consist of screen shots taken from the software tool and are presented in the
same order as they were to all participants for each group. The figure captions state
the type of diagram, form, style of question and answer. Section C.3 presents the dia-
grams and questions used to collect performance data. Again, these diagrams consist
of screen shots taken from the software tool and illustrate how the thirty six diagrams
and questions were presented to all participants. To remind the reader, during the data
collection phase, diagrams were presented in a random order. This can be observed
by the question number prefixing each question within each screen shot. The question
number does not correspond to the order in which the diagrams are presented within
section C.3. Instead, the well-formed diagrams are presented first followed by the non
well-formed diagrams. In each case, the diagrams are presented in order of the dia-
gram type broken down by question style. Each page presents four screen shots, one
for each group. The figure caption states the type of diagram, form, style of question
and answer. Section C.4 presents the raw performance data. Section C.5 presents the
diagrams and task used to collect the preferential data. Finally, section C.6 presents
the raw preferential data.
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C.1 Diagrams Used to Introduce Participants to Euler
Diagrams
312
Example 1
In the diagram below there are four countries: INDIA, UNITED KINGDOM, MON-
TENEGRO and IRAQ.
INDIA
IRAQ
UNITED KINGDOM
MONTENEGRO
Winston
Shana
Amir
Willow Felix
Raquel
Aubrey
Paula
Clare
Michael
Ella
Chris
Matthew
Isaac
Logan
Eve
Huston
Sky
Rita
Coby
IRAQ
Figure C.1: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who has visited INDIA, MONTENEGRO and IRAQ but not UNITED KINGDOM?
 Ella
 Rita
 Coby
 Sky
 Huston
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curves labelled INDIA, MONTENEGRO
and IRAQ as well as being outside the curve labelled UNITED KINGDOM is Sky, so
that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the diagram be-
low there are SIX countries: SLOVENIA, INDONESIA, SUDAN, KENYA, NORWAY
and BURMA.
BURMA
SUDAN KENYA
SLOVENIA
NORWAY
INDONESIA
Robin
Brenda
Astrid
Hanna
Carlos
Harrison
Macy
Jasmine
Charles
David
Maria
Shelia
Ruby
Theresa
Sophia
Tristan
Darren
Leroy
Loren
Serge
Lilian
Terry
Angie
Miles
Jamil
Hugh
Warren
Maurice
Wayne
Lea
Figure C.2: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many people have visited both SLOVENIA and INDONESIA but not KENYA?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
Angie, Hue and Sophie are the only names within SLOVENIA and INDONESIA. How-
ever, Sophie is also in KENYA. Therefore, the answer is 2; Angie and Hue.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below there
are EIGHT countries: BENIN, HUNGARY, CAPE VERDE, MALI, SRI LANKA,
FINLAND, AUSTRIA and BELARUS.
FINLAND
BENIN Maria
Georgina
Dale
Samuel
Brandy
Rory
Sonny
Charlie
Rene
Anthony
Astrid
Sammy
Wayne
Brad
Deborah
Cedric
Kate
Nichole
Christian
Harry
TinaNasir
Abdul
Norman
SRI LANKA
Duncan
Eric
MALI
Robert
Jasmine
Phoebe
Krystal
Ada
Kiran
Erin
Zarah
Carmen
Lloyd
Helen
Peter
Alison
Po
AUSTRIA
CAPE VERDE HUNGARY
BELARUS
Figure C.3: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which country has been visited by 7 people?
 FINLAND
 HUNGARY
 BELARUS
 SRI LANKA
 AUSTRIA
Answer
BELARUS has been visited by 7 people, so the answer is 7.
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Example 1
In the diagram below there are four countries: INDIA, UNITED KINGDOM, MON-
TENEGRO and IRAQ.
INDIA
IRAQ
UNITED KINGDOM
MONTENEGRO
Winston
Shana
Amir
Willow Felix
Raquel
Aubrey
Paula
Clare
Michael
Ella
Chris
Matthew
Isaac
Logan
Eve
Huston
Sky
Rita
Coby
IRAQ
Figure C.4: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who has visited INDIA, MONTENEGRO and IRAQ but not UNITED KINGDOM?
 Ella
 Rita
 Coby
 Sky
 Huston
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curves labelled INDIA, MONTENEGRO
and IRAQ as well as being outside the curve labelled UNITED KINGDOM is Sky, so
that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the diagram be-
low there are SIX countries: SLOVENIA, INDONESIA, SUDAN, KENYA, NORWAY
and BURMA.
BURMA
SUDAN KENYA
SLOVENIA
NORWAY
INDONESIA
Robin
Brenda
Astrid
Hanna
Carlos
Harrison
Macy
Jasmine
Charles
David
Maria
Shelia
Ruby
Theresa
Sophia
Tristan
Darren
Leroy
Loren
Serge
Lilian
Terry
Angie
Miles
Jamil
Hugh
Warren
Maurice
Wayne
Lea
Figure C.5: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many people have visited both SLOVENIA and INDONESIA but not KENYA?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
Angie, Hue and Sophie are the only names within SLOVENIA and INDONESIA. How-
ever, Sophie is also in KENYA. Therefore, the answer is 2; Angie and Hue.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below there
are EIGHT countries: BENIN, HUNGARY, CAPE VERDE, MALI, SRI LANKA,
FINLAND, AUSTRIA and BELARUS.
FINLAND
BENIN Maria
Georgina
Dale
Samuel
Brandy
Rory
Sonny
Charlie
Rene
Anthony
Astrid
Sammy
Wayne
Brad
Deborah
Cedric
Kate
Nichole
Christian
Harry
TinaNasir
Abdul
Norman
SRI LANKA
Duncan
Eric
MALI
Robert
Jasmine
Phoebe
Krystal
Ada
Kiran
Erin
Zarah
Carmen
Lloyd
Helen
Peter
Alison
Po
AUSTRIA
CAPE VERDE HUNGARY
BELARUS
Figure C.6: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which country has been visited by 7 people?
 FINLAND
 HUNGARY
 BELARUS
 SRI LANKA
 AUSTRIA
Answer
BELARUS has been visited by 7 people, so the answer is 7.
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Example 1
In the diagram below there are four countries: INDIA, UNITED KINGDOM, MON-
TENEGRO and IRAQ.
INDIA
IRAQ
UNITED KINGDOM
MONTENEGRO
Winston
Shana
Amir
Willow Felix
Raquel
Aubrey
Paula
Clare
Michael
Ella
Chris
Matthew
Isaac
Logan
Eve
Huston
Sky
Rita
Coby
IRAQ
Figure C.7: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who has visited INDIA, MONTENEGRO and IRAQ but not UNITED KINGDOM?
 Ella
 Rita
 Coby
 Sky
 Huston
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curves labelled INDIA, MONTENEGRO
and IRAQ as well as being outside the curve labelled UNITED KINGDOM is Sky, so
that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the diagram be-
low there are SIX countries: SLOVENIA, INDONESIA, SUDAN, KENYA, NORWAY
and BURMA.
BURMA
SUDAN KENYA
SLOVENIA
NORWAY
INDONESIA
Robin
Brenda
Astrid
Hanna
Carlos
Harrison
Macy
Jasmine
Charles
David
Maria
Shelia
Ruby
Theresa
Sophia
Tristan
Darren
Leroy
Loren
Serge
Lilian
Terry
Angie
Miles
Jamil
Hugh
Warren
Maurice
Wayne
Lea
Figure C.8: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many people have visited both SLOVENIA and INDONESIA but not KENYA?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
Angie, Hue and Sophie are the only names within SLOVENIA and INDONESIA. How-
ever, Sophie is also in KENYA. Therefore, the answer is 2; Angie and Hue.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below there
are EIGHT countries: BENIN, HUNGARY, CAPE VERDE, MALI, SRI LANKA,
FINLAND, AUSTRIA and BELARUS.
FINLAND
BENIN Maria
Georgina
Dale
Samuel
Brandy
Rory
Sonny
Charlie
Rene
Anthony
Astrid
Sammy
Wayne
Brad
Deborah
Cedric
Kate
Nichole
Christian
Harry
TinaNasir
Abdul
Norman
SRI LANKA
Duncan
Eric
MALI
Robert
Jasmine
Phoebe
Krystal
Ada
Kiran
Erin
Zarah
Carmen
Lloyd
Helen
Peter
Alison
Po
AUSTRIA
CAPE VERDE HUNGARY
BELARUS
Figure C.9: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which country has been visited by 7 people?
 FINLAND
 HUNGARY
 BELARUS
 SRI LANKA
 AUSTRIA
Answer
BELARUS has been visited by 7 people, so the answer is 7.
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Example 1
In the diagram below there are four countries: INDIA, UNITED KINGDOM, MON-
TENEGRO and IRAQ.
INDIA
IRAQ
UNITED KINGDOM
MONTENEGRO
Winston
Shana
Amir
Willow Felix
Raquel
Aubrey
Paula
Clare
Michael
Ella
Chris
Matthew
Isaac
Logan
Eve
Huston
Sky
Rita
Coby
IRAQ
Figure C.10: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who has visited INDIA, MONTENEGRO and IRAQ but not UNITED KINGDOM?
 Ella
 Rita
 Coby
 Sky
 Huston
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curves labelled INDIA, MONTENEGRO
and IRAQ as well as being outside the curve labelled UNITED KINGDOM is Sky, so
that is the correct answer.
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Example 2
Here is a second example, this time with a different type of question. In the diagram be-
low there are SIX countries: SLOVENIA, INDONESIA, SUDAN, KENYA, NORWAY
and BURMA.
BURMA
SUDAN KENYA
SLOVENIA
NORWAY
INDONESIA
Robin
Brenda
Astrid
Hanna
Carlos
Harrison
Macy
Jasmine
Charles
David
Maria
Shelia
Ruby
Theresa
Sophia
Tristan
Darren
Leroy
Loren
Serge
Lilian
Terry
Angie
Miles
Jamil
Hugh
Warren
Maurice
Wayne
Lea
Figure C.11: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many people have visited both SLOVENIA and INDONESIA but not KENYA?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
Angie, Hue and Sophie are the only names within SLOVENIA and INDONESIA. How-
ever, Sophie is also in KENYA. Therefore, the answer is 2; Angie and Hue.
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Example 3
Here is another example, with the third type of question. In the diagram below there
are EIGHT countries: BENIN, HUNGARY, CAPE VERDE, MALI, SRI LANKA,
FINLAND, AUSTRIA and BELARUS.
FINLAND
BENIN Maria
Georgina
Dale
Samuel
Brandy
Rory
Sonny
Charlie
Rene
Anthony
Astrid
Sammy
Wayne
Brad
Deborah
Cedric
Kate
Nichole
Christian
Harry
TinaNasir
Abdul
Norman
SRI LANKA
Duncan
Eric
MALI
Robert
Jasmine
Phoebe
Krystal
Ada
Kiran
Erin
Zarah
Carmen
Lloyd
Helen
Peter
Alison
Po
AUSTRIA
CAPE VERDE HUNGARY
BELARUS
Figure C.12: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which country has been visited by 7 people?
 FINLAND
 HUNGARY
 BELARUS
 SRI LANKA
 AUSTRIA
Answer
BELARUS has been visited by 7 people, so the answer is 7.
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C.2 Diagrams Used to Introduce Participants to the Soft-
ware Tool
325
Figure C.13: Type 1, WF. ‘Which’ style training question, answer EGYPT.
326
Figure C.14: Type 1, NWF. ‘How’ style training question, answer 1 - Frida.
327
Figure C.15: Type 2, NWF. ‘Who’ style training question, answer Eva.
328
Figure C.16: Type 2, WF. ‘How’ style training question, answer 0.
329
Figure C.17: Type 3, WF. ‘Who’ style training question, answer 1 - Nigel.
330
Figure C.18: Type 3, NWF. ‘Which’ style training question, answer 1 - SWEDEN.
331
C.3 Diagrams Used to Capture Performance Data
332
Figure C.19: Type 1, WF, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Lisa.
333
Figure C.20: Type 1, WF, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Sandy.
334
Figure C.21: Type 1, WF, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer TUNISA.
335
,Figure C.22: Type 1, WF, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer RAWNDA.
336
Figure C.23: Type 1, WF, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Pamela and
Manuel.
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Figure C.24: Type 1, WF, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 0.
338
Figure C.25: Type 2, WF, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Leo.
339
Figure C.26: Type 2, WF, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Alexa.
340
Figure C.27: Type 2, WF, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer CAPE VERDE.
341
Figure C.28: Type 2, WF, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer ANDORRA.
342
Figure C.29: Type 2, WF, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Jack and Tina.
343
Figure C.30: Type 2, WF, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 0.
344
Figure C.31: Type 3, WF, no subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Oliver.
345
Figure C.32: Type 3, WF, with subset. ‘Who’ style question, answer Dom.
346
Figure C.33: Type 3, WF, no subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer SLOVAKIA.
347
Figure C.34: Type 3, WF, with subset. ‘Which’ style question, answer INDIA.
348
Figure C.35: Type 3, WF, no subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 1 - Dee.
349
Figure C.36: Type 3, WF, with subset. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Malik and
Cedric.
350
Figure C.37: Type 1, NWF, duplicate curve label. ‘Who’ style question, answer Sky.
351
Figure C.38: Type 1, NWF, split zone. ‘Who’ style question, answer Colin.
352
Figure C.39: Type 1, NWF, small non-simple curve. ‘Which’ style question, answer
ROMANIA.
353
,Figure C.40: Type 1, NWF, partial concurrency,. ‘Which’ style question, answer
FRANCE.
354
Figure C.41: Type 1, NWF, triple point. ‘How’ style question, answer 0.
355
Figure C.42: Type 1, NWF, brushing point. ‘How’ style question, answer 1 - Ted.
356
Figure C.43: Type 2, NWF, 2 triple points. ‘Who’ style question, answer Faith.
357
Figure C.44: Type 2, NWF, 2 brushing points. ‘Who’ style question, answer Joss.
358
Figure C.45: Type 2, NWF, 2 duplicate curve labels. ‘Which’ style question, answer
FRANCE.
359
Figure C.46: Type 2, NWF, 2 split zones. ‘Which’ style question, answer CHAD.
360
Figure C.47: Type 2, NWF, medium non-simple curve. ‘How’ style question, answer 2
- Dale and Roy.
361
Figure C.48: Type 2, NWF, 2 instances of partial concurrency. ‘How’ style question,
answer 3 - Isaac, Faith and Gary.
362
Figure C.49: Type 3, NWF, 1 small and 1 medium non-simple curve. ‘Who’ style
question, answer Ada
363
Figure C.50: Type 3, NWF, 3 instances of partial concurrency. ‘Who’ style question,
answer Saul.
364
Figure C.51: Type 3, NWF, 3 triple points. ‘Which’ style question, answer ESTONIA.
365
Figure C.52: Type 3, NWF, 3 brushing points. ‘Which’ style question, answer
TURKEY.
366
Figure C.53: Type 3, NWF, 3 duplicate curve labels. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 -
Macy and Jasmin.
367
Figure C.54: Type 3, NWF, 3 split zones. ‘How’ style question, answer 4 - Samantha,
Layla, Zak and James.
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C.4 Performance Data
The raw data are presented in order of participant broken down by diagram. The
following list provides the name of each column heading and a corresponding description
of the data therein.
1. ‘P’ is the participant reference number,
2. ‘Diagram’ corresponds to an instance of a diagram,
3. ‘Type’ corresponds to the number of curves,
4. ‘Style’ corresponds to the style of question,
5. ‘I’ corresponds to inclusion and whether a diagram is drawn exhibiting a subset
(0 = no subset and 1 = subset),
6. ‘Group’ corresponds to the participant group (B&N, C&N, B&F and C&F),
7. ‘Formed’ indicates whether a diagram is well-formed i.e. ‘wf’ or non-well-formed
i.e. ‘nwf’,
8. ‘Time’ corresponds to the time taken to answer a question,
9. ‘Log’ time corresponds to the log of the time taken to answer a question and,
10. ‘Correct’ indicates whether the question was answered correctly ‘(0’ = correct
and ‘1’ = incorrect).
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
1 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 7.07 2.627365857 0
1 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 7.07 2.627365857 0
1 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 5.20 2.494154594 0
1 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 11.73 2.847572659 0
1 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 5.60 2.526339277 0
1 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 7.33 2.643452676 0
1 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 16.93 3.006893708 0
1 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 8.67 2.716003344 0
1 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 8.93 2.72916479 0
1 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 16.40 2.992995098 0
1 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
1 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 9.87 2.772321707 0
1 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 7.47 2.651278014 0
1 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 10.13 2.783903579 0
1 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 5.87 2.546542663 0
1 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 8.53 2.709269961 0
1 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 15.07 2.95616843 0
1 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 4.93 2.471291711 0
1 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 19.33 3.064457989 0
1 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.13 2.928395852 0
1 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 12.00 2.857332496 1
1 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.40 2.936513742 0
1 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 13.87 2.920123326 0
1 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 14.80 2.948412966 0
1 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 7.60 2.658964843 0
1 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 10.40 2.79518459 0
1 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 36.67 3.342422681 0
1 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 16.93 3.006893708 0
1 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 29.33 3.245512668 0
1 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 18.53 3.046104787 0
1 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 8.40 2.702430536 0
1 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 12.53 2.876217841 0
1 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 27.87 3.223236273 0
1 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
1 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 13.20 2.898725182 0
1 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 25.20 3.179551791 0
Table C.1: Raw data for participant 1.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
2 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 16.00 2.982271233 0
2 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 10.27 2.789580712 0
2 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 6.93 2.619093331 0
2 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 18.00 3.033423755 0
2 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 10.00 2.77815125 0
2 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 9.73 2.766412847 0
2 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 15.73 2.974971994 0
2 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 10.80 2.811575006 0
2 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
2 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 16.93 3.006893708 0
2 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 14.27 2.932473765 0
2 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 26.93 3.208441356 0
2 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 14.13 2.928395852 0
2 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 18.80 3.0523091 0
2 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
2 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 16.80 3.003460532 0
2 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 12.80 2.88536122 0
2 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 11.73 2.847572659 0
2 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 29.33 3.245512668 0
2 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 12.40 2.871572936 0
2 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 11.60 2.84260924 0
2 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 17.07 3.010299957 0
2 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 15.87 2.978636948 0
2 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 14.80 2.948412966 0
2 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 16.27 2.989449818 0
2 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 10.27 2.789580712 0
2 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 9.07 2.7355989 0
2 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 8.53 2.709269961 0
2 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 17.33 3.017033339 0
2 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 19.47 3.067442843 0
2 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 10.80 2.811575006 0
2 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 20.40 3.087781418 0
2 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 17.07 3.010299957 0
2 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 10.40 2.79518459 0
2 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 17.20 3.013679697 0
2 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 21.60 3.112605002 0
Table C.2: Raw data for participant 2.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
3 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 9.20 2.741939078 0
3 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 10.20 2.786751422 0
3 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 8.20 2.691965103 0
3 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
3 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 10.00 2.77815125 0
3 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 12.40 2.871572936 1
3 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 9.80 2.769377326 0
3 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 17.60 3.023663918 0
3 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 12.20 2.864511081 0
3 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 16.60 2.998259338 1
3 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 20.20 3.08350262 0
3 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 21.73 3.115277591 0
3 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 14.80 2.948412966 0
3 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 16.07 2.984077034 1
3 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 11.60 2.84260924 0
3 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 15.67 2.973127854 0
3 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 20.20 3.08350262 0
3 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 7.60 2.658964843 0
3 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 68.80 3.615739689 0
3 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 17.47 3.020361283 0
3 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 13.40 2.905256049 1
3 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 21.47 3.109915863 0
3 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 30.93 3.268577972 0
3 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 20.33 3.086359831 0
3 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 13.53 2.909556029 0
3 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 22.07 3.121887985 0
3 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 18.60 3.047664195 0
3 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 18.20 3.038222638 0
3 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 73.13 3.642266619 1
3 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 63.07 3.577951128 1
3 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.53 2.840106094 0
3 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 15.27 2.961895474 0
3 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 26.53 3.201943063 0
3 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 10.20 2.786751422 1
3 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 10.40 2.79518459 0
3 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 23.73 3.153509989 0
Table C.3: Raw data for participant 3.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
4 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 28.93 3.239549721 0
4 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 18.27 3.039810554 0
4 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 14.80 2.948412966 0
4 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 15.20 2.959994838 0
4 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 13.73 2.915927212 0
4 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 36.47 3.340047318 0
4 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 14.67 2.944482672 0
4 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 20.33 3.086359831 0
4 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 29.60 3.249442961 0
4 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 32.33 3.28780173 0
4 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 35.47 3.327971624 0
4 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 95.53 3.758306182 0
4 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 24.40 3.165541077 0
4 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 28.73 3.236537261 0
4 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 15.80 2.976808337 0
4 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 24.33 3.164352856 0
4 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 49.07 3.468937806 0
4 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 15.93 2.980457892 0
4 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 55.87 3.52530401 0
4 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.60 3.112605002 0
4 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 21.87 3.117933835 0
4 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 23.07 3.14113609 0
4 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 31.87 3.281487888 0
4 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 29.13 3.242541428 0
4 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 33.53 3.303627976 0
4 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 19.93 3.07773118 0
4 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 19.73 3.073351702 0
4 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 18.40 3.042969073 0
4 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 82.00 3.691965103 0
4 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 65.60 3.59505509 1
4 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 23.13 3.142389466 0
4 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 38.20 3.360214613 0
4 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 96.00 3.760422483 0
4 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 22.20 3.124504225 0
4 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 31.53 3.276921132 0
4 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 27.87 3.223236273 0
Table C.4: Raw data for participant 4.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
5 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 12.80 2.88536122 0
5 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 21.47 3.109915863 0
5 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 5.60 2.526339277 0
5 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 20.27 3.084933575 0
5 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 23.33 3.146128036 0
5 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 20.93 3.098989639 0
5 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 6.80 2.610660163 0
5 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
5 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 11.47 2.837588438 0
5 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 14.00 2.924279286 0
5 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 13.60 2.911690159 0
5 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 45.33 3.434568904 0
5 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 22.40 3.128399269 1
5 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 28.67 3.235528447 0
5 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 9.07 2.7355989 0
5 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
5 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 13.47 2.907411361 0
5 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 32.93 3.29578694 0
5 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 15.87 2.978636948 0
5 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.67 2.944482672 1
5 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 11.87 2.852479994 0
5 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 8.00 2.681241237 0
5 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 40.13 3.381656483 1
5 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 18.27 3.039810554 0
5 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 15.20 2.959994838 0
5 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 15.07 2.95616843 0
5 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 16.67 3 0
5 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 13.20 2.898725182 0
5 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 15.60 2.971275849 0
5 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 48.93 3.467756051 1
5 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 8.67 2.716003344 0
5 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 34.00 3.309630167 0
5 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 50.40 3.480581787 1
5 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 15.20 2.959994838 1
5 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
5 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 18.53 3.046104787 1
Table C.5: Raw data for participant 5.
374
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
6 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 9.73 2.766412847 0
6 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 8.07 2.684845362 0
6 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 7.13 2.631443769 0
6 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 15.93 2.980457892 0
6 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 9.53 2.757396029 0
6 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 14.07 2.926342447 0
6 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 12.07 2.859738566 0
6 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 18.67 3.049218023 0
6 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 18.00 3.033423755 0
6 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 14.60 2.942504106 0
6 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 15.87 2.978636948 0
6 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 12.60 2.878521796 0
6 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 11.67 2.84509804 0
6 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 29.00 3.240549248 0
6 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 13.73 2.915927212 0
6 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 12.47 2.873901598 0
6 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 16.47 2.994756945 0
6 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 7.00 2.62324929 0
6 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 34.40 3.314709693 0
6 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 13.93 2.922206277 0
6 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 12.60 2.878521796 0
6 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 13.20 2.898725182 0
6 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 16.53 2.996511672 0
6 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 13.87 2.920123326 0
6 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 27.13 3.211654401 0
6 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 14.40 2.936513742 0
6 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 24.33 3.164352856 0
6 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 10.13 2.783903579 0
6 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 19.67 3.071882007 0
6 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 26.80 3.206286044 0
6 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 13.87 2.920123326 0
6 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 17.47 3.020361283 0
6 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 16.80 3.003460532 0
6 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 17.20 3.013679697 0
6 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 9.33 2.748188027 0
6 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 36.53 3.34084055 0
Table C.6: Raw data for participant 6.
375
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
7 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
7 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
7 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 4.00 2.380211242 0
7 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
7 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 9.33 2.748188027 0
7 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 14.40 2.936513742 1
7 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 5.87 2.546542663 0
7 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 7.07 2.627365857 0
7 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 10.67 2.806179974 0
7 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 7.73 2.666517981 0
7 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 15.60 2.971275849 0
7 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 13.73 2.915927212 0
7 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 10.00 2.77815125 0
7 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 16.93 3.006893708 0
7 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 8.80 2.722633923 0
7 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 27.07 3.210586025 0
7 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 22.67 3.133538908 0
7 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 8.00 2.681241237 0
7 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 13.73 2.915927212 0
7 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.60 2.84260924 0
7 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 10.80 2.811575006 0
7 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 6.53 2.593286067 0
7 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
7 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 15.73 2.974971994 0
7 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 8.67 2.716003344 1
7 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 15.60 2.971275849 0
7 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 12.53 2.876217841 0
7 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 11.33 2.832508913 0
7 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 14.53 2.940516485 0
7 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 22.93 3.138618434 0
7 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 12.80 2.88536122 0
7 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 14.93 2.95230801 0
7 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 23.87 3.155943018 0
7 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 16.93 3.006893708 0
7 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 14.53 2.940516485 0
7 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 18.67 3.049218023 0
Table C.7: Raw data for participant 7.
376
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
8 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 11.40 2.835056102 0
8 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 8.33 2.698970004 0
8 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 6.60 2.597695186 0
8 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 8.73 2.719331287 0
8 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 6.73 2.606381365 0
8 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 7.27 2.639486489 0
8 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 4.87 2.465382851 0
8 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 5.87 2.546542663 0
8 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
8 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 13.13 2.896526217 0
8 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 9.53 2.757396029 0
8 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 11.13 2.824776462 0
8 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 6.47 2.588831726 0
8 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 8.00 2.681241237 0
8 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 5.60 2.526339277 0
8 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 7.93 2.677606953 0
8 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 10.40 2.79518459 0
8 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 4.60 2.440909082 0
8 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 8.00 2.681241237 1
8 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 6.60 2.597695186 0
8 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 19.47 3.067442843 0
8 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 7.47 2.651278014 1
8 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 12.47 2.873901598 0
8 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 9.33 2.748188027 0
8 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 7.07 2.627365857 0
8 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 7.07 2.627365857 0
8 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 10.73 2.808885867 0
8 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 11.27 2.829946696 0
8 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.20 3.013679697 0
8 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 17.47 3.020361283 0
8 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 10.07 2.781036939 0
8 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 12.93 2.889861721 0
8 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 52.67 3.499687083 0
8 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 12.07 2.859738566 0
8 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 7.53 2.655138435 0
8 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 12.60 2.878521796 0
Table C.8: Raw data for participant 8.
377
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
9 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 8.23 2.693726949 0
9 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 6.92 2.618048097 0
9 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 7.80 2.670245853 0
9 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 13.63 2.912753304 0
9 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 4.62 2.442479769 0
9 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 7.62 2.6599162 0
9 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 4.60 2.440909082 0
9 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 5.18 2.492760389 1
9 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 8.62 2.713490543 0
9 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 7.08 2.62838893 0
9 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 9.97 2.776701184 0
9 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 8.17 2.69019608 0
9 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 7.62 2.6599162 0
9 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 9.43 2.752816431 0
9 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 7.20 2.635483747 0
9 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 10.00 2.77815125 0
9 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 18.78 3.051923916 0
9 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 7.33 2.643452676 0
9 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 10.43 2.796574333 0
9 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 18.67 3.049218023 0
9 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 8.02 2.682145076 1
9 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.23 2.931457871 0
9 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 11.52 2.839478047 1
9 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 11.25 2.829303773 0
9 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 7.35 2.644438589 0
9 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 6.03 2.558708571 0
9 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 15.80 2.976808337 0
9 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 9.60 2.760422483 0
9 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 41.48 3.396024897 1
9 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 18.60 3.047664195 0
9 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 9.92 2.774516966 0
9 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 7.57 2.657055853 0
9 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 16.05 2.983626287 0
9 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 11.88 2.85308953 0
9 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 10.27 2.789580712 0
9 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 28.10 3.22685757 0
Table C.9: Raw data for participant 9.
378
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
10 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 8.32 2.698100546 0
10 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 10.78 2.810904281 0
10 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 4.22 2.403120521 0
10 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 10.20 2.786751422 0
10 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 9.67 2.763427994 0
10 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 18.82 3.052693942 0
10 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 12.72 2.882524538 0
10 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 14.55 2.941014244 0
10 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 18.35 3.041787319 0
10 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 20.05 3.080265627 0
10 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 14.45 2.938019097 0
10 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 11.23 2.828659897 0
10 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 11.33 2.832508913 0
10 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 20.22 3.083860801 0
10 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 8.32 2.698100546 0
10 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 8.35 2.699837726 0
10 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 9.38 2.750508395 0
10 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 11.07 2.822168079 0
10 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 13.98 2.923761961 0
10 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 12.65 2.880241776 0
10 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 26.62 3.203304916 0
10 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 18.15 3.03702788 0
10 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 13.78 2.91750551 0
10 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 22.70 3.134177108 0
10 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 9.28 2.745855195 0
10 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 13.37 2.904174368 0
10 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 12.85 2.887054378 0
10 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 11.75 2.848189117 0
10 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 21.93 3.119255889 0
10 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 36.72 3.343014497 0
10 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 11.42 2.835690571 0
10 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 37.83 3.356025857 0
10 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 25.55 3.185542155 0
10 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 11.97 2.856124444 0
10 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 8.92 2.728353782 0
10 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 18.23 3.039017322 0
Table C.10: Raw data for participant 10.
379
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
11 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 24.40 3.165541077 0
11 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 14.67 2.944482672 0
11 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 16.13 2.985875357 0
11 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 24.27 3.163161375 0
11 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 12.40 2.871572936 0
11 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 24.53 3.16790781 0
11 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 12.27 2.866877814 0
11 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 10.80 2.811575006 0
11 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 20.80 3.096214585 0
11 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 25.33 3.181843588 0
11 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 16.40 2.992995098 0
11 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 28.67 3.235528447 0
11 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 14.13 2.928395852 0
11 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 21.20 3.104487111 0
11 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 13.60 2.911690159 0
11 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 14.53 2.940516485 0
11 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 17.20 3.013679697 0
11 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 12.80 2.88536122 0
11 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 16.67 3 0
11 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 33.07 3.297541668 0
11 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 27.87 3.223236273 0
11 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 18.67 3.049218023 0
11 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 36.00 3.334453751 0
11 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 27.60 3.219060332 0
11 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 17.60 3.023663918 0
11 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 14.00 2.924279286 0
11 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 69.87 3.622421274 0
11 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 14.67 2.944482672 0
11 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 24.53 3.16790781 0
11 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 41.07 3.391640703 0
11 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 33.07 3.297541668 0
11 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 26.40 3.199755177 0
11 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 33.33 3.301029996 0
11 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 33.73 3.306210508 0
11 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 14.40 2.936513742 0
11 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 24.93 3.174931594 0
Table C.11: Raw data for participant 11.
380
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
12 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 8.00 2.681241237 0
12 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 9.40 2.751279104 0
12 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 13.40 2.905256049 0
12 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 7.80 2.670245853 0
12 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 8.33 2.698970004 0
12 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 10.47 2.797959644 0
12 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 24.27 3.163161375 0
12 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 5.73 2.536558443 0
12 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 9.27 2.745074792 0
12 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 17.13 3.011993115 0
12 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 18.53 3.046104787 0
12 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 17.20 3.013679697 0
12 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 9.67 2.763427994 0
12 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 22.53 3.130976692 0
12 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 10.40 2.79518459 0
12 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 9.20 2.741939078 0
12 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 27.13 3.211654401 0
12 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 7.20 2.635483747 0
12 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 18.20 3.038222638 0
12 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 20.13 3.082066934 0
12 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 11.33 2.832508913 0
12 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.87 3.053846427 0
12 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 15.87 2.978636948 0
12 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 30.27 3.259115844 0
12 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 14.27 2.932473765 0
12 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 10.80 2.811575006 0
12 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 6.73 2.606381365 0
12 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 11.60 2.84260924 0
12 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 31.27 3.273232834 0
12 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 41.40 3.395151592 1
12 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 10.60 2.803457116 0
12 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 30.73 3.265760917 1
12 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 17.87 3.030194785 0
12 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 15.33 2.963787827 0
12 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 11.27 2.829946696 0
12 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 23.27 3.144885418 0
Table C.12: Raw data for participant 12.
381
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
13 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 8.20 2.691965103 0
13 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 9.27 2.745074792 0
13 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 6.00 2.556302501 0
13 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 10.53 2.800717078 0
13 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
13 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 7.80 2.670245853 0
13 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 7.87 2.673941999 0
13 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 10.93 2.816903839 0
13 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 11.40 2.835056102 0
13 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 17.47 3.020361283 0
13 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 11.00 2.819543936 0
13 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 13.67 2.913813852 0
13 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 16.07 2.984077034 0
13 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 16.87 3.005180513 0
13 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 9.93 2.77524626 0
13 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
13 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 20.13 3.082066934 0
13 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 6.00 2.556302501 0
13 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 17.67 3.025305865 0
13 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 11.20 2.827369273 0
13 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 10.27 2.789580712 0
13 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 15.00 2.954242509 0
13 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 12.67 2.880813592 0
13 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 14.00 2.924279286 0
13 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 18.00 3.033423755 0
13 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 11.40 2.835056102 0
13 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 19.00 3.056904851 0
13 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 22.33 3.127104798 0
13 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 21.87 3.117933835 0
13 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 33.20 3.299289334 0
13 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 13.40 2.905256049 0
13 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 25.07 3.177247836 0
13 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 16.60 2.998259338 0
13 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 12.67 2.880813592 0
13 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 12.53 2.876217841 0
13 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 18.67 3.049218023 0
Table C.13: Raw data for participant 13.
382
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
14 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 6.75 2.607455023 0
14 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 8.82 2.723455672 0
14 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 4.65 2.445604203 0
14 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 20.30 3.085647288 0
14 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 9.75 2.767155866 0
14 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 7.00 2.62324929 0
14 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 7.05 2.626340367 0
14 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 13.07 2.894316063 0
14 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 12.05 2.859138297 0
14 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 14.70 2.945468585 0
14 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 9.88 2.773054693 0
14 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 10.50 2.799340549 0
14 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 6.68 2.603144373 0
14 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 10.33 2.792391689 0
14 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 7.03 2.625312451 0
14 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 8.33 2.698970004 0
14 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 16.15 2.986323777 0
14 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 4.53 2.434568904 0
14 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 24.52 3.167612673 0
14 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 19.40 3.06595298 0
14 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 15.13 2.958085849 0
14 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 17.15 3.012415375 0
14 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 14.33 2.934498451 0
14 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 10.07 2.781036939 0
14 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 15.45 2.967079734 0
14 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 9.32 2.747411808 0
14 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 10.30 2.790988475 0
14 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 15.23 2.960946196 0
14 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 12.42 2.872156273 1
14 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 25.20 3.179551791 0
14 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 11.85 2.851869601 0
14 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 12.88 2.888179494 0
14 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 13.20 2.898725182 0
14 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 15.53 2.969415912 0
14 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 8.15 2.689308859 0
14 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 19.82 3.075181855 0
Table C.14: Raw data for participant 14.
383
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
15 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 8.00 2.681241237 0
15 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 7.20 2.635483747 0
15 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 14.67 2.944482672 1
15 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 6.13 2.565847819 0
15 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 8.80 2.722633923 0
15 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 11.20 2.827369273 0
15 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 5.33 2.505149978 0
15 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 13.87 2.920123326 1
15 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 22.00 3.120573931 0
15 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 23.07 3.14113609 0
15 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 9.07 2.7355989 0
15 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 25.87 3.190891717 0
15 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 6.93 2.619093331 0
15 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 13.07 2.894316063 0
15 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 9.20 2.741939078 0
15 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 9.33 2.748188027 0
15 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 19.20 3.061452479 0
15 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 3.87 2.365487985 0
15 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 10.00 2.77815125 0
15 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 19.60 3.070407322 1
15 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 14.67 2.944482672 1
15 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 8.00 2.681241237 0
15 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 14.13 2.928395852 0
15 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 10.67 2.806179974 0
15 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 8.00 2.681241237 0
15 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 12.00 2.857332496 0
15 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 7.87 2.673941999 0
15 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 9.07 2.7355989 0
15 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 5.87 2.546542663 1
15 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 32.13 3.28510703 0
15 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 10.80 2.811575006 0
15 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 17.20 3.013679697 0
15 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 27.47 3.216957207 0
15 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 16.00 2.982271233 0
15 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 10.27 2.789580712 0
15 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 25.33 3.181843588 0
Table C.15: Raw data for participant 15.
384
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
16 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 11.08 2.822821645 0
16 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 6.30 2.5774918 0
16 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 13.97 2.923244019 0
16 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 17.88 3.030599722 0
16 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 11.92 2.854306042 0
16 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 12.37 2.870403905 0
16 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 14.82 2.948901761 0
16 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 13.78 2.91750551 0
16 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 10.45 2.797267541 0
16 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 15.53 2.969415912 0
16 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 9.55 2.758154622 0
16 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 15.32 2.963315511 0
16 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 14.88 2.950851459 0
16 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 9.22 2.742725131 0
16 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 9.45 2.753583059 0
16 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 12.95 2.890421019 0
16 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 22.42 3.128722284 0
16 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 9.10 2.737192643 0
16 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 13.08 2.894869657 0
16 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 10.13 2.783903579 0
16 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 9.63 2.761927838 0
16 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.88 2.979092901 0
16 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 16.93 3.006893708 0
16 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 12.17 2.86332286 0
16 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 7.72 2.665580991 0
16 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 8.47 2.705863712 0
16 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.07 3.010299957 0
16 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 13.90 2.921166051 0
16 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.55 3.111598525 0
16 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 18.47 3.04453976 0
16 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 14.02 2.924795996 0
16 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 15.27 2.961895474 0
16 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 13.60 2.911690159 0
16 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 10.98 2.818885415 0
16 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.20 2.786751422 0
16 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 13.40 2.905256049 0
Table C.16: Raw data for participant 16.
385
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
17 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 12.60 2.878521796 0
17 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 8.33 2.698970004 0
17 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 5.33 2.505149978 0
17 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 17.60 3.023663918 0
17 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 12.93 2.889861721 0
17 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 11.27 2.829946696 0
17 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 10.00 2.77815125 0
17 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 10.67 2.806179974 0
17 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 14.80 2.948412966 0
17 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 14.47 2.938519725 0
17 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 13.93 2.922206277 0
17 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 17.53 3.02201574 0
17 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 8.47 2.705863712 0
17 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 13.00 2.892094603 0
17 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 11.80 2.850033258 0
17 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 11.73 2.847572659 0
17 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 27.87 3.223236273 0
17 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 4.40 2.421603927 0
17 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 13.47 2.907411361 0
17 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 5.93 2.551449998 0
17 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 24.07 3.159567193 1
17 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.07 2.926342447 0
17 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 24.87 3.173768823 0
17 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 17.00 3.008600172 0
17 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 14.13 2.928395852 0
17 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 13.53 2.909556029 0
17 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 8.80 2.722633923 0
17 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 11.07 2.822168079 0
17 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 13.07 2.894316063 0
17 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 28.00 3.225309282 0
17 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 22.73 3.13481437 0
17 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 26.53 3.201943063 0
17 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 16.93 3.006893708 0
17 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 14.87 2.950364854 0
17 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 17.27 3.015359755 0
17 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 24.00 3.158362492 0
Table C.17: Raw data for participant 17.
386
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
18 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 24.68 3.170555059 1
18 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 16.17 2.986771734 0
18 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 25.85 3.190611798 0
18 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 21.02 3.100715087 0
18 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 37.25 3.349277527 0
18 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 23.67 3.152288344 0
18 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 26.23 3.197004728 0
18 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 16.48 2.995196292 0
18 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 28.68 3.23578087 0
18 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 23.97 3.157758886 0
18 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 28.37 3.230959556 0
18 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 27.52 3.217747073 0
18 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 18.03 3.034227261 0
18 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 34.22 3.312388949 0
18 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 17.65 3.02489596 0
18 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 29.38 3.246252312 0
18 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 42.93 3.410945859 0
18 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 28.77 3.237040791 0
18 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 27.22 3.212986185 1
18 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 27.98 3.225050696 0
18 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 23.58 3.15075644 0
18 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 36.43 3.339650158 0
18 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 43.97 3.421274791 0
18 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 29.23 3.244029589 0
18 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 22.93 3.138618434 0
18 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 20.33 3.086359831 0
18 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 49.68 3.474361976 0
18 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 19.23 3.062205809 0
18 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 27.18 3.212453961 0
18 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 81.38 3.688686724 0
18 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 29.70 3.2509077 0
18 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 33.43 3.302330929 0
18 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 27.43 3.216429831 0
18 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 25.45 3.183839037 0
18 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 18.67 3.049218023 0
18 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 18.10 3.035829825 0
Table C.18: Raw data for participant 18.
387
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
19 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 8.82 2.723455672 0
19 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 6.60 2.597695186 0
19 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 4.98 2.475671188 0
19 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 12.60 2.878521796 0
19 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 8.55 2.710117365 0
19 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 10.80 2.811575006 0
19 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 14.00 2.924279286 0
19 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 12.87 2.8876173 0
19 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 10.78 2.810904281 0
19 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 19.40 3.06595298 0
19 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 12.05 2.859138297 0
19 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 25.97 3.192567453 0
19 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 10.17 2.785329835 0
19 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 10.98 2.818885415 0
19 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 8.55 2.710117365 0
19 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 7.13 2.631443769 0
19 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 17.87 3.030194785 0
19 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 4.73 2.45331834 0
19 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 33.87 3.307923704 0
19 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.83 2.851258349 0
19 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 15.95 2.980911938 0
19 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.77 2.848804701 0
19 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 15.20 2.959994838 0
19 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 20.45 3.088844563 0
19 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 15.03 2.955206538 0
19 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 15.35 2.96425963 0
19 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 59.33 3.551449998 0
19 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 11.33 2.832508913 0
19 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 24.40 3.165541077 0
19 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 23.07 3.14113609 1
19 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.60 2.760422483 0
19 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 13.68 2.914343157 0
19 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 17.90 3.031004281 0
19 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 13.15 2.897077003 0
19 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 8.37 2.700703717 0
19 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 15.80 2.976808337 0
Table C.19: Raw data for participant 19.
388
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
20 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 6.47 2.588831726 0
20 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 11.52 2.839478047 0
20 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 3.62 2.336459734 0
20 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 5.42 2.511883361 1
20 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 12.45 2.873320602 0
20 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 7.10 2.629409599 0
20 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 8.38 2.701567985 0
20 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 7.18 2.63447727 0
20 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 11.38 2.834420704 0
20 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 10.68 2.80685803 0
20 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 9.80 2.769377326 0
20 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 9.85 2.771587481 0
20 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 7.75 2.667452953 0
20 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 18.60 3.047664195 0
20 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 6.25 2.574031268 0
20 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 9.25 2.744292983 0
20 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 10.17 2.785329835 0
20 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 4.60 2.440909082 0
20 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 15.97 2.981365509 0
20 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 14.13 2.928395852 0
20 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 7.40 2.64738297 0
20 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 8.42 2.703291378 0
20 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 10.02 2.778874472 0
20 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 13.22 2.899273187 0
20 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 10.17 2.785329835 0
20 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 10.45 2.797267541 0
20 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 14.42 2.937016107 0
20 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 13.33 2.903089987 0
20 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.45 3.019946682 0
20 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 23.78 3.154423973 0
20 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 8.80 2.722633923 0
20 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 14.55 2.941014244 0
20 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.68 2.80685803 0
20 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 12.38 2.870988814 0
20 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 7.50 2.653212514 0
20 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 11.77 2.848804701 0
Table C.20: Raw data for participant 20.
389
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
21 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 11.35 2.833147112 0
21 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 19.15 3.060320029 0
21 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 6.98 2.622214023 0
21 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 14.52 2.940018155 0
21 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 16.80 3.003460532 0
21 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 17.95 3.032215703 0
21 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 21.48 3.110252917 0
21 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 16.20 2.987666265 0
21 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 21.95 3.119585775 0
21 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 26.10 3.194791758 1
21 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 33.75 3.306425028 0
21 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 21.55 3.111598525 0
21 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 16.73 3.001733713 0
21 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 18.95 3.055760465 1
21 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 13.75 2.916453949 0
21 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 15.65 2.972665592 0
21 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 32.12 3.284881715 0
21 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 6.03 2.558708571 0
21 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 33.30 3.300595484 0
21 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 22.53 3.130976692 0
21 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 15.38 2.965201701 0
21 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 18.77 3.051538391 0
21 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 24.05 3.159266331 0
21 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 21.92 3.118925753 0
21 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 23.05 3.14082218 0
21 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 17.33 3.017033339 0
21 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 20.90 3.098297536 0
21 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 31.72 3.279438788 0
21 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 21.43 3.109240969 0
21 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 68.62 3.614580867 1
21 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 22.13 3.123198075 0
21 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 29.25 3.244277121 0
21 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 40.82 3.388988785 0
21 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 22.20 3.124504225 0
21 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 15.68 2.973589623 0
21 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 17.38 3.018284308 0
Table C.21: Raw data for participant 21.
390
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
22 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 25.52 3.184975191 0
22 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 27.80 3.222196046 0
22 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 11.90 2.853698212 0
22 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 14.90 2.951337519 0
22 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 13.73 2.915927212 0
22 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 21.98 3.120244796 0
22 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 12.28 2.867467488 0
22 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 18.12 3.036229544 0
22 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 17.02 3.009025742 0
22 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 31.02 3.269746373 0
22 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 16.62 2.998695158 0
22 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 33.77 3.306639441 0
22 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 38.25 3.36078269 0
22 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 35.48 3.328175661 0
22 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 24.05 3.159266331 0
22 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 21.13 3.103119254 0
22 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 20.75 3.095169351 0
22 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 14.45 2.938019097 0
22 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 35.82 3.332236415 0
22 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 17.12 3.011570444 0
22 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 24.48 3.167021796 0
22 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 25.20 3.179551791 0
22 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 44.02 3.421768401 0
22 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 11.98 2.85672889 0
22 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 35.17 3.324282455 0
22 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 32.27 3.286905353 0
22 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 23.78 3.154423973 0
22 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 25.18 3.179264464 0
22 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 35.65 3.330210785 0
22 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 50.33 3.480006943 0
22 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 15.82 2.977266212 0
22 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 57.77 3.539828558 0
22 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 43.82 3.419790586 0
22 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 26.47 3.200850498 0
22 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 17.97 3.032618761 0
22 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 20.55 3.090963077 0
Table C.22: Raw data for participant 22.
391
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
23 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 10.83 2.812913357 0
23 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 14.60 2.942504106 0
23 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 6.15 2.567026366 0
23 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 12.70 2.881954971 0
23 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 16.98 3.008174184 0
23 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 13.82 2.918554531 0
23 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 12.20 2.864511081 0
23 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 18.30 3.04060234 0
23 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 17.12 3.011570444 0
23 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 16.40 2.992995098 0
23 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 23.00 3.139879086 0
23 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 21.33 3.10720997 0
23 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 21.20 3.104487111 0
23 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 15.05 2.95568775 0
23 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 22.63 3.13289977 0
23 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 15.95 2.980911938 0
23 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 24.65 3.169968174 0
23 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 13.00 2.892094603 0
23 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 25.02 3.176380692 0
23 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 19.70 3.072617477 0
23 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 25.28 3.180985581 0
23 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 19.02 3.057285644 0
23 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 37.75 3.355068206 0
23 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 41.18 3.392872745 0
23 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 14.10 2.927370363 0
23 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 17.38 3.018284308 0
23 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 34.57 3.316808752 0
23 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 20.35 3.086715664 0
23 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 24.10 3.160168293 0
23 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 49.05 3.468790262 0
23 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.95 2.922725458 0
23 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 37.45 3.351603072 0
23 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 69.38 3.619406411 0
23 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 18.57 3.046885191 0
23 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 16.10 2.984977126 0
23 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 22.87 3.137354111 0
Table C.23: Raw data for participant 23.
392
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
24 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 4.92 2.469822016 0
24 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 8.75 2.720159303 0
24 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 6.42 2.58546073 0
24 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 8.78 2.721810615 0
24 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 8.18 2.691081492 0
24 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 7.10 2.629409599 0
24 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 5.22 2.495544338 0
24 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 10.53 2.800717078 0
24 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 8.97 2.730782276 0
24 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 12.23 2.86569606 0
24 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 10.07 2.781036939 0
24 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 9.37 2.749736316 0
24 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 7.83 2.672097858 0
24 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 12.58 2.877946952 0
24 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 7.97 2.679427897 0
24 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 9.32 2.747411808 0
24 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 29.27 3.244524512 0
24 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 4.67 2.447158031 0
24 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.88 2.814913181 0
24 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 6.48 2.589949601 0
24 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 16.52 2.996073654 0
24 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.03 2.955206538 0
24 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 19.73 3.073351702 0
24 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 7.42 2.648360011 0
24 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 13.55 2.910090546 0
24 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 8.07 2.684845362 0
24 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.77 3.027757205 0
24 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 9.15 2.739572344 0
24 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 19.47 3.067442843 0
24 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 40.45 3.385069776 0
24 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 7.37 2.645422269 0
24 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 13.80 2.918030337 0
24 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 12.50 2.875061263 0
24 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 8.42 2.703291378 0
24 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 9.02 2.733197265 0
24 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 25.98 3.192846115 0
Table C.24: Raw data for participant 24.
393
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
‘ 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 9.65 2.762678564 0
25 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 16.55 2.996949248 0
25 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 7.48 2.652246341 0
25 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 13.82 2.918554531 0
25 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 12.42 2.872156273 0
25 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 10.05 2.780317312 0
25 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 10.13 2.783903579 0
25 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 9.38 2.750508395 0
25 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 13.65 2.913283902 0
25 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 13.72 2.915399835 0
25 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 16.57 2.997386384 0
25 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 25.72 3.188365926 0
25 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 12.50 2.875061263 0
25 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 14.50 2.939519253 0
25 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 8.78 2.721810615 0
25 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 14.17 2.929418926 0
25 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 19.72 3.072984745 0
25 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 10.13 2.783903579 0
25 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 10.47 2.797959644 0
25 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 29.17 3.243038049 0
25 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 18.65 3.048830087 0
25 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 42.28 3.404320467 0
25 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 39.32 3.372727941 0
25 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 19.32 3.064083436 0
25 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 11.90 2.853698212 0
25 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 10.30 2.790988475 0
25 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 18.92 3.054995862 0
25 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 12.57 2.877371346 0
25 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 24.02 3.158663981 1
25 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 34.48 3.315760491 0
25 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 11.30 2.831229694 0
25 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 14.73 2.946452265 0
25 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 17.82 3.028977705 0
25 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 11.67 2.84509804 0
25 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 10.03 2.779596491 0
25 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.37 2.935507266 0
Table C.25: Raw data for participant 25.
394
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
26 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 9.33 2.748188027 0
26 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 8.63 2.71432976 0
26 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 15.43 2.966610987 0
26 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 9.97 2.776701184 0
26 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 15.48 2.968015714 0
26 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 13.18 2.898176483 0
26 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 7.83 2.672097858 0
26 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 12.88 2.888179494 0
26 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 13.23 2.899820502 0
26 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 19.62 3.070776463 0
26 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 12.82 2.88592634 0
26 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 25.30 3.181271772 0
26 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 8.67 2.716003344 0
26 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 17.32 3.016615548 0
26 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 8.02 2.682145076 0
26 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 11.35 2.833147112 0
26 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 17.67 3.025305865 0
26 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 8.55 2.710117365 0
26 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 23.97 3.157758886 0
26 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 12.77 2.88422877 0
26 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 23.08 3.141449773 0
26 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 14.62 2.942999593 0
26 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 10.80 2.811575006 0
26 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 12.55 2.876794976 0
26 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 11.15 2.825426118 0
26 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 7.80 2.670245853 0
26 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 14.62 2.942999593 0
26 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 9.82 2.770115295 0
26 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 19.25 3.062581984 0
26 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 26.45 3.200576927 0
26 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 11.55 2.840733235 0
26 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 21.55 3.111598525 0
26 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 15.55 2.969881644 0
26 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 26.22 3.196728723 0
26 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 8.78 2.721810615 0
26 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 19.10 3.059184618 0
Table C.26: Raw data for participant 26.
395
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
27 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 16.62 2.998695158 0
27 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 17.28 3.015778756 0
27 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 11.25 2.829303773 0
27 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 18.57 3.046885191 0
27 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 16.62 2.998695158 0
27 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 22.82 3.136403448 0
27 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 41.60 3.397244581 0
27 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 21.23 3.105169428 0
27 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 40.37 3.384174139 0
27 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 20.33 3.086359831 0
27 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 34.15 3.311541958 0
27 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 23.73 3.153509989 0
27 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 15.03 2.955206538 0
27 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 16.82 3.003891166 0
27 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 13.08 2.894869657 0
27 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 29.70 3.2509077 0
27 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 17.02 3.009025742 0
27 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 108.43 3.813314059 0
27 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 61.55 3.567379308 0
27 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 35.33 3.326335861 0
27 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 34.82 3.31993844 0
27 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 14.60 2.942504106 0
27 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 24.83 3.173186268 0
27 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 28.55 3.233757363 0
27 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 70.75 3.627877695 0
27 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 29.50 3.247973266 0
27 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 58.75 3.547159121 0
27 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 39.92 3.379305518 0
27 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 26.58 3.202760687 0
27 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 119.48 3.85545858 1
27 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 28.63 3.235023159 0
27 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 36.68 3.342620043 0
27 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 120.00 3.857332496 1
27 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 23.87 3.155943018 0
27 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 26.45 3.200576927 0
27 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 19.67 3.071882007 0
Table C.27: Raw data for participant 27.
396
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
28 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 10.33 2.792391689 0
28 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 12.08 2.860338007 0
28 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 5.15 2.489958479 0
28 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 3.75 2.352182518 0
28 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 5.83 2.544068044 0
28 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 8.13 2.688419822 0
28 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 4.45 2.426511261 0
28 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 7.08 2.62838893 0
28 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 7.00 2.62324929 0
28 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 8.80 2.722633923 0
28 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 9.18 2.741151599 0
28 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 9.38 2.750508395 0
28 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 7.52 2.654176542 0
28 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 12.65 2.880241776 0
28 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 9.43 2.752816431 0
28 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 8.80 2.722633923 0
28 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 10.52 2.800029359 0
28 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 6.38 2.583198774 0
28 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 11.98 2.85672889 0
28 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 50.08 3.477844476 0
28 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 10.98 2.818885415 1
28 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 12.52 2.875639937 0
28 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 12.82 2.88592634 0
28 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 19.13 3.059941888 0
28 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 16.57 2.997386384 0
28 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 8.88 2.726727209 0
28 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 9.98 2.777426822 0
28 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.92 2.8162413 0
28 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 8.30 2.697229343 0
28 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 28.47 3.232487866 0
28 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 7.67 2.662757832 0
28 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 18.95 3.055760465 0
28 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 18.07 3.035029282 0
28 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 16.57 2.997386384 0
28 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 6.45 2.587710965 0
28 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.00 3.008600172 0
Table C.28: Raw data for participant 28.
397
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
29 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 13.72 2.915399835 0
29 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 23.62 3.15136985 0
29 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 15.35 2.96425963 0
29 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 11.63 2.843855423 0
29 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 9.20 2.741939078 0
29 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 10.23 2.788168371 0
29 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 11.75 2.848189117 0
29 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 13.28 2.901458321 0
29 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 21.68 3.114277297 0
29 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 18.42 3.043362278 0
29 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 13.45 2.906873535 0
29 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 14.90 2.951337519 0
29 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 11.17 2.826074803 0
29 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 19.65 3.071513805 0
29 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 8.05 2.683947131 0
29 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 38.25 3.36078269 0
29 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 20.38 3.087426457 0
29 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 9.20 2.741939078 0
29 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 18.08 3.035429738 0
29 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 11.92 2.854306042 0
29 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 33.40 3.301897717 0
29 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 27.93 3.224274014 0
29 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 38.13 3.35945602 1
29 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 12.75 2.883661435 0
29 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 19.10 3.059184618 0
29 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 14.67 2.944482672 0
29 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 26.38 3.199480915 0
29 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 15.33 2.963787827 0
29 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 36.35 3.338655666 0
29 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 44.87 3.430075056 0
29 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 11.22 2.828015064 0
29 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 35.25 3.325310372 0
29 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 21.15 3.103461622 0
29 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 20.70 3.094121596 0
29 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 15.95 2.980911938 0
29 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 9.17 2.740362689 0
Table C.29: Raw data for participant 29.
398
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
30 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 11.95 2.855519156 0
30 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 16.42 2.99343623 0
30 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 17.62 3.024074987 0
30 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 11.18 2.82672252 0
30 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 10.30 2.790988475 0
30 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 18.70 3.049992857 0
30 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 11.27 2.829946696 0
30 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 15.78 2.976349979 0
30 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 33.72 3.305995883 0
30 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 13.40 2.905256049 0
30 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 17.60 3.023663918 0
30 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 10.38 2.794488047 0
30 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 18.30 3.04060234 0
30 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 10.50 2.799340549 0
30 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 9.75 2.767155866 0
30 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 14.23 2.931457871 0
30 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 8.42 2.703291378 0
30 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 13.23 2.899820502 0
30 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 11.35 2.833147112 0
30 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 11.88 2.85308953 0
30 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 17.15 3.012415375 0
30 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 19.08 3.058805487 0
30 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 14.02 2.924795996 0
30 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 13.53 2.909556029 0
30 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 10.00 2.77815125 0
30 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 26.28 3.197831693 0
30 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 13.78 2.91750551 0
30 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 15.12 2.957607287 0
30 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 38.32 3.361538971 0
30 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 16.38 2.992553518 0
30 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 18.37 3.042181595 0
30 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 14.20 2.930439595 0
30 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 17.50 3.021189299 0
30 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 8.78 2.721810615 0
30 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 27.23 3.213252052 0
30 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 13.55 2.910090546 0
Table C.30: Raw data for participant 30.
399
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
31 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 13.47 2.907411361 0
31 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 15.47 2.967547976 0
31 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 12.40 2.871572936 1
31 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 12.40 2.871572936 0
31 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 16.80 3.003460532 0
31 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 17.47 3.020361283 0
31 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 23.33 3.146128036 0
31 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 26.40 3.199755177 1
31 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 13.60 2.911690159 0
31 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 21.47 3.109915863 0
31 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 16.27 2.989449818 0
31 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 37.33 3.350248018 0
31 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 16.27 2.989449818 0
31 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
31 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 11.73 2.847572659 0
31 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 22.40 3.128399269 0
31 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 31.73 3.279666944 0
31 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 15.87 2.978636948 0
31 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 15.73 2.974971994 0
31 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 26.67 3.204119983 0
31 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 11.07 2.822168079 0
31 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 21.87 3.117933835 0
31 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 34.40 3.314709693 0
31 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 39.60 3.375846436 0
31 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 39.33 3.372912003 0
31 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 25.60 3.186391216 0
31 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 15.87 2.978636948 0
31 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 19.20 3.061452479 0
31 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 41.87 3.400019635 0
31 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 38.93 3.368472838 0
31 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 19.33 3.064457989 0
31 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 15.20 2.959994838 0
31 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 27.87 3.223236273 0
31 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 22.40 3.128399269 0
31 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 14.67 2.944482672 0
31 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 28.40 3.23146959 0
Table C.31: Raw data for participant 31.
400
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
32 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 8.50 2.707570176 0
32 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 14.20 2.930439595 0
32 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 15.23 2.960946196 1
32 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 51.13 3.486855355 1
32 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 11.68 2.845718018 0
32 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 16.13 2.985875357 0
32 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 11.63 2.843855423 0
32 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 10.52 2.800029359 1
32 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 23.23 3.144262774 0
32 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 23.03 3.140508043 0
32 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 28.87 3.238547888 0
32 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 25.18 3.179264464 1
32 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 21.12 3.102776615 1
32 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 40.68 3.387567779 1
32 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 12.43 2.872738827 0
32 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 12.03 2.858537198 0
32 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 10.60 2.803457116 0
32 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 14.43 2.937517892 1
32 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 11.93 2.854913022 0
32 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.42 3.043362278 1
32 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 13.50 2.908485019 0
32 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.37 3.042181595 1
32 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 29.38 3.246252312 0
32 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 15.90 2.979548375 0
32 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 8.50 2.707570176 1
32 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 10.03 2.779596491 0
32 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.77 2.975891136 0
32 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 25.83 3.190331698 0
32 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 12.28 2.867467488 1
32 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 35.12 3.323664536 1
32 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 13.80 2.918030337 0
32 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 40.80 3.388811413 0
32 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 15.27 2.961895474 0
32 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 14.97 2.953276337 0
32 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 27.35 3.215108581 0
32 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.63 2.972202838 0
Table C.32: Raw data for participant 32.
401
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
33 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 14.18 2.92992956 0
33 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 16.75 3.002166062 0
33 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 11.75 2.848189117 0
33 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 18.72 3.050379756 0
33 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 11.00 2.819543936 0
33 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 11.25 2.829303773 0
33 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 6.82 2.611723308 0
33 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 14.40 2.936513742 0
33 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 21.52 3.110926242 0
33 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 25.52 3.184975191 0
33 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 12.75 2.883661435 0
33 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 31.15 3.271609301 1
33 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 8.95 2.729974286 0
33 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 36.25 3.337459261 1
33 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 26.08 3.194514342 0
33 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 7.58 2.658011397 0
33 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 31.05 3.270212855 0
33 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 11.88 2.85308953 0
33 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 18.48 3.044931546 0
33 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 17.87 3.030194785 0
33 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 46.15 3.442322956 0
33 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 11.50 2.838849091 0
33 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 20.98 3.10002573 0
33 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 40.18 3.38219721 1
33 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 29.05 3.241297387 0
33 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 24.10 3.160168293 0
33 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 18.38 3.042575512 0
33 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 13.10 2.895422546 0
33 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 81.18 3.68761813 0
33 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 28.22 3.228656958 0
33 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 11.55 2.840733235 0
33 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 39.93 3.379486814 0
33 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 20.90 3.098297536 0
33 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 12.25 2.866287339 0
33 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 8.42 2.703291378 0
33 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 15.43 2.966610987 1
Table C.33: Raw data for participant 33.
402
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
34 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 11.33 2.832508913 0
34 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 7.45 2.650307523 0
34 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 11.40 2.835056102 0
34 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 8.10 2.686636269 0
34 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 10.65 2.805500858 1
34 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 9.95 2.775974331 0
34 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 9.75 2.767155866 0
34 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 13.85 2.919601024 0
34 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 12.33 2.86923172 0
34 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 18.27 3.039810554 0
34 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 15.72 2.974511693 0
34 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 25.12 3.178113252 0
34 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 10.98 2.818885415 0
34 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 10.72 2.808210973 1
34 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 7.58 2.658011397 0
34 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 11.28 2.830588669 0
34 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 18.98 3.056523724 0
34 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 8.68 2.716837723 0
34 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 17.75 3.027349608 0
34 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 16.88 3.005609445 0
34 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 12.88 2.888179494 0
34 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 10.78 2.810904281 0
34 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 19.33 3.064457989 0
34 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 9.10 2.737192643 0
34 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 14.93 2.95230801 0
34 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 14.80 2.948412966 0
34 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 36.02 3.334654767 0
34 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 14.55 2.941014244 0
34 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 28.38 3.231214648 0
34 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 28.85 3.238297068 0
34 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 11.92 2.854306042 0
34 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 25.67 3.187520721 0
34 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 16.23 2.988558957 0
34 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 20.70 3.094121596 0
34 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 26.82 3.206556044 0
34 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 8.87 2.725911632 0
Table C.34: Raw data for participant 34.
403
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
35 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 14.00 2.924279286 0
35 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 19.87 3.076276255 0
35 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 21.47 3.109915863 0
35 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 26.53 3.201943063 0
35 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 15.33 2.963787827 0
35 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 26.53 3.201943063 1
35 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 10.40 2.79518459 0
35 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 19.33 3.064457989 0
35 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 18.67 3.049218023 0
35 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 25.07 3.177247836 0
35 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 24.40 3.165541077 0
35 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 61.87 3.569607968 0
35 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 14.93 2.95230801 0
35 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 24.80 3.172602931 0
35 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 16.00 2.982271233 0
35 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 19.47 3.067442843 0
35 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 38.80 3.366982976 0
35 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 10.00 2.77815125 0
35 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 36.67 3.342422681 0
35 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 45.47 3.435844366 0
35 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 28.27 3.229425848 0
35 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 59.07 3.549493713 0
35 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 25.20 3.179551791 1
35 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 36.00 3.334453751 0
35 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 21.33 3.10720997 0
35 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 24.53 3.16790781 0
35 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 33.73 3.306210508 0
35 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 45.73 3.438384107 0
35 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 46.80 3.448397103 0
35 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 65.87 3.596816936 1
35 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 25.20 3.179551791 0
35 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 32.00 3.283301229 0
35 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 86.13 3.713322505 1
35 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 20.80 3.096214585 0
35 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 23.47 3.148602655 0
35 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 37.60 3.353339095 0
Table C.35: Raw data for participant 35.
404
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
36 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 9.88 2.773054693 0
36 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 9.95 2.775974331 0
36 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 6.28 2.57634135 0
36 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 15.92 2.980003372 0
36 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 9.35 2.748962861 0
36 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 15.77 2.975891136 0
36 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 14.27 2.932473765 0
36 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 33.65 3.305136319 0
36 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 13.52 2.909020854 1
36 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 16.92 3.006466042 0
36 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 11.87 2.852479994 0
36 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 26.50 3.201397124 0
36 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 10.55 2.80140371 0
36 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 24.02 3.158663981 0
36 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 18.82 3.052693942 0
36 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 10.57 2.802089258 0
36 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 37.42 3.351216345 0
36 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 6.20 2.57054294 0
36 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 13.38 2.904715545 0
36 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 24.22 3.162265614 0
36 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 10.48 2.798650645 0
36 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 27.12 3.211387553 0
36 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 19.73 3.073351702 0
36 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 17.38 3.018284308 0
36 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 17.82 3.028977705 1
36 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 14.92 2.951823035 0
36 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.90 2.979548375 0
36 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 13.78 2.91750551 0
36 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 32.50 3.290034611 0
36 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 24.87 3.173768823 0
36 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.40 2.965671971 0
36 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 38.70 3.365862215 0
36 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 23.92 3.156851901 0
36 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 14.83 2.949390007 0
36 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 12.55 2.876794976 0
36 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 19.10 3.059184618 0
Table C.36: Raw data for participant 36.
405
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
37 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 14.33 2.934498451 0
37 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 16.35 2.991669007 0
37 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 12.98 2.891537458 0
37 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 18.18 3.037824751 0
37 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 14.75 2.946943271 0
37 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 15.45 2.967079734 0
37 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 10.77 2.810232518 0
37 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 14.50 2.939519253 0
37 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 27.22 3.212986185 0
37 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 21.68 3.114277297 0
37 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 19.03 3.057666104 0
37 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 20.45 3.088844563 0
37 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 13.12 2.895974732 0
37 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 19.97 3.078456818 1
37 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 13.95 2.922725458 0
37 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 19.67 3.071882007 0
37 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 19.72 3.072984745 0
37 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 29.35 3.245759356 0
37 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 21.15 3.103461622 0
37 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 16.58 2.997823081 0
37 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 10.27 2.789580712 0
37 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 19.95 3.07809415 0
37 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 22.52 3.130655349 0
37 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 25.47 3.184123354 0
37 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 31.48 3.276231958 0
37 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 16.30 2.990338855 0
37 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 25.18 3.179264464 0
37 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 20.62 3.0923697 0
37 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 34.70 3.318480725 0
37 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 82.88 3.696618459 0
37 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 31.12 3.271144318 0
37 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 15.50 2.968482949 0
37 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 38.93 3.368472838 0
37 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 16.97 3.007747778 0
37 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 39.72 3.377124042 0
37 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 31.88 3.28171497 0
Table C.37: Raw data for participant 37.
406
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
38 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 6.80 2.610660163 0
38 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 17.27 3.015359755 0
38 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 14.38 2.936010796 0
38 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 15.87 2.978636948 0
38 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 18.75 3.051152522 0
38 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 8.98 2.731588765 0
38 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 32.40 3.288696261 0
38 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 12.15 2.862727528 0
38 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 13.68 2.914343157 0
38 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 24.47 3.166726056 0
38 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
38 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 21.32 3.106870544 0
38 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 17.87 3.030194785 0
38 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 20.53 3.090610708 0
38 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 10.08 2.781755375 0
38 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 17.23 3.014520539 0
38 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 34.22 3.312388949 0
38 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 9.43 2.752816431 0
38 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 18.30 3.04060234 0
38 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 23.53 3.149834697 0
38 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 43.42 3.415807728 0
38 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 21.68 3.114277297 0
38 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 25.35 3.182129214 0
38 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 17.65 3.02489596 0
38 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 14.08 2.926856709 0
38 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 11.65 2.844477176 0
38 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 25.88 3.191171456 0
38 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 20.50 3.089905111 0
38 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 49.67 3.474216264 0
38 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 33.13 3.29841638 0
38 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 23.52 3.149527014 0
38 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 32.17 3.285557309 0
38 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 23.38 3.147057671 0
38 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 26.65 3.203848464 0
38 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 12.13 2.862131379 0
38 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 18.18 3.037824751 0
Table C.38: Raw data for participant 38.
407
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
39 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
39 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 13.47 2.907411361 0
39 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
39 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 13.20 2.898725182 0
39 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 8.27 2.695481676 0
39 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 12.53 2.876217841 0
39 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 14.27 2.932473765 0
39 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 15.07 2.95616843 1
39 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 13.20 2.898725182 0
39 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 27.33 3.214843848 0
39 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 9.87 2.772321707 0
39 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 19.07 3.058426024 0
39 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
39 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 29.47 3.247482261 0
39 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 8.67 2.716003344 0
39 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 6.80 2.610660163 0
39 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 14.27 2.932473765 0
39 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 8.13 2.688419822 0
39 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 21.47 3.109915863 0
39 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 21.07 3.101747074 0
39 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 18.40 3.042969073 0
39 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.60 2.911690159 0
39 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 33.20 3.299289334 0
39 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 14.80 2.948412966 0
39 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 28.27 3.229425848 0
39 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 11.07 2.822168079 0
39 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 16.53 2.996511672 0
39 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 17.20 3.013679697 0
39 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 19.87 3.076276255 0
39 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 20.67 3.093421685 1
39 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
39 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 26.27 3.197556213 0
39 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 46.00 3.440909082 1
39 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 24.80 3.172602931 0
39 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 14.00 2.924279286 0
39 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 20.53 3.090610708 0
Table C.39: Raw data for participant 39.
408
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
40 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 10.23 2.788168371 0
40 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 15.90 2.979548375 0
40 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 5.50 2.51851394 0
40 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 10.67 2.806179974 0
40 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 14.85 2.949877704 0
40 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 14.63 2.943494516 0
40 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 17.93 3.031812271 0
40 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 7.00 2.62324929 0
40 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 12.93 2.889861721 0
40 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 33.77 3.306639441 0
40 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 11.80 2.850033258 0
40 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 21.38 3.108226656 0
40 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 13.65 2.913283902 0
40 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 19.05 3.05804623 0
40 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 11.30 2.831229694 0
40 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 10.52 2.800029359 0
40 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 21.55 3.111598525 0
40 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 8.80 2.722633923 0
40 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 31.12 3.271144318 0
40 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 9.63 2.761927838 0
40 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 11.58 2.841984805 0
40 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 11.25 2.829303773 0
40 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 16.13 2.985875357 0
40 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 18.55 3.046495164 0
40 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 23.95 3.157456768 0
40 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 11.15 2.825426118 0
40 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.93 2.980457892 0
40 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 11.85 2.851869601 0
40 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 37.67 3.354108439 0
40 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 39.57 3.375480715 0
40 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 8.88 2.726727209 0
40 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 17.42 3.01911629 0
40 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 31.70 3.279210513 0
40 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 13.98 2.923761961 0
40 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.40 2.79518459 0
40 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 28.50 3.23299611 0
Table C.40: Raw data for participant 40.
409
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
41 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 10.40 2.79518459 0
41 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 10.40 2.79518459 0
41 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 6.93 2.619093331 0
41 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 16.53 2.996511672 0
41 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 7.53 2.655138435 0
41 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 16.00 2.982271233 0
41 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 26.13 3.195346058 0
41 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 13.87 2.920123326 1
41 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 15.47 2.967547976 0
41 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 28.53 3.23350376 0
41 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 23.80 3.154728207 0
41 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 13.47 2.907411361 1
41 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 16.73 3.001733713 0
41 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 18.13 3.036628895 0
41 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
41 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 16.80 3.003460532 0
41 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 27.80 3.222196046 0
41 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 6.07 2.561101384 0
41 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 31.07 3.270445908 0
41 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 29.07 3.241546481 0
41 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 12.13 2.862131379 0
41 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 18.73 3.050766311 1
41 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 29.00 3.240549248 0
41 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 18.00 3.033423755 0
41 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 19.27 3.062957834 0
41 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 16.60 2.998259338 0
41 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 19.20 3.061452479 0
41 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 15.73 2.974971994 0
41 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 70.73 3.627775375 1
41 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 43.00 3.411619706 1
41 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.33 2.934498451 0
41 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 14.27 2.932473765 0
41 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 48.53 3.464191371 0
41 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 21.67 3.113943352 0
41 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 17.67 3.025305865 0
41 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 38.73 3.366236124 0
Table C.41: Raw data for participant 41.
410
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
42 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 16.87 3.005180513 0
42 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 18.47 3.04453976 0
42 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 11.33 2.832508913 0
42 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 20.00 3.079181246 0
42 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 16.67 3 0
42 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 17.13 3.011993115 0
42 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 14.20 2.930439595 0
42 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 20.80 3.096214585 0
42 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 31.60 3.277838333 0
42 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 43.33 3.414973348 0
42 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 24.67 3.170261715 0
42 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 39.33 3.372912003 0
42 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 15.13 2.958085849 0
42 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 18.80 3.0523091 1
42 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 48.60 3.46478752 0
42 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 16.73 3.001733713 0
42 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 14.93 2.95230801 0
42 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 14.13 2.928395852 0
42 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 28.67 3.235528447 0
42 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 16.80 3.003460532 0
42 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 35.40 3.327154512 0
42 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 11.20 2.827369273 0
42 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 31.93 3.282395505 0
42 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 40.40 3.384532615 0
42 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 38.27 3.360971884 0
42 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 17.87 3.030194785 0
42 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 24.27 3.163161375 0
42 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 53.80 3.508933526 0
42 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 20.80 3.096214585 1
42 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 33.60 3.304490528 0
42 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 15.00 2.954242509 0
42 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 56.33 3.5289167 0
42 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 22.80 3.136086097 0
42 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 15.07 2.95616843 0
42 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 18.73 3.050766311 0
42 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 24.87 3.173768823 0
Table C.42: Raw data for participant 42.
411
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
43 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 9.97 2.776701184 0
43 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 9.43 2.752816431 0
43 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 12.27 2.866877814 0
43 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 13.27 2.900913068 0
43 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 9.33 2.748188027 0
43 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 7.90 2.675778342 0
43 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 7.20 2.635483747 0
43 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 8.43 2.704150517 0
43 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 13.70 2.914871818 0
43 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 17.10 3.011147361 0
43 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 8.60 2.712649702 0
43 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 19.47 3.067442843 0
43 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 13.27 2.900913068 0
43 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 21.40 3.108565024 0
43 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 12.80 2.88536122 0
43 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 15.43 2.966610987 0
43 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 17.20 3.013679697 0
43 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 7.90 2.675778342 0
43 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 57.37 3.536810866 0
43 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 12.80 2.88536122 0
43 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 27.40 3.215901813 0
43 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 17.80 3.028571253 0
43 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 19.57 3.069668097 0
43 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 19.97 3.078456818 0
43 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 13.60 2.911690159 0
43 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 17.97 3.032618761 0
43 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.23 2.899820502 0
43 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 10.33 2.792391689 0
43 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 25.43 3.183554534 0
43 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 46.30 3.443732241 0
43 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
43 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 45.00 3.431363764 0
43 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 31.13 3.271376872 0
43 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 19.50 3.068185862 0
43 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 10.93 2.816903839 0
43 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.37 2.749736316 0
Table C.43: Raw data for participant 43.
412
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
44 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 8.17 2.69019608 0
44 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 10.67 2.806179974 0
44 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 10.47 2.797959644 0
44 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 6.80 2.610660163 0
44 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 11.00 2.819543936 0
44 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 9.63 2.761927838 0
44 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 15.13 2.958085849 0
44 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 16.63 2.999130541 0
44 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 12.63 2.879669206 0
44 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 18.40 3.042969073 0
44 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 11.27 2.829946696 0
44 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 32.30 3.287353773 0
44 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 10.80 2.811575006 0
44 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 12.70 2.881954971 0
44 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 8.77 2.720985744 0
44 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 29.40 3.246498581 0
44 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 20.67 3.093421685 0
44 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 7.13 2.631443769 0
44 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 12.00 2.857332496 0
44 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.87 2.978636948 0
44 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 13.13 2.896526217 0
44 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 14.80 2.948412966 0
44 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 12.40 2.871572936 0
44 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 19.83 3.075546961 0
44 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 13.87 2.920123326 0
44 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 11.17 2.826074803 0
44 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 16.43 2.993876915 0
44 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 14.80 2.948412966 0
44 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.50 3.045322979 0
44 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 40.17 3.382017043 1
44 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.00 3.100370545 0
44 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 21.93 3.119255889 0
44 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 18.83 3.053078443 0
44 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 21.30 3.106530854 0
44 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 7.77 2.668385917 0
44 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 13.83 2.919078092 0
Table C.44: Raw data for participant 44.
413
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
45 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 7.28 2.640481437 0
45 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 9.08 2.736396502 0
45 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 4.35 2.416640507 0
45 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 8.00 2.681241237 0
45 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 14.35 2.935003151 0
45 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 7.95 2.678518379 0
45 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 4.27 2.408239965 0
45 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 7.22 2.636487896 1
45 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 8.50 2.707570176 0
45 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 16.32 2.990782692 0
45 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 9.57 2.758911892 0
45 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 32.02 3.283527365 1
45 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 14.42 2.937016107 0
45 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 12.28 2.867467488 0
45 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 8.97 2.730782276 0
45 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 16.28 2.989894564 0
45 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 13.78 2.91750551 0
45 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 4.63 2.444044796 0
45 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 37.02 3.346548559 0
45 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 8.65 2.715167358 1
45 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 13.42 2.90579588 0
45 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.63 2.943494516 0
45 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 20.35 3.086715664 1
45 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 21.58 3.112269768 0
45 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 10.92 2.8162413 0
45 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 24.27 3.163161375 0
45 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 19.98 3.078819183 0
45 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 19.35 3.06483222 0
45 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 25.90 3.191451014 0
45 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 40.52 3.385784959 0
45 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 7.88 2.674861141 0
45 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 11.93 2.854913022 0
45 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 16.68 3.000434077 0
45 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 17.98 3.033021445 0
45 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 8.07 2.684845362 0
45 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 15.95 2.980911938 0
Table C.45: Raw data for participant 45.
414
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
46 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 16.13 2.985875357 0
46 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 19.22 3.061829307 0
46 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 13.62 2.912222057 0
46 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 14.18 2.92992956 0
46 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 12.77 2.88422877 0
46 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 10.62 2.804139432 0
46 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 15.75 2.975431809 0
46 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 14.42 2.937016107 0
46 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 22.68 3.133858125 0
46 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 18.97 3.056142262 0
46 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 13.97 2.923244019 0
46 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 20.48 3.089551883 0
46 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 17.68 3.025715384 0
46 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 22.28 3.126131407 0
46 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 14.55 2.941014244 0
46 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 21.65 3.113609151 0
46 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 23.73 3.153509989 0
46 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 12.90 2.888740961 0
46 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 22.13 3.123198075 0
46 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 20.47 3.089198367 0
46 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 26.33 3.198657087 0
46 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 12.98 2.891537458 0
46 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 27.45 3.216693599 0
46 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 19.57 3.069668097 0
46 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 19.93 3.07773118 0
46 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 25.47 3.184123354 0
46 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 11.92 2.854306042 0
46 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 15.22 2.960470778 0
46 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 16.40 2.992995098 0
46 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 41.60 3.397244581 0
46 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 10.03 2.779596491 0
46 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 21.28 3.106190897 0
46 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 38.52 3.363799945 0
46 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 18.65 3.048830087 0
46 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 15.88 2.979092901 0
46 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 15.37 2.964730921 0
Table C.46: Raw data for participant 46.
415
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
47 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 9.87 2.772321707 0
47 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 11.07 2.822168079 0
47 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 4.53 2.434568904 0
47 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 6.27 2.575187845 0
47 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
47 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 8.27 2.695481676 0
47 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 5.33 2.505149978 0
47 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 10.80 2.811575006 0
47 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 15.07 2.95616843 0
47 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 22.80 3.136086097 0
47 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 12.67 2.880813592 0
47 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 20.13 3.082066934 0
47 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 7.60 2.658964843 0
47 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 13.47 2.907411361 0
47 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 6.27 2.575187845 0
47 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 8.27 2.695481676 0
47 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 13.60 2.911690159 0
47 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 5.07 2.482873584 0
47 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 25.87 3.190891717 0
47 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 8.00 2.681241237 0
47 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 28.80 3.237543738 0
47 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
47 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 18.80 3.0523091 0
47 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 22.40 3.128399269 0
47 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 9.07 2.7355989 0
47 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 12.00 2.857332496 0
47 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 12.27 2.866877814 0
47 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 9.20 2.741939078 0
47 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 8.67 2.716003344 0
47 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 25.33 3.181843588 0
47 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.73 2.766412847 0
47 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 21.07 3.101747074 0
47 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 18.27 3.039810554 0
47 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 13.47 2.907411361 0
47 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 10.13 2.783903579 0
47 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.20 2.898725182 0
Table C.47: Raw data for participant 47.
416
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
48 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 7.70 2.664641976 0
48 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 7.92 2.67669361 0
48 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 7.18 2.63447727 0
48 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 11.23 2.828659897 0
48 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 18.05 3.034628457 1
48 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 10.63 2.804820679 0
48 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 15.05 2.95568775 0
48 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 9.52 2.756636108 0
48 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 10.27 2.789580712 0
48 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 11.02 2.820201459 0
48 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 11.03 2.820857989 0
48 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 18.50 3.045322979 0
48 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 10.10 2.782472624 0
48 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 12.33 2.86923172 0
48 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 6.87 2.614897216 0
48 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 21.38 3.108226656 0
48 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 12.02 2.857935265 0
48 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 5.67 2.531478917 0
48 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 8.12 2.687528961 0
48 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 14.57 2.941511433 0
48 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 22.98 3.139564266 0
48 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.53 3.02201574 0
48 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 19.35 3.06483222 0
48 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 16.02 2.982723388 0
48 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 12.35 2.869818208 0
48 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 10.12 2.783188691 0
48 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 10.02 2.778874472 0
48 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 21.35 3.10754913 0
48 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.62 3.048053173 0
48 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 23.07 3.14113609 0
48 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 10.15 2.784617293 0
48 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 11.92 2.854306042 0
48 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 30.63 3.264345507 0
48 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 10.82 2.812244697 1
48 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.10 2.782472624 0
48 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.20 3.013679697 0
Table C.48: Raw data for participant 48.
417
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
49 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 11.27 2.829946696 0
49 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 12.53 2.876217841 0
49 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 13.67 2.913813852 0
49 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 13.73 2.915927212 0
49 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 7.73 2.666517981 0
49 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 8.47 2.705863712 0
49 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 17.40 3.018700499 0
49 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 19.80 3.074816441 0
49 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
49 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 13.87 2.920123326 0
49 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 12.67 2.880813592 0
49 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 22.27 3.125806458 0
49 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 15.47 2.967547976 0
49 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 13.47 2.907411361 0
49 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 15.33 2.963787827 0
49 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 15.73 2.974971994 0
49 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 42.93 3.410945859 0
49 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 17.80 3.028571253 0
49 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 17.47 3.020361283 0
49 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 22.53 3.130976692 0
49 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 10.27 2.789580712 0
49 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 12.20 2.864511081 0
49 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 18.33 3.041392685 0
49 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 11.40 2.835056102 0
49 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 8.33 2.698970004 0
49 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 9.73 2.766412847 0
49 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 32.60 3.29136885 0
49 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 23.33 3.146128036 0
49 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 30.40 3.261024834 0
49 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 22.67 3.133538908 0
49 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 22.00 3.120573931 0
49 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 39.53 3.375114685 0
49 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 21.20 3.104487111 0
49 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 14.27 2.932473765 0
49 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 11.80 2.850033258 0
49 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 13.60 2.911690159 0
Table C.49: Raw data for participant 49.
418
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
50 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 7.40 2.64738297 0
50 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 7.13 2.631443769 0
50 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
50 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 11.67 2.84509804 0
50 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 13.07 2.894316063 0
50 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 10.53 2.800717078 0
50 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 7.20 2.635483747 0
50 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 8.33 2.698970004 0
50 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 13.27 2.900913068 0
50 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 15.27 2.961895474 1
50 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 17.00 3.008600172 0
50 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 24.80 3.172602931 0
50 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
50 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 21.33 3.10720997 0
50 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 11.00 2.819543936 0
50 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 11.60 2.84260924 0
50 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 14.07 2.926342447 0
50 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 7.53 2.655138435 0
50 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 55.07 3.519040039 0
50 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 15.60 2.971275849 0
50 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 18.20 3.038222638 0
50 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 12.07 2.859738566 0
50 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 22.27 3.125806458 0
50 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 20.93 3.098989639 0
50 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 12.80 2.88536122 0
50 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 14.33 2.934498451 0
50 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 22.93 3.138618434 0
50 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 11.27 2.829946696 0
50 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 25.13 3.178401342 0
50 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 31.07 3.270445908 0
50 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 19.27 3.062957834 0
50 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 19.40 3.06595298 0
50 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 18.93 3.055378331 0
50 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 13.67 2.913813852 0
50 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 18.20 3.038222638 0
50 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 17.87 3.030194785 0
Table C.50: Raw data for participant 50.
419
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
51 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 10.60 2.803457116 0
51 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 13.27 2.900913068 0
51 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 10.53 2.800717078 0
51 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 14.47 2.938519725 0
51 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 14.53 2.940516485 0
51 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 18.53 3.046104787 0
51 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 12.60 2.878521796 0
51 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 11.53 2.840106094 0
51 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 21.07 3.101747074 0
51 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 22.87 3.137354111 1
51 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 17.07 3.010299957 0
51 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 25.33 3.181843588 0
51 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 12.87 2.8876173 0
51 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 36.53 3.34084055 1
51 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 10.80 2.811575006 0
51 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 14.93 2.95230801 0
51 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 17.93 3.031812271 0
51 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 18.00 3.033423755 0
51 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 13.67 2.913813852 0
51 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.60 2.911690159 0
51 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 35.47 3.327971624 0
51 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 10.00 2.77815125 0
51 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 30.67 3.264817823 0
51 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 21.47 3.109915863 0
51 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 11.40 2.835056102 0
51 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 13.00 2.892094603 0
51 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 12.27 2.866877814 0
51 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 13.00 2.892094603 0
51 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 22.80 3.136086097 0
51 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 63.93 3.583878598 0
51 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 8.40 2.702430536 0
51 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 38.33 3.361727836 0
51 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 26.40 3.199755177 0
51 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 14.67 2.944482672 0
51 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 16.53 2.996511672 0
51 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 20.07 3.080626487 0
Table C.51: Raw data for participant 51.
420
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
52 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
52 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 5.80 2.541579244 0
52 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 8.20 2.691965103 0
52 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 12.00 2.857332496 0
52 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
52 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 10.47 2.797959644 0
52 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 9.20 2.741939078 0
52 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 16.67 3 0
52 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 13.80 2.918030337 0
52 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 13.07 2.894316063 0
52 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 14.40 2.936513742 0
52 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 21.67 3.113943352 0
52 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
52 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 28.13 3.227372442 0
52 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 9.00 2.73239376 0
52 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 7.93 2.677606953 0
52 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 13.47 2.907411361 0
52 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 7.00 2.62324929 0
52 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 16.20 2.987666265 0
52 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 19.00 3.056904851 0
52 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 32.87 3.294906911 0
52 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.67 3.049218023 0
52 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 20.73 3.09482038 0
52 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 15.40 2.965671971 0
52 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 19.73 3.073351702 0
52 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 10.20 2.786751422 0
52 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 20.73 3.09482038 0
52 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 15.47 2.967547976 0
52 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.93 3.119255889 0
52 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 34.67 3.318063335 0
52 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 11.93 2.854913022 0
52 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 24.13 3.160768562 0
52 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 21.67 3.113943352 0
52 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 11.13 2.824776462 0
52 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.07 2.781036939 0
52 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 22.60 3.13225969 0
Table C.52: Raw data for participant 52.
421
P Diagram Type Style Inclusion Group Formed Time Log time Correct
53 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 9.03 2.733999287 0
53 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 7.70 2.664641976 0
53 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 10.93 2.816903839 0
53 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 16.37 2.992111488 0
53 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 10.57 2.802089258 0
53 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 17.10 3.011147361 0
53 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 52.00 3.494154594 0
53 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 11.50 2.838849091 0
53 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 18.73 3.050766311 0
53 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 11.93 2.854913022 0
53 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 13.70 2.914871818 0
53 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 16.03 2.983175072 0
53 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 12.17 2.86332286 0
53 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 24.07 3.159567193 0
53 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 8.77 2.720985744 0
53 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 12.87 2.8876173 0
53 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 29.37 3.246005904 0
53 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 7.10 2.629409599 0
53 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 26.37 3.199206479 0
53 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 16.37 2.992111488 0
53 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 24.70 3.170848204 0
53 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 13.23 2.899820502 0
53 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 26.60 3.203032887 0
53 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 23.03 3.140508043 0
53 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 15.27 2.961895474 0
53 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 14.83 2.949390007 0
53 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 22.23 3.12515583 0
53 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 16.10 2.984977126 0
53 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 89.60 3.73045926 0
53 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 40.90 3.389874558 0
53 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 23.53 3.149834697 0
53 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 22.03 3.121231455 0
53 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 27.63 3.219584526 0
53 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 22.73 3.13481437 0
53 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 13.97 2.923244019 0
53 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 17.23 3.014520539 0
Table C.53: Raw data for participant 53.
422
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
54 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 12.53 2.876217841 0
54 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 10.40 2.79518459 0
54 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 10.23 2.788168371 0
54 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 18.03 3.034227261 0
54 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 10.83 2.812913357 0
54 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 16.33 2.991226076 0
54 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 10.13 2.783903579 0
54 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 16.17 2.986771734 0
54 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 19.97 3.078456818 0
54 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 33.20 3.299289334 0
54 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 20.50 3.089905111 0
54 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 24.07 3.159567193 0
54 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 23.13 3.142389466 1
54 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 25.00 3.176091259 1
54 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 17.37 3.017867719 0
54 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 10.23 2.788168371 0
54 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 30.97 3.26904571 0
54 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 33.60 3.304490528 0
54 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 26.53 3.201943063 0
54 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 22.83 3.136720567 0
54 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 15.93 2.980457892 0
54 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 22.10 3.122543524 0
54 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 22.83 3.136720567 0
54 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 14.77 2.947433722 0
54 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 26.70 3.204662512 0
54 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 14.10 2.927370363 0
54 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 70.43 3.625929493 0
54 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 18.27 3.039810554 0
54 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 30.00 3.255272505 0
54 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 41.13 3.392345155 1
54 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 24.50 3.167317335 0
54 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 24.47 3.166726056 0
54 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 52.97 3.502153893 0
54 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 25.23 3.180125875 0
54 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 18.17 3.037426498 0
54 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 20.50 3.089905111 0
Table C.54: Raw data for participant 54.
423
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
55 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 11.10 2.823474229 0
55 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 8.67 2.716003344 0
55 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 4.80 2.459392488 0
55 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 13.70 2.914871818 0
55 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
55 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 18.40 3.042969073 0
55 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 12.50 2.875061263 0
55 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 10.07 2.781036939 0
55 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 11.30 2.831229694 0
55 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 12.07 2.859738566 0
55 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 10.53 2.800717078 0
55 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 17.53 3.02201574 0
55 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 13.93 2.922206277 0
55 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 17.53 3.02201574 0
55 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 8.43 2.704150517 0
55 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 7.40 2.64738297 0
55 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 16.80 3.003460532 0
55 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 11.40 2.835056102 0
55 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 16.33 2.991226076 0
55 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.23 2.743509765 0
55 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 23.23 3.144262774 0
55 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 14.33 2.934498451 0
55 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 15.50 2.968482949 0
55 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 19.57 3.069668097 0
55 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 20.20 3.08350262 0
55 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 13.93 2.922206277 0
55 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 28.63 3.235023159 0
55 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 15.10 2.957128198 0
55 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 24.63 3.169674434 0
55 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 27.80 3.222196046 0
55 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.70 2.846337112 0
55 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 10.90 2.815577748 0
55 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 22.37 3.127752516 0
55 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 9.73 2.766412847 0
55 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 12.13 2.862131379 0
55 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 15.70 2.974050903 0
Table C.55: Raw data for participant 55.
424
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
56 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 33.27 3.300160537 0
56 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 8.33 2.698970004 0
56 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 16.27 2.989449818 0
56 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 15.83 2.977723605 0
56 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 10.13 2.783903579 0
56 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
56 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 17.07 3.010299957 0
56 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 32.53 3.290479813 0
56 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 23.97 3.157758886 0
56 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 25.10 3.177824972 0
56 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 24.53 3.16790781 0
56 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 30.43 3.261500773 0
56 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 9.53 2.757396029 0
56 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 14.40 2.936513742 0
56 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 13.53 2.909556029 0
56 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 21.40 3.108565024 0
56 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 28.63 3.235023159 0
56 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 21.40 3.108565024 0
56 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 33.70 3.305781151 0
56 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 22.27 3.125806458 0
56 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 65.67 3.595496222 0
56 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 31.97 3.282848603 0
56 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 46.17 3.442479769 1
56 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 19.13 3.059941888 0
56 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 11.70 2.846337112 0
56 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 16.83 3.004321374 0
56 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 30.93 3.268577972 0
56 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 8.87 2.725911632 0
56 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 40.20 3.382377303 0
56 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 98.10 3.769820258 0
56 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 28.97 3.240049772 0
56 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 42.40 3.405517107 0
56 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 61.50 3.567026366 0
56 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 23.40 3.147367108 0
56 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 21.07 3.101747074 0
56 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 60.37 3.558948446 0
Table C.56: Raw data for participant 55.
425
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
57 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 10.27 2.789580712 0
57 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 12.33 2.86923172 0
57 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 9.87 2.772321707 0
57 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 20.47 3.089198367 0
57 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 13.47 2.907411361 0
57 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 13.43 2.906335042 0
57 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 9.30 2.746634199 0
57 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 15.83 2.977723605 0
57 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 20.33 3.086359831 0
57 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 25.00 3.176091259 0
57 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 30.73 3.265760917 0
57 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 15.60 2.971275849 0
57 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 8.97 2.730782276 0
57 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 17.90 3.031004281 0
57 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 9.23 2.743509765 0
57 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 25.03 3.176669933 0
57 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 16.77 3.002597981 0
57 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 12.70 2.881954971 0
57 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 28.03 3.225825991 0
57 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.33 2.934498451 0
57 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 12.27 2.866877814 1
57 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 14.83 2.949390007 0
57 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 28.20 3.228400359 0
57 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 24.80 3.172602931 0
57 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 27.97 3.224791956 0
57 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 23.93 3.15715444 0
57 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 21.03 3.101059355 0
57 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 28.67 3.235528447 0
57 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 26.37 3.199206479 0
57 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 32.90 3.295347148 0
57 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 43.43 3.415974411 0
57 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 33.93 3.308777774 0
57 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 60.30 3.558468563 0
57 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 25.43 3.183554534 0
57 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 8.60 2.712649702 0
57 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 19.37 3.065206128 1
Table C.57: Raw data for participant 57.
426
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
58 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 14.33 2.934498451 0
58 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 9.80 2.769377326 0
58 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 10.53 2.800717078 0
58 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
58 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 17.80 3.028571253 0
58 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 10.67 2.806179974 0
58 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 12.87 2.8876173 0
58 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 11.33 2.832508913 0
58 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 9.87 2.772321707 0
58 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 33.67 3.305351369 0
58 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 16.33 2.991226076 0
58 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 21.13 3.103119254 0
58 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 11.53 2.840106094 0
58 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 21.00 3.100370545 0
58 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 14.60 2.942504106 0
58 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 21.67 3.113943352 0
58 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 24.93 3.174931594 0
58 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 7.20 2.635483747 0
58 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 19.60 3.070407322 0
58 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 29.67 3.250420002 0
58 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 30.73 3.265760917 0
58 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 16.27 2.989449818 0
58 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 22.13 3.123198075 0
58 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 20.73 3.09482038 0
58 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 16.67 3 0
58 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 27.27 3.213783299 0
58 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 16.27 2.989449818 0
58 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 16.53 2.996511672 0
58 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 23.07 3.14113609 0
58 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 44.13 3.422917981 0
58 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 10.33 2.792391689 0
58 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 18.33 3.041392685 0
58 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 20.13 3.082066934 0
58 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 15.87 2.978636948 0
58 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 15.87 2.978636948 0
58 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 23.07 3.14113609 0
Table C.58: Raw data for participant 58.
427
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
59 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 14.90 2.951337519 0
59 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 7.90 2.675778342 0
59 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 11.83 2.851258349 0
59 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 7.73 2.666517981 0
59 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 8.33 2.698970004 0
59 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 13.57 2.910624405 0
59 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 16.33 2.991226076 0
59 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 12.63 2.879669206 0
59 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 12.20 2.864511081 0
59 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 10.00 2.77815125 0
59 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 15.83 2.977723605 0
59 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 42.03 3.401745082 0
59 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 9.63 2.761927838 0
59 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 14.93 2.95230801 0
59 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
59 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 14.60 2.942504106 0
59 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 16.03 2.983175072 0
59 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 19.43 3.06669855 0
59 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 21.63 3.113274692 0
59 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.77 2.767897616 0
59 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 10.13 2.783903579 0
59 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 18.43 3.043755127 0
59 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 26.43 3.200303183 0
59 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 46.10 3.441852176 1
59 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 23.50 3.149219113 0
59 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 15.10 2.957128198 0
59 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 19.50 3.068185862 0
59 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 16.37 2.992111488 0
59 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 25.97 3.192567453 0
59 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 63.13 3.57840997 0
59 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.30 2.831229694 0
59 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 20.13 3.082066934 0
59 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 71.20 3.630631244 0
59 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 18.67 3.049218023 0
59 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 9.10 2.737192643 0
59 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 28.50 3.23299611 1
Table C.59: Raw data for participant 59.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
60 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
60 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 13.63 2.912753304 0
60 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 7.83 2.672097858 0
60 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 14.10 2.927370363 0
60 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 10.47 2.797959644 0
60 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 10.43 2.796574333 0
60 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 12.63 2.879669206 0
60 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 15.07 2.95616843 0
60 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 16.43 2.993876915 0
60 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 10.63 2.804820679 0
60 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 13.57 2.910624405 0
60 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 18.37 3.042181595 0
60 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 14.40 2.936513742 1
60 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 11.93 2.854913022 0
60 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 9.67 2.763427994 0
60 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 16.73 3.001733713 0
60 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 15.60 2.971275849 0
60 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 5.67 2.531478917 0
60 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 22.37 3.127752516 0
60 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 27.27 3.213783299 0
60 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 14.47 2.938519725 0
60 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 12.77 2.88422877 0
60 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 20.03 3.079904468 0
60 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 14.97 2.953276337 0
60 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 15.83 2.977723605 0
60 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 15.53 2.969415912 0
60 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 20.57 3.09131516 0
60 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 12.50 2.875061263 0
60 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.23 3.105169428 0
60 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 39.13 3.370698093 0
60 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.40 3.042969073 0
60 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 14.53 2.940516485 0
60 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 18.03 3.034227261 0
60 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 20.47 3.089198367 0
60 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 8.00 2.681241237 0
60 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 23.60 3.151063253 0
Table C.60: Raw data for participant 60.
429
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
61 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 9.03 2.733999287 0
61 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 10.27 2.789580712 0
61 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 14.37 2.935507266 0
61 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 14.47 2.938519725 0
61 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 15.37 2.964730921 0
61 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 17.87 3.030194785 0
61 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 11.47 2.837588438 0
61 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 15.93 2.980457892 1
61 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 22.90 3.137986733 0
61 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 15.50 2.968482949 0
61 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 24.63 3.169674434 0
61 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 32.97 3.296226287 0
61 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 13.13 2.896526217 0
61 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 24.93 3.174931594 0
61 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 11.40 2.835056102 0
61 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 22.00 3.120573931 0
61 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 26.73 3.205204364 0
61 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 17.63 3.024485668 0
61 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 36.30 3.338057875 0
61 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 13.00 2.892094603 0
61 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 36.13 3.336059278 0
61 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 16.93 3.006893708 0
61 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 23.87 3.155943018 0
61 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 20.70 3.094121596 0
61 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 17.57 3.022840611 0
61 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 15.87 2.978636948 0
61 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 22.03 3.121231455 0
61 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 25.77 3.18920949 0
61 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 24.67 3.170261715 0
61 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 48.00 3.459392488 0
61 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 12.87 2.8876173 0
61 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 38.77 3.36660971 0
61 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 28.40 3.23146959 0
61 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 25.27 3.180699201 0
61 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 13.77 2.916980047 0
61 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 16.63 2.999130541 0
Table C.61: Raw data for participant 61.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
62 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 5.53 2.521138084 0
62 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 8.33 2.698970004 0
62 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 5.67 2.531478917 0
62 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 6.60 2.597695186 0
62 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 8.73 2.719331287 0
62 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 6.33 2.579783597 0
62 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 4.47 2.428134794 0
62 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 7.13 2.631443769 0
62 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
62 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 8.67 2.716003344 0
62 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 9.67 2.763427994 0
62 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 14.20 2.930439595 0
62 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 8.67 2.716003344 0
62 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 14.27 2.932473765 0
62 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 9.67 2.763427994 0
62 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 6.87 2.614897216 0
62 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 10.27 2.789580712 0
62 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 5.87 2.546542663 0
62 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 21.00 3.100370545 0
62 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 7.53 2.655138435 0
62 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 16.07 2.984077034 0
62 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 9.80 2.769377326 0
62 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
62 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 11.00 2.819543936 0
62 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 22.87 3.137354111 0
62 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 6.87 2.614897216 0
62 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 24.47 3.166726056 0
62 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 8.67 2.716003344 0
62 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 14.20 2.930439595 0
62 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 16.00 2.982271233 0
62 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 5.80 2.541579244 0
62 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 14.93 2.95230801 0
62 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 11.27 2.829946696 0
62 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 13.87 2.920123326 0
62 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 11.67 2.84509804 0
62 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 14.87 2.950364854 0
Table C.62: Raw data for participant 62.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
63 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 12.17 2.86332286 0
63 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 8.17 2.69019608 0
63 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 13.07 2.894316063 0
63 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 16.40 2.992995098 0
63 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 9.53 2.757396029 0
63 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 24.73 3.171433901 0
63 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 11.90 2.853698212 0
63 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 12.10 2.860936621 0
63 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 17.97 3.032618761 0
63 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 17.37 3.017867719 0
63 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 9.50 2.755874856 0
63 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 44.27 3.424228071 0
63 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 10.40 2.79518459 0
63 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 12.47 2.873901598 1
63 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 9.07 2.7355989 0
63 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 12.13 2.862131379 0
63 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 46.57 3.446226402 0
63 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 9.43 2.752816431 0
63 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 21.47 3.109915863 0
63 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.40 2.905256049 0
63 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 19.40 3.06595298 0
63 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 14.83 2.949390007 0
63 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 26.00 3.193124598 0
63 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 14.33 2.934498451 0
63 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 14.73 2.946452265 0
63 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 14.53 2.940516485 0
63 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 20.07 3.080626487 0
63 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 13.67 2.913813852 0
63 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 40.30 3.383456297 0
63 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 31.83 3.281033367 0
63 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.03 2.893206753 0
63 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 25.97 3.192567453 0
63 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 48.03 3.459693976 1
63 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 11.50 2.838849091 0
63 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 10.37 2.793790385 0
63 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 34.13 3.311329952 0
Table C.63: Raw data for participant 63.
432
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
64 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 10.33 2.792391689 0
64 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 10.27 2.789580712 0
64 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 5.53 2.521138084 0
64 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 6.93 2.619093331 0
64 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 10.07 2.781036939 0
64 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 13.00 2.892094603 0
64 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 13.20 2.898725182 0
64 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 12.67 2.880813592 0
64 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
64 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 12.67 2.880813592 0
64 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 10.73 2.808885867 0
64 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 13.27 2.900913068 0
64 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 9.87 2.772321707 0
64 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 27.13 3.211654401 0
64 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 10.33 2.792391689 0
64 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 10.93 2.816903839 0
64 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 16.67 3 0
64 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 5.07 2.482873584 0
64 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 20.93 3.098989639 0
64 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 12.87 2.8876173 0
64 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 11.60 2.84260924 0
64 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.73 2.974971994 0
64 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 24.60 3.169086357 0
64 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 14.87 2.950364854 0
64 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 11.20 2.827369273 0
64 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 11.33 2.832508913 0
64 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 15.13 2.958085849 1
64 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 11.80 2.850033258 0
64 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.73 3.026941628 0
64 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 34.40 3.314709693 0
64 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 10.67 2.806179974 0
64 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 18.13 3.036628895 0
64 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 21.00 3.100370545 0
64 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 11.80 2.850033258 0
64 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 16.53 2.996511672 0
64 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 17.93 3.031812271 0
Table C.64: Raw data for participant 64.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
65 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 10.00 2.77815125 0
65 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 12.70 2.881954971 0
65 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 9.17 2.740362689 0
65 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 9.30 2.746634199 0
65 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 10.87 2.814247596 0
65 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 14.57 2.941511433 0
65 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 14.20 2.930439595 0
65 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 10.93 2.816903839 0
65 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 14.70 2.945468585 0
65 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 15.60 2.971275849 0
65 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 11.80 2.850033258 0
65 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 29.67 3.250420002 0
65 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 21.57 3.111934276 0
65 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 16.93 3.006893708 0
65 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 6.40 2.584331224 0
65 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 10.37 2.793790385 0
65 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 25.97 3.192567453 0
65 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 6.43 2.586587305 0
65 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 19.97 3.078456818 0
65 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 13.03 2.893206753 0
65 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 21.03 3.101059355 0
65 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 26.23 3.197004728 0
65 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 40.43 3.384890797 0
65 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 22.83 3.136720567 0
65 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 14.90 2.951337519 0
65 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 10.77 2.810232518 0
65 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 19.60 3.070407322 0
65 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 19.17 3.06069784 0
65 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 29.47 3.247482261 0
65 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 34.67 3.318063335 0
65 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 9.13 2.738780558 0
65 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 31.47 3.27600199 0
65 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 24.53 3.16790781 0
65 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 12.77 2.88422877 0
65 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 9.73 2.766412847 0
65 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 9.87 2.772321707 0
Table C.65: Raw data for participant 65.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
66 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 12.53 2.876217841 0
66 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 35.07 3.323045735 0
66 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 10.93 2.816903839 0
66 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 21.33 3.10720997 0
66 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 11.07 2.822168079 0
66 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 16.27 2.989449818 0
66 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 16.53 2.996511672 0
66 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 17.73 3.026941628 0
66 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 20.13 3.082066934 0
66 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 42.93 3.410945859 0
66 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 33.33 3.301029996 0
66 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 28.53 3.23350376 0
66 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 24.80 3.172602931 0
66 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 19.60 3.070407322 0
66 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
66 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 24.93 3.174931594 0
66 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 22.40 3.128399269 0
66 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 7.20 2.635483747 0
66 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 38.13 3.35945602 0
66 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 24.80 3.172602931 0
66 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 45.07 3.432006687 0
66 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 25.73 3.188647296 0
66 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 43.47 3.416307587 1
66 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 22.80 3.136086097 0
66 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 39.47 3.374381698 0
66 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 28.53 3.23350376 0
66 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 23.73 3.153509989 0
66 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 31.73 3.279666944 0
66 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 25.20 3.179551791 0
66 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 58.13 3.542576476 1
66 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 20.27 3.084933575 0
66 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 43.20 3.413634997 0
66 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 63.73 3.582517884 0
66 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 37.73 3.354876423 0
66 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 23.20 3.143639235 0
66 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 59.20 3.550472957 0
Table C.66: Raw data for participant 66.
435
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
67 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 9.13 2.738780558 0
67 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 8.53 2.709269961 0
67 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 6.27 2.575187845 0
67 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 22.33 3.127104798 0
67 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 11.20 2.827369273 0
67 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 10.87 2.814247596 0
67 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 9.73 2.766412847 0
67 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 14.20 2.930439595 0
67 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
67 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 22.73 3.13481437 1
67 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 8.87 2.725911632 0
67 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 17.40 3.018700499 0
67 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 8.20 2.691965103 0
67 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 10.27 2.789580712 1
67 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 11.13 2.824776462 0
67 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 11.67 2.84509804 0
67 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 16.20 2.987666265 0
67 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 6.53 2.593286067 0
67 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 22.80 3.136086097 0
67 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 17.73 3.026941628 0
67 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 13.93 2.922206277 0
67 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.20 2.898725182 0
67 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 17.00 3.008600172 0
67 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 15.53 2.969415912 0
67 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 16.73 3.001733713 0
67 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 11.87 2.852479994 0
67 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 13.07 2.894316063 0
67 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 16.07 2.984077034 0
67 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 35.53 3.3287872 0
67 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 35.33 3.326335861 0
67 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.00 2.819543936 0
67 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 12.73 2.883093359 0
67 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 18.80 3.0523091 0
67 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 15.93 2.980457892 0
67 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 22.87 3.137354111 0
67 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 26.33 3.198657087 0
Table C.67: Raw data for participant 67.
436
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
68 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 23.13 3.142389466 0
68 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 22.13 3.123198075 0
68 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 27.73 3.221153322 0
68 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 26.40 3.199755177 0
68 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 13.27 2.900913068 0
68 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 34.27 3.31302311 0
68 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 7.47 2.651278014 0
68 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 12.73 2.883093359 0
68 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 32.00 3.283301229 0
68 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 30.73 3.265760917 0
68 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 33.27 3.300160537 0
68 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 29.67 3.250420002 0
68 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 47.67 3.456366033 1
68 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 40.80 3.388811413 0
68 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 16.40 2.992995098 0
68 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 19.73 3.073351702 0
68 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 30.80 3.266701967 0
68 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 11.07 2.822168079 0
68 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 56.80 3.532499586 0
68 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.53 3.111262514 0
68 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 52.20 3.495821753 1
68 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 41.33 3.394451681 0
68 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 25.87 3.190891717 0
68 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 39.07 3.369957607 0
68 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 22.47 3.129689892 0
68 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 21.40 3.108565024 0
68 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 34.33 3.31386722 0
68 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 37.53 3.352568386 0
68 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 62.80 3.576110894 0
68 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 67.07 3.604657972 0
68 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 16.13 2.985875357 0
68 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 38.20 3.360214613 0
68 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 45.80 3.439016728 0
68 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 37.73 3.354876423 0
68 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 19.93 3.07773118 0
68 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 24.33 3.164352856 0
Table C.68: Raw data for participant 68.
437
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
69 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 6.13 2.565847819 0
69 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 8.20 2.691965103 0
69 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 6.33 2.579783597 0
69 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 22.07 3.121887985 0
69 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 8.20 2.691965103 0
69 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 13.20 2.898725182 0
69 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 14.93 2.95230801 0
69 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 8.87 2.725911632 1
69 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 7.87 2.673941999 0
69 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 14.53 2.940516485 0
69 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 10.53 2.800717078 0
69 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
69 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 7.67 2.662757832 0
69 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 11.33 2.832508913 0
69 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 8.73 2.719331287 0
69 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
69 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 26.13 3.195346058 0
69 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 4.53 2.434568904 0
69 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 8.20 2.691965103 0
69 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 24.80 3.172602931 0
69 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 18.07 3.035029282 0
69 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 18.80 3.0523091 0
69 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 13.33 2.903089987 0
69 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 12.93 2.889861721 0
69 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 9.93 2.77524626 0
69 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 10.67 2.806179974 0
69 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 13.27 2.900913068 0
69 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 9.00 2.73239376 0
69 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 29.40 3.246498581 0
69 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 26.60 3.203032887 0
69 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 9.87 2.772321707 0
69 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 15.93 2.980457892 0
69 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 21.33 3.10720997 0
69 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
69 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 7.67 2.662757832 0
69 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 19.33 3.064457989 0
Table C.69: Raw data for participant 69.
438
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
70 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 11.03 2.820857989 0
70 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 8.97 2.730782276 0
70 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 14.82 2.948901761 0
70 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 11.35 2.833147112 0
70 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 7.27 2.639486489 0
70 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 10.30 2.790988475 0
70 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 7.08 2.62838893 0
70 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 13.00 2.892094603 0
70 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 10.92 2.8162413 0
70 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 13.08 2.894869657 0
70 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 10.12 2.783188691 0
70 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 10.60 2.803457116 0
70 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 16.77 3.002597981 0
70 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 15.20 2.959994838 0
70 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 10.05 2.780317312 0
70 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 9.90 2.773786445 0
70 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 21.57 3.111934276 0
70 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 10.62 2.804139432 0
70 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 11.03 2.820857989 0
70 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 9.28 2.745855195 0
70 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 9.38 2.750508395 0
70 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 7.73 2.666517981 0
70 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 14.47 2.938519725 0
70 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 11.13 2.824776462 0
70 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 12.08 2.860338007 0
70 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 11.80 2.850033258 0
70 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 19.33 3.064457989 0
70 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 10.72 2.808210973 0
70 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 18.05 3.034628457 0
70 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 31.12 3.271144318 0
70 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 8.93 2.72916479 0
70 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 15.33 2.963787827 0
70 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 22.38 3.128076013 0
70 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 15.53 2.969415912 0
70 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 7.58 2.658011397 0
70 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 25.32 3.181557774 0
Table C.70: Raw data for participant 70.
439
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
71 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 6.87 2.614897216 0
71 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 5.87 2.546542663 0
71 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 7.60 2.658964843 0
71 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 13.27 2.900913068 0
71 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 6.13 2.565847819 0
71 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 6.33 2.579783597 0
71 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 7.40 2.64738297 0
71 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 13.73 2.915927212 0
71 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 8.40 2.702430536 0
71 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 9.20 2.741939078 0
71 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 6.87 2.614897216 0
71 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 18.53 3.046104787 0
71 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 6.93 2.619093331 0
71 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 6.73 2.606381365 0
71 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 13.53 2.909556029 0
71 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 9.73 2.766412847 0
71 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 29.20 3.243534102 0
71 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 3.40 2.309630167 0
71 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 11.47 2.837588438 0
71 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 7.73 2.666517981 0
71 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 27.47 3.216957207 0
71 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 12.40 2.871572936 0
71 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 16.67 3 0
71 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 13.07 2.894316063 0
71 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 6.60 2.597695186 0
71 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 7.07 2.627365857 0
71 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.47 2.837588438 0
71 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 6.20 2.57054294 0
71 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 21.13 3.103119254 0
71 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 33.00 3.29666519 1
71 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 9.87 2.772321707 0
71 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 12.27 2.866877814 0
71 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 50.80 3.484014963 0
71 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 9.53 2.757396029 0
71 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 15.40 2.965671971 0
71 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 19.20 3.061452479 0
Table C.71: Raw data for participant 71.
440
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
72 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 6.40 2.584331224 0
72 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 7.93 2.677606953 0
72 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 4.80 2.459392488 0
72 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 9.13 2.738780558 0
72 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 8.27 2.695481676 0
72 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 11.53 2.840106094 0
72 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 13.07 2.894316063 0
72 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 10.07 2.781036939 0
72 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 10.53 2.800717078 0
72 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 11.47 2.837588438 0
72 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 11.73 2.847572659 0
72 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 9.67 2.763427994 0
72 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 7.07 2.627365857 0
72 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 9.47 2.754348336 0
72 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 7.40 2.64738297 0
72 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 8.27 2.695481676 0
72 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 19.93 3.07773118 0
72 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 6.87 2.614897216 0
72 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.20 2.786751422 0
72 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 5.80 2.541579244 0
72 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 10.60 2.803457116 0
72 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 8.87 2.725911632 0
72 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 10.13 2.783903579 0
72 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 13.47 2.907411361 0
72 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
72 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 9.47 2.754348336 0
72 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 16.80 3.003460532 0
72 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 10.00 2.77815125 0
72 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.00 3.100370545 0
72 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 19.53 3.068927612 0
72 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 9.73 2.766412847 0
72 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 11.27 2.829946696 0
72 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 17.53 3.02201574 0
72 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 10.33 2.792391689 0
72 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 9.07 2.7355989 0
72 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.93 3.119255889 0
Table C.72: Raw data for participant 72.
441
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
73 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 11.87 2.852479994 0
73 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 21.33 3.10720997 0
73 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 18.73 3.050766311 0
73 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 19.07 3.058426024 0
73 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 17.80 3.028571253 0
73 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 31.73 3.279666944 0
73 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 18.87 3.053846427 0
73 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 8.73 2.719331287 0
73 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 48.40 3.462996612 0
73 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 29.27 3.244524512 0
73 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 21.20 3.104487111 0
73 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 84.80 3.706547103 0
73 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 10.80 2.811575006 0
73 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 37.33 3.350248018 0
73 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 16.53 2.996511672 0
73 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 23.47 3.148602655 0
73 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 36.53 3.34084055 0
73 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 8.20 2.691965103 0
73 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 20.93 3.098989639 0
73 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 15.33 2.963787827 0
73 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 13.93 2.922206277 0
73 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 20.93 3.098989639 0
73 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 47.13 3.451479405 0
73 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 16.80 3.003460532 0
73 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 40.60 3.386677284 0
73 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 11.67 2.84509804 0
73 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 37.40 3.351022853 0
73 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 11.00 2.819543936 1
73 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 41.00 3.390935107 0
73 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 31.53 3.276921132 1
73 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 20.87 3.097604329 0
73 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 19.33 3.064457989 0
73 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 44.07 3.422261451 0
73 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 17.53 3.02201574 0
73 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 12.80 2.88536122 0
73 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 27.87 3.223236273 0
Table C.73: Raw data for participant 73.
442
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
74 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 10.73 2.808885867 0
74 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 9.35 2.748962861 0
74 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 9.35 2.748962861 0
74 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 9.48 2.755112266 0
74 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 10.07 2.781036939 0
74 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 11.63 2.843855423 0
74 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 15.32 2.963315511 0
74 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 9.40 2.751279104 0
74 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 24.97 3.175511813 0
74 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 13.12 2.895974732 0
74 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 24.77 3.172018809 0
74 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 23.15 3.142702246 0
74 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 10.05 2.780317312 0
74 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 12.58 2.877946952 0
74 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 12.38 2.870988814 0
74 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 15.38 2.965201701 0
74 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 12.70 2.881954971 0
74 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 4.98 2.475671188 0
74 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 17.80 3.028571253 0
74 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 24.65 3.169968174 0
74 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 18.03 3.034227261 0
74 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 10.67 2.806179974 0
74 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 17.72 3.026533265 0
74 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 19.53 3.068927612 0
74 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 12.35 2.869818208 0
74 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 13.58 2.911157609 0
74 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 14.22 2.930949031 0
74 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 14.48 2.939019776 0
74 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 27.48 3.217220656 0
74 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 45.73 3.438384107 0
74 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 10.18 2.78604121 0
74 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 19.00 3.056904851 0
74 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 41.90 3.400365273 0
74 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 13.08 2.894869657 0
74 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 9.35 2.748962861 0
74 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 29.37 3.246005904 0
Table C.74: Raw data for participant 74.
443
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
75 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 12.80 2.88536122 0
75 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 17.00 3.008600172 0
75 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 6.87 2.614897216 0
75 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 25.53 3.185258765 0
75 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 9.33 2.748188027 0
75 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 19.13 3.059941888 0
75 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 10.60 2.803457116 0
75 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 16.67 3 0
75 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 19.13 3.059941888 0
75 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 18.33 3.041392685 0
75 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 14.13 2.928395852 0
75 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 23.53 3.149834697 0
75 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 11.20 2.827369273 0
75 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 14.87 2.950364854 0
75 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 13.20 2.898725182 0
75 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 19.07 3.058426024 0
75 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 21.87 3.117933835 0
75 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 8.47 2.705863712 0
75 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 20.80 3.096214585 0
75 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 29.60 3.249442961 0
75 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 28.93 3.239549721 0
75 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 15.60 2.971275849 0
75 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 23.60 3.151063253 0
75 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 19.80 3.074816441 0
75 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 9.13 2.738780558 1
75 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 13.47 2.907411361 0
75 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 15.27 2.961895474 0
75 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 20.87 3.097604329 0
75 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 21.67 3.113943352 1
75 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 30.47 3.261976191 1
75 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 26.40 3.199755177 0
75 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 18.13 3.036628895 1
75 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 63.93 3.583878598 0
75 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 18.73 3.050766311 0
75 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 15.07 2.95616843 0
75 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 34.20 3.312177356 0
Table C.75: Raw data for participant 75.
444
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
76 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 10.65 2.805500858 0
76 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 12.73 2.883093359 0
76 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 9.40 2.751279104 0
76 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 15.17 2.959041392 0
76 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 14.48 2.939019776 0
76 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 15.78 2.976349979 0
76 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 17.23 3.014520539 0
76 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 14.15 2.92890769 1
76 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 11.17 2.826074803 0
76 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 17.32 3.016615548 0
76 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 14.67 2.944482672 0
76 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 23.20 3.143639235 0
76 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 20.13 3.082066934 0
76 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 12.53 2.876217841 0
76 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 8.60 2.712649702 0
76 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 14.83 2.949390007 0
76 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 23.18 3.14332713 0
76 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 23.93 3.15715444 0
76 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 41.22 3.393224116 0
76 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 34.45 3.315340477 0
76 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 20.57 3.09131516 0
76 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.43 3.043755127 0
76 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 24.10 3.160168293 0
76 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 13.43 2.906335042 0
76 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 25.93 3.192009593 0
76 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 23.52 3.149527014 0
76 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 47.73 3.456973014 0
76 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 19.08 3.058805487 0
76 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.68 3.114277297 0
76 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 24.77 3.172018809 0
76 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 20.05 3.080265627 0
76 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 18.47 3.04453976 0
76 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 47.02 3.450403086 0
76 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 20.62 3.0923697 0
76 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 13.57 2.910624405 0
76 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.55 3.046495164 0
Table C.76: Raw data for participant 76.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
77 1 4 Who 0 B&N wf 17.07 3.010299957 0
77 2 4 Who 1 B&N wf 13.87 2.920123326 0
77 3 6 Which 0 B&N wf 6.67 2.602059991 0
77 4 6 Which 1 B&N wf 15.40 2.965671971 0
77 5 8 How 0 B&N wf 14.80 2.948412966 0
77 6 8 How 1 B&N wf 14.53 2.940516485 0
77 7 4 Which 0 B&N wf 47.93 3.458788882 0
77 8 4 Which 1 B&N wf 12.13 2.862131379 1
77 9 6 How 0 B&N wf 25.93 3.192009593 0
77 10 6 How 1 B&N wf 15.87 2.978636948 0
77 11 8 Who 0 B&N wf 16.47 2.994756945 0
77 12 8 Who 1 B&N wf 40.60 3.386677284 0
77 13 4 How 0 B&N wf 14.07 2.926342447 0
77 14 4 How 1 B&N wf 58.80 3.547528576 1
77 15 6 Who 0 B&N wf 11.00 2.819543936 0
77 16 6 Who 1 B&N wf 19.93 3.07773118 0
77 17 8 Which 0 B&N wf 19.00 3.056904851 0
77 18 8 Which 1 B&N wf 20.67 3.093421685 0
77 19 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 52.13 3.495266744 0
77 20 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 15.20 2.959994838 0
77 21 8 How 1 B&N nwf 38.60 3.364738555 0
77 22 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 7.33 2.643452676 0
77 23 6 How 1 B&N nwf 48.27 3.461798558 0
77 24 8 Who 0 B&N nwf 33.47 3.302763708 0
77 25 4 How 0 B&N nwf 29.20 3.243534102 0
77 26 6 Who 0 B&N nwf 45.60 3.437116093 0
77 27 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 28.73 3.236537261 0
77 28 4 Who 1 B&N nwf 29.87 3.253338005 0
77 29 6 Which 1 B&N nwf 19.80 3.074816441 0
77 30 8 How 1 B&N nwf 62.67 3.575187845 1
77 31 4 Which 1 B&N nwf 10.73 2.808885867 0
77 32 6 How 1 B&N nwf 22.20 3.124504225 1
77 33 8 Who 1 B&N nwf 85.20 3.708590845 0
77 34 4 How 0 B&N nwf 33.60 3.304490528 0
77 35 6 Who 1 B&N nwf 14.13 2.928395852 0
77 36 8 Which 1 B&N nwf 25.53 3.185258765 0
Table C.77: Raw data for participant 77.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
78 1 4 Who 0 C&N wf 14.27 2.932473765 0
78 2 4 Who 1 C&N wf 15.60 2.971275849 0
78 3 6 Which 0 C&N wf 17.73 3.026941628 0
78 4 6 Which 1 C&N wf 12.53 2.876217841 0
78 5 8 How 0 C&N wf 10.13 2.783903579 0
78 6 8 How 1 C&N wf 22.67 3.133538908 0
78 7 4 Which 0 C&N wf 9.60 2.760422483 0
78 8 4 Which 1 C&N wf 14.00 2.924279286 0
78 9 6 How 0 C&N wf 24.27 3.163161375 0
78 10 6 How 1 C&N wf 18.53 3.046104787 0
78 11 8 Who 0 C&N wf 20.00 3.079181246 1
78 12 8 Who 1 C&N wf 35.60 3.329601248 0
78 13 4 How 0 C&N wf 27.07 3.210586025 0
78 14 4 How 1 C&N wf 27.20 3.212720154 0
78 15 6 Who 0 C&N wf 17.07 3.010299957 0
78 16 6 Who 1 C&N wf 9.07 2.7355989 0
78 17 8 Which 0 C&N wf 38.80 3.366982976 0
78 18 8 Which 1 C&N wf 15.20 2.959994838 0
78 19 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 31.87 3.281487888 0
78 20 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 39.07 3.369957607 0
78 21 8 How 1 C&N nwf 21.60 3.112605002 0
78 22 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 26.13 3.195346058 0
78 23 6 How 1 C&N nwf 30.27 3.259115844 0
78 24 8 Who 0 C&N nwf 15.07 2.95616843 0
78 25 4 How 0 C&N nwf 22.80 3.136086097 0
78 26 6 Who 0 C&N nwf 16.93 3.006893708 0
78 27 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 16.93 3.006893708 1
78 28 4 Who 1 C&N nwf 19.60 3.070407322 0
78 29 6 Which 1 C&N nwf 58.53 3.545554507 0
78 30 8 How 1 C&N nwf 37.60 3.353339095 0
78 31 4 Which 1 C&N nwf 17.47 3.020361283 0
78 32 6 How 1 C&N nwf 23.20 3.143639235 0
78 33 8 Who 1 C&N nwf 20.67 3.093421685 0
78 34 4 How 0 C&N nwf 15.73 2.974971994 0
78 35 6 Who 1 C&N nwf 12.93 2.889861721 0
78 36 8 Which 1 C&N nwf 29.33 3.245512668 0
Table C.78: Raw data for participant 78.
447
P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
79 1 4 Who 0 B&F wf 9.67 2.763427994 0
79 2 4 Who 1 B&F wf 11.87 2.852479994 0
79 3 6 Which 0 B&F wf 9.07 2.7355989 0
79 4 6 Which 1 B&F wf 5.93 2.551449998 0
79 5 8 How 0 B&F wf 7.53 2.655138435 0
79 6 8 How 1 B&F wf 6.80 2.610660163 0
79 7 4 Which 0 B&F wf 20.80 3.096214585 0
79 8 4 Which 1 B&F wf 15.67 2.973127854 0
79 9 6 How 0 B&F wf 10.67 2.806179974 0
79 10 6 How 1 B&F wf 12.27 2.866877814 0
79 11 8 Who 0 B&F wf 9.80 2.769377326 0
79 12 8 Who 1 B&F wf 22.93 3.138618434 0
79 13 4 How 0 B&F wf 9.60 2.760422483 0
79 14 4 How 1 B&F wf 20.13 3.082066934 0
79 15 6 Who 0 B&F wf 8.33 2.698970004 1
79 16 6 Who 1 B&F wf 8.00 2.681241237 0
79 17 8 Which 0 B&F wf 19.87 3.076276255 0
79 18 8 Which 1 B&F wf 5.00 2.477121255 0
79 19 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 19.87 3.076276255 0
79 20 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 17.73 3.026941628 0
79 21 8 How 1 B&F nwf 26.33 3.198657087 0
79 22 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 22.33 3.127104798 0
79 23 6 How 1 B&F nwf 13.67 2.913813852 0
79 24 8 Who 0 B&F nwf 12.60 2.878521796 0
79 25 4 How 0 B&F nwf 12.67 2.880813592 0
79 26 6 Who 0 B&F nwf 12.00 2.857332496 0
79 27 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 11.40 2.835056102 0
79 28 4 Who 1 B&F nwf 14.27 2.932473765 0
79 29 6 Which 1 B&F nwf 41.33 3.394451681 0
79 30 8 How 1 B&F nwf 24.47 3.166726056 0
79 31 4 Which 1 B&F nwf 6.80 2.610660163 0
79 32 6 How 1 B&F nwf 24.87 3.173768823 0
79 33 8 Who 1 B&F nwf 77.40 3.666892211 1
79 34 4 How 0 B&F nwf 10.80 2.811575006 0
79 35 6 Who 1 B&F nwf 11.93 2.854913022 0
79 36 8 Which 1 B&F nwf 26.27 3.197556213 0
Table C.79: Raw data for participant 79.
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P Diagram Type Style I Group Formed Time Log time Correct
80 1 4 Who 0 C&F wf 14.67 2.944482672 0
80 2 4 Who 1 C&F wf 12.67 2.880813592 0
80 3 6 Which 0 C&F wf 9.73 2.766412847 0
80 4 6 Which 1 C&F wf 14.93 2.95230801 0
80 5 8 How 0 C&F wf 9.87 2.772321707 0
80 6 8 How 1 C&F wf 13.47 2.907411361 0
80 7 4 Which 0 C&F wf 19.20 3.061452479 0
80 8 4 Which 1 C&F wf 11.07 2.822168079 0
80 9 6 How 0 C&F wf 13.33 2.903089987 0
80 10 6 How 1 C&F wf 14.27 2.932473765 0
80 11 8 Who 0 C&F wf 14.93 2.95230801 0
80 12 8 Who 1 C&F wf 17.33 3.017033339 0
80 13 4 How 0 C&F wf 10.93 2.816903839 0
80 14 4 How 1 C&F wf 21.33 3.10720997 1
80 15 6 Who 0 C&F wf 12.93 2.889861721 0
80 16 6 Who 1 C&F wf 16.53 2.996511672 0
80 17 8 Which 0 C&F wf 16.53 2.996511672 0
80 18 8 Which 1 C&F wf 11.07 2.822168079 0
80 19 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 12.13 2.862131379 0
80 20 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 19.33 3.064457989 0
80 21 8 How 1 C&F nwf 22.27 3.125806458 0
80 22 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 14.67 2.944482672 0
80 23 6 How 1 C&F nwf 26.53 3.201943063 0
80 24 8 Who 0 C&F nwf 25.33 3.181843588 0
80 25 4 How 0 C&F nwf 14.53 2.940516485 0
80 26 6 Who 0 C&F nwf 14.40 2.936513742 0
80 27 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 21.47 3.109915863 0
80 28 4 Who 1 C&F nwf 13.47 2.907411361 0
80 29 6 Which 1 C&F nwf 19.87 3.076276255 0
80 30 8 How 1 C&F nwf 36.80 3.343999069 0
80 31 4 Which 1 C&F nwf 18.40 3.042969073 0
80 32 6 How 1 C&F nwf 19.60 3.070407322 0
80 33 8 Who 1 C&F nwf 94.93 3.755569981 0
80 34 4 How 0 C&F nwf 13.73 2.915927212 0
80 35 6 Who 1 C&F nwf 12.40 2.871572936 0
80 36 8 Which 1 C&F nwf 27.33 3.214843848 0
Table C.80: Raw data for participant 80.
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C.5 Diagrams Used to Capture Preferential Data
The following diagrams and task were used to collect preferential data. To remind
the reader, four equivalent diagrams, each exhibiting one of the four different colour
treatments, were presented to participants. Participants were asked to rank the dia-
grams based on their aesthetic preference. The next page presents the four equivalent
diagrams followed by the preferential data.
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Figure C.55: Type 2, WF, no subset.
Task 1. Rank the diagrams with respect to your aesthetic preference.
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C.6 Preferential Data
The raw data are presented in order of participant. The following list provides the
name of each column heading and a corresponding description of the data therein.
1. ‘Participant’,
2. ‘Group’ corresponds to the colour treatment that a participant was predisposed
when collecting performance data.
3. ‘Treatment’ repeatedly lists the four colour treatments being ranked and,
4. ‘Aesthetic’ lists the ranking for a participants’ aesthetic preference to a colour
treatment.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
1 C&N black curve and no fill 4
1 C&N colour curve and no fill 2
1 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
1 C&N colour curve and colour fill 3
2 C&F black curve and no fill 4
2 C&F colour curve and no fill 1
2 C&F black curve and colour fill 3
2 C&F colour curve and colour fill 2
3 B&N black curve and no fill 2
3 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
3 B&N black curve and colour fill 1
3 B&N colour curve and colour fill 4
4 B&F black curve and no fill 3
4 B&F colour curve and no fill 1
4 B&F black curve and colour fill 2
4 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
5 B&F black curve and no fill 3
5 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
5 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
5 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
6 B&N black curve and no fill 3
6 B&N colour curve and no fill 2
6 B&N black curve and colour fill 1
6 B&N colour curve and colour fill 4
7 C&F black curve and no fill 2
7 C&F colour curve and no fill 3
7 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
7 C&F colour curve and colour fill 4
8 C&N black curve and no fill 3
8 C&N colour curve and no fill 2
8 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
8 C&N colour curve and colour fill 4
9 B&F black curve and no fill 3
9 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
9 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
9 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
Table C.81: Raw data for participant 1 to 9.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
10 C&F black curve and no fill
10 C&F colour curve and no fill
10 C&F black curve and colour fill
10 C&F colour curve and colour fill
11 B&N black curve and no fill
11 B&N colour curve and no fill
11 B&N black curve and colour fill 1
11 B&N colour curve and colour fill 4
12 B&F black curve and no fill 4
12 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
12 B&F black curve and colour fill 3
12 B&F colour curve and colour fill 1
13 B&N black curve and no fill 4
13 B&N colour curve and no fill 2
13 B&N black curve and colour fill 1
13 B&N colour curve and colour fill 3
14 B&F black curve and no fill 3
14 B&F colour curve and no fill 1
14 B&F black curve and colour fill 4
14 B&F colour curve and colour fill 2
15 B&N black curve and no fill 4
15 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
15 B&N black curve and colour fill 2
15 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
16 C&N black curve and no fill 4
16 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
16 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
16 C&N colour curve and colour fill 2
17 B&N black curve and no fill 4
17 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
17 B&N black curve and colour fill 2
17 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
18 C&F black curve and no fill 4
18 C&F colour curve and no fill 2
18 C&F black curve and colour fill 3
18 C&F colour curve and colour fill 1
Table C.82: Raw data for participant 10 to 18.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
19 B&F black curve and no fill 3
19 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
19 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
19 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
20 C&N black curve and no fill 4
20 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
20 C&N black curve and colour fill 2
20 C&N colour curve and colour fill 1
21 B&N black curve and no fill 4
21 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
21 B&N black curve and colour fill 2
21 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
22 B&F black curve and no fill 4
22 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
22 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
22 B&F colour curve and colour fill 3
23 C&F black curve and no fill 4
23 C&F colour curve and no fill 3
23 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
23 C&F colour curve and colour fill 1
24 C&F black curve and no fill 4
24 C&F colour curve and no fill 2
24 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
24 C&F colour curve and colour fill 3
25 B&N black curve and no fill 4
25 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
25 B&N black curve and colour fill 1
25 B&N colour curve and colour fill 2
26 B&F black curve and no fill 4
26 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
26 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
26 B&F colour curve and colour fill 3
27 B&F black curve and no fill 2
27 B&F colour curve and no fill 1
27 B&F black curve and colour fill 3
27 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
28 C&N black curve and no fill 4
28 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
28 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
28 C&N colour curve and colour fill 2
Table C.83: Raw data for participant 19 to 27.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
29 C&F black curve and no fill 4
29 C&F colour curve and no fill 3
29 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
29 C&F colour curve and colour fill 2
30 B&N black curve and no fill 4
30 B&N colour curve and no fill 1
30 B&N black curve and colour fill 3
30 B&N colour curve and colour fill 2
31 B&F black curve and no fill 3
31 B&F colour curve and no fill 4
31 B&F black curve and colour fill 2
31 B&F colour curve and colour fill 1
32 C&N black curve and no fill 4
32 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
32 C&N black curve and colour fill 2
32 C&N colour curve and colour fill 1
33 B&N black curve and no fill 4
33 B&N colour curve and no fill 2
33 B&N black curve and colour fill 3
33 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
34 B&N black curve and no fill 4
34 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
34 B&N black curve and colour fill 2
34 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
35 B&F black curve and no fill 1
35 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
35 B&F black curve and colour fill 3
35 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
36 B&F black curve and no fill 2
36 B&F colour curve and no fill 4
36 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
36 B&F colour curve and colour fill 3
Table C.84: Raw data for participant 28 to 36.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
37 B&F black curve and no fill 1
37 B&F colour curve and no fill 3
37 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
37 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
38 B&F black curve and no fill 4
38 B&F colour curve and no fill 3
38 B&F black curve and colour fill 2
38 B&F colour curve and colour fill 1
39 B&F black curve and no fill 3
39 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
39 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
39 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
40 C&F black curve and no fill 2
40 C&F colour curve and no fill 1
40 C&F black curve and colour fill 4
40 C&F colour curve and colour fill 3
41 C&N black curve and no fill 4
41 C&N colour curve and no fill 2
41 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
41 C&N colour curve and colour fill 3
42 B&N black curve and no fill 4
42 B&N colour curve and no fill 1
42 B&N black curve and colour fill 3
42 B&N colour curve and colour fill 2
43 B&F black curve and no fill 4
43 B&F colour curve and no fill 3
43 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
43 B&F colour curve and colour fill 2
44 C&N black curve and no fill 4
44 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
44 C&N black curve and colour fill 2
44 C&N colour curve and colour fill 1
45 C&N black curve and no fill 4
45 C&N colour curve and no fill 1
45 C&N black curve and colour fill 3
45 C&N colour curve and colour fill 2
Table C.85: Raw data for participant 37 to 45.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
46 B&F black curve and no fill 4
46 B&F colour curve and no fill 1
46 B&F black curve and colour fill 3
46 B&F colour curve and colour fill 2
47 B&F black curve and no fill 4
47 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
47 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
47 B&F colour curve and colour fill 2
48 C&N black curve and no fill 4
48 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
48 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
48 C&N colour curve and colour fill 2
49 B&F black curve and no fill 3
49 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
49 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
49 B&F colour curve and colour fill 4
50 C&F black curve and no fill 4
50 C&F colour curve and no fill 2
50 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
50 C&F colour curve and colour fill 2
51 B&F black curve and no fill 4
51 B&F colour curve and no fill 2
51 B&F black curve and colour fill 1
51 B&F colour curve and colour fill 3
52 C&F black curve and no fill 4
52 C&F colour curve and no fill 3
52 C&F black curve and colour fill 2
52 C&F colour curve and colour fill 1
53 C&F black curve and no fill 3
53 C&F colour curve and no fill 2
53 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
53 C&F colour curve and colour fill 4
54 C&F black curve and no fill 4
54 C&F colour curve and no fill 2
54 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
54 C&F colour curve and colour fill 3
Table C.86: Raw data for participant 46 to 54.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
55 C&N black curve and no fill 2
55 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
55 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
55 C&N colour curve and colour fill 4
56 B&N black curve and no fill 4
56 B&N colour curve and no fill 2
56 B&N black curve and colour fill 3
56 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
57 B&N black curve and no fill 4
57 B&N colour curve and no fill 1
57 B&N black curve and colour fill 2
57 B&N colour curve and colour fill 3
58 C&F black curve and no fill 2
58 C&F colour curve and no fill 1
58 C&F black curve and colour fill 3
58 C&F colour curve and colour fill 4
59 B&N black curve and no fill 4
59 B&N colour curve and no fill 2
59 B&N black curve and colour fill 1
59 B&N colour curve and colour fill 3
60 C&F black curve and no fill 3
60 C&F colour curve and no fill 2
60 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
60 C&F colour curve and colour fill 4
61 C&F black curve and no fill 4
61 C&F colour curve and no fill 3
61 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
61 C&F colour curve and colour fill 2
62 B&N black curve and no fill 4
62 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
62 B&N black curve and colour fill 2
62 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
63 B&N black curve and no fill 4
63 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
63 B&N black curve and colour fill 2
63 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
Table C.87: Raw data for participant 55 to 63.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
64 C&N black curve and no fill 4
64 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
64 C&N black curve and colour fill 2
64 C&N colour curve and colour fill 1
65 C&N black curve and no fill 4
65 C&N colour curve and no fill 1
65 C&N black curve and colour fill 3
65 C&N colour curve and colour fill 2
66 B&N black curve and no fill 4
66 B&N colour curve and no fill 2
66 B&N black curve and colour fill 1
66 B&N colour curve and colour fill 3
67 C&N black curve and no fill 3
67 C&N colour curve and no fill 1
67 C&N black curve and colour fill 2
67 C&N colour curve and colour fill 4
68 C&N black curve and no fill 4
68 C&N colour curve and no fill 1
68 C&N black curve and colour fill 3
68 C&N colour curve and colour fill 2
69 C&F black curve and no fill 4
69 C&F colour curve and no fill 3
69 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
69 C&F colour curve and colour fill 2
70 B&N black curve and no fill 4
70 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
70 B&N black curve and colour fill 1
70 B&N colour curve and colour fill 2
71 C&F black curve and no fill 2
71 C&F colour curve and no fill 4
71 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
71 C&F colour curve and colour fill 3
72 B&N black curve and no fill 4
72 B&N colour curve and no fill 3
72 B&N black curve and colour fill 2
72 B&N colour curve and colour fill 1
Table C.88: Raw data for participant 64 to 72.
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Participant Group Treatment Aesthetic
73 C&F black curve and no fill 3
73 C&F colour curve and no fill 4
73 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
73 C&F colour curve and colour fill 2
74 C&N black curve and no fill 4
74 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
74 C&N black curve and colour fill 2
74 C&N colour curve and colour fill 1
75 C&F black curve and no fill 4
75 C&F colour curve and no fill 3
75 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
75 C&F colour curve and colour fill 1
76 C&N black curve and no fill 4
76 C&N colour curve and no fill 2
76 C&N black curve and colour fill 3
76 C&N colour curve and colour fill 1
77 C&N black curve and no fill 3
77 C&N colour curve and no fill 2
77 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
77 C&N colour curve and colour fill 4
78 C&N black curve and no fill 4
78 C&N colour curve and no fill 1
78 C&N black curve and colour fill 2
78 C&N colour curve and colour fill 3
79 C&N black curve and no fill 4
79 C&N colour curve and no fill 3
79 C&N black curve and colour fill 1
79 C&N colour curve and colour fill 2
80 C&F black curve and no fill 4
80 C&F colour curve and no fill 2
80 C&F black curve and colour fill 1
80 C&F colour curve and colour fill 3
Table C.89: Raw data for participant 73 to 80.
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Appendix D
Applying Guides in Combination
The data collection software including the diagrams along with the data captured during
the study can be downloaded from http://www.cem.brighton.ac.uk/staff/alb14/
The_Impact_of_Graphical_Choices_on_the_Perception_of_Euler_Diagrams. This
appendix also provides scaled copies of all diagrams used throughout the study. Sec-
tion D.1 presents the hard copy diagrams, questions and answers used to introduce
participants to the concept of Euler diagrams. These diagrams are presented in the
same format and order as they were to all participants. Section D.2 presents the
diagrams and questions used to train participants. These training diagrams consist
of screen shots taken from the software tool and are presented in the same order as
they were to participants. The figure captions state whether the diagram is guided
or non-guided, style of question and answer. Section D.3 presents the diagrams and
questions used to collect performance data. Again, these diagrams consist of screen
shots taken from the software tool and illustrate how the twelve diagrams and ques-
tions were presented to participants. To remind the reader, during the data collection
phase, diagrams were presented in a random order. The random order can be observed
by the question number prefixing each question within each screen shot. The question
number does not correspond to the order in which the diagrams are presented within
section D.3. Instead, the diagrams have been presented in the order that they have
been listed in table 6.1. Each page presents the real-world diagram accompanied by
two screen shots, one of the non-guided diagram and the other of the guided diagram.
The figure caption for the real-world diagram provides a reference indicating where the
diagram was sourced, the style of question and answer. Finally, section D.4 presents
the raw performance data.
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D.1 Diagrams Used to Introduce Participants to Euler
Diagrams
464
Example 1
Here is an example of the first type of question. In the diagram below there are four
types of pet: DONKEY, DOG, MOUSE and CAT.
DOG
CAT
DONKEY
MOUSE
Amir
Felix
Paula
Clare
Ella
Chris
Matthew
Isaac
Logan
Sky Rita
Coby
Josh
Terry
Graham
Paul
Figure D.1: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who owns a DOG, MOUSE and a CAT?
 Josh
 Ella
 Rita
 Coby
 Clare
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curves labelled DOG, MOUSE and CAT
is Ella, so that is the correct answer.
465
Example 2
Here is another example of the first type of question. In the diagram below there are
types of pet: MOOSE, GUINEA PIG, RABBIT and FERRET.
RABBIT
MOOSE
GUINEA PIG
Jayden
Rene
Jude
Tracy
Lisa
Tate
Warren
May
Brenda
Lilly
FERRET
Mandy
Fred
Figure D.2: Introduction to ‘Who’ style question.
Question
Who owns a MOOSE and a GUINEA PIG but not a RABBIT?
 Fred
 Jude
 Mandy
 Lily
 May
Answer
In this case, the only name that is inside the curves labelled MOOSE and GUINEA
PIG as well as being outside the curve labelled RABBIT is Fred, so that is the correct
answer.
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Example 3
In this example we present a different type of question. In the diagram below there are
SIX types of pet: PIG, CARP, MONKEY, GOAT, GERBIL and GOLDFISH.
GERBIL
GOLDFISH
PIG
CARP
GOAT
MONKEY
Robin
Brenda
AstridCarlos
Harrison Macy
Jasmine
DavidShelia
Theresa
Tristan
Darren
Angie
Jamil
Hugh
Warren
Maurice
Lea
Anthony
Edwin
Figure D.3: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many people own both a PIG and a CARP but not a MONKEY ?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
Robin, Maurice and Darren are the only names within PIG and CARP. However,
Darren is also in MONKEY. Therefore, the answer is 2; Robin and Maurice.
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Example 4
Here is another example of the second type question. In the diagram below there are
SIX types of pet: CHIMP, GECKO,GOOSE, DUCK, HAMSTER and HORSE.
Liam
Leslie
Isaac
Lizzie
Bernard
Peter
Charles
Leopold
DUCK
Rhys
Mohamed
Brooke
Reuben
Ewen
CHIMP
GECKO
GOOSE
HORSE
HAMSTER
Paul
David
Roger
Figure D.4: Introduction to ‘How’ style question.
Question
How many people own both a CHIMP and a GOOSE but not a DUCK?
 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
Answer
Liam, Charles, Brooke, Rhys, Lizzie and Bernard are the only names within Chimp
and GOOSE. However, Rhys, Lizzie and Bernard are also in DUCK. Therefore, the
answer is 3; Liam, Charles and Brooke.
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Example 5
Here is an example of the third type of question. In the diagram below there are EIGHT
types of pet: HEDGEHOG, GUPPY, PIGEON, FERRET, RAT, CANARY, HORSE
and PARAKEET.
CANARY
PARAKEET
Maria
Brandy
Rory
Charlie
Rene
Anthony
Sammy
Wayne
Deborah
Kate
Abdul
FERRET
Duncan
Eric
HEDGEHOG
Robert
Jasmine
Kiran
Erin
Zarah
Carmen
Alison
PIGEON
HORSE GUPPY
RAT
Ken
Theo
Lance
Holly Jan
Sidney
Viv
Figure D.5: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which pet is owned by 8 people?
 PIGEON
 FERRET
 PARAKEET
 CANARY
 GUPPY
Answer
CANARY is owned by 8 people, so the answer is 8.
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Example 6
Here is another example of the third type of question. In the diagram below there are
EIGHT types of pet: PIG, CHICKEN, ADDER, VIPER, GERBIL, GOAT, DUCK
and FINCH.
Joanna
Sheldon
Cedric
Damon EgbertHailey
Yasmine Aubrey
Malik
Walter
PIG
FINCH
GERBIL
CHICKEN
Jenny
Bob
ADDER
DUCK
VIPER
GOAT
Gem
Lyn
Peter
Andrew Aidan
Liz
Gulden
Figure D.6: Introduction to ‘Which’ style question.
Question
Which pet is owned by 7 people?
 PIG
 CHICKEN
 FINCH
 GERBIL
 ADDER
Answer
ACCOUNTANCY is being taken by 6 students, so the answer is 6.
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D.2 Diagrams Used to Introduce Participants to the Soft-
ware Tool
471
Figure D.7: Guided diagram.‘Who’ style training question, answer Tracy.
472
Figure D.8: Non-guided diagram.‘Who’ style training question, answer Brooke.
473
Figure D.9: Guided diagram. ‘Which’ style training question, answer HORSE.
474
Figure D.10: Non-guided diagram. ‘Which’ style training question, answer DUCK.
475
Figure D.11: Guided diagram. ‘How’ style training question, answer 1 - Saul.
476
Figure D.12: Non-guided diagram.‘How’ style training question, answer 1 - Dom.
477
Figure D.13: Real-world diagram 1 [52]. ‘Who’ style question, answer Tara.
Figure D.14: Non-guided diagram 1. Figure D.15: Guided diagram 1.
D.3 Diagrams Used to Capture Performance Data
478
Figure D.16: Real-world diagram 2 [50]. ‘Which’ style question, answer CANARY.
Figure D.17: Non-guided diagram 2. Figure D.18: Guided diagram 2.
479
Figure D.19: Real-world diagram 3 [69]. ‘How’ style question, answer 1 - Macy.
Figure D.20: Non-guided diagram 3. Figure D.21: Guided diagram 3.
480
Figure D.22: Real-world diagram 4 [73]. ‘Who’ style question, answer Nasir.
Figure D.23: Non-guided diagram 4. Figure D.24: Guided diagram 4.
481
Figure D.25: Real-world diagram 5 [49]. ‘Which’ style question, answer SHEEP.
Figure D.26: Non-guided diagram 5. Figure D.27: Guided diagram 5.
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Figure D.28: Real-world diagram 6 [81]. ‘How’ style question, answer 2 - Jed and
Darren.
Figure D.29: Non-guided diagram 6. Figure D.30: Guided diagram 6.
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Figure D.31: Real-world diagram 7 [15]. ‘Who’ style question, answer Tod.
Figure D.32: Non-guided diagram 7. Figure D.33: Guided diagram 7.
484
Figure D.34: Real-world diagram 8 [11]. ‘Which’ style question, answer NEON
TETRA.
Figure D.35: Non-guided diagram 8. Figure D.36: Guided diagram 8.
485
Figure D.37: Real-world diagram 9 [82]. ‘How’ style question, answer 0.
Figure D.38: Non-guided diagram 9. Figure D.39: Guided diagram 9.
486
Figure D.40: Real-world diagram 10 [51].. ‘Who’ style question, answer Lisa.
Figure D.41: Non-guided diagram 10. Figure D.42: Guided diagram 10.
487
Figure D.43: Real-world diagram 11 [43].‘Which’ style question, answer TORTOISE.
Figure D.44: Non-guided diagram 11. Figure D.45: Guided diagram 11.
488
Figure D.46: Real-world diagram 12 [77]. ‘How’ style question, answer 4 - Tim, Tina,
Trent and Theresa.
Figure D.47: Non-guided diagram 12. Figure D.48: Guided diagram 12.
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D.4 Performance Data
The raw data are presented in order of participant broken down by diagram. The
following list provides the name of each column heading and a corresponding description
of the data therein.
1. ‘P’ is the participant reference number,
2. ‘Diagram’ corresponds to an instance of a diagram,
3. ‘Type’ corresponds to the number of curves,
4. ‘Style’ corresponds to the style of question,
5. ‘Group’ corresponds to the participant group (a or b),
6. ‘Condition’ indicates whether a diagram was treated with all known guides i.e.
‘o’ = an original ‘untreated’ diagram and ‘g’ = a diagram treated to all known
guides,
7. ‘Time’ corresponds to the time taken to answer a question,
8. ‘Log’ time corresponds to the log of the time taken to answer a question and,
9. ‘Correct’ corresponds to whether the question was answered incorrectly (0 =
correct and 1 = incorrect).
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
1 1 who a o 6.10 0.785330 0
1 2 which a o 6.37 0.803912 0
1 3 how many a o 8.42 0.925140 0
1 4 who a o 13.08 1.116718 0
1 5 which a o 44.18 1.645258 1
1 6 how many a o 10.75 1.031408 0
1 7 who a g 10.73 1.030735 1
1 8 which a g 17.18 1.235107 1
1 9 how many a g 24.57 1.390346 0
1 10 who a g 15.65 1.194514 0
1 11 which a g 19.17 1.282547 1
1 12 how many a g 18.28 1.262055 0
2 1 who a o 7.85 0.894870 0
2 2 which a o 25.08 1.399385 0
2 3 how many a o 14.63 1.165343 0
2 4 who a o 17.48 1.242624 0
2 5 which a o 45.17 1.654818 0
2 6 how many a o 22.02 1.342752 0
2 7 who a g 17.00 1.230449 0
2 8 which a g 56.35 1.750894 0
2 9 how many a g 26.65 1.425697 0
2 10 who a g 21.78 1.338124 0
2 11 which a g 19.73 1.295200 0
2 12 how many a g 20.45 1.310693 0
3 1 who b g 9.05 0.956649 0
3 2 which b g 7.92 0.898542 0
3 3 how many b g 10.17 1.007179 0
3 4 who b g 23.37 1.368597 0
3 5 which b g 9.95 0.997823 0
3 6 how many b g 24.05 1.381115 0
3 7 who b o 29.80 1.474216 0
3 8 which b o 70.70 1.849419 0
3 9 how many b o 30.18 1.479767 0
3 10 who b o 20.87 1.319453 0
3 11 which b o 72.55 1.860637 1
3 12 how many b o 25.28 1.402834 0
Table D.1: Raw data for participants 1 to 3.
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
4 1 who b g 7.20 0.857332 0
4 2 which b g 13.37 1.126023 0
4 3 how many b g 8.82 0.945304 0
4 4 who b g 18.73 1.272615 0
4 5 which b g 30.92 1.490193 0
4 6 how many b g 14.93 1.174157 0
4 7 who b o 26.58 1.424609 0
4 8 which b o 30.52 1.484537 0
4 9 how many b o 25.65 1.409087 0
4 10 who b o 26.52 1.423519 0
4 11 which b o 62.22 1.793907 1
4 12 how many b o 17.72 1.248382 1
5 1 who b g 5.60 0.748188 0
5 2 which b g 10.98 1.040734 0
5 3 how many b g 7.33 0.865301 0
5 4 who b g 10.83 1.034762 0
5 5 which b g 11.82 1.072495 0
5 6 how many b g 10.10 1.004321 0
5 7 who b o 11.28 1.052437 0
5 8 which b o 12.78 1.106644 0
5 9 how many b o 18.02 1.255674 0
5 10 who b o 15.35 1.186108 0
5 11 which b o 26.42 1.421878 1
5 12 how many b o 21.92 1.340775 1
6 1 who a o 14.60 1.164353 0
6 2 which a o 18.60 1.269513 0
6 3 how many a o 13.20 1.120574 0
6 4 who a o 19.25 1.284431 0
6 5 which a o 44.95 1.652730 0
6 6 how many a o 24.05 1.381115 0
6 7 who a g 14.18 1.151778 0
6 8 which a g 83.57 1.922033 0
6 9 how many a g 19.82 1.297031 0
6 10 who a g 19.95 1.299943 0
6 11 which a g 20.58 1.313516 0
6 12 how many a g 12.27 1.088727 1
Table D.2: Raw data for participants 4 to 6.
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
7 1 who b g 15.62 1.193588 0
7 2 which b g 12.37 1.092253 0
7 3 how many b g 9.77 0.989746 0
7 4 who b g 16.82 1.225740 0
7 5 which b g 15.27 1.183744 0
7 6 how many b g 30.72 1.487374 0
7 7 who b o 24.60 1.390935 0
7 8 which b o 60.40 1.781037 0
7 9 how many b o 36.58 1.563283 0
7 10 who b o 27.97 1.446641 0
7 11 which b o 112.40 2.050766 1
7 12 how many b o 25.97 1.414416 1
8 1 who b g 9.78 0.990487 0
8 2 which b g 13.08 1.116718 0
8 3 how many b g 8.03 0.904896 0
8 4 who b g 12.62 1.100945 0
8 5 which b g 13.85 1.141450 0
8 6 how many b g 15.42 1.187990 0
8 7 who b o 13.50 1.130334 0
8 8 which b o 6.77 0.830375 1
8 9 how many b o 34.55 1.538448 0
8 10 who b o 27.70 1.442480 0
8 11 which b o 36.33 1.560305 1
8 12 how many b o 14.83 1.171239 0
9 1 who a o 8.00 0.903090 0
9 2 which a o 15.62 1.193588 0
9 3 how many a o 16.30 1.212188 1
9 4 who a o 27.28 1.435897 0
9 5 which a o 74.87 1.874288 0
9 6 how many a o 25.27 1.402548 0
9 7 who a g 16.37 1.213960 0
9 8 which a g 17.02 1.230874 1
9 9 how many a g 14.98 1.175608 1
9 10 who a g 26.87 1.429214 0
9 11 which a g 19.55 1.291147 0
9 12 how many a g 18.07 1.256878 0
Table D.3: Raw data for participants 7 to 9.
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
10 1 who a o 11.43 1.058173 0
10 2 which a o 14.00 1.146128 0
10 3 how many a o 17.35 1.239299 0
10 4 who a o 15.95 1.202761 0
10 5 which a o 89.82 1.953357 0
10 6 how many a o 18.03 1.256076 0
10 7 who a g 15.07 1.178017 0
10 8 which a g 74.33 1.871184 1
10 9 how many a g 16.15 1.208173 0
10 10 who a g 29.98 1.476880 0
10 11 which a g 23.83 1.377185 0
10 12 how many a g 17.97 1.254468 0
11 1 who a o 40.17 1.603866 0
11 2 which a o 33.25 1.521792 0
11 3 how many a o 34.48 1.537609 0
11 4 who a o 45.88 1.661655 0
11 5 which a o 101.07 2.004608 1
11 6 how many a o 71.48 1.854205 1
11 7 who a g 42.83 1.631782 1
11 8 which a g 93.62 1.971353 0
11 9 how many a g 82.65 1.917243 0
11 10 who a g 91.48 1.961342 0
11 11 which a g 62.30 1.794488 0
11 12 how many a g 97.92 1.990857 1
12 1 who a o 75.93 1.880432 0
12 2 which a o 52.78 1.722497 1
12 3 how many a o 87.88 1.943907 0
12 4 who a o 54.42 1.735732 0
12 5 which a o 61.42 1.788286 0
12 6 how many a o 76.40 1.883093 1
12 7 who a g 52.53 1.720435 1
12 8 which a g 93.45 1.970579 0
12 9 how many a g 94.48 1.975355 0
12 10 who a g 71.72 1.855620 0
12 11 which a g 90.35 1.955928 0
12 12 how many a g 69.12 1.839583 0
Table D.4: Raw data for participants 10 to 12.
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
13 1 who b g 11.90 1.075547 0
13 2 which b g 8.82 0.945304 1
13 3 how many b g 12.15 1.084576 0
13 4 who b g 17.18 1.235107 0
13 5 which b g 16.78 1.224878 0
13 6 how many b g 43.78 1.641309 0
13 7 who b o 17.92 1.253257 0
13 8 which b o 60.97 1.785092 1
13 9 how many b o 27.07 1.432435 0
13 10 who b o 33.33 1.522879 0
13 11 which b o 68.18 1.833678 1
13 12 how many b o 22.12 1.344720 1
14 1 who a o 25.77 1.411058 0
14 2 which a o 11.40 1.056905 0
14 3 how many a o 17.10 1.232996 0
14 4 who a o 24.88 1.395909 0
14 5 which a o 43.83 1.641804 1
14 6 how many a o 34.45 1.537189 1
14 7 who a g 28.12 1.448964 0
14 8 which a g 25.13 1.400250 0
14 9 how many a g 21.43 1.331090 0
14 10 who a g 71.27 1.852886 0
14 11 which a g 38.18 1.581874 0
14 12 how many a g 25.77 1.411058 1
15 1 who b g 10.73 1.030735 0
15 2 which b g 11.95 1.077368 0
15 3 how many b g 12.58 1.099796 0
15 4 who b g 23.92 1.378701 0
15 5 which b g 19.02 1.279134 0
15 6 how many b g 17.75 1.249198 0
15 7 who b o 32.55 1.512551 0
15 8 which b o 58.62 1.768021 0
15 9 how many b o 33.42 1.523963 0
15 10 who b o 30.62 1.485958 0
15 11 which b o 44.80 1.651278 1
15 12 how many b o 24.22 1.384114 0
Table D.5: Raw data for participants 13 to 15.
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
16 1 who b g 22.85 1.358886 0
16 2 which b g 27.65 1.441695 0
16 3 how many b g 25.75 1.410777 0
16 4 who b g 20.48 1.311401 0
16 5 which b g 35.82 1.554085 0
16 6 how many b g 36.78 1.565651 0
16 7 who b o 23.57 1.372298 0
16 8 which b o 80.47 1.905616 1
16 9 how many b o 43.55 1.638988 1
16 10 who b o 57.77 1.761677 0
16 11 which b o 53.70 1.729974 1
16 12 how many b o 86.42 1.936598 1
17 1 who b g 21.50 1.332438 0
17 2 which b g 12.30 1.089905 0
17 3 how many b g 23.25 1.366423 0
17 4 who b g 19.83 1.297396 0
17 5 which b g 24.98 1.397650 0
17 6 how many b g 16.87 1.227029 0
17 7 who b o 18.40 1.264818 0
17 8 which b o 74.63 1.872933 1
17 9 how many b o 66.53 1.823039 0
17 10 who b o 49.20 1.691965 0
17 11 which b o 46.95 1.671636 1
17 12 how many b o 50.65 1.704579 1
18 1 who b g 7.12 0.852277 0
18 2 which b g 8.62 0.935339 0
18 3 how many b g 9.40 0.973128 0
18 4 who b g 13.75 1.138303 0
18 5 which b g 23.45 1.370143 0
18 6 how many b g 23.75 1.375664 0
18 7 who b o 45.30 1.656098 0
18 8 which b o 56.72 1.753711 1
18 9 how many b o 16.60 1.220108 0
18 10 who b o 32.88 1.516976 0
18 11 which b o 72.43 1.859938 0
18 12 how many b o 19.05 1.279895 0
Table D.6: Raw data for participants 16 to 18.
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
19 1 who b g 13.42 1.127645 0
19 2 which b g 13.18 1.120025 0
19 3 how many b g 16.88 1.227458 0
19 4 who b g 20.65 1.314920 0
19 5 which b g 24.28 1.385308 0
19 6 how many b g 24.80 1.394452 0
19 7 who b o 34.52 1.538029 0
19 8 which b o 41.12 1.614018 0
19 9 how many b o 30.17 1.479527 0
19 10 who b o 30.52 1.484537 0
19 11 which b o 120.02 2.079242 0
19 12 how many b o 27.38 1.437486 0
20 1 who a o 16.67 1.221849 0
20 2 which a o 10.27 1.011429 0
20 3 how many a o 8.88 0.948576 0
20 4 who a o 12.53 1.098067 0
20 5 which a o 36.67 1.564271 0
20 6 how many a o 20.08 1.302836 0
20 7 who a g 21.12 1.324625 0
20 8 which a g 25.45 1.405688 0
20 9 how many a g 17.83 1.251233 0
20 10 who a g 20.70 1.315970 0
20 11 which a g 19.85 1.297761 0
20 12 how many a g 19.70 1.294466 0
21 1 who a o 18.40 1.264818 0
21 2 which a o 6.22 0.793558 0
21 3 how many a o 17.53 1.243864 0
21 4 who a o 15.80 1.198657 0
21 5 which a o 37.60 1.575188 0
21 6 how many a o 14.12 1.149732 0
21 7 who a g 12.17 1.085172 0
21 8 which a g 12.93 1.111710 0
21 9 how many a g 22.10 1.344392 0
21 10 who a g 19.03 1.279515 0
21 11 which a g 16.48 1.217045 0
21 12 how many a g 8.35 0.921686 1
Table D.7: Raw data for participants 19 to 21.
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
22 1 who a o 9.37 0.971585 0
22 2 which a o 12.33 1.091080 0
22 3 how many a o 10.30 1.012837 0
22 4 who a o 17.28 1.237628 0
22 5 which a o 41.55 1.618571 0
22 6 how many a o 14.95 1.174641 0
22 7 who a g 8.48 0.928567 0
22 8 which a g 42.53 1.628729 0
22 9 how many a g 15.90 1.201397 0
22 10 who a g 47.65 1.678063 0
22 11 which a g 13.58 1.133006 0
22 12 how many a g 11.00 1.041393 0
23 1 who a o 11.20 1.049218 0
23 2 which a o 14.27 1.154323 0
23 3 how many a o 19.53 1.290776 0
23 4 who a o 26.27 1.419405 0
23 5 which a o 120.00 2.079181 0
23 6 how many a o 42.07 1.623938 0
23 7 who a g 30.73 1.487610 1
23 8 which a g 63.60 1.803457 0
23 9 how many a g 40.93 1.612077 0
23 10 who a g 41.40 1.617000 0
23 11 which a g 34.33 1.535716 0
23 12 how many a g 29.93 1.476155 0
24 1 who a o 12.67 1.102662 0
24 2 which a o 18.27 1.261659 0
24 3 how many a o 12.87 1.109466 0
24 4 who a o 14.47 1.160368 0
24 5 which a o 79.87 1.902366 0
24 6 how many a o 16.67 1.221849 0
24 7 who a g 17.73 1.248790 0
24 8 which a g 57.47 1.759416 0
24 9 how many a g 19.40 1.287802 0
24 10 who a g 11.60 1.064458 0
24 11 which a g 46.40 1.666518 1
24 12 how many a g 15.53 1.191265 1
Table D.8: Raw data for participants 22 to 24.
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P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
25 1 who a o 13.60 1.133539 0
25 2 which a o 50.33 1.701856 0
25 3 how many a o 11.60 1.064458 0
25 4 who a o 20.67 1.315270 0
25 5 which a o 55.20 1.741939 0
25 6 how many a o 17.07 1.232149 0
25 7 who a g 20.47 1.311047 0
25 8 which a g 87.27 1.940848 0
25 9 how many a g 24.60 1.390935 0
25 10 who a g 27.87 1.445085 0
25 11 which a g 64.73 1.811128 0
25 12 how many a g 24.87 1.395618 0
26 1 who b g 8.00 0.903090 0
26 2 which b g 26.87 1.429214 0
26 3 how many b g 12.60 1.100371 0
26 4 who b g 33.93 1.530627 0
26 5 which b g 14.20 1.152288 0
26 6 how many b g 15.60 1.193125 0
26 7 who b o 22.47 1.351539 0
26 8 which b o 53.80 1.730782 1
26 9 how many b o 30.00 1.477121 0
26 10 who b o 32.47 1.511438 0
26 11 which b o 42.73 1.630767 0
26 12 how many b o 18.73 1.272615 0
27 1 who b g 7.87 0.895791 0
27 2 which b g 21.00 1.322219 0
27 3 how many b g 8.20 0.913814 0
27 4 who b g 15.87 1.200486 0
27 5 which b g 25.80 1.411620 0
27 6 how many b g 14.53 1.162365 0
27 7 who b o 22.27 1.347655 0
27 8 which b o 40.80 1.610660 0
27 9 how many b o 26.87 1.429214 0
27 10 who b o 26.13 1.417195 0
27 11 which b o 120.00 2.079181 0
27 12 how many b o 11.13 1.046625 1
Table D.9: Raw data for participants 25 to 27.
499
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
28 1 who b g 15.40 1.187521 0
28 2 which b g 12.00 1.079181 0
28 3 how many b g 10.27 1.011429 0
28 4 who b g 22.80 1.357935 0
28 5 which b g 16.00 1.204120 1
28 6 how many b g 15.73 1.196821 0
28 7 who b o 12.87 1.109466 0
28 8 which b o 60.87 1.784380 1
28 9 how many b o 26.33 1.420506 0
28 10 who b o 32.73 1.514990 0
28 11 which b o 36.47 1.561896 1
28 12 how many b o 23.80 1.376577 0
29 1 who b g 20.20 1.305351 0
29 2 which b g 29.73 1.473244 0
29 3 how many b g 23.53 1.371683 0
29 4 who b g 24.27 1.385010 0
29 5 which b g 28.80 1.459392 0
29 6 how many b g 35.87 1.554691 0
29 7 who b o 97.07 1.987070 0
29 8 which b o 51.20 1.709270 1
29 9 how many b o 32.47 1.511438 0
29 10 who b o 39.93 1.601336 0
29 11 which b o 64.13 1.807084 1
29 12 how many b o 33.00 1.518514 1
30 1 who b g 9.27 0.966924 0
30 2 which b g 14.73 1.168301 0
30 3 how many b g 23.40 1.369216 0
30 4 who b g 24.73 1.393283 0
30 5 which b g 11.73 1.069421 0
30 6 how many b g 23.07 1.362985 0
30 7 who b o 30.13 1.479047 1
30 8 which b o 29.87 1.475187 1
30 9 how many b o 27.07 1.432435 0
30 10 who b o 35.73 1.553074 0
30 11 which b o 59.27 1.772811 0
30 12 how many b o 22.67 1.355388 0
Table D.10: Raw data for participants 28 to 30.
500
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
31 1 who b g 14.27 1.154323 0
31 2 which b g 32.47 1.511438 0
31 3 how many b g 16.20 1.209515 1
31 4 who b g 90.40 1.956168 1
31 5 which b g 54.93 1.739836 0
31 6 how many b g 18.60 1.269513 0
31 7 who b o 50.20 1.700704 0
31 8 which b o 100.60 2.002598 0
31 9 how many b o 62.20 1.793790 1
31 10 who b o 39.13 1.592547 0
31 11 which b o 120.00 2.079181 0
31 12 how many b o 34.13 1.533179 1
32 1 who a o 10.87 1.036096 0
32 2 which a o 15.47 1.189397 0
32 3 how many a o 17.13 1.233842 0
32 4 who a o 31.60 1.499687 0
32 5 which a o 51.93 1.715446 0
32 6 how many a o 23.40 1.369216 0
32 7 who a g 17.87 1.252044 0
32 8 which a g 37.27 1.571321 0
32 9 how many a g 20.73 1.316669 0
32 10 who a g 36.93 1.567419 0
32 11 which a g 47.07 1.672713 0
32 12 how many a g 23.40 1.369216 0
33 1 who a o 9.93 0.997095 0
33 2 which a o 10.00 1.000000 0
33 3 how many a o 20.40 1.309630 0
33 4 who a o 29.93 1.476155 0
33 5 which a o 60.80 1.783904 1
33 6 how many a o 22.67 1.355388 0
33 7 who a g 12.00 1.079181 0
33 8 which a g 16.80 1.225309 0
33 9 how many a g 25.27 1.402548 0
33 10 who a g 26.27 1.419405 0
33 11 which a g 35.80 1.553883 0
33 12 how many a g 9.47 0.976197 1
Table D.11: Raw data for participants 31 to 33.
501
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
34 1 who b g 9.80 0.991226 0
34 2 which b g 14.20 1.152288 0
34 3 how many b g 13.93 1.144055 0
34 4 who b g 12.13 1.083980 0
34 5 which b g 21.60 1.334454 0
34 6 how many b g 14.00 1.146128 0
34 7 who b o 15.87 1.200486 1
34 8 which b o 109.67 2.040075 0
34 9 how many b o 47.13 1.673328 0
34 10 who b o 55.40 1.743510 1
34 11 which b o 32.60 1.513218 1
34 12 how many b o 22.27 1.347655 1
35 1 who b g 8.33 0.920819 0
35 2 which b g 21.73 1.337126 0
35 3 how many b g 22.73 1.356663 0
35 4 who b g 53.27 1.726456 1
35 5 which b g 16.40 1.214844 0
35 6 how many b g 20.40 1.309630 0
35 7 who b o 37.13 1.569764 0
35 8 which b o 31.13 1.493226 1
35 9 how many b o 72.00 1.857332 0
35 10 who b o 30.13 1.479047 0
35 11 which b o 60.27 1.780077 1
35 12 how many b o 34.40 1.536558 1
36 1 who b g 11.13 1.046625 0
36 2 which b g 14.80 1.170262 0
36 3 how many b g 16.93 1.228742 0
36 4 who b g 23.20 1.365488 0
36 5 which b g 43.60 1.639486 0
36 6 how many b g 45.47 1.657693 1
36 7 who b o 35.40 1.549003 0
36 8 which b o 35.07 1.544894 1
36 9 how many b o 32.27 1.508754 1
36 10 who b o 30.20 1.480007 0
36 11 which b o 34.13 1.533179 1
36 12 how many b o 14.93 1.174157 1
Table D.12: Raw data for participants 34 to 36.
502
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
37 1 who b g 9.33 0.970037 0
37 2 which b g 12.73 1.104942 0
37 3 how many b g 9.33 0.970037 0
37 4 who b g 18.07 1.256878 0
37 5 which b g 12.27 1.088727 0
37 6 how many b g 19.87 1.298125 1
37 7 who b o 22.27 1.347655 0
37 8 which b o 31.87 1.503337 1
37 9 how many b o 44.33 1.646730 0
37 10 who b o 27.80 1.444045 0
37 11 which b o 93.27 1.969726 1
37 12 how many b o 11.13 1.046625 1
38 1 who b g 10.53 1.022566 0
38 2 which b g 15.20 1.181844 0
38 3 how many b g 17.67 1.247155 0
38 4 who b g 14.47 1.160368 0
38 5 which b g 15.47 1.189397 0
38 6 how many b g 11.33 1.054358 0
38 7 who b o 14.13 1.150245 0
38 8 which b o 94.07 1.973436 0
38 9 how many b o 34.20 1.534026 0
38 10 who b o 25.07 1.399097 0
38 11 which b o 40.73 1.609950 1
38 12 how many b o 30.27 1.480965 0
39 1 who b g 8.73 0.941180 0
39 2 which b g 23.80 1.376577 0
39 3 how many b g 11.53 1.061955 0
39 4 who b g 17.87 1.252044 0
39 5 which b g 18.40 1.264818 0
39 6 how many b g 15.73 1.196821 0
39 7 who b o 26.33 1.420506 1
39 8 which b o 68.67 1.836746 1
39 9 how many b o 27.47 1.438806 0
39 10 who b o 15.87 1.200486 0
39 11 which b o 19.33 1.286307 1
39 12 how many b o 17.00 1.230449 1
Table D.13: Raw data for participants 37 to 39.
503
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
40 1 who b g 5.80 0.763428 0
40 2 which b g 13.47 1.129260 0
40 3 how many b g 10.00 1.000000 0
40 4 who b g 15.33 1.185637 0
40 5 which b g 21.13 1.324968 0
40 6 how many b g 16.60 1.220108 0
40 7 who b o 15.87 1.200486 0
40 8 which b o 36.07 1.557106 0
40 9 how many b o 54.80 1.738781 0
40 10 who b o 28.93 1.461398 0
40 11 which b o 37.33 1.572097 1
40 12 how many b o 22.73 1.356663 0
41 1 who b g 17.47 1.242210 0
41 2 which b g 11.67 1.066947 0
41 3 how many b g 16.40 1.214844 0
41 4 who b g 28.20 1.450249 0
41 5 which b g 27.47 1.438806 0
41 6 how many b g 13.73 1.137776 0
41 7 who b o 58.53 1.767403 0
41 8 which b o 33.87 1.529772 0
41 9 how many b o 47.40 1.675778 0
41 10 who b o 31.40 1.496930 0
41 11 which b o 120.00 2.079181 0
41 12 how many b o 30.87 1.489490 0
42 1 who b g 7.40 0.869232 0
42 2 which b g 12.60 1.100371 0
42 3 how many b g 16.40 1.214844 0
42 4 who b g 15.73 1.196821 0
42 5 which b g 14.73 1.168301 0
42 6 how many b g 14.93 1.174157 0
42 7 who b o 16.27 1.211299 0
42 8 which b o 30.67 1.486667 0
42 9 how many b o 42.20 1.625312 0
42 10 who b o 36.67 1.564271 0
42 11 which b o 93.80 1.972203 1
42 12 how many b o 28.80 1.459392 1
Table D.14: Raw data for participants 40 to 42.
504
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
43 1 who b g 9.92 0.996366 0
43 2 which b g 13.37 1.126023 0
43 3 how many b g 26.68 1.426240 0
43 4 who b g 15.25 1.183270 1
43 5 which b g 20.05 1.302114 0
43 6 how many b g 15.45 1.188928 0
43 7 who b o 25.33 1.403692 0
43 8 which b o 66.27 1.821295 1
43 9 how many b o 42.28 1.626169 1
43 10 who b o 32.52 1.512106 0
43 11 which b o 69.53 1.842193 1
43 12 how many b o 33.25 1.521792 1
44 1 who a o 25.17 1.400826 0
44 2 which a o 25.20 1.401401 0
44 3 how many a o 15.02 1.176574 0
44 4 who a o 32.85 1.516535 0
44 5 which a o 81.92 1.913372 0
44 6 how many a o 50.38 1.702287 1
44 7 who a g 21.33 1.329059 0
44 8 which a g 71.33 1.853293 1
44 9 how many a g 22.02 1.342752 0
44 10 who a g 69.12 1.839583 0
44 11 which a g 37.85 1.578066 0
44 12 how many a g 54.13 1.733465 1
45 1 who a o 6.75 0.829304 0
45 2 which a o 8.22 0.914696 0
45 3 how many a o 12.37 1.092253 0
45 4 who a o 16.27 1.211299 0
45 5 which a o 74.45 1.871865 0
45 6 how many a o 14.73 1.168301 0
45 7 who a g 8.08 0.907590 0
45 8 which a g 36.00 1.556303 0
45 9 how many a g 25.98 1.414695 0
45 10 who a g 24.45 1.388279 0
45 11 which a g 14.83 1.171239 0
45 12 how many a g 12.43 1.094588 1
Table D.15: Raw data for participants 43 to 45.
505
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
46 1 who a o 11.72 1.068804 0
46 2 which a o 11.38 1.056269 0
46 3 how many a o 10.93 1.038753 0
46 4 who a o 16.07 1.205926 0
46 5 which a o 47.85 1.679882 0
46 6 how many a o 16.43 1.215726 0
46 7 who a g 20.93 1.320838 0
46 8 which a g 98.52 1.993510 0
46 9 how many a g 58.07 1.763927 0
46 10 who a g 31.22 1.494387 0
46 11 which a g 24.33 1.386202 0
46 12 how many a g 15.33 1.185637 1
47 1 who b g 8.82 0.945304 0
47 2 which b g 12.65 1.102091 0
47 3 how many b g 10.78 1.032753 0
47 4 who b g 11.00 1.041393 0
47 5 which b g 24.32 1.385904 0
47 6 how many b g 12.20 1.086360 0
47 7 who b o 21.68 1.336126 0
47 8 which b o 36.03 1.556704 0
47 9 how many b o 35.77 1.553478 1
47 10 who b o 23.68 1.374443 0
47 11 which b o 61.88 1.791574 1
47 12 how many b o 27.53 1.439859 1
48 1 who a o 13.47 1.129260 0
48 2 which a o 13.38 1.126564 0
48 3 how many a o 15.05 1.177536 0
48 4 who a o 20.77 1.317367 0
48 5 which a o 98.68 1.994244 0
48 6 how many a o 32.28 1.508978 1
48 7 who a g 14.77 1.169282 0
48 8 which a g 41.08 1.613666 0
48 9 how many a g 15.62 1.193588 1
48 10 who a g 32.95 1.517855 0
48 11 which a g 41.02 1.612960 0
48 12 how many a g 12.33 1.091080 0
Table D.16: Raw data for participants 46 to 48.
506
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
49 1 who b g 7.40 0.869232 0
49 2 which b g 12.52 1.097489 0
49 3 how many b g 11.22 1.049864 0
49 4 who b g 11.53 1.061955 0
49 5 which b g 20.60 1.313867 0
49 6 how many b g 17.37 1.239716 0
49 7 who b o 36.72 1.564863 0
49 8 which b o 43.65 1.639984 0
49 9 how many b o 23.62 1.373219 0
49 10 who b o 19.50 1.290035 0
49 11 which b o 28.95 1.461649 0
49 12 how many b o 11.78 1.071268 1
50 1 who b g 15.72 1.196360 0
50 2 which b g 14.98 1.175608 0
50 3 how many b g 16.27 1.211299 0
50 4 who b g 19.05 1.279895 0
50 5 which b g 18.97 1.277991 0
50 6 how many b g 16.17 1.208620 0
50 7 who b o 26.65 1.425697 0
50 8 which b o 63.23 1.800946 0
50 9 how many b o 29.13 1.464390 0
50 10 who b o 19.32 1.285932 0
50 11 which b o 60.12 1.778995 0
50 12 how many b o 46.12 1.663858 1
51 1 who a o 14.97 1.175125 0
51 2 which a o 12.33 1.091080 0
51 3 how many a o 21.02 1.322564 0
51 4 who a o 24.95 1.397071 0
51 5 which a o 33.07 1.519390 0
51 6 how many a o 16.55 1.218798 0
51 7 who a g 13.92 1.143535 1
51 8 which a g 19.80 1.296665 0
51 9 how many a g 20.28 1.307139 0
51 10 who a g 29.38 1.468101 0
51 11 which a g 36.88 1.566830 0
51 12 how many a g 27.88 1.445345 1
Table D.17: Raw data for participants 49 to 51.
507
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
52 1 who a o 12.70 1.103804 0
52 2 which a o 22.83 1.358569 0
52 3 how many a o 16.30 1.212188 0
52 4 who a o 24.43 1.387983 0
52 5 which a o 76.20 1.881955 0
52 6 how many a o 25.88 1.413020 0
52 7 who a g 27.37 1.437222 0
52 8 which a g 37.48 1.573838 0
52 9 how many a g 20.47 1.311047 1
52 10 who a g 100.57 2.002454 0
52 11 which a g 25.10 1.399674 0
52 12 how many a g 26.50 1.423246 0
53 1 who a o 10.62 1.025988 0
53 2 which a o 18.50 1.267172 0
53 3 how many a o 37.63 1.575573 0
53 4 who a o 18.50 1.267172 0
53 5 which a o 78.82 1.896618 0
53 6 how many a o 24.12 1.382317 1
53 7 who a g 21.17 1.325652 0
53 8 which a g 20.32 1.307852 0
53 9 how many a g 23.37 1.368597 0
53 10 who a g 24.03 1.380814 0
53 11 which a g 28.95 1.461649 0
53 12 how many a g 12.35 1.091667 1
54 1 who a o 26.15 1.417472 0
54 2 which a o 23.17 1.364864 0
54 3 how many a o 17.85 1.251638 0
54 4 who a o 36.92 1.567222 0
54 5 which a o 120.00 2.079181 0
54 6 how many a o 25.37 1.404263 1
54 7 who a g 15.13 1.179935 0
54 8 which a g 52.70 1.721811 0
54 9 how many a g 33.58 1.526124 0
54 10 who a g 47.18 1.673789 0
54 11 which a g 30.55 1.485011 0
54 12 how many a g 17.30 1.238046 1
Table D.18: Raw data for participants 52 to 54.
508
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
55 1 who a o 16.65 1.221414 0
55 2 which a o 17.32 1.238464 0
55 3 how many a o 27.08 1.432702 1
55 4 who a o 32.37 1.510098 0
55 5 which a o 120.02 2.079242 0
55 6 how many a o 17.28 1.237628 0
55 7 who a g 23.72 1.375054 0
55 8 which a g 35.13 1.545719 0
55 9 how many a g 48.20 1.683047 0
55 10 who a g 29.90 1.475671 0
55 11 which a g 25.78 1.411339 0
55 12 how many a g 29.12 1.464142 0
56 1 who a o 9.27 0.966924 0
56 2 which a o 16.57 1.219235 0
56 3 how many a o 6.88 0.837799 0
56 4 who a o 17.10 1.232996 0
56 5 which a o 27.47 1.438806 0
56 6 how many a o 20.35 1.308564 0
56 7 who a g 15.95 1.202761 0
56 8 which a g 57.40 1.758912 0
56 9 how many a g 18.72 1.272229 0
56 10 who a g 27.37 1.437222 0
56 11 which a g 12.02 1.079784 0
56 12 how many a g 23.27 1.366734 0
57 1 who a o 9.55 0.980003 0
57 2 which a o 19.78 1.296299 0
57 3 how many a o 11.62 1.065082 0
57 4 who a o 17.32 1.238464 0
57 5 which a o 89.27 1.950689 0
57 6 how many a o 29.68 1.472513 0
57 7 who a g 13.72 1.137249 0
57 8 which a g 59.58 1.775125 1
57 9 how many a g 31.77 1.501972 0
57 10 who a g 22.70 1.356026 0
57 11 which a g 52.22 1.717809 0
57 12 how many a g 16.42 1.215285 1
Table D.19: Raw data for participants 55 to 57.
509
P Diagram Style Group Condition Time Log time Correct
58 1 who a o 12.90 1.110590 0
58 2 which a o 10.23 1.010017 0
58 3 how many a o 19.08 1.280654 0
58 4 who a o 16.27 1.211299 0
58 5 which a o 90.65 1.957368 0
58 6 how many a o 28.17 1.449735 0
58 7 who a g 9.83 0.992701 0
58 8 which a g 50.08 1.699693 0
58 9 how many a g 17.63 1.246334 1
58 10 who a g 41.27 1.615599 0
58 11 which a g 9.47 0.976197 0
58 12 how many a g 32.32 1.509427 0
59 1 who a o 10.57 1.023938 0
59 2 which a o 11.72 1.068804 0
59 3 how many a o 9.25 0.966142 0
59 4 who a o 16.68 1.222283 0
59 5 which a o 54.02 1.732528 0
59 6 how many a o 22.92 1.360151 0
59 7 who a g 18.67 1.271067 0
59 8 which a g 39.15 1.592732 0
59 9 how many a g 17.55 1.244277 0
59 10 who a g 22.03 1.343080 0
59 11 which a g 11.72 1.068804 0
59 12 how many a g 23.65 1.373831 0
60 1 who a o 13.67 1.135663 0
60 2 which a o 10.77 1.032081 0
60 3 how many a o 12.72 1.104373 0
60 4 who a o 20.82 1.318411 0
60 5 which a o 40.77 1.610305 0
60 6 how many a o 32.78 1.515653 0
60 7 who a g 24.53 1.389757 0
60 8 which a g 65.90 1.818885 0
60 9 how many a g 32.18 1.507631 0
60 10 who a g 27.53 1.439859 0
60 11 which a g 45.77 1.660549 0
60 12 how many a g 33.70 1.527630 0
Table D.20: Raw data for participants 58 to 60.
510
